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Geographical Aspects of Aridity in west 
Pakistan. 
M. Fazal .Ahmad Khan 
Abstract of Thesis 
In west Pakistan aridity has for long been considered 
from many separate aspects, climate, hydraulic engineering, 
irrigation engine&ring, crop selection etc, and there is 
a considerable volume of unrelated findings. This thesis 
represents an attempt to relate and correlate the various 
approaches by-establishing some of the aspects of the 
geographical relationship between man and various aspeets 
of the land. 
The basic environmental elements of physique, geology, 
structure and climate are first established, a selective 
approach being based on relevance to the central point of 
climatic aridity - Chapters 1-3. In ChaPters 4, 5 and 6, 
are considered those elements which are physical in character, 
directly influenced by climate, but whose present characteris-
tics are to a varying degree the result of the human response 
to dominant aridity. Thus,in considering Hydrography 
one must look at elements such as river-regimes and under-
ground water partly as fundamental parts of the landscape 
and also as units having a two-way reaction with man~s works 
in irrigation, cultivation etc. Similarly Soils, and Plant 
Ecology are regarded as parts of a whole complex in which 
climatic aridity is dominant and as complexes of natural 
and man caused factors. The concluding Chapters 7, and 
8 are devoted to a consideration of the direct human response 
to environment, in the past and present. Archaeological, 
historic and present settlement patterns not only il1ustrate 
this response,but clarify our picture of the environment 
itself'. 
Aridity finally is more than a deficiency of rainfall. 
The most simple human response is to live on the qualities 
of drough.t-resistance.Jposs:essed by some livestock, but 
extensive pastoralism in arid areas itself brings i~to focus 
some more complicated implications of climatic aridity, i.e. 
overgrazing, deforestation and their ecological consequences. 
Man as cultivator can move away from direct contact With 
climatic aridity, but since pre-historic timea this has 
merely extended the range of the effects of' total aridity 
on himself, and extended the range of meaning, in the 
landscape, of' the factor of aridity i.e., canals and 
increasing salinity, floods. and barrages, wells and 
commercial cropso 
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Introduction 
In West Pakistan, aridity has for long been considered 
from many separate aspects such as meteorological and 
climatic, irrigation and hydraulic engineering, crop 
selection.and pedological. However the diversity of inde-
pendent studies has meant that each approach has usually 
ignored closely related but not obviously relevant facta. 
Many of the reports thus appear to be contradictory of each 
other, and much repetition exists. Different agencies 
and bodies have approached a common problem in such 
different ways that development works som~ .. ~es cancel each 
other out. A clear example appears in the way in which 
in the p.ast, the calculation of the amount of water to ·be 
applied in irrigation, a need created by aridity, has been 
made differently by workers responsible for reclaiming land 
from the desert on the one hand,and for reclaiming land 
ruined by irrigation on the other. 
This thesis is a pioneer attempt to integrate the 
different approaches geographically, to provide for the first 
time an ass:essment of the factors. involved in the delicate 
balance imposed on the life of West Pakistan by aridity. 
The pivotal theme throughout is water and its relation w1 th 
other peysical and human elements. 
Taking 8Uch a theme. the main reliancs has r~d to be 
on personal observation rather than direct fieldwork and on 
xvi. 
scattered but considerable published and unpubliShed works. 
The writer is directly familiar with all the regions of 
west Pakistan except for the Divisions of Quetta and 
Kalat, and has thus been able to translate reports in terms 
of direct experience. The purpose of the thesis · ._ ther~ 
is 
fore~.to consider the geography of aridity as a Whole and to 
present some evaluati.ons and judgements which othel'Wise 
t 
could not be made; .,(·he main such conclusion being that 
of the increasing precariousness of reliance upon increasingly 
complicated ways of living in conditions: of aridity. This 
precariousness affects everything, including human society, 
in the ecological complex. If this is appreciated, as 
it oan be geog:raph:l.cally, then a new baJ.ance of human lif'e, 
climate, river regime, soils and terrain can be established. 
As will appear the need is urgent and the true balance hard 
to find. 
For this purpose an inventory of the relief and 
geologic stra~igraphy becomes important, therefore the 
physiographic setting fo~ the beginning of this thesis. The 
first two chapters reveal the physical personalit~ of the 
area and a cursory comparison haa been made between the 
topography and the processes shaping the topography·. 
evolution is also considered. 
Desert 
Chapter 3 emphasise~ the importance of precipitation 
as the principal element controlling the climatic regime: and 
xvii. 
the destiny of man. West Pakistan lies on the fringes of 
both Summer Monsoon and Western Depressions. Both these 
rain bearing influences fade out over this land. Most 
of the country receives rainfall which is late, meagre and 
extremely capl'icous. The influence of rainfall in general 
and pal'ticular of the monsoon is so marked that the 
agricultural calendar and seasons are defined by its incidence. 
The variable incidence of rainfall has been explainecil in 
terms of val'ious a~ects of its volume. The average annual 
l'ainf"all decl'eases from 40" in the extreme north east to 
below 511 in the south west. variability increases with 
the decrease in the annual amount of rainfall. The areas 
of least rainfall Show hi~~est degree of aridity and 
highest variability. No formula or mathematical calculation 
can be applied as in the present. circumstances we cannot 
l'ely on ·any basic fo~a for rainfall which is extremely 
fickle. The temperature variations have also been 
discussed and also their effects along W1 th spol'adic rainfall 
in pl'oducing the &l'idity. Finally,the al'idity has beeri 
treated by defining it with reference to classification 
schemes, and De Martonnea formula has been a4opte4 to 
expl'ess the degree. of aridity of' West Pakistan. Almost 
all the causes of aridity accounted by various authol's has 
xviii. 
While, Ohapters 1 to 3 to a large extent deal w1 th 
the inter-relations of unchangeable physical elements, in 
Chapter 4,we turn to a consideration of the first of 
the basically physical phenomena in which human action has 
increased the complexity of the fUnction of aridity, i.e. 
hydrography and water-resources. It is seen that water 
resources derived from externally originating rivers and 
underground bodies are as inadequate as rainfall. The 
ecological dangers as well as benefits .. of irrigation are 
examined particularly as regards waterlogging. The 
hydrographical history of the region is discussed together 
with the implications of political divisions of hydrographic 
units. Similar-ly, in Chapter 6, the Soils of West Pakistan 
are considered. They represent natural processes in 
specific environmental conditions but are also partly 
products of human actions in an arid region. Thus soil 
salinity is directly and indirectly a result of sub-tropical 
aridity. Ecological work in this field is examined along 
with policies of soil control and improvement. 
Chapter &,has been intended to show how the p~sical 
factors of orography, climate, water and soil.intluence 
the plant cover and cul.tivation of plants·. is affected by these 
factors. Throughout the study the interaction of human and 
xix. 
geographical limitations imposed b~ shortage of water~ 
climate, soil and traditions. The existing land use 
pattern is finally fully governed b~ the rainfall regime, 
. 1hQt I.QS 
and the pro~ision8~been made for artificial ir~igation. 
Sample studies in the discussion o:f' various plants for 3 
stations is examined in terms of the climatic amplitude 
of the stations. The degree of irrigation intensit~ and 
suitable techniques are also considered. The oscillation 
to 
of food production is explained and related •;-;~;~/'!!. the causalb~;· 
factors. The means end measures which may be adopted to 
increase the food production for the alarmingly increasing 
population, when the major handicap is limited water, are 
discussed. 
Chapter 7.is a historical inventory Which throws 
light upon the evolution of cultures and environments stnce 
5,ooo B.c. Once this area supp.orted an advanced agricultural 
civilization, which maintained trading and commercial rela~ 
tions with the contemporary civilizations of Iraq and 
Iran. From 1,500 B.c. to the aiUlexation of this part 
of the sub-continent by the British sovereignty in the 18th 
century, West Pakistan remained practically a "cross road" 
for foreign incursions. same important points emerge 
very clearly. First, there is some ej'tdence that climate 
during early human occupation was less. arid, and that even 
xx. 
in early historic ttmes the Indus plain was ecologically 
more attractive than at present. secondly, the Indus 
plain remained throughout attractive to prtmarily pastoral 
groups from Central Asia, their movements into the sub-
continent being topographically canalised through the Indus 
region. west Pakistan has thus been a region of new 
succ.ess·ive human appraisals, and a region of conflict rather 
than one of slow indigenous development. In the particular 
enVironmental circumstances this has had specific effects. 
on settlement. 
In the final chapter, an attempt is made, by using the 
landscape evidence rather than by social and economic 
analysis to show how settlements in their rorm and distri-
bution, reflect aridity as it appears i·n the minds of' men. 
EVery aspect of' this study has been consistently 
related to the water resources and aridity. The striking 
fact that arises from this study is acute poverty of the 
available water resources. Pakistan is facing an acute 
shortaget of food and an economic breakdown in the face of' 
a rapidly increasing population. There :1 s always an 
apprehension of' food shortages and at the same time people 
are desirous of' raising their standard of living. To 
achieve this end, substantial and consistent attempts are 
needed to :find out better methods .·f.l~~~he economic use 
- ....... !lo ... _"':: 
xxi. 
of water and drought resisting crops. 
EVery inch of P&kistan,particularly the utterly 
neglected Divisions of Quetta and Kalat await ·ifrbasic 
research and offer an immensely interesting field of study 
of geographical control. It needs application of field 
work, science and capital. 
In this age of space exploration nature is apparently 
being controlled by scientific progress., by application 
ot technology and automation and the needs of the modern 
man are thus ass:esseal. In spite of all this advancement, 
the natural forces still remain dominant in the develop.;.; 
ment and the rehabilitation of a countey; here the inherent 
character of an area- aridity~ determines the limitations. 
As previously pointed out, with a stUdy of this kind, 
main reliance must be on documented evidence supplemented 
by personal observation. Chapters 6 and 8 are based 
almost entirely on the Wl'~ tel'~1 .. own personal work. 
The candidate regret·& to state, that the obtaining of 
basic data direct from some of the Pakistan Government 
Departments was virtually impossible. That information 
so asked for was f'inally ronly acquired indirectly. That 
infomation whic~ coul.d be obtained inside Britain ::-:{'T'f we1.s 
Ths infor-mation offioa and the Education 
x.xii. 
Division in O~~ice of the High Commissioner ~or Pakistan 
must be singled aut for their helpfulnesa Which is here 
acknowledged gratefully. 
Mention must be made of the great help given by 
Professtt,~ A.J. zuur and R.H:. Messemaeck Van de Graa:f'f· 
of the Netherlands, who were visiting experts to Pakistan 
during 1957-58. The infor.mation related to salinity and 
waterlogging~produced here,is based mostly on material 
obtained from them through personal correspondence. The 
writer in this context feels highly obliged to them. Her 
thanks are also due to Mr. H.E. H~ard of the Salinity 
Laboratory, Riverside, California; who arranged an introduc-
tion to Professor zuur; and explained the most recent 
views accounting for the prevailing salinity, by personal 
communications. 
Every possible effort has been consistentl7 applied 
for the acquisition of recent intor.mation on west Pakistan. 
In this respect foreign experts have proved very responsive, 
and have answered many enquiries with great interest. In 
spite of their overwhelming business: they replied promptly, 
which is highly appreciated. The writer feels indebted 
to the F.A.o. authorities at Rome and Unesco authorities 
at Paris. They have very willingly acceded to her every 
request and ~~ppl!e~ her with all the available 
produced by the experts deputed by the F.A.O. and unesco 
xxiii. 
under the auspices of the ~id zone Committee. Mention 
may be made of the o:bligations which she owes to. Professor 
c.w. Thornthwaite and his staff of Laboratory of Climatology, 
Centerton, New Jersey, Who pleasingly supplied her w1 th the 
literature they produced on the south west Asia on the 
evaluation of aridity. Through these media the writer 
received a bulk of information, also from the Ullesco News 
letter received regularly since December 195e·. 
There are many others who have veey willingly and in a 
pleasing way offered help to the candidate which she cannot 
ment1 on individually, but .. expresses her thankfulnes:s to 
them all. The Librarians of the British Museum London, 
'Meteorological Department Harrow, the s·enate House, the 
India House, commonwealth Library, Pakistan and India Office 
Library, Royal Geographical Society, and Geological soolt;ety, 
and the Librarians of London School of Economics and 
sQience museums, Librarian .AJDerica Consulate London, The 
Nation~ Physical Laboratory, Hillside Road, New Delhi~12, 
The Librarian, Canada House, London and 1111%'. A.A. Rizvi, 
in Lecturer ,,·-c~:· Geography Karachi University. 
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Part I 
Physiographic Setting 
Chapter 1 
Physical Features 
The diversified topographic pattern of West Pakistan is 
well illus~rated in Fig. 1. Most striking is the contrast 
between the r~gged high mountain land of the North and West 
and the relatively level aggraded lowland of the south East. 
From the region of the Pamir Knot, where the amplitude of 
relief lies between 6,000 and a,ooo metres above sea level, 
great mountain ranges fan out to the South Wes;t, w1 th gradually 
concentric arcuate dispositions. In the mountain lands 
are thus enclosed great highland basins, while between the· 
outflung marginal minor ranges lie lowland basins pockets. 
OUtlying highlands form isolated fragmentary eminences. 
In the North-East, between the Indus and the Jhelum 
rivers, descent from highland to lowland is via the Potwar 
• I ; ~ 
Plateau, situated just under 500 metres above sea level. 
(Fig. 2A.). The southern edge of this plateau region is 
defined by the east to west line of the Salt Range. The 
south facing escarpment of the Salt Range, marked by the 500 
metres contour, is the southern-most edge of the arcuate bold 
major relief forms. South of this, the land drops away 
quickly to some 200 metr -sea-level, the level of the 
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2. 
Upper Indus Plain, which, then, with only slight undulations, 
gradually descends to sea-level more than 500 miles to the 
south. 
The western edge of the lowland is met more abruptly 
by the highland edge. The arcuate swinging ranges of the 
Su1a1man and the Tobakakar rise to 3,000 metres above sea-
level, enclosing between them the medial Lora-Zhob basin. 
The outer edge of the Sulaiman range then falls abruptly 
eastward to the main lowland level. (Fig. 2B.). Beyond 
the Kirthar Range, which walls off the Lower Indus Basin, the 
Makran and subsidiary ranges are aligned east to west; ris-
ing precipitously from a narrow coastal plain. In the Kalat 
Division lie alternating mountain blocks, depressions and 
basins. 
To the east,the Indus Plain is bordered by the Thar= 
Parkar Desert, topographically relieved only by a slight rise 
to same 200 metres above sea-level, in the extreme south-
east. 
Physical Regions:-
A schematic zoning of West Pakistan into component 
parts, each having natural as well as political unity has 
not yet been devised by anybody.(l) There are however, a 
few analytical groupings of natural regions of the Pak-Hind 
Sub-Continent; recognised both by foreign and national 
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geographers.(2) Geographers more or less differ in their 
schematic analysis of the Natural Regions of the Sub-Conti-
nent, suggesting a number of major, secondary and further 
sub-divisions. Of these geographers, Baker proposed 4 
major regions, while Stamp envisaged 5, whereas the number 
of major divisions as advocated b~ Ahmad and Pithawalla are 
7 and 5 respec·tively. Recently, Spate has. attempted a 
regional division of the Pak-Hind Sub-Continent. Though 
he has treated the sub-Continent as a single unit, yet in 
his scheme, West Pakistan is very clearly identified with a 
group of independent natural regions. According to his 
approach, west Pakistan includes two Macro Regions and 5 
Regions of First Order with Micro divisions. In Spate's 
scheme for the sub-Continent, the Regions of First Order 
comprising west Pakistan are I, II, III, IX and a part of 
IV. 
All the major or macro regions listed by various authori-
ties are large divisions having within them great topographic 
variations, for the explanation of which they have resected 
them into a number of minor regions. 
After examination of the previoUs literature mentioned 
above, and in the light of personal observation the present 
writer has devised her own scheme of regions, more similar 
to Spate's scheme than to the others. 
4. 
Broadly speaking the physical features of a country 
are an expres·s·ion of the character of land-foms, which 
are an outcome of collective and continued efforts of 
"epigene"(3) and "hypogene" processes. There are no hard 
and fast rules for the demarcation of natural regions, only 
that they are best based on main orographic features. 
The regions are commonly based on the physiographic elements 
of 1. mountains, 2. plateaus and plains, 3. valleys, 4. 
basins and lakes, and 5. coast line.(4) 
The physical delimitation adopted here,is strictly 
based on these natural lines~ of differentiations and varia-
tions in the disposition of mountain ranges, valleys, water-
shed·s, platea~ plains, doabs, deserts: and coast& 
The zonification basis used here is that of the Topo-
graphic Sheets of 1::1,000,000 scale. Each region is 
homogeneous in its physical features. Its recognition as 
an independent whole does not depend on its extent. The 
regions so defined are described below since they fo~ the 
basis1br all future physical, ecological and human references 
in this study. 
As there will be separate chapters on the aspects 
of geology, climate, hydrography, soil, ecology of 
cultivated plants and settlements, the present context baa 
been restricted to orography and structure and very few pas·s,.. 
ing references have been made to other aspects of west Pakistan. 
5. 
The Macro Resions:-
In a strict orographic sense, Fig. 1, clearly shows 
the division of west Pakistan into two Macro Regions: 
I. The mountainous country in the north, north-west and 
south-west and II. The plains flanking the mountain belt 
to the south and south-east. The same divisions may be 
adopted both for structural and ~tratigraphic studies of 
West Pakistan: I. The Young Folded Tertiary Highland whiCh 
forms the western sequence of the Himalayan chain, and 
II. The Quaternary Lowland. The two Macro Regions are 
clearly defined in the two profiles draw.n from north to 
south and west to east. (Figs. 2A and B.). 
The two Macro sections are dissimilar both in the mode 
of their constitution and confor.mation, as explained in 
Chapter 2. Both types of region have different histories 
of formation and their evolutionary cycles determine their 
present topography,which in turn chiefly control their 
climate, hydrography, soil and the native fauna and flora. 
I. Highland:-
The structural development of highland building, briefly, 
is that, initially the surface configuration has been created 
by orogenic movements,by which an ancient sea floor has 
been exposed and lifted high to fo~ the present mountain 
ranges and plateausof varying size and magnitude, which 
6 .. 
"depend on the amount of uplift that it has sutferedi".(5) 
These from their inception, were subjected to modifications 
caused by "exogenic" or external process.es". As the high-
land was being raised up into high mountain chains, the 
land was folded, and faulted •. 
Referring again for a moment to relief map, Fig. 19 
a distinction can be made between the northern and southern 
highland. In the north, the relief of the country, in 
places reaches extremes of 6 1 000-7,000 metres above sea-
level. Folding is severe and the ranges radiate to the 
south-west. In the opinion of Pascoe the greatest warping 
in the high Hindu Kush, Hazara and adjacent mountains ••••• 
occurs along a line where the north coast of the northwardly 
moving land-mass would first have met the south coast ••••• 
or rather the marine sediments off the coast ••••• of the · 
Angara continent. Here the buckling, thrusting, and 
mountain formation would have been most intense11 .(6) This 
suggests that the northern part of the existing highland 
was sandwiched between the two rigid masses. of Gondwanaland 
and Angaraland as they moved northward and southward respect-
ively. Hence,the elevation and complexity correspond with 
the amount of pressure and disturbance. 
In the southern highland, the mountains rise to 3,000 
metres above sea level only. Their folding is comparatively 
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slight. Their relatively low elevation and "simple 
structure"(7) are thus explained by Pascoe.(a) "On each 
side of this line the rock-waves of the invaded continent 
and its coastal sediments would have eddied past and spread 
out in a wider belt of less concentrated and less intense 
folding and f'au::t.ting". The nodality of Quetta, •'between 
the consecutive mountain arcs •••••. appear to have ooincided 
in a general way with headlands projecting fram the drifting 
Gondvtanaland mass". The present strike of the southern 
mountains is attri-DUted to the NeNaEe-wards movement of the 
Deccan Mass. 
The recurrence~~ of theF.·:-! orogenic storms is clearly 
witnessed in the presence of folding, thrust and dislocation 
of rock strata in isolated blocks between the mountain ranges. 
As the rocks,of which the highland is composed origin-
ated in a Mesozoic Ocean they are predominantly of rocks 
of relatively recent marine origin. Except for the S:iwaliks, 
they are made up of fluviatile debris and consolidated mud 
deposits. In marked contrast, the underlying solid geology 
in the lowl~d region is obscured by a thick overlay of 
water and wind-borne material ranging from fine silt to 
coarse gravel. The surface is pocketed by saline depressions. 
and waterlogged areas and raised in a few low eminences.. 
Finally, rivera in the highland are antecedent, and 
a. 
flow in deep and precipitous valle,ys. They cut vigorously 
through the mountains to reach the plain, and very active 
corr.aion is in progress. The rivers in lowland zones 
lead sluggish courses governed by local base levels and 
they are in the state ot "aggradation". 
II. The Lowl~1d:-
The lowland is defined as a "geosynclinal depression"(9) 
or ntrough", ( 10) extending from the foot of the highland 
in the north to the coast ~n the south. The Indus plain, 
(like the whole of the Indo-Gangetic plain), as commonly 
believed by geologists, originated structurally tram a 
"fore-deep" formed in front of the high crust waves of the 
Himalayas as they were checked in their- southward advance 
by the inflexible solid land-mass of the Peninsula".(ll) 
This hypothesis holds,that,the Whole geologic history not 
only of West Pakistan but of the whole Pak-Hind Sub-Continent 
has been controlled and regulated by the movements of the Deccan 
mass. The lowland thus,occupies a medial or an intermediary 
location between the two adjoining areas of structural 
significance and bold topography. 
Actually, the lowland of West Pakistan 1 s composed of 
two troughs. The first is the . :::~:':~_:; . ..:_~·:'·,:-{~;L "Indus" trough, 
the second, the "Ganges" trough occupying the area between 
Lahore and the Salt-Range. 
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The developmental history of this Plain is simple and 
brief, beginning at the dawn of the Quaternary Era. It is 
an area of prolonged aggradation and all previously exist-
ing features have been concealed under the mantle of super-
ficial deposits laid down by exogene processes. The 
tremendous amount of detritus with which it is filled has 
lead to sinking. The lowland owes its surface details to 
the work of water and wind and to the desquamation caused 
by a high range of temperature. The depth of alluvial 
sediments is not confirmed, but is estimated ~proximately 
to be of the order of 1,300 feet. These deposits become 
considerably finer further away from the highland. Over 
these thick sediments flow the rivers originating in the 
mountains. 
The almost hamogenously constituted plain is amazingly 
vast and predominantly gentle in slope. s·ome low local 
terrain features break the monotony of its level slope 
and uniformity of character. They are the "exhumed"(12) 
outliers of the Aravalis at Kirana, Chiniot, Sangala, and 
Shurkot, which protrude to a height of 1,000' above the 
surface of plain.(13) At some places low valley swells 
produced by river deposition at flood time, or the subdued 
mounds of settlement sites of the by-gone days, also add 
character to the landscape~ 
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The consequence of the flatness of this is that a very 
slight change in the level .. of land or water may lead to the 
o.n 
affluents of one river to flow into (_(~:·>other. In the 
present day the rivers are accustomed to overflow their 
channels in the rainy season. Every year the intensity 
ot floods surpasa the previous year. "The river Indus, 
which has been on the rampage for some days, suddenly changed 
its course today some 25 miles from Dera Ismail Khan and 
submerged more than 25 villages. About 14,000 villagers 
had to flee from their collapsing houses, and were evacuate4 
in boats, but many villagers are missing. several thousand 
houses have collapsed11 .(14) The verbal picture may be 
visualised in plate 14 ; in the Chapter on hydrography. 
The compact entity of the lowland, visually conspicuous 
by virtue of its relative smoothness;, turther stands out 
in te~s of its utility to man. It offers a greater amount 
of land favourable for human use than the terrain of high-
land. In it are situated the major nucleations of settl~ 
ment, because the land is largely capable of tillage with 
readily available water. Moreover, this is the area where 
there is great competition for land and water for various 
uses, for instance agricultural,settlements, factories, 
educational and amenities. The desert tracts are sparsely 
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possible by irrigation in the alluvial tracts. of the arid 
and semi arid zones. 
There then, are. the two macro-regions, structually 
disturbed highland and aggraded lowland. Not only in their 
relief and structure are they contrasting in character, 
but also largely because of these contrasts they are differ-
ent in most other ways, not least in all the factors 
associated with aridity and its impact on human life. 
The main characteristics of the sub-regions are now 
outlined in order to provide a firm basis for latter dis-
cussion. In the absence of any single study, other than 
that of Spate, Which considers the character of the many 
sub-regions, it has been thought appropriate to include this 
series of short sketches if only to il~ustrate the great 
variety of physique. Table 1 Fig. 3. 
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High-
land 
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Order 
I North and North 
Western Mountain 
Region of Second 
Order 
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Hazara hills 
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dinal ridges and 
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Micro-
Region 
a. valley of 
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Chitra.l 
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Macro- Region of First Region of Second Micro.:.:. 
Region Order Order Region 
(3) a. Kabul Valley 
Zone of trans- b. Sai'ed Koh 
verse Ranges~ and Range 
valleys c. Kurram 
Valley 
(4) 
Mountainous maze 
of Waziristan 
II Western Moun.;.. (1) Sulaima:n 
tain Rim Range 
(2) Tobakakar 
(3) 
Range 
Zhob-Lora 
Basin (4) Quetta Node 
III Southern (1) Sarawan coun~ 
MoW1tain Rim try and 
Central Brahui 
Range 
lo\ Kirthar R8.J."1.ge a. Khude \fJI 
Range 
b. Pab-Range 
c. Chaper 
(3) 
Range 
Hab and 
(4) Porali Valleys. Makran Coast a. Eastern 
Range Makran 
wtth 
Hingol 
valley 
b. Western 
Makran 
with 
Dasht~ 
valley 
IV Central and (1) Central Ranges a. Central 
Northern parts of Makran 
Kalat Division Range 
b. Rakhshan 
Ra.'l'lge 
c. Sihan Range 
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Macro- Region of First Region of Second Micro= 
Region Order Order Region 
(2) Inl.and Drain- a. Harmm-1-
age Basins Mashkel 
b. Hamun-i-
Margho 
c. Hamun-i-
Lora 
d. Parom Kaps 
(3) Chagai Hills 
v Sub-Mountainous (1) Trans- Indus a. The Vale 
zone plains of: Peshawar 
and Mardan 
plain 
b. Kohat 
plain 
c. Bannu 
plain 
(2) Cis-Indus a. Potwar 
Plateau 
b. s·alt-
Range 
B VI Upper Indus (1) SUb-Siwalik 
Lowland Plain zone 
(2) Doabs a. Sindsagar 
doab 
b. Chaj doab 
c. Rechna 
doab 
d. Bari doab (3) nerajat a. Dera Isma:D. 
Khan 
b. Dera Ghazi 
Khan 
VII Lower-Indus (1) Sibi-re-
Plain entrant 
and western 
Nara doab 
(2) Eastern Nara 
doab and Salt 
Lakes 
(3) Desert a. Cholistan 
b. Tharparkar 
Macro-
Region 
Region of First 
Order 
VIII Makran 
coastal Plain 
Region of Second 
Order 
(4) Kohistan 
(5) Del.ta 
I. North and North Western Mountain Ri~-
14. 
Micro-
Region 
The bold orographic outlines are determined by the 
parent st:ru.cture, by combined efforts of' the multiple pro-
ceases of orogenesis. The country of' staggering and gleam-
ing heights, with a series of alternating deep valleys, falls 
into four natural regions of second order. 
1. Haz:ara Hills: 
Excluding the south-eastern extremity the whole region 
lies in the Division of' Peshawar. Climatically,it is the 
most humid part of West Pakistan. 
This is the zone where the outer or Sub-Himalayan or 
Sub-Siwalik Ranges, and the lesser or the Mid-Himalayan 
ranges meet.(15) Hence,the area has been treated as a 
separate component. The Cis-Indus or western Hazara ranges 
descend from the altitude of 10,000 ft in the north to about 
4,000 ft in the south. It is noticeable that the profusion 
of spurs increases as the surface falls in height. In the 
15. 
east the Dunga Gali Range ~ans along the right bank of the 
Kagan (Kunhar) river, and the Jhelum river flows in the 
south of this range, making a water-parting between the 
two rivers. (16) The range varies greatly in its elevation 
from about 15,000 ft in the north to about 4,000 ft in its 
middle, finally,terminating in the plain in the south. The 
south eastern spurs form the Rawalpindi hills which rise 
from 2,000-4,000 feet and form bad-land topography. Erosion 
....... 
is active ovr:',ing to deforestation and over-grazing, and 
, .. 
also to the unconsolidated material of Which the hills are 
composed. Numerous streams, larger on the western slopea, 
smaller on the eastern, dissect and water this region. 
Plate l.a, illustrates the character of the river pattern. 
Between the eastern and western Hazara hills, lies the Central 
Hazara Country, which consists of a for.mation of solitary 
hills along with a patch work of plains. This tract of 
low elevation is a dividing zone between the eastern and 
western Hazara ranges. 
2. The zone of Longitudinal Ranges and Valleys: 
The Whole zone lies in the Peshawar Division, and forms 
a northern periphery of the semi-arid zone. This is an 
area of lofty mountains and gorge-like river valleys corres-
pending to the ranges they flow through. Plate l.b portr~s 
a gushing mountain stream entering a small fan, and the 
Plate 1 
a 
b 
Plate 2 
. -~ .- ~ 
Plate 3 
I'" 
Plate 4 
Plate 5 
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Plate 6 
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,. Loc.: :-~ I: n s :11 t: in P twar :'il . 
B 
Plate 8 
Plate 9 
,. f·.rra ic l)()uld ~.: r (Jn T ~ near Campbdlpore. Pecked petroglyphs on surface. 
2. Boulder conglomerate with erratics (B.C.) on tilted Upper Siwalik heds {U.S.) 
with hone bed (+) on Haro River near Campbellpore. 
Plate 10 
Plate 11 
3· Pinjor silt overlain by Boulder conglomerate (B.C.) and Potwar loessic silt 
!_CPs~ , unconformable on folded Pliocene Dhok Pathan beds (D.P.) in Soan Valley. 
Plate 12 
+ Fault ~::scarpmcnt of Kh air-i- \1urat with disscct <.:d pedim ents. 
Plate 13 
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unevenly wooded slopes. These longitudinal ranges fo~ 
many local watersheds, but the whole section .foms a 
watershed between the oxus System and the Indus System. 
Within this section the Hindu Kush mountains provide the 
premier water-parting, between the Chitral (Yarkund) and 
Panjkora rivers. The Hindu-Kush is a bifurcation of the 
Pamir Knot and it impinges on the western extremity of the 
Himalaya. In fact the territory is a continuation o~ the 
Himalayan system. The other ranges provide the water-
divides between Panjkora, Swat and the Indus Valleys. In 
this way the linear pattern of each ridge fo~s a single 
natural entity. (Table 1.). The average elevation in the 
extreme north is 27,000 feet. The chief peaks are covered 
with perpetual snow which feeds the rivers of this area 
throughout the year. Plate 2 was taken during the month 
of July about 10,000 feet above sea level in the Dir state 
territory, and the magnitude of the snow cover is clearly 
seen. 
One of the earliest European travellors in this area 
portrayed the extremely mountainous terrain as follows: 
"It is an entirely mountainous country, w1 th never a stretch 
of plain more than 3-4 miles in length. The valleys are 
deeply cut and the lowest mountains are 13,000-14,000 feet in 
height, while same. rise to 25,000 feet. Except in lower 
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Chi tral and in some secluded valleys they are pel'f'ectly 
barren and bare". (17) This desiccated, barren and wildly 
eroded country is iliustrated in plate 3. In contrast 
to this bleak picture of the mountains, a bright and lively 
portrait of the lower portion of valleys is drawn thus, 
.... • • • • surrounded by extensive maize and wheat fields enclosed 
by walnut, mulberry, apple and apricot trees.. The hillsides: 
are clothed With deodar and chir·, the cedar and comm:on :pine 
trees and water is plenti:f'ul". ( 18) There is no dearth 
of such picturesque spots in regions 1-III and v. 
The above two contrasting views are remarkably illustrated 
in Plate 4. Barren mountains are replaced in their foot 
hills by orchard groves and fields. The highest range in 
the f'ar distance is snow capped, and 1 t is followed by lower 
and barren mountains and narrow valley defiles, Which 
terminate into the lower ground, where the banks of the stream 
are clothed with fruit trees. 
In the south,the Hindukush ramifications are involved 
in shaping the Malakand and Utmankhel ranges. Their altitude 
varies from 5,000-6,000 f'eet. This compassable elevation 
has offered opportunities for the location of a power 
station at Malakand to generate electricity ~Y harnessing 
the Swat river. In the south-east, the water divide between 
the Indus and swat rivers descends into the Bunneer plateau 
18. 
with an inset transverse valley, the whole area draining 
into the Indus. 
3. The zone of Transverse Mountains and Valleys: 
This forms the south western p~rtion of the Division 
of Peshawar, and the zone of spring rainfall of semi-arid 
conditions. Unlike the region 2 the mountains and valleys 
run transversely, approximately W.N.W. to E.s·.E. The 
longitudinal and transverse zones are separated from one an 
other by the W-E valley of Kabul river. Hence,the northern 
boundary of this transverse zone is for.med by the Kabul 
'"· 
valley, which rests on the spurs of Safed Koh.(19) Sated 
e ~ A e Koh runs in w~st-~JE¥Jt, and is of considerabl~ height. 
Its loftiest pinnacle is Sakaram 15,620 feet. The average 
elevation from the west in the vicinity of Piewar Kotal, 
and in the east in the neighbourhood of Ghora is about 
10,000 feet. 
The Safed Koh follows a zigzag path to the east, ?~ere 
many off-shoots depart from it which "are remarkable for 
their parallelism with each other and with the parent range".(OO) 
4. The Mountain Maze of Waziristan: 
This forms the north western portion of nera Ismail 
Khan Division. It obtains most of its rainfall in spring 
and forms the north-western extremity of the semi-arid 
region. The orography of Waziristan is contused and co~ 
plex, dominated by several dry hummocky ridges. The 
general aligmnent of the ranges is wes,t to east. 
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Waziristan is a cotmtry of numerous "Raghzaies" and 
"KU.t.za.s". ( 21) The f'ormer are flat- topped stony plateaus of' 
great extent and of varying heights, from 5~200 f'eet. Un-
like them, the latter are rich fertile basins. The most 
prominent peaks are Shuidar 10,936 feet, and Preghal 11,556 
feet. "The outer spurs of south Waziristan hills are to 
the eye utterly barren and desolate, though here and there 
the soil nourishes a f'ew stunted Wild olive trees."(22:) 
The Waziristan ranges coalesce into the Bannu plain in 
north-east and in Dera Ismail Kh8111 in the south-east. 
The other peculiarity of this area is the absence of 
any dominant grain or trends in topography and drainage 
systems. General alignments are mainly from west to East, 
both of relief forms and of' river valleys. In the north 
the area is traversed by north west to south east flowing 
Kurram and Tochi rivers. All the rivers join the Indus 
directly or indirectly, and the whole area is bounded by 
the gorge which ends in the fertile Wana Plain. 
Important Passes in Region 1:-
There are many pasaes in this section of West Pakistan. 
These passes are extremely narrow in the high HindukuSh at 
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the heights of 13,000 feet. The comparatively wider pasa:es: 
are KhYber, Tochi, and Gomal. ThrOUghout the human history 
of the Indus Plain, these pass;es provided relatively easy 
paths through the difficult terrain of the region. 
Historically the most famous is the Khyber pass, owing to 
its broad size and situation on the head of the Indus Plain, 
hence for.ming a gate way to the fertile inviting plains. 
More details are recorded at the end of Chapter 7. 
II. Western Mountain Rim:-
The whole region is contained in the Quetta Division, 
and forms a part of arid Pakistan. Unlike region !• there 
is more regularity in the orographic character of this 
Region. The structura1 elements of Hindukush proceed 
southward and westward in the shape of crescents and loops. 
Within their arms lie numerous· small and large river basins. 
As the Divisions of Kalat and Quetta have had more 
comparative study, the shape and schematic arrangement of 
the orographic lines; have been explained, in general agree-
ment by modern writers. 
Wadia refers to the relief patterns of Baluchistan as 
"of a more simple geological structure" with a "succession 
of anticlines and synclines ••••• especially the mountains 
reveal a very simple immature type of topography. Here 
the hill-ranges are anticltnes with intervening synclines 
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as valleys".(23) Erosion and aridity have di ss.ected the 
ltmestone areas with precipitous gorges and steep slopes. 
The signs of maturity, broad valleys, gentle slopes and 
subdued appearance of the topography, are here non~existent. 
The shape and general layout of the mountain ranges; 
have been expressed thus: "The general configuration of the 
mountains resembles the letter S" ( 24) and another, "parallel 
or rather concentric ridges roughly an arc of a circle".(25) 
Another verQ.ict, "a land of contradictions and contrasts".(26) 
The topographic and structural complexities associate~ 
with arcuate ranges and valleys enclosed by them may be 
summarised as follows. The orographic lines are tapering 
elongated, swinging southwards and northwards, assuming 
crescent Shapes, with ridge summits of varying altitudes, 
6,000-11,000 feet in the SUlaiman and Tobakakar Ranges. The 
Sulaiman Range falls in a convex slope to the plain and it 
forms a striking western limit to the lowlands. Numerous 
transverse valleys breach the mountain wall and divide the 
country into separate natural compartments. The area widens 
out between the Tobakar and Sulaiman Ranges, where the 
intervening Lora-Zhob basin nestles and the Tob&kakar Range 
converges on this medial depression. 
are tangled in a knot round Quetta. 
The mountain ranges. 
The Whole region abounds 
in small plateaus, mesas, precipitous crag~.~~ and "damans" 
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littered with boulder- clay. Among them a few· green al~uvial 
basins are located. Plate 5, Shows this typical immature 
landscape. 
III. The Southern Mountain Rim:-
Regions III and IV lie in the Division of Kalat, and 
are extremely arid areas. For consideration the southern 
mountain rim may be divided into 4 parts: 
1. sarawan Country and central Brahui Range:= 
This consists of a number of enclosed valleys. The 
general slope of the country is to the north. The average 
altitude is 5,000-8,000 teet. ~ne chief range, the Central 
Brahui, and Nagau and Unalath ranges have an average height 
of 7,000 feet. 
2. Kirthar Range:·-
Kirthar is the main range and numerous minor ranges 
run parallel to it in the common alignment of north to south. 
The immature characteristics of Kirthar zone are striking. 
The massive limestones of cretaceous to Oligocene times is 
accompanieci with small Deccan lava intrusions in the anti-
clines. The anticlines have been attacked by erosion but 
owing to desiccation erosion has not progressed far 9 hence 
the anticlines and synclines persist as ridges and valleys 
respectively. The most prominent feature is Kirthar range 
With an altitude of 4,000 feet in the south to about a,ooo 
feet in the north. This range is breached at places by 
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deep gorges, for instance, the Mula and Gaj. 
3. Hab and Poraiivalleys:-
Both are triangular valleys and drain into the Arabian 
Sea. The Hab flows through a narrow defile between the 
ranges of Hamalig and Lakhan and joins the sea in an estuary. 
Porali river drains most of the flat triangular plain of 
Lasbela, which is set in the scarps of surrounding ranges 
of Pab on its east and Hala on the west. It has been con-
jectured that the lower Porali valley once was part of the 
sea in Recent geological times'. (27) 
4. Makran Coast Range:-
This consists of a series of minor ranges, fram east to 
west, the Kulbit, the Taloi and the TQlar Hills. These 
ranges lead a tortuous course parallel to the coast, with a 
ate~ slope to the coastal plain and relatively gradual slope 
inland. 
At places the terrain swells into a continuation of 
hills with an average height of 2,000-3,000 feet above sea-
level. The enclosed synclinal valleys; the triangular 
transverse Dasht and Hingol valleys are fertile spots of 
panoramic beauty. 
IV. The Central and Northern parts of the Kalat Division:-
This region is divided into four parts: 
1. Central Ranges:-
An area of vast wilderness and a mosaic of north to 
south and south-west lying ranges and valleys~ 
elevation of the mountain uplands is 5,000 feet. 
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The average 
These 
mountains diverge from the Sarawan country. There are 
numerous subsidiary fragmental elevations scattered here and 
there. The river valleys became broader to the south as 
the elevation decreases. These mountains are supposed to 
be the south eastern extension of the Iranian orographic 
system. (28) 
2. Inland Drainage Basins:-
The south western and northern slopes of the central 
Ranges sink into the depressions known as 'Hamuns' or 
Kaps'. (29) These Hanruns are skirted by the Dasht-i-Tahlab 
and sandy deserts. The height o'f these Hamuns and Kaps is 
about 3,000 feet. FUrther north lies: the Hamun-i~Lora and 
Dalbandin plain, between the Chagai hills and Raskoh mountain. 
The largest o~ the Hamuns is Hamun~i-Mashkel, with a 
length of some 54 miles and width varying from about a.;.;2o 
miles. The river Rakhshan-Maskhel drains into it. The 
rest of the streams draining here are seasonal torrents and 
carry water during the rainy season only. 
Pishin area drains into Lora-Hamun. Evaporation in 
these Hamuns is constant and their surface is turned into a 
salt sheet, except during floods.(30 ) The area between 
Nuski to Chaga1 foms a large level tract of alluvial and 
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lacustrine soil. The Chagai Hills are littered with talus-
fans and rocky decay · '"':- forming terraces, the levels of 
the former lakes. They contain saline water during rainy 
season. 
3. Chagai Hills:-
These hills for.m a border along the Afghan territory. 
They are a series of recent volcanic hills. The eastem 
Chagai is laced with terraces. The landscape is dominated 
by volcanic mountains, Koh-i-Sultan the most outstanding 
among them all. Vredenburg visited this area and producecdi 
a fascinating account of volcanic mountains.(31) About the 
size of Koh-i~Sultan he writes, "The Koh-i-Sultan is an oval 
shaped mountain whose larger axis striking wes;t-north-west 
is about 17 miles, the transverse width being 10 miles.o It 
is an extinct volcano •••• of three distinct cone~'; which is 
its chief distinguiShing feature. 
The Regions I-IV described above "have one thing in 
common. They are all mountainous, or very hilly, or con-
sist of high plateaus surrounded by mountains".(32) The 
connon human characteristics associated with Regions m and Dl 
as we shall see, are based oJttheir dependence on under ... 
ground water resources of water supply. 
V. Sub-Mountainous zone:-
The transitional sector is situated between the lowland 
in the south and the highland in the north. The whole zone, 
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climatically is semi-arid. It is divided by the Indus 
into two Regions of the Second Order. 1. Trans Indus and 
2. Cis-Indus. The highland descends sharply on the Sub-
mountain zone, and in turn the sub-mountain zone ends 
abruptly against the lowlands. The further divisions in 
small zones adopted here is based on the diversified consti-
tution of relief features. 
1. Trans-Indus Plains:-
The area embraces the plains of (a) the Vale of 
Peshawar and Mardan, in the Peshawar Division (b) Kohat 
plain and (c) Bannu plain'l;: the latter t\vo plains lying in 
the Division of Dera Ismail Khan. 
(a) The Vale of Peshawar and Mardan plain:-
It is a plain of "'an almost perfect ellipse" w1 th an 
opening to the south through which the Kabul river makes its~ 
way to meat the Indus. ( 33) Structurally the plain is 
ref~ed to as a 'lacustrine hollow'(34) and littered with 
superficial deposits of 1,000-1,200 feet thick, which lies~ 
on the Attock slate in the exposed d~ths of a breached 
and eroded dome. The area rises from the Indus bank, 1,000 
feet to 1,500 feet in the north. The south western portion 
is an interfluve built by the Swat and Kabul rivers. 
(b) K:ohat Plain::-
The vale of Peshawar is separated f'ram the Kohat plain 
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by the hills of Adam Khel. Kohat is seated on a high dis-
sected plateau and 1 t is higher than the Bannu plain in the 
south, and Peshawar plain to the north. The grain of the 
country is west to east, and the high swmnits lie at the 
elevations of 4,700-4,900 feet. Being a limestone mass it 
is very jagged and desolate except in the river valleys and 
at spring points. 
( o) The Bannu Plain:-
It is a horse shoe.;.shapeGll plain drained by the Kurram 
and Tochi rivera and numerous affluent streams coming fl'om 
the Waziristan hills. Like the Peshawar Vale it is also 
encompass:ed by high hills but has two exits towards the 
south and east. The plain liestat a height of 1,000 feet 
in general. 
The Vales of Peshawar, Bannu and Kohat with their 
verdant landscapes offer a striking contrast to the surround-
ing desolate high ground. 
2. Cis Indus:·-
Includes the Attock district of Peshawar Division, 
Mianwali form,s a part of Dera Ismail Khan Division and north 
eastern portion of Rawalpindi Division. 
a. Potwar Piedmont Plateau:-(35) 
the. Structurall~{Potwar Plateau occupies a synclinal loca~ 
tion between the limestone and sandstone anticlimes of 
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Kalachitta and Khari-Murrat Hills in its north, and the 
Salt-Range in its; south. 
the npotwar trough".(36) 
It is generally referred to as 
De-Terra and Patterson have 
recognised it as a "peneplain", its undulating surface shaped 
by the age long processes: of erosion and deposition.(37) 
P~ate 6 is an illustration of this peneplain backed by the 
Khair-i-Murrat-ridge. 
The plateau stretches over an area of 4~000-5,000 
square miles. It extends over the Attock district and 
occupies Rawalpindi and Jhelum districts. It expands over 
the area between the Jhelum and the Indus rivers; The site 
for the new capital of Pakistan has·. been selected in this 
region and from the point of vie~ of a planner the area has 
been tentatively delimited and defined as "Murree, inclusive 
of Galis, inclusive of Abbotabad. Haripur to Hazara to 
Campbellpor to Pindi Gheb to Khaur to Dhudial to Sohawa, 
Bather-north along the river Jhelum until it meets; Murree 
Road Muza£f'farabad". ( 38) 
Geographically the northern boundary of Potwar is clearly 
formed by the southern slopes. of the Kala.::!chi tta, Khair-:.:i~ 
Murrat and Margalla hills. The plateau disappears gradually 
in the northern slopes: of Salt-Range and has. an ill~define~ 
border. 
It presents a variety of landscapes in its different 
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sub-regions. In the west, Attock area facing the Indus is 
seamed by ravine land known as Makhad Jandal coWltry. Its 
central portion is occupied by a "Broad Geosynclinal valley 
of Soan, filled: with latter Tertiary deposits:".(39) 
average height is 1,500 feet. The Soan and its tributaries 
flow through an abandoned course of the former Indo Braham 
River. The present river has r~excavated ita course 
through the for.mer channels, therefore the land has been 
terrac~d.(40) The general appearance is of typical !bad~ 
land' local~y known as "Khuddera•t. 
The altitudes. of Khair-:-i.:.;Murrat and Kala-Chitta. Dhar 
varies from 1,300-1,500 feet, the highest summit of 
Kalachi tta being 3,521 tee1: only. (Plate 7·a,_) The north 
west and south eastern parts of Kalachitta range exhibit 
different tJPes of landscapes. The small level plain of 
Chach lies in north west, while the south eastern slopes are 
scarred by a number of seasonal n~l~~-
A great part of the plateau is overlain by a wind blown 
mantle of loess which is readily influenced by erosion. 
(Plate 7b. ) • It is one of the most erosion affected areas 
in west Pakistan. 
The land of rivers, ridges, ravines, hills and fertile 
parcels of land with great mineral potentialities haa been 
given the honour of having the new Federal Capital named 
Islamabad. 
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b. Salt Range:-
This region lies in both the Cis-Indus and Trans-Indus 
districts. The Range is situated south of Potwar Plateau 
and lies east to west in direction; and spreads over an 
~ 
area of 250 miles. The Sal t~~·Range is an example of a 
dislocation mountain in the extra-Peninsular region and 
-structurally is known as orthoclinal. "It·~ a orthoclinal 
outline, i.e. its steep southern scarp and the long gentle 
n·orthern slope, suggests that the S'altfRange is the result 
of a monoclinal uplift combined with a lateral thrust from 
the north, which has depressed the southern part of the 
monocline under the pUnjab plain, while the upper part has 
travelled some distance over it along a gentle plane of 
thrust". (41) 
The average elevation is 2,000~3,000 feet, and the Range 
consists of several parallel hills enclosing small fertile 
patches and plateaus such as: Malot, Nurpur, Dandot and Son-
s·akesar. The range is also punctuated by Rumerous salt 
lakes, the important lakes being Kabaki on S'on Plateau, and 
Kalar Lake on the meeting point of Salt Range and Potwar 
Plateau. 
The origin of these lakes has been studied by many 
geologists, first observed by Andrew and associates:. (42) 
Locally known as ''Kahars", their origin is considered to be 
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due to local subsidence by de~ormation o~ sur~ace, but 
Wynne has ~ound no evidence of subsidence. 
The present configuration o~ the lakes derives ~ram an 
uneven accumulation o~ loes;s deposits. in the hollows 
created: by tectonic movements. Some o~ these lakes; are 
taken to be "aeolian basins". All these lakes are very 
shalloVl and fiat bottomed. 
Among the hills, the important are Barkrala ridge in 
the north east which is ~ollowed by Mount Jogi Tilla ri~ge, 
in the south. The northern gentle slopes o~ the Sal~Range 
is covered With loess deposits. The deposits o~ Potwar 
and Salt~Range suggest,that the area surrour~ing these 
tracts must have been a cold desert or a glaciated area, and 
being devoid of trees. provide~ the raw material for wind 
tflleposi tion o~ loess. (Plate 7b). 
VlL. Upper Indus Plain:-
This comprises the Divisions o~ Lahore, Multan, 
southern portion o~ Dera Ismail Khan and Rawalpindi 
Divisions, and the Bahawalpur Division, ~or.ms the lowland 
heart o~ the Arid Zone o~ Pakistan. 
The region may be divided into three divisions: 
(1) SUb-S'iwalik zoneJJ 
(2) Doabs and 
( 3) Derajat·. 
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(1) sub!lsiwalik zone:.:; 
This occupies a narrow belt which includes north~ 
eastern parts of Lahore and Rawalpindi Divisions. It 
forms the north~eastern amtremity of the upper Indus plain, 
and it is listed as a separate section owing to its 
comparatively steep gradient and relatively humid climate. 
It forms the foot hills of higher mountains made of Siwalik 
deposits. The area rises to over 1,200 feet, and it is 
traversed by the great rivers, Jhelum, Chenab and Ravi with a 
number of seasonal streams, such as Ujh, Degh, Aik and 
Tavi. As the area is located right at the foot of the 
humid mountains, there is a constant seepage of water in 
this area. This is an area of copious rainfall as compare® 
to the rest of West Pakistan. The combine~ phenomena of 
seepage and relatively heavy rainfall has; caused a high 
water table hence irrigation by wells is feasible and common. 
(2) Doabs:...; 
The dominant features of the Upper Indus Plain are 
the plateau-like inter:fluves lying betwe.en rivers vihich have-
deeply excavate~ their valleys. These flat~topped interfluves-
have a north to s:outh trend.. '!'hey may be considered! as 
the water- shed zones betwe.en the rivers. All these doabs; 
are roughly equilateral triangles in shape with their bases 
in the north in the SU~Siwalik Zone, and apex in the south 
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in the sandy arid country, the apices creat~ at the points 
where rivers subsequently converge on one another. 
With the exception of a small area the elevation of 
the Indus plain above sea-level is under 1,200 feet, and 
most of it is under 600 feat, the plain falling below 250 
feet in its extreme south east •. (43) The fall is steepest, 
where the lowland meets the Sub-mountainous zone, 15' per 
mile, but usually 1 foot over a large area and only 6 
inches in the south~west is general. Fige. 1-2A and B 
illustrate this. 
The imperceptible flatness: is broken by minor variations 
created by the rivers themselves. The surface of the 
Upper Indus Plain is marked by numerous scars left by ancient 
river valleys. In each doab or interfluve the slope ris-es 
-smoothly from the i~~~~ed1ate vicinity of the river or from 
"""' the riverine tract. In a transverse section the following 
di'Y..i:s:ions are observable. (Fig. 68 Doab Settlement of 
Chapter a). 
1. The moist belt is analogous to a flood plain and contains 
two main elements. The first, "Sailaba11 , "Bet" or "Kachha" 
as locally known in different localities, (At present the 
name Sailaba is in vogue), is the lo\vest portion in the 
proximity of the river channel hence it 1 s flooded frequently. 
(44) It contains one or two rivulets and at places their 
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coUl'se is dotted by small islands. Here lies. the land 
most suitable for rice growing, since rice is a hygrophitic 
plant. The Sailaba is replaced on the higher portion (i)f 
the flood. plain by the second element,. ''Khadir'' or new 
alluvium, also subject to flood. This is an area of 
high water=table because of percolation from the river beds, 
thus wells are a common method of irrigation. Both Khadir 
and Sailaba are valuable agricultural lands, because of 
their high content of silty loam, but they are liable to 
floods. 
Khadir is bounded by the belt of:- 2. bluffs, 
kno'WJl. at different places under local names: aa ''Bangar", 
"Pakka", "Manjha" and "Dhayas" e They rise to over 20 feet 
and often are deep gullied. This belt forms the settlement 
zone, being situated at higher levels. Agriculture is a 
profitable pursuit, because of the presence of fertile 
soil accummulation, but the water-table and river lie far 
below this level. The Dhayas are succeeded in tum to the 
centre or top of the doab, by a zone pop~larly known as, 
3. "Bar". This is:small scale upland area and before 
the innovation of modern canal irrigation, Bar had the 
appearance of a desolate, barren, waste, like a true desert. 
Now there are f'our bars 1,. which now possess green fields;, 
blooming orchards and freshening parklands. Fxaom west to 
east the bars are:-
( i) The Kirana Bar, the centre of top of the Doab between 
Jhelum and Chenab. 
(ii) Sandal Bar, between Chenab and Ravi. 
(iii) Ganji Bar or "bald" Bar between Ravi and Beas and 
(iv) N111 Bar, between Beas and SUtlej, l~ing in India. 
The above analysis demonstrates how the level of each 
doab rises in stages from the river bank to the centre of 
the doab, and again falls on to the bank of the other river. 
Hence,the right and lef't sides of each doab are similar 
in topography and consists of systematic terraces excavated 
by rivers, these terraces have been named differently tn 
different localities. This conformation of the doabs has: 
assisted irrigation works also. 
S'ind Sagar Doab::- This is the western-most doab lying 
between the Indus on its right and the Jhelum, Chenab, and 
the Punjnud on its left. It is the largest and driest 
among all the doabs, and ~s generally known as Thal. (45) 
In length, the doab is 150 miles from the base of Sal~Range 
to Muzaffargarh district (inclusive). The doab includes 
within its ltmit Mianwali district in the Division of nera 
Ismail Khan, Muzaffargarh in Bahawalpur Division, and 
Shahpur district of Rawalpindi Division. Thal is considered 
to be of a tU11~or.m te~rain, "but the northern Thal has a 
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sub-stratum, which is covere~ by a succession ot low san~ 
hills, with a general North-west direction and its appear~ 
ance is that of a sandy rolling prairie: covered in the rare 
years of good rainfall with grass: and stunted bushes". 
The natural water table is 40 teet deep, grain is extensively 
grown in winter as a dry f~ed crop. In its eastern part 
it is known as Thal Kalan or Greater Thal and is shrouded 
with a "line of high sand hills from N-E and s~~'. The 
proportion of sand decreases as:. the height of the Tha1 Kalan 
decreases towards the west. Grain and melon are dry tar.m~ 
ing crops. In Mianwal.i from Fatehpur to Mihran the country 
is known as Daggar in the north and Jandi Thal in the south. 
The Daggar and Jandi fo~ a fertile fringe parallel to the 
Indus and the surface is virtually tree from sand dunes. 
As the water table here is high, water is obtainable at 
shallow depths. Daggar is considered to be a deserted 
channel of the Indus. This is a flat sui'face land of sandy 
loam. Winter wheat and fodder are main crops. 
Another topographic feature of the Thal is Powah on 
the west of Daggar area. Powah is an upland strip about 
3 miles broad, fo~ing the high bank of the Indus. The 
height decreases from 40 teet in the north,. decreases towards·. 
the south and finally disappears at Kot Sultan. Although 
settled, here rainfall is a casual phenomena, and cult1va= 
tion is precarious depending on the floods only. The 
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Powah tract is replaced at lower levels by numerous water 
bodies, left by the floods. They are known as dandh, or 
flood hollows or lakelets. It is desirable to draw the 
attention of the authorities to drain off stagnant water 
from these pools, as they are ace,entuating the twin local 
maladies of salinity and watarloggingo 
The most uninviting and desolate part of the Thal is 
the tract lying between the Salt-Range and the Indus. The 
sea of sand dunes and rock debris is underlain by hard 
soil impregnated with salt. This part is lmown as "Chachh11 , 
the area being like a mirage. 
With the construction of Jinnah Barrage on the Indus 
river in the vicinity of Kalabagh in 1949, the desert area 
is being transformed into green fields which produce 
good crops of wheat, cotton and sugarcane. It is an effect-
ive example of the control of aridity in West Pakistan. 
Speaking generally, Chaj, Reohna, and Bari doabe are 
similar in their topography. These three eastern doabs 
constitutef the most fertile area of West Pakistan, and are 
traditionally considered to be the granary of the sub-
continent. Besides its agricultural productivity the area 
carries a dense concentration of population, a net of rail~ 
ways and roads, the chief centres of industries and education. 
In fact this is the most developed and highly urbanised 
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modern part af west Pakistan. 
The reasons for the advancement of these doabs and the 
under development of the Sind Sargar doab are two fold, 
(a) natural and (b) cultural. 
(a) The natural:~ As far as. topography is concerned 
these doabs are stmilar in many respects. Both eastern 
and western doabs exhibit a terraced landscape. All these 
doab regions are arid but the eastern doabs, especially the 
Bari Doab, receive more rainfall, which means bett·er chances 
of agriculture. Lahore annual rainfall is 1~ 11', Layallpur 
12" and Thal 10" and Mianwali 10". Hence aridity has been 
the major obstacle which is only recently b·een attacked. 
Again, Lahore region geographically occupies. a medial 
position between the Ganges plain and the Indus plain. 
it was desirable and possible to develop the Bari doab at 
this link between the Ganges and the Indus plains. The 
first canal was constructe~ in this region. 
Hence 
(b) CUltural:.:.; CUlturally, Lahore and Multan have 
been always classical cities, and this area has long been 
a centre of urpan life. All rulers since 1200 AD have 
developed Lahore because of its vicinity to Delhie Delhi 
has been a Cap1 tal City almost continuously throughout the 
history of the SUb-Continent, and Lahore has always served 
as a provincial capital. The past history of the sub-
continent reveals that the Lahore region has; always held 
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a key position between Delhi, the Chief ruling seat and 
Peshawar the main gate of entrance for the foreigners. 
I Fram the desiccated mountainous terrain of Peshawar the 
"·\~ 
invaders always came across a level and cultivable land 
with plenty of river water in Lahore region, and here a 
relatively stable and prosperous centre could either be 
established or successfully defended. 
With the development of the Lahore region by the con-
struction of canals, population increased, and more and more 
land was required for further expansion of the settlements. 
Thus the periphery of the Lahore region or the Bari-Doab 
t~~1 ·" An~ · 
extended to Mul tan. Tb.e new cities of I~-~·~.lpurJ.AMontgQmery 
at an average distance of 90 miles from Lahore were establish-
ed. Lahore has always been the chfef centre of learning 
and with an old university (opened in 188:2·) attracteclh more 
and more population and satellite tawns and villages thus 
ensued. Lahore remained a source of spiritual, cultural 
and industrial energy. 
The Sindsagar has been developed only s-ince 1949. The 
chief reason is to bring the wasteland under the plough to 
grow more food for the rapidly growing national pQpulation. 
The Sind Sagar doab with the application of irrigation water 
now produces food for the nation as well as supporting 
new modern settlements. The Doab is not now at all neglected 
in any respect. It is provided with Colleges, schools, with 
all economical possible amen1 ties·; good roads and 
efficient means of communication are being introduced. 
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Now Lahore occupies a marginal position as a border town, 
and its fUture advancement is less obvious; hence now the 
western doabs stand more and more chances of development, 
especially after the final decision of the canal dispute 
between Pakistan and India. (See: too Hydrography). 
(3) Derajat:= 
The Trans-Indus territory consists of two districts, 
Dera Ismail Khan in its own Division in the north and Dera 
Ghazi Khan, situated in the Division of Bahawalpur in the 
south. ( 46) 
The terri tory lies between the Daman of Sulaiman mountain 
and right bank of the Indus. 'Dhe braided land along 
the Sulaiman mountain is known as Pachad. It is an.area 
of precarious rainfall, and deep gullies have been cut out 
by ephemeral torrents. 
The name Sindh is applied to the land fringing the right 
bank of the Indus. Between the Pachad and Sindh lies an 
upland known as Danda Land. As it is out of reach of canals 
and streams, cultivation is dependent on wells. Here are 
some patches of saline effloresene called "Reh" or "Kallar". 
VII. Lower Indus Plain:-
The area has been described thus, "Sind consists of .a 
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broad, dry, alluvial plain stretching from the edge of the 
Baluchistan plateau (the Kirthar Hills) on the west to the 
Thar desert on the east. RUnning th~ough the centre or 
this plain its life and soul - the Indus River. Just as 
Egypt is the 'Gift of the Nile' so may Sind be described 
as the G:!.:ft of the Indus". ( 47) After recei v1ng the water 
of the rest of the rivers at M1thankot, the Indus flows 
over a level plain until it enters the narrow and the 
higher stony ground at Sukkur and Rohri~ eastern limestone 
outposts of Kirthar. This. narrow point has been of great 
advantage in the construction of Rohri railway bridge and 
is the site of one of the largest irrigation dams in the 
world. This elevated ground for.ms a natural divide between 
the Upper and the Lower Indus plain. 
The Lower Indus channel bed is higher, owing to deposi~ 
tion, than the neighbouring lands, hence there is a constant 
fear of flood. The channel is lined with protecting bunds 
for long distances. 
The Lower Indus plain is traversed by a single river, 
in contrast to the Upper Indus Basin. The uPper Indus 
region is characterised by the convergence of many streams 
and tributaries, at Mi thankot. The lower Indus Basin by 
contrast has divergent channels of small outflows. This 
divergence occurs not from a single point but from a eerie~ 
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of points. Between these effluents the river has formed 
small intervening interfluves, different in character from 
the northern doabe already described. We may regard this 
region as composed of five su~divisions based on the 
interfluve units. 
1. Sibi Re-entrant and Western Nara Doab:~ 
The area includes the north west of Khairpur Division 
and west of Hyderabad Division. This plain is a westward 
continuation of the Indus plain set under the curvature of 
the Sulatman mountains. The plain is traversed in the 
north by a number of small streams including the Bolan and 
Nari which rise in the Kirthar and Sulaiman mounta-ins 
respectively. These rivers are insignificant &meliorators 
of the prevailing aridity. The water table is very low, 
rainfall is inadequate, surface water is seasonal, therefore 
agriculturS.:Ii' is not an economic proposition, and a pastoral 
economy prevails. 
The Sibi or Kachi plain consists of clay desert, which 
is known as "Pat" between Jacobabad and Sibi. The Pat 
gives way to a mixed sand and loam plain to the south·. 
In the south west the land consists of a fertile doab 
of old alluvium between western Nara and the Indus river. 
The land is also studded w1 th small salt lakes. '!'he wes.tern 
Nara is believed to be a deserted course of the Indus. The 
doab stretches south to the large Manchar Salt Lake in 
Sehwan, where west Nara drains. The classical agriculturally 
rich tracts of Larkana and Dadu lie in this doab·. 
2. Eastern Nara Doab:~ 
It includes the eastern portion of Khairpur Division 
and in its south lies: the Division of ftYderabad.(48) The 
land is confined between the Indus and the Eastern Nara 
rivers; and consists of new alluvium. The Nara doab is; 
thought to be the old delta of the Indus, and ita northern 
extension is known as Hakra in Cholistan. Th1 a area like 
the rest of the doabs abounds in ch~,els of lost rivers. and 
the abandoned hollows~ are t'illecili. w1 th saline water, known 
as 11Dhands". The causes of formation of these saline lakes 
have been studied by several geologists, notably Halland 
and Chl'ist1e, when they made a detailed survey of the Samber 
Lake in \vest em India.fatl) 
La Tochi believed that the saline lakes; are due to the 
''Possible sul).;.;terranean percolation from the Punjab rivera". 
The accumulation of ordinary rain water further helped the 
concentration of salts already existed in the parent sedtments. 
. ' According to Walters theory,salts from marine f'o~ation are 
"brought to the surface to form superficial ef'flol'escenses". 
Halland and Christie found ~t difficult to accept such 
mechanisms of' the salt origin as satisfactory; remarking 
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that there are neither inflowing large rivers nor traces 
of ancient rock salt and saline aprings.lU) 
Many experiments on hot weather winds which help 
the formation of these salt lakes by increasing evaporation 
rates have revealem that salt concentration conditions are 
optimum in regions of inland and obstructed drainage, and 
where there i a a strong in-drClught of hot drying winds,. 
As far as the lower Indus Basin is concerned it is neither 
a region of inland drainage nor an area of obstructed 
drainage. It fulfils the one condition of a strong in~ 
drqught of hot drying winds which in the absence of other 
forces prove~an insu:f'ficiently effective causative factor. 
Cotter has also studied the Salt Lakes of the Lower 
Indus Plain. He regarded their origin as due to the local 
percolation of water. "The water which percolates through 
the basal layers of the desert sand where it rests upon 
the·tmpermeable alluvial clays of the Sind plain, emerges 
in many low lying pJ.aces to form marshes or lakes11 , known 
(Jtl) 
locally as dhanda. In 1952 Godbole'aAstudies led to the 
conclusion that the salt is due to percolation phenomena 
as well as to the receding Tethys sea. Thus all that may 
be said at the moment is that the formation of the present 
dhands in the Lower Indus Basin owes something to the local 
percolation, geological history and recent climate. 
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The process of interest to ua is that of percolation. 
Water is held up by an impermeable strata beneath the sand 
covering. This water near the salt lake shore or "Sim''is 
sweet. This water can be used for agricultural or 
domestic uses, if it is brought to the nearby villages·. 
through pipes. The dhands might be connected with the 
existing canals to provide extra flood storage for use 
during drought. This might help in the elimination of 
water shortage to same considerable extent, as there is a 
mosaic of such dhands. The value of such a scheme finally 
depends on whether dhand water wil~ remain sweet and on 
whether a build up of salinity might occur. 
3. Desert:-
This includes the desert of Cholistan or Rohi which 
forms the south eastern :;~~~-g..:~<~':;:":l=!:~~t;.~ strip of the Division 
ofBahawalpur. It continues s.outhwards through the south 
east of Khairpur Division, to the south east part of the 
HYderabad Division, where it is called Tharparkar. 
1. Cholistan:-
The north-east of this sandy country consists of "pools 
and backwaters of the rivers".{49) The alluvial irrigatea 
strip formed by river deposits is calle~ Sind. The 
Cholistan desert is separated from the Sind alluvial tract 
by the course of the lost Hakra river. Hakra or Wahin is: 
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a subject for dispute as there are different notions 
whether the lost river was the Ghaggar or J~a or Sutlej. 
The whole of Cholistan is now covered with a thick aeolian 
deposit laid down in dry conditions, a western extension 
.......... 
of the Rajputana desert. "It 1 s surface is a succession 
of sand dunes: rising in places to a height of 500: feet". 
The depth of sand is so deep that "wells fail to reach the 
substratum". SUch high elevation of sand heaps is the 
result of persistent and constant winds. 
ii. Tharparkar:-
The sand hills are known in S'indhi aa "Bhi ts 11 •. Oldham 
the ge~logist has given a very detailed survey of sand dune 
hills of the lower Indus Plain.(50) Based on their shape, 
he has observed two types. of sand heaps:-
1. The longitudinal ridges correspond to the parallel 
direction of monsoon winds. 
2. Transverse ridges are aligned across the direction of 
prevailing winds. He opined ttthat the restriction of the 
longitudinal type of sand-hills to the sea-ward and western 
margins of' the desert appears to show that they are connect-
ed with a greater wind force than the.-·· transverse type 11 • 
Hence the two types depend on the degree of permanency of 
the winds. 
The main extent of sand desert is described thus, 
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"the Registan or desert tract consists of nothing but 
sandhills; many of them however, derive picturesqueness. 
from their bold outline, and are sometimes even fairly 
wooded. The several ranges of sandhills succeed one 
an other like vast waves".(51) 
The wooded sand dunes might prove a source of under-
ground water it they are exploited, as trees are a true 
indication of moisture or water resourcea. 
Throughout the lower Indus Plain barkhans are a common 
phenomena. Only the alluvial tract is free from sand 
dunes to same extent. 
4. KOhistan:-
This forms the south-west portion of Hyderabad Division. 
Its rocky terrain consists of north to south anticlines 
, 
of limestone akin to the Kirthar hills.(52) They vary in 
their height from 1,200-3,000 feet. Near Sehwan the most 
eastern spur the Laki hill·i stands on the Indus with a 
pe~endicular face of rock 600 1 high. 
The face of the hills is cut by a number of "Nais" or 
hill torrents, with quite broad, level beds, covered with 
sand and silt. The 'nais' drain to the Indus. The 
general appearance of the country is barren, broken and 
covered with occasional barkhans. A discussion of des:ert 
evolution is deferred to Chapter 2. 
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5. Delta:-
The Indus has a well defined delta whose apex lies 
in Tatta, which is the northern extremity of tide waters,. 
60 miles inland. In the south-west the right arm of the 
delta reacheS! to Cape Monze and the left arm almost merges 
W1 th the Rann of Kutch. The base of the triangle is 125 
miles long, and it contains a number of creeks and inlets·., 
Which have extensive mangrove swamps. During the monsoon 
the delta is flood-ed! to an extent of 20 miles inland, 
because the tide is high at the same time aa\ the Indus is~ 
in spate. 
The chief characteristics of the delta:-
1. It has been forn1ed recently, most probably during 
the development of paleolithic and later cultures~ and is 
still in the process of creation.(63) 
ii o The Khadar and Bhangar alluvia are not separ·ately 
distinguishable, owing to the irregularity of channels 
f'omation. 
iii. Like the Ganges delta it is not suited to culti-
vation nor to habitation, because it has not achieved any 
true stability; it is neither land nor sea. 
~ 
iv. It<·:s formation is 'normal' and high banks hem 
its channels behind which the ground slopes to the swamps. 
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VIII. Makran Coastal Plain:-
This is a ~ongitudinal narrow strip of ~and flanking 
the Arabian sea. (54) S:tructura~~Y it is created by sub-
mergence owing to tectonic activity, therefore, the coast-
line is crenulated and there are many nhammer head peninsu-
las", for instance Gwadar and Ormara. It is traversed by 
the lower courses of the rivers Dasht, Hingol and Porali, 
which join the aea 1making small estuaries. The second 
peculiarity of the coasit is that.~ it is laced with grou,ps 
of mud volcanoes. 
From the above 1:t may be concluded that Weat Pakistan 
is a country of vast contrast in its topography. It 
consists of high altitudes of perpetual snow in the Hindukush, 
~d the table lands: of Potwar and Kalat which merge into the 
great expanses of the Indus plain and deserts. The plains 
of the Indus are encircled by the lofty mountains on the 
north west and south west. These mountains are broken 
by numerous passes and corridors which provided an incentive 
to the western Asiatic races to encroach upon the Sub-
Continent of Pak-Hind since time memorial. The chief 
gate way of Khyber provided an opportunity for the construc-
tion of the Grand Trunk Road from Landi Kotal to Calcutta 
by Shershah S'ori, an,,. easy path and an attraction for 
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subsequent invaders. Through these lofty and generally dry 
mountains the invaders have been always fascinated by the 
flat cultivable plains beyond, provided with oceanlike 
rivers. This "land o:f milk and honey" had to survive in.:.:. 
vasions :frequently, and weat Pakistan has always remained 
a battle field through its cultural phas;es·, and partly 
for this reason remained neglected and undeveloped, 
no invading group being given sufficient time :for maturinge 
The people of the Whole of west Pakistan except :for the 
Sind provinces, have been renow.ne~ for their martial 
characteristics. The Pathan regiment, the Baluch regiment 
and the Punjab regiments have been reared in west Pakistane 
Because o:f this political inconstancy the whole of high-
land and sub-montane region has been settled by numerous 
tribes, some nomadic, some refugee groups, some invaders. 
Even at present the cultural landscape o:f the highland is 
built around small scattered nucleations of tribal villages. 
In the lowland political conditions have been always 
relatively more constant hence settlements are more 
stabilised based on arable agriculture. Under periodically 
peaceful conditions art o:f agriculture, education, and 
industry tended to advance :fitfully using the plenty o:f 
available river water and the level fertile plains. 
The rampart o:f the lofty mountains has playe~ the 
prominent part in creation of the present cl~atic condi-
tions. They provide an obstruction between the Central 
Asiatic air masses of the lower atmosphere and west 
Pakistan. The winter and spring rainfall which helps 
the production of Wheat, the staple product of the country 
is due to the orographic effects of the extensive rim of 
high mountains. The perennial rivers maintain their flow 
because of their sources in the perpetual mountain snows. 
The gradual slope of the plain and doabs help the construe-
tion of distribution canals. The soft detritus of the 
plain debris has facilitated canal construction and the 
alluvial soils respond well to irrigation, and the deep 
soil detritus of the plain in its sub soil layers for.m 
the underground water reservoir for the rain water which, 
sinking through the porous alluvia of the plain can be 
tapped by wells. 
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Chapter 2 
Geolegy 
In order more completely to understand the fundamental 
characteristics of the physical landscape, the hydrography 
and ecology of our region, it is necessary to examine the 
geological elements of which it has been composed. 
A fair amount of literature exists on the geology of 
West-Pakistan. Generally the areas of Quetta, Kalat, Kehat, 
Attock, Hazara, Makran, Khairpur and particularly the Salt~ 
Range are best known by geologists. A fairly abundant 
knowledge about these localities has been built up since 
1870.. The reas:ons f'or our knowledge covering the Sal tt~Range 
in particular are portrayed by Wynne; "The Sal t-j·Range is 
the most important locality ••••• for the study of physical 
as well as stratigraphical geology. Since very early times 
it has attracted the attention of' geologists, not only 
because it contains a very large portion of the foss-iliferous 
stratified record of the .. • .. .. • region, but bec·ause the 
easily accessible nature of the deposits and the clearness 
with Which the various geological formations are exposed 
in its hills. Besides the stratigraphical and palaeontolo-
gical interests, there is incribed in its barren cliff's and 
dried gullies such a wealth of' geodynamical and tectonic 
illustrations that this imposing line of hills can fitly 
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be called a f'ield=-museum of geology".(l) A more recent 
cormnent runs, "It offers one of the most instructive groups 
of geological sections". (2) The Salt· •Range is a unique 
area for the field work and it has been explored more than 
any other part of the Whole Pakistan. 
Though there is an accummulation of references to the 
geology of western unit of Pakistan, these are scattered in 
numerous publications of the Geological survey of India,. 
and specialist papers produced by leading geologists such 
as Oldham, Blanford, Wynne, Vredenburg, Pascoe, Davies 
and Wadia. Nowhere as yet are,there authoritative syntheses 
and therefore still much af the developmental work, 
particularly concerned with irrigation, proceeds on an in-
adequate basis of fundamental fact. 
The preliminar,y geological writ~ngs of the area concerned 
date back to 1870. s·.ince then great advances have been 
made in the different fields of geology. Since 1960 the. 
Government of Pakistan have taken effee:ti ve measure a to 
explore the country intensively and to tap potential mineral 
resources, solid fuel and particularly the underground water 
reservoirs, as water is the crying need of the dominantly 
arid and semi-arid West Pakistan. west Pakistan has been 
surveyed from the air under the Colombo Plan by Canadian 
experts in 1954. At the moment,a photo-Geologic survey of 
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Waziristan is being carried out in order to locate the 
~ 
underground water areas. Under Ground Water Development 
Organisations have been set up recently in the Divisions of 
Lahore, and Quetta.:.;Kalat. 
The material presented in the present chapter ha8 
been derived from the scattered primary sources·. 
Geochronological s·equence:-
The sequence of geological formations as now recognised 
has been set out and arranged in the geological time-scale. 
Appendix 1. Briefly, we may outline the geochronological 
sequence thus. In the sea of Tethys marine depo~its of 
considerable thickness. were laid dovm, limestone being of 
great importance. Part~cularly during the Armorican and 
eJis the Alpine Oroge~~ these beds were uplifted, folded and 
~-· 
faulted. 
Finally, in recent geological times: the area:;has been 
subjected to Glaciation and the lower lying affected areas 
have been overlaced by superficial deposits. This has 
been followed by erosion and deposition under normal and 
arid conditions. The most significant product of the 
Quaternary period is the Indus Plain •. 
The chief characteristics of the geological formations 
as depicted by Appendix 1 and Fig •. 4 may be considered. 
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briefly as follows:-
1. The major highland parts of West Pakistan were fo~ed 
during the Tertiary era.,during the structural storms 
of the Alpine OrogenJ~t~~. The Tertiary hills of the 
Hyderabad-Kalat frontier make such a perfec;t sequence that 
it has been considered as a 'type' for the Pak-H1nd SUb-
continent. 
2. The Divisions of K'alat and Quetta possess, a large 
tract of "stratified marine geological record which helps 
to fill up the gaps in" the Pak-Hind success:ion.(3) 
3. Makran coast exhibits subsequent records of marine 
transgressions. 
4. Mesozoic formations are comparatively inconspicuous·. 
and they are acc:ompanied with volcanic intrusions, and 
contain economic minerals of coal and iron. The Mesozoic 
deposits may be observed more or less in a complete order 
in the Trans- Indus-Sal t.t.~Range. 
5. The most important strata of the Products Limestone of 
the western part of Sal t~~='Range were transformed into solid 
dry land above the sea-level in the Paleozoic Era, 
immediately after the Armorican Orogen,~/:"•~ slackened. These 
are excellently developed deposits and by virtue of their 
perfect development are "a·type reference for the Permian 
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system of other parts of the world".(4) 
6. There is a noticeable break between the Cambrian and 
Devonian as no deposits of Ordovician and Siluria.Tl have 
been developed. Devonian is represented only by 
insignificant deposits in Chitral only. 
7. The appendix indicates also the minor remnants of 
Eozoic or Pre-Cambrian rocks at two localities~, the Kirana 
Group and the Tharparkar rocks. 
Thus the geological episode of the area is bound up> 
w1 th two great movements, and it shows the pas·S;age of many 
geological times and processes., the rocks belonging to 
almost the whole geological system. 
A brief idea of the geological architecture has been 
furnished in the foregoing paragraphs. There follows a 
fuller picture of the gradual construction of the country 
during the subsequent periods, a picture which helpa to 
explain what aridity finally means in the different regions 
of the country. (Se&. Appendix 1). 
I. Primary or Palaeozoic 
Cambrian:-
The Attock and Hazara SJ.ate is a disturbed series and 
its age is an unsettled problem among the geologists. 
Whether it belongs to the Pre-Cambrian, Lower Cambrian or 
Cambrian has to be ascertained finally. 
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The Camb~ian System is perfe~tly developed in the 
eastern extremity of' the Sal tt.·Range, descending order as shown 
in the appendix. The saline series to~ the basement of' 
the Cambrian Strata and their age has been a point of great 
controversy among the geologists. Recently researches 
of Dr. Gee have confir.med their date of origin as Cambrian, 
and these ancient portions seem to have remained undisturbe~ 
since their formation. As noted subsequently the s·alt-
Range series was alternately locally covered beneath the 
transgressional sea and uplifted to be exposed to e~osion. 
The Salt··· Range demonstrates this frequent phenomena of 
emergence and submergence since Cambrian. times. It 
exhibits subdued features of' topography, and it presents 
the "exhumed" or "resurrected!" landscapes~. ( 5) Plate 8 
illustrates exhumed landscape formed ofl Attock slate, 
through which the Indus could carve out only a narrow exit. 
Devonian:-
The fragmentary forma~ions of this ag~ have been 
traced in Chi tral and Hazara. DUe to great fault systems 
the Devonian strata is thrown direc.tly against the 
cretaceous. 
Carbonif'erous:-(6) 
DUring this period of' geological evolution the whole 
of' West Pakistan like the rest of' the ~tra-Peninsula was 
occupied by the great Geosynclinal Sea, the Tethys. This 
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sea persisted from the Cambrian to the Eocene during whiCh 
time a great variety of marine life flourished and formed 
enormously thick deposits. The persistence and continuity 
of this extensive sea was interrupted and disrupteQ by 
several intervals of uplifts and erosion, each uplifte4 
portion subjected. to the denuding agencies. 
The areas lying west and east of the Himalayas were 
occupie~ by the arms of the Tethys but the actual sea was 
best developed in the area which has at the present the 
most elevated ranges of the Himalayas. The present Divisions 
of Kalat and Quetta were occupie~ by its south-western arm 
and an outlet of the sea also extended towards the Salt-
Range, but this extension was non-continuous in ttme. The 
sea was disturbed frequently and the coastline fluctuated 
considerably as the waters advanced and retreated, least 
pf all in the relatively stable northern side. As a con-
sequence the geological strata exposed in the Salt-Range , 
and ita vicinity,includes estuarine and brackish water 
deposits in various strata. These shallow estuarine and 
brackish deposits laid down on the margins of this ancient 
sea have contributed to the present salinity". 
The persistence of the Tethys waa~first seriously 
disturbed with the advent of Middle Carboniferous movements.. 
During the Carboniferous certain localities of the Salt-
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Range, Hazara, Quetta and Kalat Divisions were raised up. 
Appendix 1. 
S.ince the Cambrian the Sal t..:.Range had attained a posi-
tion above the waters and was subjected to the agents; of 
denudation. It was; again included in the zone of se~~ 
mentation, under the tensions produced by the Late~Oarboni-
ferous period. 
An exact and nearly parallel continuation of the outcrop 
of Permo Carboniferous is traceable in the western part 
of the Salt·.·.·Range, ·with a base of glacial deposits. Thes·e 
were formed in the glacial age during the upper~Oarboniferous~ 
which affec:ted the whole su"t).:..Continent. The glacial 
boulders are akin to the boulders of Hazara boulder bed, 
Simla, Rajputana, Bihar and Orissa. Their glacial 
origin has been proved by their polished., faceted and 
striated appearance. 
p·ermian:~ 
The whole Permian system c:onsists of two types of 
sediments laid down at dif'fe;.~e nt stages. 
1. Lower Permian:~ 
,-.., 
This is clearly defined in the Salt.;.,Range at two 
different horizons, a. The Katta stage of' brown sandy 
limestone and, the ·Amb Stage, b. Calcareous beds of sand-
stones, clay, grey and blue. They are succeeded by the, 
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Middle Pel"'Inian, clearly distinguishable at Kalabagh and 
Virgal stages. These rocks are crinoidal limestones, with 
marls and dolomites and che~ty limestones. 
are covered by the Upper Permian Strata. 
2. Upper Permian:-
In turn they 
The final section of conformal sequence has been identi-
fied at three distinct horizons:-
a. Chidru Stage was confined to the layers of' marls~ and 
sandstones. 
b. Kundghat contains sandstones •. 
c. Jabi is constituted of cherty limestone. 
This fascinatingly complete Permian sequence gave 
origin to the Products Limestone which has• been named dif:r'-
erently owing to the peculiarities eXhibited by the local 
groups, the whole system formed by the subsequent gradual 
..... -
local submergence of the Salll·.· Range. 
Fig. 5A illustrates the position of land and sea in 
West Pakistan during the Lower Permian. It shows that 
except for a few localities, the Whole lowland and highland 
were occupied by ancient seas. Small porti one of Haz·ara 
and Waziristan and a large section of the eastern Upper Indus 
Plain were islands in that sea. It is noticeable that the 
north eastern extremity of the present Thar Desert was dry 
land during Lower Permian. 
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Secondary or Mes·ozoic 
Triassic Systems:-
1. Lower Triassic:·-
At the opening of the Mesozoic, the Lower Triassic were 
laid down in the Kalachitta range of Potwar zone, and in 
.· ~-. 
the Sal t .. ··Range. These horizons consist of argillacous 
facies, shales and slates. This deposition continued. to 
the end of middle Triassic in both localities. 
2. Middle Triassic:-
The whole Triassic system is found in the Trans-Indus 
., 
S"aJ.t··'·Range, but in the Cis-Indus the sediments are confined 
to the middle and the lower Triassics. 
3. Upper Triassic:.-
The parallel deposits of the U,pper Triassic are found 
in the Hazara, Kalat and Quetta Divisions. The Quetta-
Kalat Triassic rests directly upon the Fusulina limestone 
of the Middle Carboniferous, creating a non-confo~ity. 
Jurassic Systems:-
This system is best developed in the eastern part of 
Quetta and Kalat Divisions. These deposits were laid down 
in the south west arm of the main Tethys sea. 
1. Lower Jurassic:-
The Oolite horizons of Hazara were developed during that 
period. 
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2. Middle Jurassic:-
Atter the middle Triassic the sea was temporarily with-
............ 
drawn from most of the sections of Salt·o.•~ange, Quetta and 
Kalat, hence there is a gap in the continuity of deposits. 
In Kalat, Quetta and the Sal i1.-Range the Middll.e Jurassic 
follows in normal transition. 
The rocks of region III-IV are explained thus. "The 
rock-system of Baluchistan are capable of classification 
into two broad divisions, comprising entirely different 
types of·deposits. One of these, the Eastern, is mainly 
characterised by a calcareous constitution and comprises a 
varied geological sequence, ranging in age from Permo-Carbon!~ 
ferous upwards. This facies is prOminently displayed in 
the mountain ranges of E. Baluchistan, constituting the 
arenaceous and comprising a great thickness of shallow~water 
sandstone and shales, chiefly of Oligocene-Miocene age. 
The latter type prevails in the broad upland region of w. 
Baluchistan, stretching from the Makran coast northwards 
up to the southward confines of the Helmand desert. The 
differences of geological structure and composition in the 
two divisioraof Baluchistan have determined in a great 
measure 1 ts principal physical features·.". (7) 
In the Salt;.:·Range the Jurassic shale is highly variable, 
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which suggests that the sedimentation process:, might have 
been interrupted by oscillation of the sea or changes in 
river regimes. The eastern Sal t·:,;:Range ~-..,~.,. succession, 
was affected by vigorous disturbances and the strata illustrate 
the recurrences of folding and faulting, the natural order 
of stratigraphy being utterly disturbed, "the f'aulted and 
tilted blocks lie against one another in the most intricate 
disorder imagineable".(B) 
Cretaceous systems:-(9) 
With the advent of the cretaceous,culmination of the 
Jurassic, the physical order of the country was fUrther 
changed. The Salt·· -Range, Kalat, Quetta and Western Hyderabad 
Divisions were immersed again under the deep water of a gulf 
extended tram the Tethys. Thick and Widely distributed, 
deposits of Cretaceous along with an enormous volcanic out-
burst have been dete~ined. According to its: normal 
transition the Cretaceous is sub-divided into the following 
ascending order:-
1. Lower Cretaceous:-
These sediments survive in the Chichali hills of Cis-
Indus Salt.:.':Range; Quetta, Kalat, and HYderabad Division. 
The deposits are of' white and yellow sandstone, and shales 
in the Sal.(.~Ra.nge, and Parah limestonea and Belemite shales. 
in the rest. 
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2. Middle Cretaceous:-
This may be distinguiShed in Hazara Spiti shales and 
narrow faulted bands of limestone w1 th igneous intrusions. 
3. Upper Cretaceous:-
Beds. are preserved in Kalachitta, Hazara, Kohat, and 
the Division of Quetta, Kalat and HYderabado Their mode 
of superposition is non-confo~al with lower and middle 
Cretaceous series, as these areas emerged from the sea during 
the middle cretaceous and were exposed to erosional processes. 
DUring later marine transgressions there were laid 
down the varied sediments of Gault sandstone in Kalachitta, 
Kohat, and Hazara, whitish limestone, Pab sandstone with 
volcanic tuffs in the remaining areas affecte~ by the Lower 
Cretaceous S'ea. 
EVidences of \ndespread igneous activity in West 
Pakistan are available in Kohat, Bannu, West and s·outh 
Waziristan, in the hill tracts of Quetta and Kalat and 
Hyderabad Divisions. These volcanic intrusions of the Late 
Mesoz:oic periods. are a significant feature among the pre-
dominantly limestone sediments. The cretaceous limestones 
are phenomenal sources of underground water. 
Fig. 5B, shows: the progress of land formation at the 
culmination of the Cretaceous. Almost all of the humid and 
sub-humid West Pakistan with a small portion of the present 
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desert came into eXistence. The north eastern portion of 
the Thar Desert continued to be land. 
T~rtiarz or Cenozoic Era 
The threa first parts of the geological timescale 
have now elapsed and the fourth chapter commences with the 
remarkable phenomena of the Tertiary Era. During these 
times, occurred the Alpine orogen,t.:'«!'' Which was initiated 
during the middle of Eocene, and persisted till the end 
of the Tertiary. Thus the prodigous vulcanicity of the 
Cretaceous was follow~ by earth movements, Which intro-
duced the greatest alterations in the relief of the country, 
and henceforth the area posaessed in the main the present 
orographic outline. 
The outstanding characteristics of the Tertiary deposits 
is that. they show a general pass:age !'rom marine beds; to 
the river deposits: of the Si walk aeries. 
Eocene 
1. The Lower Eocene beds rest conformally upon the Laki 
strata in the Divisions of lfYderabad; Kalat and they are 
known as the Ranikot series. The beds consists of clay,. 
soft sandstone, Carbonaceous and lignite shales. The 
.. 
Ranikot series of the S·al t ... ·Range and Hazara correspond with 
them; but the later strata lie in a nonconformal position. 
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The Hazara deposits contain n~itic limestones and the 
Sal. t· .. Range possesses shale ferruginous. and limestone. 
2. The Middle Eocene series in the Sal t··--Range are restricted 
to the Bhadur beds, forming the summ1 t of the Sal t~:.:Range, 
of mass1 ve limestone and Sakesar Beds. These beds corres~ 
pond to the Eocene deposits of Laki series which are seen 
in the Divisionsof QUetta, Kalat, areas: of Kohat, Attock, 
Mlanwali and Haz.:ara districts. 
3. Above the Middle Eocene, the Upper Eocene is represented 
by the conformal Kirthar series of n~it1c limestone in 
Hyderakad and Kalat Divisions. 
in Hazara also. 
They occur simultaneously 
Fig. 5C shows:. that the p1'\oportion of land has been 
again reduced. The land which was di scernabl e during the 
UPper Cretaceous was partially dro\~ed again in this figure. 
Oligocene:- These Shallow water formations are entirely 
absent in West Pakistan except for a few traces of fossili~ 
ferous marine limestone beds at Nari in Hyderabad Division 
and Kojak shales in Quetta and Kalat Divisions. This 
suggests that only a few small portions of West Pakistan 
was invaded by the sea during the Oligocene, and most of 
the region was subject to aerial erosion. 
Miocene:·- Unlike the previous system Miocene forma-
tions have been traced out over large areas. These beds 
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have varied types of formation in di~ferent localities. 
The whole system may be split up into various sub-divisions. 
1. Lower Miocene:-
These formations are perceptible in the Gaz and Nari'.· 
series of the Hyderabad Division, and the fresh water 
deposits of Bugti Beds and the ~mrree series of Potwar, 
Haz:ara, and eastern Salt .. Range. The chief contents of 
these deposits are shale and limestone~ The fresh water 
deposits are composed of clay sandstone and conglomerates. 
2. Middle Miocene or Lower Siwaliks:-
It has been deduced from the constituents of the 
Siwalik deposits that they had been laid down by rivera, 
in the same way as the rivers are depositing detritus at 
present in the Indus Basin. The difference is:. this;,. that, 
the Siwalik deposits have been upheaved and involved in 
the making up of the S"i walik chain of the Himalayan 
system. The lithological character of these deposits is 
varied, semi-nodular, clay, Shales, sandstones, purple 
shale and conglomerate. In West Pakistan the Lower Miocene 
is observed in the Salt.:1Range, Kalat and Hyderabad Divisions. 
:5. Upper Miocene or Middle Siwalik::-
The most conspicuous for.mations belonging to this time 
are the Makran series in Kalat Division. Contemporaneous 
beds are found in the S'al t:fRa_nge, containing the white 
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sandstone and pale-coloured. shale. The whole Siwalik 
sy-stem is comprehensively- developed in the Potwar Plateau 
and in the Kamlial stage of the Sal t7.·Range. Fig. 5D shows 
vast portions of land in the present area of West Pakistan 
at the close of the Miocene time. Wa.ter still persisted 
over the lowland, Sal t.,,.Ra;nge, Potwar, Waziri territories 
and the sub-Si\Wilik region. 
Pliocene or Upper Siwa~ik:-
These are confined to the pointa of emergence of the 
large rivers and intervening areas. As in the case of 
the Pliocene boulde~clay of the Salt .. .:Range, this period 
shows~ evidence of large scale glacier formation in North of 
West-Pakistan. The other beds of the Pliocene are the 
Manchar system of HYderabad Division. Fig. 5E illustrates. 
the maximum extension of the contemporary land areas. The 
major features of the highland were almost completely 
located in present day locations, the sea completely elimi~ 
ated from!, the Divisions of Peshawar, Multan and Kalat. 
Most of the present desert area was however still occupied 
by the sea. 
With the close of Pliocene the Tertiary Era terminates, 
and the formations of solid geology of the area cease to 
be of significance. 
Before examining the Quaternary period the salient 
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features of the preceeding eras may be summarised here. 
During these eras the parent rocks of west Pakistan came 
into being. The common characteristics of these movements 
was either to uplift the sediments which were deposited in 
the ocean floor at some places or to submerge land areas 
at other places. The whole of West Pakistan may be r~ 
garded as having been generally occupied by sea since 
the Paleozoic, this general marine occupation being but 
occ·asi onally int erru.pted. 
The recurrence of uplift is reflected both in Appendix 1 
~~d Fig. 4, showing the Pre-Tertiary uplifted areas and it 
is believed "that the Himalayas were probably first folded 
in the cretaceous and latta~ in the Eocene and Miocene, 
but their present elevation was not attained until the 
Pliocene and most of the topographic detail is Pleistocene 
or later in age ".(10) Fig. 5E. 
It is again evident from the appendix that though the 
uplift process:. has been. of an intermittent duration through.;. 
out the earth's history of west Pakistan, it was violent 
and continued over a great span of time from the Miocene 
to the early Quaternary, during which time large areas 
acquired the present position. The final upheaval was. 
preceded by the volcanic activity during the cretaceous. 
As already stated the sequence of evolution is complete 
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at many places. In adcilli tion to Sal t ... Ra.nge, Kalat 1 Quetta 
and Hyderabad Divisio~ the Potwar Plateau also 
demonstrates nearly a complet.e Tertiary succ.ession. It 
can be traced from the Eocene to the Pleistocene with the 
exception o~ Oligocene. 
The tmmense ~or.mation of limestone throughout the 
area stands a witness to the existence o~ widespread uni~ 
~o~ conditions for calcareous formation under the repeated 
p~ocess of transgression of seas at various times. The 
occurrence over wide areas of limestone and sandstone 
st~ata wbich are per.meable to varying degree have consi-
derable effects on drainage and water supply, and therefore 
on human activity. The relationship between rocks and 
hydrography will be considered later. 
Quaternary Era:-
The drift geology or superficial deposits of the 
area results from processes of deposition from the 
Pleistocene until now. The deposits form the surface 
geology of the second Macro Region of west Pakistan. These 
deposits have in~illed. the Indus depression to the depth 
of thousands of feet, so completely that the solid geology 
of the plain is entirely obscured beneath these deposits. 
During the Pleistocene time a great many changes; 
occurred in the pattern of hydrography of the su~continent 
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(see Chapter 4). This was partly a result of Pleistocene 
Glaciation and partly of earth movements. 
Pleistocene Glaciation:- ( 11.) 
The main testimony of an early Ice Age is provided 
by the Talchir series of S'al t Range, formed during the 
Upper Carboniferous. The main depositional evidence of 
the Pleistocene glaciation is provided by the boulder 
conglomerate and erratic blocks embed~ed in the alluvium 
of the Potwar region. (s:ee Plate 9). The origin of 
erratic blocks has long been disputed by the geologists, 
some writers attributing their origin to normal flood 
effects, but the most tenable theory is that they were moved 
by mud avalanches or directly by glaciers, as they bear 
the signs of glacial action on their striated and smoothed 
surfaces. 
According to De-Terra and Patterson, there was-. no 
continuous glaciation during the Pleistocene Period, but 
ice sheets and glaciers advanced and retreated, leaving 
their marks in the terraces for.med during glacial and inter-
glacial periods. De Terra has observed four phases of 
Pleistocene glaciation in the ~oan Basin (Chapter 7). 
The Quaternary accumulation in the plain, fallS into 
two categories, fluviatile accumulation, the debris tran~ 
ported and deposited by river water and aeolian mater_ial. 
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The unconsolidated superficial fluviatile material is 
perceptible predominantly in the Indus Plain. These de-
posits do not form distinct horizons as the whole detritus 
forms a continuous she&t, but the three. typea of deposits 
have been determined by the geologists. They have been 
recorded in the following order of superposition:-(12) 
1. Deltaic deposits. 
2. New alluvium or ''Khadar". 
3. Old alluvium or 11Bhangar'"· 
These formations contain "Bhaber", "KanKar" and "Reh". They 
are uncon:tormal to the Kirana outcrops of the Araval:ts, 
which intrude here and there in the Upper Indus. Plain. 
The Deltaic deposits are the continuation of new alluvium 
and they are still in the process of aggradation, at places 
rising to the height of 70 feet above sea level;: much higher 
than the surrounding country. New alluvium consists of 
the lowland deposits of recent age through which the rivers 
:t'low. At present they occupy the low ground. Quite 
different is the "Bhangar11 or older alluvium. This belongs 
to the Upper and Middle Pleistocene and occupy the plateau 
high ground and is free from the effects of recent inunda-
tions. The Bhangar is not common in the Indus Plain, 
:rorming a few patches only in the lower basin. 
The other drift deposits are gravel talus known ae: 
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"Bhaber", lying on the border of the hills. In these 
gravels and conglomerates many of the ephemera~ rivera 
disappear without entering the plain. 
~n the dry alluvium,vast areas have been covered by 
"Reh" or "Kallar" formation. Their origin is associated 
\nth the chemical disintegration of the rocks. Soluble 
salts have been diss:olved by percolation and through 
capillary action carried to the surface. The Kallar salts 
are a mixture of various elements, for instance carbonates, 
sulphates and chloride of sodium with calcium and magnesium 
salts. 
Windborn material:-
In the arid areas, the wide bare expanse of dese~t is 
punctuated w1 th ripples of sand dunes·::of different shapes 
and altitudes. These deposits conceal the parent rock 
underneath them. Origin of these desert tracts is attri-
buted to their inland situation and to the prevailing 
winds. ( 13) These desert expanses occupy a critical posi-
tion that they lie almost out of the monsoonal tracks in the 
west and almost beyond the Western periphery of the monsoon 
regime. Hence the precarious and capricious rain, they 
obtain. The Thal moreover oce.upies. a leeward position 
in the foot of Sulatman Range. (See Chapter 3). 
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Desert evolution:-
studies of the origin of deserts Will certainly prove 
pre-requisites in the search for and location of under-
ground water. The following are same of the most important 
arguments put forth about the origin of the deserts. 
Wadia points out that the deserts of Thar and Rajputana 
are the result of a long process of meChanical rock decay, 
oWing to prevalent droughts, extremes of temperatures, and 
strong insolation ac~~mpanied by wind action. He further 
states that, "This change has been brought about by the 
great dryness that has over came this region since Pleistocene 
times leading to the intensity of aeolian action on its 
surface". ( 14) 
The gist of a long treatise contributed by La Touche 
on the Geology of Western Rajputana is this that the present 
deserts have been produce4 by gradually silting up of the 
water courses, conjoined with an accelerating sand drift. 
His conception is allied to that of Wadia.(15) 
As describe4 later in the history of hydrography of 
West Pakistan the present rivers. represent a transformation 
of the early river systems, and the present desert zone was 
previously traversed by many rivers. Blanford's theory 
concerning the origin of the present desert pattern was 
baaed on the eccentric distribution of dunes. He opined 
.that the RUnn of KUtch was a part of a sea, which was 
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gradually filled with the deposita: carried by Luni and 
Ghagar rivers. He further believe~ that these rivers 
flowed in long estuaries e:eparatecil! by extending spits 
which provided the raw material f'or wind action and that 
the present desert is largely f'or.med of' such material. 
The physical evidence, supporting folk tradition, 
indicates that there existed a river valley between the 
Deccan penninsula and the present sandy country of West 
Pakistan. uP till the 6th century B.c. Indus t!~~ ~ tribu-
taries, namely Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Beas, SUtlej and the 
Saraswati which flowed on the left of Sutlej. It is 
supposed that the s·araswati "having ceased to join Indus, 
it made tor itself an under ground connection with the 
Ganges and Jumna near Allahabad. over a vast space of 
the now desert country east of the Indus traces of' ancient 
river beds testify to the gradual desiccation of a previously 
fertile region, and throughout the deltaic flats of' the 
Indus may still be seen old channels which once conducted 
its waters to the Rann of Cutch, giving life and prosperity 
to the past cities of' the delta, which have left no living 
records of' the countless generations that once inhabite4 
them". ( 16) (see too Chapter 4). The present desert is 
obviously a barrier to communication, but "prehistoric'~:lmmi­
grants, who crossed the frontier mountain barriers in 
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successive waves to search for the golden plains, did not 
meet such obstruction to their slow movements. towards. the 
east and south as \rould be encountered in these later 
days". ( 16) 
Recent researches on arid zones: of the world have 
concluded that the origin of deserts attributed to a cam-
bination of factors. The primary case is their location 
in the tropical and sub=tropical anticyclonic regions for 
the greater part of the year, and in the subsiding air 
masses the moisture content is low and rainfall sporadic. 
Their irmnediate vicinities are also affected by the same 
but les:s powerful atmospheric condi tiona which in a sense 
isolate the nuclear centres from disturbance.(17) 
]n West Pakistan the whole of the lowland is a vast 
expanse of desert but for the great perennial rivers and 
the modern canal system. At present extreme arid condi-
tiona persist in three tracts. The first two being the 
Thal desert at present under the process of reclamation, 
the Cholistan in the Bahawalpur Division the western 
its 
extension of the Rajputana Desert, and ~'-k~ continuation 
to the south east, the Tha;\r :trarkar desert. The parent 
rock of these areas have been obscured by the~~·windbor.n 
sandy deposits. In the Tha:·rp'a;.rk·ar alone. solid rocks 
belonging to the Precambrian have been identified. The 
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dry sand drifting winds sweep over these tracts and 
accumulate sandhills of varied shape and size. The third 
tract lies in central and north west Kalat Division, the 
stony desert. 
These areas experience large seasonal and diurnal 
ranges of temperature which result in a large scale 
desquamation of the rocks in the adjoining hilly areas. 
The loose material produced thus forms a raw material for 
the winds to carry it and deposit it in the sand heB!PS 
and dunes; forming the vas;t wilderness.es. Near the river 
courses the sandy desert merges \r.lth the alluvial deposits. 
These sands are f'u.rther encroaching on the fertile land. 
In the accompanying Plate 10 the recent encroachment 
of the sand is shown. 
The origin of the present sand accunru.l.ation is·, now 
considered to be derived from:-
1. su~areal denudation of the sedimentary and Metamorphic 
rocks of the hills. 
2. The sand brought by the south-west monso-on Wind from 
the coastal region of cutch. (But as noted in Ch~ter 3, 
the s. West monsoon winds do not enter west Pakistan via 
CUtch in the present post glacial period). 
ct. 3. The ancient esturine beds; as envisaged by Oldham iB 
1893, stretching inland in the Indus plain. 
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The sand ingredients are quartz, f'elspar and horn-
blende which indicates that the main source area of' sand 
must have been the highland region. 
Thus the latest geological phase in the history of 
west Pakistan is the occurrence of desert formations, · 
charac~erised by strips of' dunes, and pitted by Shallow 
depres·sions of' salt water already mentioned in Chapter 1. 
The picture of gradual submergence of the solid 
geology by later unconsolidated deposits may be exemplified 
by the Potwar sequence, illustrated in Fig. 6. The parent 
rocks of the north east Potwar are completely obscured by 
these accumulations (18) lying in the following stratigraphic 
order, 4, gravel, 3, gravelly conglomerates, 2, loess, 
(Plate 11) 1, older alluvium, representing a high level 
of rivers. 
A gradual and smooth pas;s:age from Pleistocene to 
Recent into Prehistory is depicted in the Quaternary deposits. 
(see Chapter 7). The Quaternary is finally markecal by 
the presence of' man. Dozens of sites have been explored 
in the Potwar!'.'·region where the human emergence am existence 
haa been testified in the presence of artifacts. 
Of particular relevance to this study, and as: the 
preceeding account reveals, certain geological phenomena 
in west Pakistan have favoured the creation of under ground 
Fig. 6 
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water bodies. The most conspicuous feature of this 
kind is the frequent occurrence of' f'aul ts and thrusts. 
planes, as a consequences of earth movements; (19) Fig. 4 
and Plate 12, Khair-1-Murat. Under such circumstances 
regions of' porous recent rocks have often been sealed off' 
by tectonic contact with earlier roclts Which are impermeable. 
This phenomena is of very common occurrence in the Regions 
II-IV and the Balt,,Range. 
In the Regions III-IV, wherever the sub-recent sedi-
ments are thrown against the older sediments very suitable· 
conditione r~ve been created for formation of' perennial 
springs. The springs in Nushk1 and Loralai are related 
to such incidence where the sub recent porous rocks are 
thrown against the Khojak shales, Triassic sandstones 
against shales. and limes.tone, and Cretaceous limestone 
against Ghaj shale in the Loralai district. 
In Region II the same arrangement of the strata lea 
to the formation of springs in the districts of' Kohat 
and Waziristan. Water escapes through the exits g~nerously 
provided by faults, joints and bedding planes in the lime-
stone strata. such springs eventually supply streams, 
of great importance in the highland zone in that they 
can be used to support for agriculture. Plate 13 
is an illustration of a spring which is utilieed for 1rr1~ 
gation at Urak, near Quetta. 
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Wnerever the Eocene limestone is thrown down against 
shales, water percolates through the shales· and is\ ul ti-
mately absorbed by limestone. SUch localities are 
utilised for the construction of 11Karez", which is an 
indigenous means of obtaining irrigation water. Evapora-
tion loss is prevented as the water is obtained through 
pipes sunk into the gravels, and protected by the direct 
rays of the sun, where a great quantity of water is lost 
to atmosphere. The moat common use of Karez is found 
in the Regions of Quetta and Kalat, owing to the presence~ 
' 
of suitable natur-al conditions. 
The folded structures·- themselves~ provide condi tiona 
where several layers of aynclinal water-bearing strata 
are found, as for instance in the Chagai district and 
Waziristan. 
Lastly,the alluvial material is a great reservoir 
of under ground water, \Vhere water percolates from the 
river beds as well as dissipate~ from the hills as is common 
in Regions VDa. and VI 1. A detailed account of under ground 
water is given in Chapter 4. 
In summary fo~ we may say that the geological character 
of West Pakistan as thus outlined is of significant import-
ance in that other environmental factors especially climate 
are modified or emphasised as far as man is concerned by 
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geological factors .• In a_ region mainly arid or semi-arid 
in character the presence of elements such as mechanically 
weak shaleB, thick loess, and structur~controlled aquifers 
can tip the balance for or against human oceupationo 
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Chapter 3 
Climate 
West Pakistan's dominantly north-south alignment is 
climatically important in that a considerable range of 
latitudes breaks down the uniformity resulting fr~~ the 
country falling almost completely within the great Afro-
Asian Arid zone. EXtension in latitude in combination With 
those geographic elements already considered, gives variety 
and distinction to the mainly arid climatic regimes obser-
vable. 
The diversity of climate is manifested in the rainfall 
pattern, temperature distribution, wind direction and the 
march of humidity. As noted below,these are controlled 
more by regional orography than by any other single element. 
Thus 1we find that structure and relief patterns have not 
only extended direct influences on human life,but have also 
indirectly influenced human life by their critical influence 
~~ 11 1 1 
·a..u· c matic regimes, hydrography and water avai abi 1 ty 
(see chapters ~6). 
The late Indian Meteorological Department adopte~ for 
purpose of climatic analysis a scientific scheme reasonably 
based on the onset and offset of the monsoon over the Pak~ 
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Hind sub-continent, and advanced a conventional division 
of the climatic year into four seasons: ( 1.) 
(1). The season of the north-east monsoon. 
(a) January-February cold weather season. 
(b) March-Mid~June hot weather season. 
(2). The season of the sout~west monsoon. 
(a) Mi~June to Mid-s·eptember. 
(b) Mid-September to December, retreating monsoon 
season or Autumn. These four seasons of' the year correspond 
with the agricultural year, as climatic conditions govern 
the crop production to a great extent. (Chapter 6). 
Of' the two transitional stages (l)b, the hot season 
and (2)b, the autumn season, the former pr-ecedes the monsoon 
and the latter follows it. Over most of West Pakistan~ 
these two transitional periods are relatively dry and there-
fore the first significant point that must be emphasised is 
the marked rhythm in the occurrence of' rain and drought. 
An introduction to the understanding of this seasonal 
rhythm must be based on an examination of the four periodic 
states of' the pressure systems, and the weather accompany-
ing them. This brief' study is not concerned primarily 
with the mechanism of air mass climatology. Hence,the 
treatment is restricted to that of' the surface and low 
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altitude atmospheric pressure "build up 11 and vlind move= 
menta, and of course the resulting weather. 
Winter season:-
With the advent of winter the rapid cooling of the 
interior Indus plain, which as we shall se& is largely 
isolated from surrounding climatic regions,encourages the 
cooling of at leasx the lower layers of air and an increase 
of atmospheric pressure to a mean of 30.10" in January 
(Fig. 7). Relatively low pressure conditions lie over the 
ocean south of the Equator and the pressure gradient 
decreases uniformly from the Upper Indus plain to the south, 
west Pakistan naturally coming under the dominating influence 
of air outflowing from the landmass:. Temperature almost 
equally uniformly decreases. from south to north indicating 
an influence of both latitude and altitude. It appears; 
from Figure a, that the Isotherms of January generally run 
closely parallel to the coast, distorted only by the effects·. 
of altitude. The lowest temperature occurs in the north-
west and south-west where the temperature falls as low as 
22°F, mean minimum. Prevailing winds mark an air movement 
towards the south and south east. Fig. 7. 
A contemporary high pressure settles over Central Asia, 
which has no bearing on the production of winter condition& 
experienced over the sub-continent. Previously it has 
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been thought that the Pak-Hind sub-Continent is directly 
influenced by the cold air which outflows from the Central 
Asian High pressure. Recent studies have proved this to 
be an erroneous view. Investigations have revealed that 
the actual air mass movement leads to the formation of a 
high pressure locally over west Pakistan. The cold air 
settling over Central Asia is completely shut-off from the 
south by the heights of the Himalayas and by the vast up= 
land expanses of Tibet plateau. on the north and western 
peripheries of West Pakistan the continuing wall of mountains 
is nowhere less than 6,000 feet; and the Hindukush itself 
towers more than 20,000 teet. These eminences form in 
depth,line after line of impediments to the lower levels of 
air circulation and the sub-Continent is entirely cut-off· 
from the out moving air of Central Asia, this air movement 
finding rather an outlet towards China. The high pressure 
which is established over Wes:t Pakistan must,hence,be 
regarded as local in origin. The resulting winds are 
continental in origin, have little moisture and their 
direction of movement from the north west and west,is 
directed by the Indus trough and attracted by the equatorial 
low pressure zone. They are slow blowing winds with an 
average speed of 2-3 milea an hour over the plains, (there 
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is hence no possibility of obtedning Wind power.) Their 
speed is rapid but not strong in the south near the coast. 
In the Regions III-IV the constant cold bitter wind is 
locally called as; ttgorich ... (2) 
The anticyclonic regime is characterised by low 
humidity, invigorating bright sunshine, high day tempera~ 
tures and a calm atmosphere. These conditions favour a 
high daytime insolation ~~d rapid progressive nocturnal 
cooling and consequently the diurnal ranges are striking. 
For instance the dif~erence between mean January maximum 
a~d minimum at Lahore in 28.7°F a~d at Peshawar 22.6°F. 
(The temperature range and its affect on crops are treated 
later). The occurrence of frost m1d water freezing is 
frequent in the highland, but only of occasional incidence 
in the lowland. 
The serenity of weather is disturbed by the passage of 
Western Depressions, across• the north western highland to 
the south eastern lowland between December and APril. Every 
year their occurrence is recorded 4-6 times in a month in 
the north-west region and in the Upper Indus Plain. The 
Makran region is usually visited by these depresSions with 
surprising regularity on 5th November, 6th December, 8th 
February and 6th March. (3) Their stay is acc:ompanied by 
cloudy spells, rain, hailstorms, cold waves, wind and the 
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temperature falls sometimes below freezing point. As 
this disturbing weather comes with a marked regularity, 
precautions need to be taken for crop protection along 
the Makran coast where small river valleys are fertile 
crop producing areas. Heavy snow fall occurs over the 
mountains which is of vital importance to the maintenance 
of the glaciers which feed the perennial rivers. In the 
Kalat and Quetta Divisions the snow is of even greater value 
as it replenis~the 'Karezes'. The rain that these 
depressions release depends on their intensity. sometimes 
they pass over- mildly wrlthout shedding considerable rain. 
The agricultural effectiveness of precipitation is reduced 
when it comes in erratically heavy rainstor.ms, but snowfall 
more slowly and regularly releases water for agriculture. 
The excellent fruit producing areas of Quetta and Kalat 
are maintained vdth the utilisation of such water. 
Many meteorologists have studied the origin and structure 
ot these climatically and agriculturally important western 
D.~pressions since the late 19th century. (4) The earliest 
idea was that the western Depressions originate locally 
either over the north west of West Pakistan or that,they are 
developed over the Baloch-Persian plateau. Later theories 
suggested that the original source of the Western Depressions 
was the Mediterranean sea. More recent studies have been 
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able to shift their source region fUrther westward in the 
Atlantic, and in the opinion of the latest investigations 
the Western Depressions belong to the family of the 
Depressions which originate in the extra-tropical region 
of Atlantic, at the mee$ing place of the Equatorial and 
High Latitude air masses. These developed instabilities 
travel towards the east and in their journey develop 
secondary depressions over the Persian Gulf and regain 
strength and advance forward to West Pakistan, where they 
eventually die. Their track from west to east is 
appreciably controlled by local terrain and atmospheric 
condi tiona. These centres of instability are, as 
already noted, responsible for the violent thundersto~s; 
which are sometimes injurious to the standing crops. This 
"outside influence" is of' great significance as it causes 
rain especially since the indigenous anticyclonic calms 
are naturally pei'iods of aridity, and alone make possible 
the economic growth of' cereals such as wheat and barley. 
It~ benefit is enhanced under conditions of feeble winter 
evaporation. M:oreover run off during this period is less 
than during monsoonal rain owing to the les:s; torrential 
nature of' rain. Hence the highest proportion of' rain is 
available for agricultural purposes. 
rains may result in crop failure. 
The failure of these 
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During winter and spring the north-west part of 
West Pakistan receives rain,.while dry cold persists over 
the most of south east. The amount of rainfall decreases 
in the following order. During spring at Daroah and 
Peshawar 7 .81" and 8" respectively and Bannu and Quetta 
2.76" and 2.44" respectively. During winter Darosh and 
Peshawar receive 4.12" and 3.64" respectively and Quetta 
and. Bannu receive 4.93" and 5.8" respectively. Lahore 
230 miles south east of Peshawar receives: only 3.8" from 
November to April covering both seasons winter and springe 
(Appendix 2.) 
Hot Season:.-
A complete reversal of air circulation takes place 
with the apparent movement of the sun towards the north. 
The high pressure disperses gradually and eventually by 
May it is entirely replaced by a trough of' low pressure 
formed over the rapidly heated landmass;. Consequently 
temperature rises rapidly and wind direction is reversed 
altogether. Winds become inblowing "inshore" winds in 
general. The cooling affect of' the north-east monsoon 
dies out and the atmosphere becomes very dry and relative 
humidity has been registered as low as 1~. The temperature 
increase is ameliorated along the coast by sea breezes. 
During the alteration of pressure condi tiona·., "Air 
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circulation is cyclonic and feeble and conditions are ideal 
for the generation of local thunderstorms". ( 5) The land 
is heated quickly by active insolation during the day, which 
induces air convection of local extent. In-drawn air 
heated and desiccated, is particularly associated with 
the hot day wind known as "Lu". Air movements. such as this 
are able to build up on a large scale over the great low-
lands. Their dryness; adds pos·i ti ve physiological dro-qght 
effects to the negative absence of rain. Humanly speaking, 
the only amelioration is felt as these \rlnds die away 
in the evening to be followed by a momentarily exaggerated 
coolness:. 
In May Isobars run in approximately a north~west to 
south-west direction and in the east clearly following 
the orographic pattern of the country. (Fig. 9). A deep 
low pressure centre,encloses.more than half of west 
Pakistan and stretches to Jabulpur in Central India. 
The South West Monsoon Season:.;.; 
The suffocating heat of early summer months ends with 
the "burst" of the monsoons. Their time of' arrival and 
departure vary irregularly from place to place. Their 
mean date of arrival in West Pakistan is JUly 1st and 
departure prolonged from 14th to 21st september. The chief 
characteristics of the onset of the monsoon is the arrival 
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of torrential rain associated with electrical sto~s,indi­
cating extreme atmo~heric instability and turbulence. 
The deep low of May contracts in area and slowly 
deepens to an average pressure of 29.40" in July (Fig. 10). 
Near the sea and in the highland periphery,temperatures 
rise to high July maxima but in the central lowland the 
cummulative heating raises: temperatures to an extreme. 
For example at Darosh in a valley in the high mountains 
the July extreme is 110°F, Lahore in the lowland recorded 
118°F. and at Karachi on the coast the extreme maxj_~ 
temperature was 98°F. With the advent of heavy showers 
of rain at irregular intervals, a considerable reduction 
in the temperature follows immediately o\Ving to progressive 
conduction and evaporation. The high humidity however 
often makes the heat physiologically unpleasant. 
The structure and origin of the south-west monsoon 
has been subjected to close examination for the last 50 
years but many anomalies crop up in every argument. EVen 
now there is no completely satisfactory hypothetical 
explanation of 3 phenomena associated with monsoon:-
1. The seasonal regularity of large scale reversal of air 
movement. 
2. The suddennesa of the onset of monsoon. 
3. The characteristics of monsoonal precipitation in West 
Pakistan. 
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There are two groups of experts who have investigated 
the origin of south-west monsoon current. During the 
researches undertaken by pre-1930 experts, namely Blanford, 
Walker, Simpson, Hemraj and Normand, air~masses climatology 
was neglected. The succeeding experts, namely Thomson, 
Sawyer, Naqvi and Bannerji, have viewed the origin of 
south west monsoon current from the stand point of air 
masses and their approach is more elaboratee (6) .After 
studying the various hypotheses the writer tends to support 
Rlliott and NaqVie The following statement mainly derives 
fr-Ch""n their studies al thoug.a'l as NaqVi states "The basic causes 
of the south west monsoon of our region though usually claim-
ed to be understood even by school children, are as yet 
not quite cl·ear and fully agreed upon, even amongst 
specialiatf. (7) 
Figures 9 and 10 give impression of the Isobaric con~ 
ditions,which generally occur during the month's of May 
and July and the earning of the monsoon. 
In May an intense low pressure is occupying a great 
areal extent, covering West Pakistan and Central India. 
Stmultaneously an Equatorial belt for.ms an ill-defined 
trough. The intervening passage between these localities 
of two separate lows is a ridge of relatively high pressure. 
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Again contemperaneoualy a well establiShed high pressure 
is located south of the Equator, where from,the South 
East trade winds rise and outflow to the north. Thus, 
over the sub-Continent and the Indian Ocean lie two lows 
and two highs of varying intensity. The low over west 
Pakistan and the high over the tropical zone south of 
the Equator over the vast ocean are very strongly developed, 
but the Equatorial low and ita nearby high pressure are 
relatively less~ developed. Large scale air motion can 
only set in,if the feeble Equatorial low and high have 
been eliminated completely. 
In July the picture is entirely changed. Quite 
simply the land~sea contrasts in heating reach their climax. 
The weak low and high have been completely vaniShed, 
and the ocean is covered with an even higher pressure belt 
of upto 30.3", and the Pak-Hind Sub-Continent is covered 
with an even more definite and intensified low pressure 
falling to an average of 29.4 inches primarily over west 
Pakistan. The landward advance of the trades was previously 
hampered by the presence of the Equatorial low and the 
"ridge of high pressure"; these have now cleared and 
the South~East Trades, turned to the right as: they cross 
the Equator by the defleetion received by rotational 
motion, become the south-west monsoons. The pressure:· 
gradient over the ocean is steep but more gradual over 
the land. 
As the south-wes;t wind inflow to the land increas;es, 
the mixing of' cold and war.m air in the resulting turbulence 
reaches a critical point and lead to the "bursting" of' 
the monsoon, the dominating south-west monsoon winds 
having travelled over the ocean for a great distance 
become saturated. we may say that the south~west monsoon 
"burst" is an activity as:sociated with the junction of' 
two air currents, a land originating current developed 
over West Pakistan and ocean current originated over the 
southern hemisphere, their paths directe!it by the pat.t;ern 
of land and sea relief'. The low pressure or West 
Pakistan has no connee.tion With the low, lying over Central 
Asia, but is independent, generated locally. 
The bursting character of' the monsoon is not valuable 
for the land. The excesa;ively heavy downpours of' monsoon 
rain encourage soil erosion, run off' resulting in floods;,, 
and the formation of channels and ravines takes place. (See 
also Chapter 5). The river beds., and reservoirs get 
choked and silted up and eventually they overflow the lo~ 
lying areas. Indirectly, the water reservoirs are 
insufficiently replenished as a large quantity of the rain. 
water flows·. rapidly to the sea in the form of floods, 
instead of being absorbed by the soil. 
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The south-west monsoon air-movement affecting the 
Pak-Hind Sub-Continent forms two branches ~ the Arabian 
sea and the Bay of Bengal, but West Pakistan falls out 
of the direct influence of both branches. As illustrated 
in Figure 11,the rain bearing current of the Arabian sea 
branch does not enter West Pakis·tan, its northern limit 
lying in the Gulf of Cambay.(B) Figure 10 shows low 
presaure as centred over the Lower Indus Basin,bUt as 
far as the precipitation is concerned this region receives 
only a trickle of it. The factor responsible for this 
phenomenon is the al'rival of the air currentS'. not from the 
sea but from the Afghan-Baluch plateau towards the Lower 
Indus region. Thel:!;''J: originally s.w. monsoon air masses 
already having lost nru.ch of their moisture become still. 
drier in their descending process to the plain, hence no 
rain incidence. The Figure showing the limit of moisture 
bearing winds also indicates that these finally west to 
north-west winds became on-shore near Karachi but have 
absorbed only a small amount of moisture during their short 
jOUI'Iley over the Arabian s~ea near the coast, which amount 
is both insufficient and ineffective. This amount of 
rain again fluctuates from year to year, Which depends on 
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the strength o~ monsoon. 
The inflow o~ the Bay of Bengal current on the east 
and north-east of Pak-Hind, confers bounti~ul moisture on 
East Pakistan and Assam. It then turns to the west up: 
the Ganges Valley, and its moisture is nearly lost by the 
time it reaches West Pakistan. It becomes even more dry 
as it descends on the uPper Indus Plain, and west Pakistan 
receives only a scanty amount ~rom thiabranch also. In 
the Indus Plain heat convection develops local turbulence 
but this ascending air is encou.~tered by the dry inward 
moving upper cur1 .. ents before 1 t reaches the point of con-
densation. such are the meteorological reasons for the 
' 
general aridity of West Pakistan. 
The decrease in rainfall from east to west is very 
pronounced; for instance All~ad and Delhi get 33 inches 
and 22 inches respectively, Lahore 16 inches, Multan and 
Hyderabad 5 inches each; Peshawar and Quetta 3.29 inches: 
and 0.46 inches respectively. The data Appendix 2 indicatere: 
that summer rainfall is restricted to the east of West 
Pakistan. and in the west it becomes too meagre to support 
even good grass and eventually desert supervenes. 
In the opinion o~ some authors, though the monsoon 
current originates in the southern tropics, its components 
are augmented substantially north of equator. 
Some workers maintain that "Much o"f the North Indian 
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westerly current undoubtedly originates in the southern 
hemisphere, cross.ing the equator in the west Indian Ocean, 
but nevertheless a large portion is probably of northern 
hemisphere origin".(9) Riehl is of the same opinion: 
"Doubt has also been expressed that all the air moving with 
a westerly component at lowlevels over the Indian Ocean 
is really of southern hemisphere origin". Thomson further 
stresg,es that North Indian westerlies trave.lled over a large 
area north of Equator hence,it is not justified to label 
them of entirely southern hemisphere origin. Thomson on 
the basis of the study of air flow at the levels of 2,000, 
5,000, and 10,000 feet, refuted the idea of an intertropical 
front and states that "The use of climatological records of 
surface winds on which to base the traditional theory of 
the intertropical front was a very bad mistake. Tropical 
winds are notoriously fickle and light, and there is much 
danger in using light surface winds in meterological 
analysis; it is fantastic that the theory of intertropical 
front built on such a foundation can have so persisted".(lO) 
To conclude we may say that the monsoon origin is still a 
controversial point. The gist of a vast amount of research 
is that,the monsoon current is the result of interaction 
of atmospheric conditions of both upper layers and lowe~ 
their air source region lies in the south of equator and 
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air mass:es are modified on their lcmg voyage to West 
Pakistan. The diff'erential heating and cooling of' both 
the sub-continent and the Indian Ocean during diff'erent 
periods explain ·_;, .· the generation of gigantic air masses 
of' differential nature in thermal and moisture~ content$.; 
the areas over which they reside are areas~ of active con-
flicting air throughout the year. The critical trigger-
ing off,of cycles af turbulence gives to monsoon weather 
its signif'icantly peculiar character. 
The Isohyets of' high .APril-S'eptember rainfall embrace 
the greater part of' the north-east, east and south-east. 
The amount of' rainfall and concentration of isohyets grow 
lea~ towards the west. The rainfall from October-March 
presents altogether a reverse picture. These isohyets 
tend to concentrate towards the north-west, wes~t and south-
west with the greater value of' rainfall. They deconcentrate 
to the opposite direction showing less~er values. Both 
types of' Isohyets are evenly spaced over a small area 
roughly lying between Las Bela, to Sib.i then to Bannu. The 
gist of' Figure 12 is that the monsoon contribution to the 
annual rainfall is higher in the east and winter contribu-
tion to the rainf'all is higher in the west. 
In both types of' Isohyet pattern the influence exerted 
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by relief needs comment. The highlandS in the north and 
north~west owe much of their precipitation to orographic 
control. The Isohyets over the south-west highland again 
reveal the differences in the amount of rainfall over the 
Kalat and Quetta Divisions. The rainfall increases towards 
the north and decreases to the south and west, and is; 
directly related to the layout of the mountain ranges. 
The ranges become higher and valleys narrower to the north, 
this arrangement of relief outline provides an opportunity 
to the convergence of south= west winds, hence ther-e is mol"'e 
rain in Quetta and Urak than in their south at Kalat=(ll) 
The Bolan Gap, a break in the continuity of Sulaiman and 
Kirthar allows the monsoon winds to pasa through, but the 
inflowing air already of low humidity gives little rain 
after ascending the high pas:s.es. 
This is a general areal distribution of rainf'all 
interpreted with an eye to relief. The rainfall zones; 
have been demarcated which convey;i. the idea that West 
P ki t i inl 'fi'.-13 1· a s an s never ra ess-~,r~ ~~; It obtains rain at one 
place or other through out the year. The other feature 
illustrated by the diagram is the overwhelming periodicity 
of rainfall. Thirdly,more than half of the Western Unit 
of Pakistan is benefitted by the south-wes:t monsoon precipi-
tation, when the rainfall is more general and more abundant. 
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In the sample studies it will be seen that though monsoon 
rainfall is greater in quantity than winter precipitation 
it is less effective, as hinted already in the account 
pass:ed. 
The Autumn:-
This term of the year is characterised by the retreat 
of the south-west monsoon, and manifest~(~ the "most 
settled weather of the year, the serenity of the climate 
is seldom disturbed".(12) 
By the middle o-r september the activity of the south-
west monsoon ceases, and it is followed by another dry 
spell and calm for three months. The land is often 
floode® and waterlogged in the former rainy months which 
maintains high air humidity and temperatures tend to 
equalise. Some storms and rainfall occur owing to the 
local changes of temperature in this post monsoon period. 
Then temperatures tend to decrease, diurnal range grows 
higher, eventually cold weather prevails again with the 
re-establishment of high pressure as explained in the be-
ginning. 
A Regional Analysis of Rainfall:-
In West Pakistan, as is clear from the preceding 
treatise, exist significant regional differences in rainfall 
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regimes. These may be classified by periodicity of ~all, 
incidence of maxima and absolute amount, Fig. 13 illustrates 
such a classification. 
The relatively small number of recording stations 
makes it impossible to establish precisely the limit:;!:::~ of 
regions indicated. Thus from observation the author would 
extend the area of the hwnid zone (see Fig. 21A Aridity), -
which in Fig. 13 is approximately equivalent to the area, 
of monsoon rains of longest duration - to include the 
Hazara District -( ... · .. ::, -out this cannot be proven by statist!-
cal records. There are similarly other gaps an~ blar~s 
in the record. Although the map is based on fragmentary 
statistical evidence, ecological and human support for 
the classification is sufficiently strang. 
As already noted, the pulsatory character of the monsoon 
and regional variations in resulting precipitation, and 
the differing seasonal characteristics of all precipitation 
is of great importance in determining the effective 
ecological and human value of the precipitation. The 
following descriptive analysis must therefore be regarded 
as a key to further consideration of the problems of 
aridity. 
I zone of Winter .maxima. 
II Zone of Spring maxima. 
III 
... zon~ f:1~: -~·;~UiH: even rain:f'all • 
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IV zone o~ monsoon maxima. 
I. The zone of Winter Maxima:-
Cold season rainfall is characteristic of a very 
large area where an average annual rainfall is lesa than 
6" and extreme maxima are under 1011 • The proportion of 
mean monthly received in Winter from November to February 
at Quetta is 5.21"; and its annual rainfall is 9.44u. 
At all the stations representing this zone the highest 
amount of rainf'all occurs in February except at Nokk&mdi 
where the maximum occurs in January (less: than 111 ). 
Agriculture is primarily dependent on underground water 
which is replenished both by snow and rain. Fig. 12 
illustrates that the scarcity of rainfall is particularly 
marked in the west of this zone. 
II. The zone of Spring Maxima:-
This covers a very small area, has relatively highly 
effective rainfall and it is very balanced in its rhythm. 
The whole zone receives 5 .. -10" rainfall during this season. 
Peshawar, narosh and Parachinar acquire their maxima in 
two months. " \ March-April, 4.20", 7.81 and 8.37' .·'respee:tively, 
while their annual rainfall is 13.56", 18.04"and 29.25" 
respectively. March is the wettest month of the year 
at Peshawar and Parachinar and APril is the wettest month 
of the year at Darosh. The recognisable blandness. and 
precipitation effectiveness resulting from gentle showers 
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is restricted to a small areal extent. Besides this 
valuable rainfall, crop production is supplemented both 
by surface and ground water r-esources. 
III. The zone of Even Rainfall:-
This is a region in which rainfall is likely to occtir 
throughout the year, because it lies on the periphery of 
the winter, spring and monsoon zones. The representative 
stations for this region are Bannu, and Fort Sandeman, they 
obtain their maxima in July, 2.21", 2.14", and their 
annual rainfall is 11.11u, 10.83" respectively, and having 
well spread rainfall over the year. There is no rainless 
month at Fort S"andeman:o;."sannu. Cultivation is again 
depending on all sources of water as there is availability 
of both surface and ground water. 
IV. The zone of Monsoon Maxima. 
A further sub-division of this zone must be made, 
based on the duration of the rainy season, the total 
amounts of precipitation and the period of maximum rainfall. 
The 3 divisions are:-
A Areas of 2 very wet months. 
B Areas of 4 very wet months. 
c Areas of 8 very wet months. 
In the sub-region A of the monsoon regime, 7 stations 
are included, they obtain their maximum rainfall in two 
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months July-August but the highest amount is recorded in 
July- 2.01", 2.29", 0.95", 1.44", 3.20", 2.98", and 3.97" 
for Mul tan, Dera I"smail Khan, Jacobabad, SUkkur, Karachi, 
Hyderabad, and Badin, respectively. Their westward loca-
tion and amount of rainfall they receive,suggest that they 
only obtain rainfall when the monsoon is in full strength. 
After the waxing of the monsoon current the rainfall 
starts dwindling and these stations receive an insignificant 
amount in September, as compared to July-September rainfall 
is o .. 52"' 0.,6311 , o.sgn' o.o;art, 0.17"' 0.11n and 0 ... 54!! for 
Karachi, Hyderabad, Badin, SUkkur, Jacobabad; Dera-Ia~ail Khan 
and Multan; and their annual rainfall amounts to 7.7011 , 
7.09", 9.711 , 3.7", 3.6011 , 9.09" and 7.05" for Karachi, 
Hyderabad, Badin, Sukkur, :J"acobabad, D.I. Khan and Multan 
respectively. This is an area where the monsoon arrives 
late and retreats early and it forms the western limit of 
the monsoon intensity. Agriculture entirely depends on 
canal irrigation or floods. Sibi ~~d Las Bela, on the 
western periphery have 2 rainles;s. months>, October ancili. 
November. 
The second sub-region B·, is comprised of the stations 
where the monsoon commences in June and rainfall continues 
over to September, though the amount recorded for September 
is highly variable from place to place. The representative, 
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stations e.re Montgomery (very meagre in June 0.98"). 
Lyallpur, Lahore, and Khushab. Their wet period spreads; 
over four months; June-s·eptember, (except Montgomery, wet 
term lasts for 3 months only); whereas the former sub-
region ~ has a wet 
tenn 
.:. - C. f.rJt·i! . .:. - ...-:• for 2 months only. This 
pronounced difference is related primarily to the location 
of the region A, and to the commencement and ceasation of 
the monsoon which is governed by the strength of the monsoon 
current. Montgomery and Lyallpur obtain their primary 
rnaxima during August, 2. 90" and 3. 58", Lyallpur gets a 
considerable amount in S.eptember 1.4911 • While the primary 
maxima recorded at Lahore and Khushab was in Ju1y 5.45" and 
3.,9011 respectively. The rainfall occured during September 
at Lahore and Khushab was 2.20" and 1.,38" respectively. 
It is now clear from the difference in duration of monsoon 
rains and their rainfall incidence as between sub-regions 
(A) and (B) that the critical limits between aridity (sub-
region A) and semi~aridity (sub-region B) result from the 
erratic, pulsatory character of monsoon activity. ~his 
oscillation may be related to the year to year fluctuations 
in the monsoon strength, this aspeet further demonstrated 
in Fig. 14. 
Group C constitutes, Murree, Rawalpindi and Sialkot. 
This region,highland in case of Murree and sub-montane 
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terrains in case of Rawalpindi and Sialkot, is one where 
rainfall is adequate for plant growth. Murree for example, 
receives a mean monthly of over 1" of rainfall in every 
month except November. Rawalpindi acquires a rainfall 
less: than 1" only in October and November and Sialkot 
obtains a rainfall less: than 1" for 4 months namely, May, 
October-nee-ember. Hence,these 3 stations examplify the 
humid zone of West Pakistan, with the maximum precipitation 
in the hot season derived from the monsoon. The high 
level of 1.1nderground water promotes; the use of well-
irrigation for cultivation requirements. 
Thus~the differences of distribution in time and space 
may be recognised as associated with fundamentally different 
typesl of rainfall regimes. 
From the above description of seasonal conditions 
and the regional analysis of rainfall regimes, we now return 
to a closer examination of general and particular climatic 
conditions which in the final analysis,are responsible for 
the problem of aridity in west Pakistan. 
First,it is clear that West-Pakistan remains a 
principal seat of barometric minima and maxima at different 
stages of the year. The circulation factor controlled by 
the relief patterns regulates the rainfall distribution. 
The position of pressure centres fluctuates periodically, 
11· YEARS RAINFALL VARIATIONS 
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their extension and intensity affect the wind direction 
in turn, and finally,periodic sto~s are also produced 
by pressure convergence and divergence. 
The present writer has studied numerous climatic 
accounts which are fUll of generalised statements, but 
day to day realities are very different especially in the 
incidence of rainfall. Yearly data for 11 years is shown 
in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 15 for 6 stations. The 
graphs conspicuously show the sporadic nature of rainfall. 
Within 11 years the amount of rair~all at each station 
in each year has varied considerably. The rainfall data 
plotted here are far above and below the mean annual 
rainfall for respective station in 11 years. 
In 1956 Jacobabad recei vecil 16 11 of rainfall, 5 time a 
more than its mean annual rainf'all, while in 1947 rainfall 
was .66" 9 1953 being the only year with rainfall approxi-
mating to the mean annual 3.72" (mean annual is 3.60" ). 
The mean annual rainfall for Karachi is 7. 70", but 
during 1953, rainfa~l was excessive as it reached to 
19. 95", more than twice than the mean annual. During 1957, 
on the other hand it totalled only 1.46". Out of the 11 
years, 6 years remained with a rainfall below the mean 
annual and 3 years recorded I'ainfall above the mean annual; 
as 12.74", 19.95tt, and 14.20tt for 1949, 1963 and 1956 res-
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Table 2 
11 years Rainfall in inches at Selected Centres 
Karachi Lahore Rawalpindi Peshawar Quetta Jacoba-(Manora) bad 
Height 
in f'eet 13 702 1676 1155 5490 183 above 
sea level 
1947 2.33 11.99 15.47 8.13 7.90 0.66 
1948 5.59 29.07 58.84 12.02 6o30 6.05 
1949 12.74 11.57 34.7 8.70 7.97 7.91 
1950 3.38 28.84 45.01 14.01 10.72 1.99 
1951 1.67 15 .. 58 30o39 10.49 9o19 1.77 
1952 7.55 10.92 38.11 6.84 7o09 ., oz .. .Leu.&. 
1953 19.95 23.84 35.331 12.23 6.48 3.72 
1954 6.03 27.86 34.36 11.82 9.36 2.20 
1965 7.47 22.62 26.76 7.30 6.24 3.03 
1956 14.29 25.99 38.16 21.06 15.69 16.00 
1957 1.46 27.32 17.77 20.0 14.69 3.85 
Source: West Pakistan Year Book, p. 172. 1959 
pectively. In the opinion of one writer rainf'all is; "the 
phenomena of least occurrence at Karachi". ( 13) The abnormal 
values stated in the table extend this statement; the 
rainfall character is a phenomena of least certainty or 
unpredictable phenomena, not only at Karachi, but throughout 
the arid and semi-arid West Pakistan. 
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The mean ar..nual rainfall for Lahore is 19.21", but 
during 1947, 1949, 1951~52, rainfall was only 11.99", 
11.,57", 15. 58" and 10. 92" respecti ve·ly. Years. 1947 and 
1949 followed by years of' as much rainf'all as~ 29.07" in 
1948 and 28.84" in 1950. The years 1953-1957 had been 
years of' copious amount of' rainfall much above the mean as, 
23.84"' 27 .86"' 22.621t' 25 •. 99 11 ' and 27 .32 .... 
At Rawalpindi the mean annual rainfall amounts: to 
36.3711 , but rainfall diminished to 15.47" in 1947 •. With-
in the 11 years fr~T. 1947~1957, 1947 r-emained the driest 
year throughout West Pakistan. At Rawalpindi, 1947 
followed by 1948 the year of' the highest amount of rainfall 
During the rest of the years the rainfall 
had been neither much below the mean annual nor much above 
it. The degree of' uniformity in the rainfall incidence 
is higher than at Karachi, Lahore, Peshawar, Quetta and 
Jacobabad, which places Rawalpindi out of the zone of 
aridity. 
At Quetta, rainfall reached to 15.6911 in 1956 and it 
followed w1 th little decrease in 1957, 14.6911 , whereas: 
the mean annual rainfall is recognised as·. 9.44". The rest 
of the years do not show well marked deviations from the 
mean. 
The data f'or Peshawar show, 1956 as the year of high-
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est rainfall 21.06", in the follmving year rainfall was 
20.0111 , while the mean annual for Peshawar is 13.56" •. 
1952 had been an utterly dry year, 6.84" rainfall. 
Year 
The above 11 years rainfall picture shows that out 
of these 6 stations, 3 stations, Lahore, Jacobabad, and 
Karachi show high variability of annual rainfall, but the 
extremes are shown by Jacobabad, and Karachi, Where the 
rainfall ;·r- can only be termed utterly fickle. For pur-
poses of analysis, we may regar~ the range of deviation 
ta be 
f'r-om recorded means for- t·he low r-ainfall stations _· ' so 
gre~t as to m~ke statistical manipulation quite pointless. 
The sporadi~ characteristics of monsoon rainfall as noted, 
and emphasised in the preceding pages, is very well 
explained in the sample study of rainfall at Lahore, Karachi, 
Jacobabad and Rawalpindi which are typical~representing 
the region of monsoon rainfall. The unreliability of 
monsoon rainfall is truly attested. 
The least variability is express~ed by Quetta and 
Rawalpindi and is only slightly greater at Peshawar. The 
data further show that the contrary conditions i.e. of 
high and low rainfall occurred simultaneously at different 
stations for instance Lahore recorded 27 •. 32" during 1957, 
while the rainfall registered at Karachi for the same year 
was 1.46 11 , utterly deff'icient. 1957 was a year of low: 
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rainfall at Rawalpindi; but like Lahore, Peshawar, Quetta 
and Jacobabad had large amo'W'lts 20.0111 , 14.69" and 3.8511 
respectively. 
All these years of copious rainfall were years of 
high floods. Thus'the dual problem in space confronting 
West Pakistan,is that of non-regularity of rainfall and 
non~uniformity in space and time, particularly during the 
summer monsoon rains. 
r From the fluctuations of mean annual rainfall foe=::-~ 
1947~1957 in Pig. 15. ~~e can visualise a.Tl 
overall tendency for the whole country, (leaving aside the 
zone of winter rainfall) to reveal first a downward trend 
and latter on,a rapid increase, and the turning points of 
the curves from a downward to an upward trend occurs 
simultaneously. The trend at Quetta, Which belongs to 
the winter rainfall region, is different from the rest of 
the stations, i.e. was non-synchronous, with other stations, 
but occasionally these peaks have shown slight similarity 
to those of Peshawar. 
The fluctuations are smoothened in 1951~52, at 
Jacobabad; and they are rather high at Labore for that 
period. At Rawalpindi variations tend to be mild in 195~ 
54; at the same period variations at Karachi are rather 
appalling; at Quetta they are mild and at Peshawar they 
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·are not frightening. 
It may be emphasised here, that the fact of the rai~ 
fall being above or below the mean values does not have 
any obvious or direct significance from the agricultural 
point of view. The crops may fail with the mean annual 
amount of rainfall when its incidence is not normal. The 
chief importance of rainfall for the plants lies in its 
timely arrival and suitable distribution,Which is the 
chief drawback of the rainfall of West Pakistan. An 
average fall of' 10" x•ainf'all is adequate for wheat cul ti va-
ticn in so.'IJle parts: of west Australia, but 1911 o:f r!!!.d.nf'all 
for Lahore is inadequate for a wheat crop, because of ita 
erratic and torrential incidenceo(14) In the s&11e way 
the Wheat cultivation both at Quetta and Peshawar is 
possible with 9.44u and 13.56 11 of rainfall respectively 
for these and this is only slightly supplemented with 
extra irrigation, but at Lahore it is very much dependent 
on artificial irrigation. 
The year to year variability of rainfall as·. explained 
by specifying 6 sample stations has a drastic affect on 
q agriculture as: the peasants~ programme of sowing and harvest.:. L. 
ing corresponds to the timely arrival and departure of 
rainfall. If the winter rain benefiting the growth 
of cereals, is below expectation the crop is uneconomic. 
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The vdnter rain is followed by the dry spell during which 
Rabi crop (wheat) is harvested; and the fields are left 
in fallow during the hot weather, like the Egyptian 
Charaqui .. (15) 
The Kharif crops rice, maize, cotton and millet are 
grown as the monsoon sets; in. These crops are watered 
by rain and ripene~. by the summer heat, and are harvested 
as the monsoon waxes. If the monsoon is late this sowing 
will be delayed. If the monsoon is prolonged the ripen-
ing is retar-ded, in both \"lays the resultar1t crop is 
unprofitablee This is importAnt because the ~,ndamental 
point which must be remembered concerning agriculture in 
West Pakistan is that while in the Upper Indus exist$ one 
of the largest areas of irrigation agriculture, for the 
cottntry as~ a whole rainfed farming is predominant. 
Further the only foreseeable freeing of agriculture 
from the control of rainfall incidence lies in the further 
Qrul .ir\.. 
extension of irrigationt~ ~~~e importance of setting the 
allocation of water in the mountain catchment areas;. (See: 
Chapter 4). Hence regularity in the approach and depar~ 
ure of monsoon is of vital importance for the crops as: a 
11pre£mature cessation of the general rains is particularly 
serious, whilst a delay in their commencement, though not 
so serious, is at the same time likely to cause considerable 
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economic loss;". ( 16) Thus the problem lies in the small 
degree of reliability and uncertainty of monsoon rainfall 
not in the meagre amount of it. 
In the pages following, an effort has been made to 
describe the monthly conditions of both temperature and 
rainfall during a period of 60 years, in order to indicate 
the meteorological factors responsible for aridity, and 
to show that what determines the aridity is the type of 
rainfall. 
Data 
Systematic recording of climatic values was initiated 
with the establishment of Meteorological Organisation by 
the Government in 1865.,(17) Therefrom the compilation 
of rainfall and temperature data was carried by each province. 
Since then mass.es of literature on the sub-continent has 
been produced more especially on the characteristic of 
rainfall incidence. New ideas and theories have been 
produced, but still the network of observation stations 
requires to be extended. A larger number of observation 
stations will provide a better opportunity to study the 
occ'aaions of rainfall incidence and its: variability over 
the greater part of the country. This will be the great-
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est assistance in the solution of climatic vagaries of 
floods and droughts. 
Reliable data employed in the analysis of temperature 
and rainfall extends over the 60 years, 1881-1940. The 
case studies are all meteorological stations, typical 
of the rainfall regions. The data used here reveal the 
critical characteristics of rainfall and extremes of 
temperature. To illustrate the eccentricities of climate 
the study has been conducted by selecting sample stations 
.of varying amplitudes of rainfall and temperature. The 
chief aim is to ascertain the changeability of rainfall and 
extremes of climate that cause the aridity and affect the 
agricultural pursuits. 
Both temperature and rainfall data have been plotted 
in the graphs and histograms for a better expression of 
aridity. In each case study each group demonstrates 
several aspects of rainfall, for instance:-
A. Mean monthly rainfall. 
B Heaviest fall in 24 hours - the intensity of rainfall. 
C Mean number of rainy days - effectiveness of rainfall. 
D Fluctuation of rainfall - Total in wettest month and 
total in driest month. 
In the same way temperature graphs depict the extremes 
of: minimum, maximum, and ranges which have a biological 
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significance. Both rainfall and temperature studies have 
been related with humidity, winds, clouds fog and precipi-
tation; as the combined action of all these factors 
produce the present climate. By such analysis of data, 
this section clearly shows that the mean values of both 
temperature and rainfall are meaningless as they give 
erroneous impress-ions of the arid climate which is ess:en-
tially ·~; -·~ product of extreme thermal and moisture condi-
tions. 
Temperature:-
In a con~try like west Pakistan where there is a 
delicate adjustment between the available water and the 
water requirements, temperature stands as a very important 
climatic element for agricultural economy as, "Temperature 
in relation to the amount of aqueous vapour present in the 
air and the rainfall determines the character and abundance 
of the staple crops". ( 18) 
In the previous passages it has been made clear that 
West Pakistan is never rainless, one part or the other is 
wet in some part of the year. The greater part of West 
Pakistan is affected by the south west monsoon as previously 
noted. Spring rainfall lasts for 2 months and the winter 
rainfall lasts for 2-3 months. The monsoon has a para-
mount effect in producing the climatic characteristics of 
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West Pakistan, with well-defined seasons, and moisture 
increase and decrease. Thermal conditions can easily be 
taken into account by the farmer but water-availability 
is· a less amenable factor. 
During winter the air-mass· and pressure movements 
develop as noted earlier in this chapter. Generally 
the winter temperatures decrease from the coast inland 
and with increasing altitude. The penetration of 
oceanic influence is evident in the pattern of Isotherms, 
(Fig. 8)e The inland temperature changes slightly when 
the constancy of the 'high' is shaken by the impact of 
the depression from the west. It appears in the Fig. 16, 
that winter is the season of great temperature contrasts:, 
and in consequence high ranges. The greatest swings in 
day and night temperatures have been recognised in winter. 
(APpendix 3). 
In summer, as already stated one finds a rapid thermal 
build up. The distance from the sea is again conspicuously 
important as the temperature along the sea is tempered 
(Karachi Graph) and the high altitudes again indicate rela-
tively modifiea temperatures. Jacobabad has became 
proverbial for its: constantly highest recorded temperatures. 
"In seventeen out of the last twenty years the highest 
day temperatures ranging from ll7°-126°F were recorded at 
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Jacobabad". ( 19) It is also recorded that the maximum 
temperature surpassed 120° at Jacobabad, Hyderabad, 
Montgomery, Dera.-Iamail Khan, Mul tan, Khushab and Lahore. 
It is note-worthy that these high maxima are recorded 
inspite o£ the large extent o£ irrigated land surrounding 
all these towns except Dera Ismail Khano The temperature 
lowering ef:fects of irrigated fields and tree· crops are 
not obviously apparent. 
Thus the annual march of temperature which correspo~ 
with the northward and southward journey o:f sun, produces 
the vigorous land and sea winds in winter and sumMer 
respectively. 
As a result of high temperatures, with no considerable 
rain even the rivers dwindle away. All types of vegeta-
tion wither. In the pastoral areas results; are still 
more discouraging, for animals are sadly a:ff'ec.ted by 
drought. The irrigated areas, at this time, provide a 
strong contrast with their verdurous landscape adjoining 
the areas of' no irrigation. The extreme temperature is 
accentuated by drought as no water is present :for evapora-
tion or transpiration. DUring winter and summer temperature 
sho~considerable ranges except near the coast where 
temperature dounot reach extremes. The range tend to 
increase :from the coast to the interior. 
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The seasonal contrast in the temperature distribution 
has great bearing on agricultural produce. The period 
of copious monsoon rainfall is always accompanied by 
uniformly high temperatures. and under such conditions the 
growth and maturity of the Kharif crops are accelerated. 
The transition from stunmer to Winter provides: a 
chance for the peasant to sow the \'linter or Rabi crops 
(mainly wheat), before the soil moisture, accumulated during 
the monsoon, dries up. By March the temperature rises~ 
rapidly and the maturation of' crops is adversely affec:tecii 
by sudden changes of temperature. ~~en time distribution 
of both tempei•ature as well as: rainfall are most conducive 
to good crop yield, and, i'or instance, the long days of 
weak sunshine in high latitudes seem to produce better 
quality of grain than the short hours of more strong 
sunshine of the lower latitudes. Canadian wheat is of 
better quality in terms of protein content, than the Pakistani 
and Egyptian. (20) In the same respec:t Italian rice is 
superior to ours;. 
Both temperature and rainfall are best further examined 
by discussing 3 sets of different categories of temperature· 
values for repr~~entative stations, Quetta, Peshawar, 
Karachi, Lahore, Jacobabad and Rawalpindi. Appendix 3, 
Fig. 16. 
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The temperature for sample stations covers the 
period of 1881-1940. The 3 sets of temperatures may be 
l i -A. h . . . ,_ • exp a ncu. ere~._ ,._..;. • 
1. In each case, and here taking the example of Quetta 
the temperature during July rises by day to an average of 
94.0°F (column mean of daily maximum) and falls to an 
average of 65.0°F (column-mean of daily minimum) during 
ni-ght. 
2. In the normal July the highest temperature to be 
expected by day is 96.0°F (column~me~~ of highest in tha 
month) and the lowest tempe:t•ature to be expected by night 
is 56.0°F (column mean of lowest in the month). 
3. A temperature as high as; 103°F on 8th July in 1933 
column-extreme highest recorded) has however been recorded 
by day and the one as low as -3°F (column-extreme lowest 
recorded) has however been recorded by night during 21st 
December 1929. 
Quettf!:-
Occupies; an elevated position, 5~490 feat abo~t the 
mean sea level, between latitude 30°10!, longitude 67°01'.E. 
1. All the temperatures are in Fahrenheit, unless 
stated otherwise. 
2. For purposes of analysis the author has taken a 
climate year extending from March. 
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The data reveal that the temperature regime is unvarying 
with July or June the hottes.t months and January the 
coldest month throughout the period. The graphsil~ustrate 
the different values of temperature and ranges occurred 
during the 60 years. 
respective values. 
Eight different curves denote the 
1. Monthly Mean of Daily Maximum and Minimum:~ 
The maxima rise regularly from March 63.6° and the 
monthly mean daily highes;t maximum of 94.0° occurs in 
Julyo The do\v.nward march of temperature occurs rapidly 
after th.e peak of July and it decreases regularly f'rom 
October, until it reaches; 50.2° in January. This lowest 
maximum corresponds; to the lowest monthly mean daily 
minimum registered 27.6° in January. Highest mean daily 
maximum of July corresponds to the highest mean daily 
minimum of the same month 65.0°. Hence the increase and 
decrease of mean daily minima follow the trend of mean 
daily maxima, both curves rising and falling parallel with 
their crest at July. 
The curve illustrating the mean diurnal range differs 
strikingly from the temperature cu~ves, in shape and trend. 
This irregularity derives from the great difference in the 
night and day temperatures in every month. The range curve: 
indicates two maxima. The primary occurs in October-
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November 36.5° and 36.8° respectively; a well define~ 
secondary maximwn forms in .April 34.8°. The range tends: 
to rise in June also. It is noticeable that ranges are 
higher during the transitional period owing to the rapid 
increase and decrease of temperature with the penetration 
of cold winds in October-November and hot winds in April. 
'"., .. 
. . ~ , .. -
.• •. ~ '·· . - - ---
..... ...: .I • . ~ ... ....,;,.:. • 
The minimum range occurs in January and Feb:ruary 22.6 ° 
"' and 22.a- respectively, the wet months when rain modifies 
the day and night temperatures. The ra.Y).ges start 
declining from December onward when the cold weather regime 
is completely established; they show a z·ise towards; an 
April max~ as winter atmospheric conditions break up. 
Hence the curve shows ~3 rises and an equal number of 
falls in the diurnal range. 
The highest relative humidity ocaurs in January (Figs. 
17~18), when the number of overcast days with cloud, 
the number of foggy days, and the number of rain days are 
highest, accompanied with the highest frequency of 
precipitation, with a mean wind speed of ~3 miles per hour. 
Quetta occupies an exposed position for the cold winds;, 
which brings its temperatures low, further diminished by 
winter rains. 
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2. Means of Monthly Maximum and Minimum T·emperatures:~ 
Considering the curves of the means of the highest 
and lowest recorded in each month, the curve of mean monthly 
highest risea above the curve of mean daily maximum. The 
curve illustrates~ the fact, that temperature marches smoothly 
from February 67.4° and the highesx expe~ted was recorded 
97.7° in June, falling to 96° in July and again rising 
to 97.~0 in August. This small absolute difference re~ 
fleets· larger day to day variations related to the local 
instability of the atmosphere, resulting from the succession 
of different air layers in the monsoonic "waves.". Thus, 
different from the monthly mean daily maxima, the hottest 
months in term of mean montl't.ly maxima have been June and 
then August. 
October. 
The temperature tends; to decrease by 
The lowest mean monthly minimum fq_llows: a smooth curve.-
with a cres:t at July, of 56.0°. It is very interesting 
that the highest lowest of the year is registered in July, 
not in June or August. The reason seems to be the lesser 
afternoon cloud cover during July, (Fig. 17), acc~ompaniedil 
with high humidity which lead to less active radiation s:o 
the night temperature does not fall below 56 •. 0°. Moreover 
clouds are rapidly disaipated in allowing early morning 
radiation and temperatures rapidly to rise. There has been 
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more rainfall in July which also helps to equalise the 
day and hight temperatures, so that at night the atmosphere 
tends to be hot and damp. 
The absolute monthly range curve is very illustrative 
of the contrasting mode of temperatures. The range 
forma an abrupt prominent peak in June which is followed 
by a very deep trough in JUly, which is an obvious, influence 
of the surnm:er rainfall. As compared with the July 
mininrum and the maximum the rise and fall of the range in 
the first 5 months is insignificant. It exhibits a 
secondary maximum in October, the month of low humidity 
and less clouds. The heat is absorbed during the'day 
and radiated: quickly during the night under the clear skies:. 
The lowest maximum of July truly corresponds to the lowest 
minimum of range as clearly depicted in the graph. 
3. Absolute Extremes;,_ 
A temperature as high as 103° has been recorded for 
three consecutive months, on 13th August 1931 and 22nd 
June followed by 8th July 1933. The years 1921~1936 were 
hotter than average and 1933 was; the hottest year of the 
period as appeared in both table and graph. The second 
maxima were not well pronounced, 98° on May 31st 1936 
and 97° on 19th September 1936. The lowest extreme 
maximum in the period was recorded on 6th December 1904, 
76°. 
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A temperature as low as ~3° has been recorded by 
night on 21st December 1929. The graph shows that the 
highest extreme minimum reached 47° on 1st July 1938. 
The lowest temperature marches·, rapidly upward by APril and 
drops steeply by October. The chief' minimum is~.:.;3° and the 
second minimum is 3° on 17th January 1910. Notable 
extreme variations have been ascertained in 1923 when the 
lowest recorded on 30th September 33P was much lower than 
the monthly mean daily minimum f'or the month 49.7°, and 
on 5th November of' the same year when temperature rose to 
an extreme of 81°, whereas the rnean daily maximum for 
November is only 65.4°. 
These temperature anomalies are determined by both 
local and externally-derive~ conditions, Which every 
spot of' the country is liable to be suddenly affected as: 
noted subsequently. 
The curves of 3 sets of maximum temperatures run 
fairly parallel to each other in smooth curves, but there is 
no such correspondence between the curves of the maxima and 
the curves of the minima temperatures, explained by the 
fact that in all respects there is a great difference 
between the day and night temperatures. This appears from 
the curves drawn for ranges. Large ranges are characteristic 
of' dry climates hence one factor of' the Quetta climate is 
thus explained. 
its; aridity. 
Peshawar:-
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This combined w1 th other factors accentuates. 
Latitude 34°011N, Long. 71°35 1 E. height above mean sea 
level is 1164 feet. (Figs. 16-18 and Appendix 3-5.) 
Monthly Means of Daily Maximum and Minimum:-
At this station also March is a month showing a 
striking rise in temperature, the steep curve rising to 
105.0° in June. This fo~s the single primary maximum, 
a~d the single lowest me~~ maximum is found in Janua~3, 53°, 
The highest mean daily minimum is recorded in July 80.2° ,_ 
when the maximum is noted 102.5°. This is similar to 
Quetta where the mean highest maximum was reached in 
June, but the mean lowest maximum was read in July. At 
Peshawar July is inore damp which tempers the day and night 
temperatures. Again the mean monthly daily minimum is 
higher (78.9°) in August than in June (77.2°), because 
the former follows the month of monsoonic rainfall, and 
the heavier rainfall has. a moderating influence on both 
day and night temperatures. June remains comparatively 
dry because the monsoon current never z·eaches Peshawar 
before JUly. In consequence August shows lowest range~ 
0 19.3 • Other contributory factors for the low range are 
high relative humidity and the high nmnber of' cloudy days: 
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in summer months. Fig. 17 shows three maxima of both 
morning and afternoon percentage of relative humidity. 
The chief is revealed in February, 79% in the morning and 
51% in the evening, w1 th two subsidiary maxima in January 
and March. The second well defined maximum is in August, 
which is followed by trough in September.;..November, and 
December delivers a third maxima of 67% and 44% for morning 
and evening. The humidity has been lowest in May 39% 
(m. and~.) 18% (e). 
The maxi~T. number of days with cloud overcast waa in 
February, and maximum fog prevailed in January~ The 
maximum frequencies of precipitation and number of rain 
days occur in March. There has been no cloud overcast 
recorded in September Fig. 17. 
Means of Monthly Maxirm.un and Minimwn Temperatures:·-
June is again the hottest month, showing values of 
0 116.3 • The order of increase and decrease of temperature 
under this category is similar to the swing of monthly 
mean daily maximum and minimum. January remains the 
coldest month; with a temperature as low as 32:.1°. 
The highest minimum was reached in JUly 72.4° for the same 
reasons as stated above. The lowest range 35.5° is. shown 
in August and the highest range 49.8° is appeared in May. 
Thus the range shows a single principal ma:x:imWQin May, and 
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a single principal minim~in August. Generally the range 
is low in the first 2 months of the year, when cloudy 
weather is frequent. These ranges convey an actual picture 
of both diurnal and periodical contrasts. The difference 
between the mean highest in January and the mean highest 
in June ia 44.3° and the difference between mean lowest 
in January and mean lowest in June is 37.0°. These 
high ranges; between the coldest and hottest months; expl•es:s 
the continentality of the station also. 
Absolute EXtremes:-
The 5th July 1920 was the hottest day at Peshawar 
during the period of 60 years; with 122P. The second 
hottest day was 17th June, 120°. The maxima of third 
order appeared on 31st May 1911~ 118°, and the same on 9th 
August 1915. This shows that the second decade of the 
present century remained the hottest era. The lowest 
max~ was recorded on 7th June 1890, 77°. 
The coldest day during the period was 22nd January 1934, 
when the temperature went as low as. 26°. The highes;t 
minima recorded in two years, 66° on the 1st of July 1881, 
and 13th August 1893. 
The swing of 3 typea of temperature resembles a little 
the Quetta regime. The difference l:ii.es in the values of 
temperature of all categories;, accounted for by the al ti tu~ 
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dinal and latitudinal differences, of both cities. Becauae 0£' 
its lower elevation all type of temperatures recorded 
at Peshawar, are higher than that registered at Quetta. 
Appendix 3. The ranges are higher at Quetta which is in-
directly a measure of its greater aridity. The water 
vapour content at Peshawar is more than that at Quetta, 
which tends to keep the balance between the day and night 
temp era tures. Moreover vegetation cover is more extensive 
and dense in the environs of Peshawar which also modifies 
the atmosphere,. while Quetta liea in barren aurr-oundinga. 
Karachi (Manora):-
Latitude 24°48'N. Longitude 66°59 1 E; 13 feet above 
mean sea level. Karachi offers a contrast in the course 
of temperature curves of all categories. The curves for 
Quetta and Peshawar show symmetrical paths with a single 
prominent peak in each case and there is more divergence 
between the minima and maxima values. (The same is 
exhibited by the curves for Lahore, Rawalpindi and Jacobabad). 
There is inconsiderable divergence between the set of curves 
of minima and maxima at Karachi, and their gradients are 
gradual not steep like the others. 
Mean Daily Maximum and Minimum::-
June remaine~ the hottest month 90.4°, and the lowest 
maximum occurred in january 75.5°. There 1 S; a small range 
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between the hottest month and the coldest month, 14.9°, 
showing clearly that the difference between the monthly 
temperature is not as high as shown at other places:. The 
Daily maxima show a regular and marked rise from March at 
all stations, and there is a differenc-e of about 10° 
between the daily maxima mn February and March; except at 
Karachi where it is only 4.9° and at Jacobabad 12°. The 
low range at Karachi is owing to oceanic influence. ~~ain 
the maxima for January and February are 75.5° and 76.9° 
with a difference of 1.4° onlyt while: the maY~ma of 90.4°, 
88.6° and 88.5° fol .. June, May and JulY also only differ 
by an amount which is altogether ecologically negligible, 
as compared to the well pronounced differences at these 
seasons at other s:tations~. 
The Daily minima also illustrate the constant tempera~ 
ture,- the difference between January minimum and JUne 
minimum being 24.9°. The ranges in the daily minima and 
maxima are also low throughout the year, the lowes1t 
recorded in August, 7.3°. The ranges are highest during 
November to December the dry months,. 
The explanation of low ranges and relatively low.,. 
regular temperature values. lies in the fact that Karachi 
is situated in the tropical maritime belt. Throughout 
the year temperatures are moderated by the s:ea bree;zes, 
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and ranges are mitigated. Under the influence of the 
sea breezes the relative humidity observed for 80 years, 
has never dropped to less than 40% in the afternoon and 
never les:s: than 63% before noon. Morning humidity as 
high as 90% has been recorded in August, owing to moisture 
carried in the atmosphere by monsoon air and a high degre:e~ 
of forenoon cloudiness (an ironic contrasx to rain paucity). 
A,pp:end!AX4 • The humidity curves reveal a gradual fall and 
rise, with no peaks or steep gradients. Fig. 17. 
Mean Month~y Maxi~~m end Minimum Temperatn~es:-
The highest reveals two maxima of 96.3° in the transi~ 
tional periods of pre-monsoon in May and the post-monsoon 
in October, and these months are the hottest as far as 
the mean highest for the month is considered. This; is 
the most interesting aspect of' the temperature fluctuations. 
The graph illus;trates: the October maximum is more well-
defined than the May maximum. Fig. 16. The high values 
shown by these months is an unusual phenomena. The highest 
minimum was attained in June 78.9°. January remained 
the coldest month 50.9°. The day temperatures of May 
and October are similar but they are not followed by the 
same changes during night; which is 75.1° minimum for May 
and 68.1° minimum for October. The factors accounting for 
this include afternoon clouda overcast and fog, while 
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precipitation frequency and shorter nights further bring 
the temperature down. The highest range appears in 
February, 31.5°, owing to clear sky and low humidity which 
favours insolation followed by rapid radiation at night. 
The low ranges are shown in the wet months JUne-August 
but lowest in AUgust. 14.3°, during which the clouds and 
humidity remain highest and frequency of precipitation 
high. 
Absolute Extremes:-
The curve of extreme highest is similar to that 
showing the monthly highest. May remained the hottest 
month in 60 years, 109° on 9th May 1938. The s.econd 
hottes:t day occurred on 8th June 1916 ,.. 105°. The data 
reveal that on the whole, the period remainecili much hott:er 
at Karachi during the 3rd and 4th deca<ilie of the pres;ent 
century (Appendix 3). These decades were interrupted by 
cold yearso For instance 13th .A;pril 1932; w.as. the 3rd 
extremely hot day in the period with 104° whila in the same 
year 12th July showed 98° of temperature, followed by an 
extreme lowest of 47° in December. During 60 years the 
coldest day was 17th January 1935,. 43°. 
The chief characteristics of Karachi climate are as 
follows. The coldest month in all respects has been 
January, while the hottest month remained inconstant; be~ 
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tween May-October. Both the temperature and ranges are 
low because of its:. littoral position. Again Karachi is 
situated between two entirely different environmental 
regions. It faces an ocean and its hinterland is formed 
by a desert, which is dominated by high pressure during 
winter and low pressure during s~er. The hot winds are 
generated inland affecting the climate particularly in the 
way the range of hot months is extended. The temperature 
data for Karachi do not in fact give a true physiological 
picture of its: climate which we may describe as being 
dry warm temperate. 
Lahore:-
Latitude 31°35 1 N and Longitude 74°20'E and 702 feet 
high above the mean sea level, occupying a land locked loca.;.. 
tion in the eastern extremity of the Indus lowland, on the 
windward side. .Appendix 3-5 and Figs. 16~18. 
Mean Daily Maximum and Minimum:.-
The temperatures start increasing by March, 82.6° to 
0 a single maximum in June, 105.9 • The rise from March to 
June is steep while the fall is gradual from June to 
october. The difference between February maximum and 
March maximwn is 10.5°. The difference between the lowest 
maximsmin January and highest maximamof June is 37.9~ From 
July the temperaturea are reduced mildly owing to the 
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high. est amount of mons.oon rainfall, high morning hurnidi ty, 
high morning cloud overcas;t and the highest amount of 
precipitation frequency of 0.1" in July. 
As is evident from the graph the lowest minimum occurs 
in January when the radiation is at the highest in long 
nights; 0 40.1 • The minima rise:-~; rapidly again by March, 
as pointed ·out by the steepness. of the arch sho'V'Iing the 
mean daily minima. It reaches to the highesx point 80.,1° 
in July. In this case also the highest max:lmmn of June 
does not coincide with the highest minimum, like previous 
stations, and for similar reasons. The lowest, J~~uary 
temperature 68.,0° is ass:ociated w1 th winter showers and 
a high percentage of morning relative humidity-85, which 
keeps the temperature low. The highest percentage of 
relative humidity was obtained in morning of December. The· 
before o..,d 
humidity is lowest in May and in October~after the monsoon •. 
While at Karachi ·,,:_ .:::.- :J humidity is fairly well 
distributed over the year and does not s·how considerable 
variations, Quetta, Peshawar and Lahore being continental. 
in their location show great variations in humidity, and 
the curves shoWing the humidity follow an opposite course 
to that of temperature curves and are in harmony w1 th 
rainfall incidence. Another feature of humidity is, that 
it is low in the months which show high mnge of temperature •. 
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These aspects are well demonstrated by Figs. 16~18 and the 
data,A,ppendi~? 3~5. 
Mean Monthly Maximum and Minimum Temperatures;:~ 
The month of_ June is again identified a~ the hottest 
0 month, 115 •. 2 • Temperatures are very high from APril to 
September, and temperature rises~ rapidly from February! 
tending ther~~ter to be uniform. Rapid variations again 
are visible in November. The transitional periods: are 
ti--mes 
the ~ 1.. ·. J of great fluctuations in temperature. January 
remains, the coldest month .(34. 7° was registere~~ The: 
highest mini:mu.'ll does; not correspond with the high June 
maximum. The crest of the curve is formed by the two 
lowest maxtma with a negligible difference occurring 
during July 73.2° and during August 73.3°. 
The monthly ranges are considerable and they develop 
several well defined maxima, \v.ith a well marke~ single 
minimum in August, 30.7°. The primary range max:iiP.Uin is in 
APril 49.6° differs only slightly from the 49.0° in May. 
In winter the maximum range appears in November - 47 .. 3°. 
On the whole regularly high values of range are inore' 
frequent than the regularly low values during the year •. 
Absolute Extremes:-
The 28th June 1929, with 119°, was the single hottest 
The temperature variations are very small 
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from May to July, and they are not large from March to 
October, with a constant high temperature. The largest 
group of hot years was concentrated in the end of last 
century. In general 1892 proved the hottest year, with 
temperatures of 106°, 112°, and 118° recorded on different 
days from March to May. The absolute minmrumwas noted 
on 19th January 1935, 28° 1 The highest minimum was noted 
on 9th July 1934, 69°. The greatest nUmber of cold 
months appear to occur in the first decade of the present 
century. 
The temperature indices ror J .. e..hore show that June 
had been constantly the hottest month during the period of 
60 years observations. The extreme highest was 119°, 
the highest for the month was 119° and the daily maximum 
was 105.9°. The January values similarly prove it 
incontestably the coldest month at Lahore. 
Jacobabad:-
Latitude 28°17 1N, 68°29 1 E, 186 feet above the mean 
sea level. 
Mean Daily Maximum and Minimum:-
On the whole temperature indices are very high. There 
is little difference in the mean daily maxima observed at 
Jacobabad than the mean of the highest in the month noted 
at Lahore. (APpendix 3). For example in January highest 
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in the month is 74.2° at Lahore and mean daily max:imun for 
the same month at Jacobabad is 72.7°. In the same way 
meagre differences are shown in the remaining months, 
and the same variations are visible in the absolute maxima 
at both stations. The hottest month throughout the period 
0 has been June, with 113.9 • The curves shown are similar 
to those of Lahore and Rawalpindi. The maxima swing 
between May-June with the dominancy in June. 
daily maximum occurred in January 72.7°. 
The loweat 
The lowest daily minimum of 43.8° was recorded in 
January. The curve o£ daily minimum is a perfect dome. 
The rise of temperature in the first two months of the 
year is smoo.th; it is rapid till. May, and in the rainy 
months it is equalised. From september the minfma fall but 
comparatively less acutely. 
The percentage of relative humidity in the morning is 
highest, 75%, in August and September. The humidity indices 
are lowest in the pre-monsoon term. July is the month of 
highest, mean wind speed miles: per hour 4. 2. The most 
calm month is November with a wind 1.2 miles per hour. 
The number of overcast cloudy mornings is highest in January 
and February 5 days for each but the evening clouds are 
highest in March 6 days. 
The mean daily ranges for each month are considerable, 
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and they rise gradually at the beginning and reces·sion of 
monsoons. 32.6° in May and 34.6° in October. The lowest 
range is during August 22 .• 1 °. 
Mean Monthly Maximum and Minimum Temperatures~~.:.;. 
The highest temperature was read in June 120.7°, 
preceded by 120.0° in May. The path of this curve follows 
the mode of the daily maxima with two projec:ted zones. 
The rise of temperature is also rapid in the first 3 months, 
but temperature falls; abruptly in November to December 
with a penetration of cold wind from the north and weste 
The lowest was exhibited in December 37e0°. The 
minimum for both December and February was 37.5°. The 
highest range was shown at March 54. 2.0 , the lowest ranges 
as a rule again formed in August, 23.0°. 
Absolute EXtremes::.:. 
The extreme highest readings was observed on 12th June 
1919; 127°. The second maxima is revealed on 27th May 
1914, and 6th July 1901 of the equivalent indices 126°. 
The variability is however shown by 1s~t November 1909 appear-
ing as the hottest day, 103°, for the year and 7th May as. 
the coldest day, 61°, for the same year. Similarly in 1938, 
When the 16th September was the hottest day for the year 
and was rapidly followed by the 30th November as the coldest 
day with 36°. 
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The thermal climate of this arid station in January 
is very well seen ir we make the following comparison: 
The mean daily maximum:: 72.7° 
The mean monthly maximum:. 81.7° 
The extreme maximum: 89° 
The mean daily m~nimum: 43.8° 
The mean monthly minimum:: 34.6° 
The extreme minimum: 25.0° 
The range in the maximum temperatures is small, but 
the range in the minima is high, together exerting 
a great inrluence on the pla~t growth; Wilting point is 
reached on most days ·.:~--::...,_.:-_:__:~~:-~~, but under desertic 
conditions when the dew is formed by rapid cooling at night, 
plant growth is inhibited mainly by temperature. The 
range between the mean daily and the extreme temperatures~ 
is vast in both maxima and minima which is why mean values 
become useless, for arid climates~. 
If we consider the range of temperatures for the 
month of June the effect o:r evaporation and transpiration 
becomes clear. 
Mean daily max~: 113.9° 
Mean monthly maximum:: 120.7° 
Extreme maximum: 127° 
The mean daily minimum: 84.9° 
Mean Monthly minimum: 76.8° 
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Extreme minimum 
The difference between the mean daily maximum and extrem·e 
is 13.1° and the daily minimum and extreme is 14.9° and 
the extreme maximum and extreme minim~:' show a wide range 
These differences in the extreme temperatures 
affect the plants, stock and human beings and here again 
mean values prove inadequate. 
Such variations are part of the general geographical 
complex. The extreme temperature, and general high 
temperatures are owing to its location in a desert region 
in the low latitude lying in the path of trade winds. The 
hottest places are found near the tropic of' Cancer where 
"the vertical rays strike down somewhere for 85 days, May 
,, 
Thus the sunbaking 
of land and ocean towards the tropics".(21) The intensity 
of sun baking is further acc:entuated ""Because of' the 
transparency of' atmosphere, the insolation of the high sun-
period near the tropics gains in relative intensity~since 
sub.:..tropica1 land masses are among the least cloudy areas~ 
of the world".(22) Consequently the hottest places of 
the earth occur between latitudes 16°-36°N. The highest 
temperatures recorded on the earth is 136.4° at Al-Azizya 
(32°N) in the Libyan desert. West Pakistan experiences 
high temperatur~s for its situation between 24°N to nearly 
37°N. 
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The highest ranges are owing to a rapid cooling at 
night which is equally a characteristic phenomenon of 
arid climates. At present Jacobabad is very much irrigated 
but it has: a typical climate of desert areas. 
Rawal.pindi:-
Lati tude 33°36 !N and longitude 73°07 1 E:, and elevation 
above the mean sea level is 1674 feet. 
Mean Daily Maximum and 1\~inimum:·:~ 
Temperature, as at Lahore and Jacobabad, starts. conspi-
cuously rising by March, ~~d after a quick ~ise it reaches 
a peak in June 103.5°a It is fairly uniform in the wet 
months of July-September. A decreas.e of about 10° is 
shown by the end months. The highest minimum was recorded 
The difference between the June and 
January temperature is 41.2°. These seasonal ranges are 
responsible for the main climatic periodicity. There is. 
less range in the months of J~1uary and December maxima; 
0 4.5 • 
The lowest daily minimum was recorded in December 
37.8 which succeedea by 37.9 in January. At the rea;t of 
the 5 sample stations January has. been always the coldest 
month. The ranges: in the daily minima and maxima are 
higher than Peshawar but lower than the rest of the stations. 
Unlike the other (except Karachi) sample stations the 
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lowest range was reached in July, 20.7° the highest range 
was noted in November, 33;.3°, corresponding with the range 
at QUetta for the sample month. 
Mean Monthly Maximum and Minimum Temperatures:-
The temperature adopts the same path as shown in the 
previous category. It marches swiftly upward after March 
to a cres-t in June (113.0~} Temperature is uniformly high 
from May to October, followed by rapid reduction in November. 
The difference between the highesx of June and January 
0 is 42.4 • 
The lowest is note~ in January 30.8° and the highest 
minimum occurs in JUly 68.7°, again a vast difrerence-
0 l 0 37.9 • The ranges show a owest minimum of 3~.9 in 
August. The transitional and dry months of Maw and 
November exhibit the highest rangea 49.8° and 48.9° res-
pectively. The course of monthly ranges shows rapid 
variations which are more acute than the mean daily ranges. 
It must be noted here th3t the low ranges related to 
July and August are ace~mpgnie~ by high monsoon rain;: and 
high humidity during the morning ~ 7~ and 6~ in August 
and July. The highest morning humidity occurs during 
morning in January 83%, accompanieci by low wind speed Which 
discourages evaporation, high precipitation fre~encies 
and a high number of cloudy days. The highest precipita-
tion frequencies occuroJuly-131~· 
Absolute Extremes:~ 
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The highest absolute maxima were recorded on two days, 
117° on 1st of July 1912 and 4th June 1929. The curve. 
showing these values. runs in an ill defined dome. The lLst 
February 1929 was the coldesx day~ 27°, followe~ by the 
hottest day on 4th June in the same year. The absolute 
difference between these two absolutesfor February &nd 
June shows a remarkably defined cold and hot season. This 
aspect is; noted in 1940 also, when 27th May was. the hottest 
for the year, 1li.4° and the coldest day f'or the year occurred 
in September 53°, a great deviation from the normal cold 
month of Jianuary0 noted in 1905,. 1918, and 1938. These 
not uncommon variations are entirely related to the micro-
climate of Rawalpindi as affected by proximity to Murree 
hills and thermal winds. 
The absolute lowest for the period occurred on 14th 
January 1937, 25°, and the highest minimum in July on 30th, 
0 1901, 64 • The table indicates that the hottest and 
coldest years are distributed over the whole period and are 
not concentrated in any one decade contrary to Lahore and 
other stations; Y"elpe.tt Rawalpindi in this~aa in rainfall is a 
non.:.;.arid region. The month of greatest absolute range is 
May, 71°, and the lowest range is assigned w1 th August 48°. 
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The extreme ranges at Rawalpindi are very high. 
on the whole the shaPe of' curves showing the maxima 
are very similar f'or Jacobabad, Lahore and Rawalpindi. 
They f'orm a high plateau of' primary maxima and which is 
followed by a low plateau in the post monsoon period. 
There is a little dif'f'erence between the temperature values 
at Lahore and Rawalpindi. 
The above account may be summarised thus. The 
seasonal distribution of temperature is governed by the 
multiple action of' altitude, latitude, continentality, 
rain, winds, clouds, humidity and precipitation, micro-
climate, surrounding environs and plant cover. It is clear 
that latitude dictates the amount of' heat corresponding 
to the Solar Journey. That the inf'luence of' altitude is 
many times more important than that of' latitude, is f'ully 
supported by the vaJ..uesJ shown by Quetta and Peshawar.(23) 
The anomalies are not analysable by any known law, 
nor is the estimation of' their evaluation hypothetically 
pos~ible. Temperature is modified by sea influence in 
the cas:e of' Karachi, by altitude in Quetta, by cold winds. 
at Jacobabad and Lahore, by vegetation and cold winds at 
Peshawar and Rawalpindi. The t.emperature tends to show 
in general Jacobabad, Lahore and Rawalpindi (the zone of 
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monsoon rains.) have two maxima -oef'ore and after the onset 
and offset of' the monsoon, and in these cases the tempera~ 
ture is modified by summer rainfall. This is generally 
true for the whole Indus plain. The highlands; aw~ 
from the monsoon tracks, as·. indicated by Quetta and the 
Sub Monta .. neTrans Indus plain as demonstrate@ by Peshawar, 
show only one max~. 
r ... · . --~west Pakistan the general hottest month is June 
while January is: the coldeSlt. The ranges are accorded 
and controlle® by the amoun.t of rainfall, cloud, and wind-
speed. The lowest minima occur- in the highland, bacaus:e 
of low insolation and the effect of cold winds. August 
remained the month of lowest range in the region of monsoon 
is 
and spring rains. January ~- -1..--!. the month of lowest 
the 
range in~ zone of winter rainfall. Conversely August 
exhibits the highest percentage of humidity in the regions 
of summer and spring rainfall where:?s the highest humidity 
percentage is confined to January in the zone of' winter 
The months of high humidity JUly-August in the 
Indus plain and Tran~Indus plains are very 'Wlcomfortable 
owing to wet and suffocating days of low vdnd speed. 
The above survey of the temperatures demonstrates that 
the extreme maximum' temperatures are high and uniform over 
West Pakistan. The highes;t extreme i a. nowhere less than 
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100°, even at coastal Karachi reaching 109°. Under such 
high temperatures evapo-transpiration is at a high rate 
leading to an acute water deficiency. The areas where 
the lowest temperatures have been obaerved are located in 
high altitudes in the heart of land mas.ses: as exemplified 
by Quetta. The extreme minima 4Ye less uniform over these 
stations. The extreme ranges are ex..'libi ted by Quetta: 75° 
in January. The stations which are in the lowland and 
on the windward slopes exhibit two maxima, the highest in 
spring and one in autumn,. The values are directly affected 
a. I by pre-and post-monsoontr conditions. Both monthly and 
diurnal ranges are higher in June at Quetta. These ampli-
tude of the ranges are of great significance for the 
inhibition of biological and ecological process:es. 
The 6 sample studies are homoge~~us in exhibiting high 
values of temperature which points to the degree of heat, -nut 
do not give a true picture of aridity. The temperatures at 
'tho:se 
Rawalpindi are quite similar to -:. ·t ': of Lahore, bu. t Lahore 
is generally placed by climato~ogists in the semi-arid zone; 
while Rawalpindi occupies a transitional position between 
the humid and semi-arid zones. The temperature in the 
case of Rawalpindi like Karachi has been proved a bad 
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index of its·. climate. On the whole the temperature values; 
give a partial and les:s precise impression or def'ini tion 
of the climatic environs. 
The final and the most significant remark about the 
study of temperature amplitudes which is delineated by 
Figs. 16-18 is that both maxima and minima show the 
greatest possible fluctuations and they are not likely to 
surpass these limits;. 
Rainfall 
As this is the factor of' paramount importance for- the 
study of arid climates, many scholars have approached its 
different values from many different viewpoints. A mass: 
of literature has been produced since 1886o Bl anf'or<il. 
directed his attention to the rainfall features of' the sub-
continent and produced a voluminous and most informative 
account in 1886.{24) The subsequent literature is 
primarily based upon his treatise as it is quoted and 
referred to frequently. The r ainf'all is remarkably period-
ical in its: incidence and it is concentrated! in few months: 
of' the year. ..-.. It~s distribution is uneven both in time 
and space. Bearing this in mind the areas with seasona of' 
precarious and copious rainfall have been distinguished. 
With such circumstances the recurrence of' periodical floods 
and droughts are inevitable. Hence,the economic value: of 
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the rainfall is less~ened when it is of such variable nature. 
Blanford also estimated that "quantity of rainfall as well 
as cholera epidemics and other variable conditions of the 
social well-being are subjected to triennial rotations" .(.t4) 
It means the years of copious and meagre rainfall occur 
and recur every three, years. 
In the following few pages we can see to what extent 
this statement is applicable in West Pakistan. As appears 
in Table 2 of 11 years rainfall and in Fig. 15 which show~i 
the plotting of the data, there is no fixed rotation. we 
cannot fix the limit of years after which low or heavy 
rainfall recllll.~ 
At Karachi as the data show the year of pronounced 
high rainfall occurs and recurs at the intervals of 2, 3 and 
4 years. 
respect. 
Blanford:s belief is barely :·:supported in this 
The years. of low rainfall have tended to occur 
in consecutive groups of ~3 years. 
some examples will serve to indicate the type of 
sequences observable. Thus at Karachi two years of low 
rainfall 1947 and 1948 were followe~ by one year of heavy 
WAS 
rainfall in 1949. This in turnAfollowed by low rainfall 
in 1950, 1951 and 1952. 1953 showed an increase over the 
previous three years. At Jacobabad 1948 and 1949 had high 
precipitation while from 1950 to 1952 low rainfall persisted, 
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1953 here too was a period of almost average rains. Not 
until 1956 did abnormally heavy rainfall return. In these 
e 
cases, the irregular short t}~rm alternations are observable. 
At Lahore on the other hand such alternation is absent. 
Heavy rainfall may persist for a long period as from 1953 
to 1957 inclusive. Mean rainfall is practically never 
recorded in any single yearo. 
The interpretation of data at Peshawar leads to the 
donclusion that the normal incidence of rainfall is rare, 
it is either very much below normal or very much above 
normal, but the yea.:t .. s of very nmch below nol'l11al occur w"1d 
recur very regularly at the short interval of two years. 
For instance such rainfall has: been noted for 1949, 1952,, 
and 1955. There is no regularity in the occurrence 
of abnormally high rainfall, it may occur on two consecu-
ti ve years as; in 1956.:.:.1957. The examination of data 
shows that the general tendency is for a more frequent 
deficiency of rainfall than the mean. Irrigation water is 
very much wasted in the areas where no cycle of rainfall 
can be envisaged, and a balance in the use of water cannot 
be most eas-ily maintained if some rhythm can be postulated. 
At Peshawar, Rawalpindi and Quetta ~ water balance can to 
some extent be maintained as the rainfall occurrence tends 
to be cyclical. There is, however, no real regularity in 
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the occurrence of dry and wet years. They may oceur in 
a group of consecutive years over a vast territory or 
small area. It is clear that the 11 tr1ennial rotation", 
the belief held by Blanford is very much over generalised 
a statement for West Pakistan. 
An equally inf'ormati ve ace:ount is compiled in the Dnperial 
Gazette~r. Droughts and floods are very well treated in 
relationship to seasonality of rainfall.(25) 
Clark and Williamson have computed the annual 
variability of rainfall for the sub-contin~~t. They have 
defined variability "as an avei•age percentage departure 
from normal".(26) " The same authors have propqpded the 
zonification of Pak-Hind sub.;.;continent into rainfall regions 
demarcated on the basis of normal rainfall, ita variability 
and effectiveness. They used an index based on the fall 
of .01" of rainfall in every month as implying an 
'effective! rainfall.(27) Clark has evaluated the change~ 
able nature of rainfall and its departure from normal over 
the Ind~Gargetic plains, his arguments based on the monthly 
and seasonal rainfall. He has also recognised regions 
based on the periodical variation in rainfall.(28) 
The annual as well as the seasonal intensity of rainfall 
is computed by Holdaway. "The average intensity of 
precipitation defined as mean precipitation per rainy day. A 
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'rainy' day is one with 0.1 inch or more rain" and the 
recognised "mean intensity is 0.83 inches 11 .(29) 
Roy and collaborators have made an appreciation of 
characteristics of both winter and summer rainfall of 
Quetta.(30) After making an observation of hourly 
distribution of data for 1926-31, they reached one specific 
conclusion that winter rainfall is of even distribution 
during each 24 hours, so that the likelihood of the com-
parative atmospheric changes proceeding regularly enough 
for the development of snow is increasedo As opposed to 
this the sunnn.er rainf'all :La concentrated in one part of the 
day often in the afternoon and early evening. There is 
in this sense les·s~ stability. 
c. Ramaswamy and associates conducted the study of 
rainfall periodicity at Peshawar, and the influence produced 
by these rains. They found that spring rainfall is 
copious and most favourable for the crops, the driest months 
being October and November. They found that for these 
months out of 17 years, 11 years remained without rain: 
"not even one cent of rain was recorded in 24 hours in 
the firs.t half' of November". ( 31) Other studies include 
that of Naqvi who conclude~ that there is a 50 year cycle 
of rainfall at Karachi,(32) and L.K. Sinha who classified 
the nature of rainfall whether it is. 'local' or 'widespread' 
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or •rew falls! in its incidence during each period.(33) 
These notes. illustrate the changing pattern of analysis 
and the way in which different elements in the incidence 
of rainfall have been considered significant. For 
West Pakistan as a whole, the candidate has had to rely 
on basic data and examine it in sample detailed studiesa 
On this basis the following scheme has been devised by 
the writer. 
1. Mean Monthly Rainfall:-
This is self explanatory in that mean annual figures; 
give too crude a time lapse picture of rair~all, while at the 
other extreme mean daily figures for our purposes are too 
distorted by secular variations. 
2. Mean Number of Rainy Days:-
The criterion for distinguishing rainy days is a 
measurable amount of rainfall iee., more than 0.01" falling 
in 24 hours. 
3. Total in wettest and Driest Months::-
This indicates the extreme fluctuations in the amount 
of rainfall from month to month. 
4. Heaviest Rainfall in 24 Hours:-
This is the maximum rainfall recorded for a period 
of 24 hours. In general the rainfall comes in sudden 
downpours which is the common feature of tropical and su~ 
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tropical areas. This is also known as the intensity of 
rainf'all. It determines; the degre,e of run off and 
evaporation and very largely the effectiveness. of precipi-
tation. 
These values: have been adopted as "The real key to 
conditions in the rain is the number of rainy and windy 
days. Total rainfall and mean monthly temperatures; are 
altogether rnisleading".{34) Moreover, "The yield of crops 
depends not only on the tot·al annual rainfall but also 
on the di stri but ion of the J•ain by season and even by days n. ( 35) 
It has great implications in Pakista~ where the cultivation 
schedule corresponds to the timely arrival of rainfall 
in each season. 
Quetta:-
One distinguishing feature of Quetta is its position 
in the intermont basin of Pi shin ,r .. ' an ephemeral rivero 
The success; of agriculture depends entirely on the receipt 
of sufficient amount of rainfall or the availability of 
underground water.(36) The precarious rainfall affects: 
the supp·ly of ground water and it becomes:. inconstant in 
supply. As earlier note~ Quetta lies in the lee of the 
Sulaiman Range during the period of the South West monsoon 
and only during winter when westerly depres:s;ions cross the 
pass:es to the North west, is there any inflow of moist air. 
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As representing a zone of winter maximum raiz~all Quetta 
has been chosen as an example for the statistical analysis 
of data. Moreover, in the zone of winter rainfall Quetta 
is the only place possessing data for 1881~1940. 
The general impress:ion gained! from the acc.ompanying 
Fig. 19, is that a very distinct maximum of rainfall falls 
in winter in the months of necembe~March and a less 
distinct maximum during the monsoon monthse This appears 
in records of mean monthly values, number of ~ain days, 
intensity of rainfall and degree of variability. The 
s~~e impression is conveyed by the column of precipitation 
frequencies. Fig. 18. 
These primary and secondary maxima correspond to the 
months of high humidity both in the morning and afternoon •. 
This is associated with morning and afternoon cloud 
overcast, and the prevalence of fog, all of which reach a 
maximum in January. Finally,the maximum rainfall corresponds 
with moderate wind velocity. Winds• are high duri~g the 
transitional period of spring when the range of temperature 
is high. 
Mean Monthly Total::~ 
These values show February to be the month of highesx 
rainfall 1.98", while the lowest rainfall occurs in September, 
0.0411 • September to October forms a pre~winter dry 
Fig.l9 
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period with total rainfall of 0.16". It is drier than 
the post winter from May to June; 0.5611 • The latter 
period is one of the slow and irregular disappearance 
of the instabilities of the westerly depressions while 
the post monsoon period has. a small number of weak monsoon 
depressions which reach as: far as Quetta. 
The highest mean number of rainy d~s occur in January 
4.9'' but highest mean monthly rainfall in February 1.98". 
It show~ the heavier the rainfall the higher its' intensity. 
The mean number of rainy days in a year is 24.0 during 
which 9.44" of rainfall was receivedl!e OUt of these 
24 days 19.5 days occurred during December-April with 7.6511 
of rain~ about .39" of rain per day. During'July-August 
the total monsoon rainfall was 0.79" in 1.8 days,. about 
.4211 per day. During winter the amount of rain in. each 
fall tends to be smaller than the rainfall amount per 
occasion in monsoon period. It shows: the imbalance in 
the incidence of rainfall and relates that monsoon rain 
comes in heavy downpours, but is lesa in total amount 
than· winter rainfall which comes in light showers but 
persists over longer period. 
Heaviest Fall in 24 Hours;:-
The intensity of rainfall is more strikingly il~ustrated~ 
if we examine the columns showing the heaviest fall in 24 
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hours. 
2.20". 
25th January 1888 had the highest rainfall of 
This is followed by 28th June 1934 with 2.17"'• 
This shows; the uncertainty of rainf'all in that as a general 
rule June is··.-~~' the driest months. Thus during one period 
of' 24 hours, in June 1934 as much rain fell as would be 
expected an average during the whole month. Such incidence 
of' rainfall confirms the truth of the statement that "the 
yearly average may fall in a single storm".(37) The 
foreign influence of' western depres:s:ions is almost absent 
and June is too early for monsoon rains at Quetta. These 
hea.vy downpours during Ju..Tle are the result of local 
convectional disturbances. Sinha has calculated the number 
of days of such local showers for the old province of 
Baluchistan as 2.5 and Holdaway has computed the mean 
annual precipitation per rainy day for the same province 
as 0.4au, and 0.6011 for the monsoon period, July-August. 
Total in wettest and Driest Months:-
seasonal fluctuations of' rainfall are shown by the 
length and steepnes-s of' the histograms. Thus. the most 
drastic aspect of rainf'all the "variability" needs emphasis. 
February 1893 proved the extreme wettest month, when 7.77" 
was recorded. The difference between this monthly total 
and the mean annual for Quetta is only 1.67". Again 7.77" 
is more than the normal amount received in December-April, 
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7.65". on the other hand, in February 1908 rai~all fell 
to the meagre amount of o.o3n. Thier. type of range is a 
common characteristic of each month of the year. The 
nature of rainfall is so pulsatory that each month of 
the year could equally be expec.tedi to obtain a copious 
amount of rainfall as well aa a scanty amount. ']he wettes·.t 
months are likely to be followe~ or preceded by a dry 
month. For instance a fall of 5.08" occurred in .APril 
1886, followed in May by 1.96" in the same year. The 
wettest year 1885 was preceded by the driest year- of 1884 
with 0.68~in September. s·epternber seemed to remain the 
driest month of the period. For these characteristics; 
it is truly said "that the variability of rainfall is 
i increased where its average amount is d~inished, and ••• 
if the rainfall extends over a great part of the year it will 
be much less: likely to have a wide range than when it 
falls in a short season".(38) As appears in Fig. 19 
precipitation higher than mean is more likely to extend 
over a period of some duration, while the low rainfall is 
less extended. 
From the above rainfall features a tangible conclusion 
may be drawn. On the whole rainfall is inadequate for 
successful agric~lture, and its distribution is confined 
to certain periods. There is a vas~t variation in maximum 
and minimum amount recorded and 1 tsj quantity is never 
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reliable. It is quite possible that a years: rain may 
fall in a month or a dry month like June can obtain rain-
fall in 24 hours which is 10 times more than its mean. The 
rainfall is subject to great oscillation owing to local 
and external conditions. such rainfall is of little 
effectiveness· as it is lost by rapid run off a~d may be 
positively damaging by its: ero.si ve power and in floods:. 
The effectiveness. of rainfall depends on the vegetal cover 
of the area, the type of soil and the degree of evapora-
tiono If the area is rich in vegetation a large amount 
of rair~all water will be consumed by this covering and 
the evapotranspiration process will slow down. If the 
area is coverless, the water will end in run off and high 
degree of evaporation especially when the winds; are steady 
and dry. If the soil is pervious-water Will be accommo-
_. --o. . Silt 
dated by it, while if it is ~1~·~ impervious~the water will 
not sufficiently rapidly penetrate through it. 
The observations made from the 11 years statistics do 
not enable one to suggest any probable cycle t·or Quetta •. 
we can say that there is no evidence of increasing and 
decreasing rainfall. The rainfall seems to be constant 
but with remarkable variations. 
The mean annual rainfall as; calculated by Auden for 
Quetta was 9.04" (1881~1909 and 1911.:.:1942, no records; exist 
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for 1910), and the rainfall interpolation for 1881~1940 is 
9.44", indicating an increase of .40".(39) Disparity 
crops up in the amount of annual rainfall calculated for 
the same number of years. 
Peshawar'-
Contrary to Quetta, Peshawar and its environs are 
watered by the considerable flow of perennial rivers such 
as Kabul, swat, Panjkora and Chi tral. Thus its. agriculture 
benefits from river water, rainfall as well as~ underground 
water as there is a considerable amount of spring flow 
in the lir11esto:ne areas, whereas Quetta depends on rainfall 
·!Karezes:', surface flow being almost absent. 
As inferred in the first chapter the Vale of Peshawar 
is encircled by a "horae shoe shaped ring of hills" with 
openings to the east near Attock and Khyber on the west. 
The depress-ions penetrate the plain through the Khyber pass 
and Peshawar receives its highest amount of rainfall in 
March. The ess:ential feature of the Peshawar climate 
is that it is influencedi by the eas:tward track of the 
western depres;s,ion. These depressions which start 
their activity from December are already rapidly degenerat-
ing before their entry to Peshawar region. In the beginn-
ing i.e. December, the area affected by the depresaions 
stretches·. from Kalat.:..Quetta to Darosh but from March their 
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effect is contracted to the north west highlands. and the 
Vale of Peshawar only. 
Mean Monthly Total and Rainy Days:-
The total annual rainf'all is 13.56" occurring in 
26. 3 days with March 2. 44" as the vvet test month and both 
June and November as equally dry months .• 0.31". The 
rainfall improves after these months. As compared to 
rainfall at Quetta, the rainfall amount as~ well as 
occasions of rain are better- distributed. The ex&'liination 
of periodici t.y of' rainfall reveals that spring rainfall is 
abundant in emount as: well as in oce-asion, whereas· the 
monsoon rainfall is les.s~ in quantity as well as in incidence. 
During the former period the rain amounts. to 7 .17n (January.;. 
April) in 14.16 days, while in the la~er period rain 
amounts to 3.29n in 4.5 days (July-August). If the 
rainfall were evenly distributed in each case the daily 
proportion of rainfall would come to .49" in winter and 
.73" in summer. To see even greater discrepancies between 
even distribution of rainfall in one period and uneven 
distribution in another, we can compare the rain received 
during March which is the peak month 2.44" in 4.6 days 
to 2.03" in August in 2.5 days. This shows that though 
rainfall brought in the monsoon is less in amount but it 
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is heavy in its manner and of short duration. The rain-
~all in March is less heavy and of long duration. These 
variable natures o~ seasonal showers bear variable values. 
The March showers impl .. ove the wheat quality and August 
downpours are lost in run off. Along with this the 
~requency of' precipitation o~ over 0.01" is highest in 
March, and highes~t humidity, clouds and fog also occurr 
then. (Figs. 17-18). 
Heaviest Fall in 24 Houra:-
The intensity of rainfall is illustrated in the 
amount of rainfall transmitted vdthin 24 hours by the 
monsoon on 4th August 1892, 5.94". The fickle nature of 
monsoon is particularly convincing here because Peshawar 
forms the zone of spring maxima. 1892 has been a year 
of peculiarities because August was preceded by July 29th 
in the same year with 2.75". 
Total in wettest and Driest Month'-
The variable nature of rainfall is adequately illus~ 
trated by the quantity of rainfall in the wettest and 
dries:t months. The wettest month, August 1892, reached 
a peak o~ 17.7 5" and it is noted. above the 4th August 
1892 was the wettest day of the period. In the same year 
in reverse to this in .April rainfall fell to 0.03". The 
variability of rainfall is further ilAustrated as follows: 
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April 1885 had been the wettest month of that year with 
7.35" with let .April as the wettest day of the same year 
2.42". The deviation from the normal is extremely 
distinguishable either in the months of monsoon or in the 
driest months which are transitional in the seasonal 
regimes. The range of fluctuation is similar to Quetta 
but the Emount of rainfall is more. 
Karachi:-
Situated on the fringes of a tropical sea and a 
desert, its climate is both affected by the sea as sea 
breeze modifies; its temperature and by its. desertic 
hinterland with adverse conditions for rainfall. The sur-
face flow of Indus and Malir rivers are the main source 
of water and rainfall is both insufficient and uncertain. 
Fig. 19. 
Mean Monthly Total and Rainy Days:-
The data in hand giveo out 7.70" as annual mean rain.::; 
fall, which disagre~-2 to the annual rainfall of 7 .7511 
according to the investigations of Naq~, which he acquired 
from the interpolation of 100 years data for rainfall.(40) 
July is the month of relative abundance with 3.2011 and 
October being the month of the least occ:Urrence, 0.02". 
The monsoon rain (Jnne-September) is 6.00" which again does: 
not correspond to the figures quoted by Naqui for JUne-
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September 6.16". These figures are stated for comparisonls, 
sake because the annual rainfall as compute~ by Naq¥i infers 
an increasing rainfall, but the data which candidate has 
quoted infer~ an opposite trend. 
Karachi offers a far more erratic incidence of' rainfall 
(as a strong contrast to its temperature conditioni than 
Quetta and Peshawar. The sporadicity of rainrall in the 
latter areas is less·. evident because of their fairly 
scattered rainfall over the year. The receipt of annual 
rainfall of 7.70 11 at Karachi is in 9.0 days, and ita; per 
da,y occurrence comes to .85". out of the 7.70", 6" 
forms the monsoon portion released in 5.2 days. .JtPp.ebdix 5 
~~d Figure 19 show the high variability of the amount 
attained in each month as well as in each season. This 
variability of rainfall does not occur in the rainy season 
at Peshawar and Quetta, representative of spring and winter 
rainfall zones. 
Heaviest Fall in 24 Hours:-
The variability of rainfall is even more striking if 
we observe the statistics for intensity. An exceedingly 
high rainfall delivered on 6th September 1926, 8.11", is 
extremely unusual in type because normally the monsoon 
leave the sub-continent especially west Pakistan by 1~21st 
of September. 1926 seems to be the year when monsoons 
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took a long time to retreat from the coastal area, and 
there is no evidence of heavy rainfall during 1926 at the 
other 5 stations, all inland. In 1902 a great contrast 
Q.-. 
occurred, "'~ :-'::.~ .. -:: : .. ::. 13th May, normally the second driest 
month when 1.21" rainf'all f'ell, this followed by '7.17" in 
June (normal rainfall f'or June always remains below 1"). 
The fluctuations in rainf'all from May 1902 to June 1902; 
is a measure of unpredictability of arid zone rainf'all. 
Total in Wettest and Driest Months:-
During July 1894 the rainfall was as high as 18.63 11 
and it was the primary wettest month of the period. Sept em-
ber 1926 was the second wettest month of the year with 
15.35", this caused by the slow progress of the monsoon 
departure. The south west monsoon winds linger on until 
the area is completely taken by the northerly cold winds. 
At this time of the year the cold off shore winds: proceedr. 
steadily ~o the south and the south west monsoons leave the 
sub-continent with the same steadiness .• Both these currents 
are feeble, but the cold northern current grows slowly 
stronger as it expands over a larger cooling area and the 
out-going south west monsoons grow weak slowly. Ultimately 
dry cold incoming winds overcome the departing monsoon winds 
and anticyclonic weather prevails once again. Abnormal 
rain may be attributed to fluctuations in the normally steady 
process. 
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Lahore:-
The noticeable characteristics of the city are: it 
lies in the heart of irrigated land in the Bari Doab, it 
occupies an inland location in the Indus plain on the wind-
ward side, and it lies; in the monsoon region B. Fig. 19. 
Mean Monthly Total and Mean Number of' Rainy Days:-
July is the wettest month with 5.4511 , while the total 
annual rainfall at Lahore is 19.21", occurring in a mean 
number of 27.6 days. On the other hand, out of 19.21" 
~'"lnual total a.T.o-q.nt 14.44" occurred in June-September both 
inclusive, when the monsoon activity is highest. The bulk 
of the rains is obtained in the months of mons·oon and they 
come in heavy showers, as compared with gentle incidence 
of rainfall in January, 1.04" in 2.0 days, and in December 
0.47 11 in 1.0 days. The driest month is November, 0.10". 
Total in Wettest Month:-
The erratic incidence of rainf~ll may fUrther be 
noted by the analysis of the data for the wettest months 
in the duration of 60 years. The histograms conspicuously 
indicate the periodicity and vast fluctuations in the mode 
of rainfall. The mean annual rainfall for Lahore is 19.2111 , 
but it rained 20.3911 in the month of August in 1908. The: 
mean rainfall for August is 5.15", the wettest month during 
60 years. The vagaries of rainfall are confirmed by the 
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fact that May proved the wettest month in the year 1885, 
with a recorded rainfall of 4.38 11 , while May is normally 
the second driest month of the year, with only 0.59" in 
1.3 days. According to the mean monthly rainfall,November 
is the driest month in the year; 0.10"' rainfall and 0.3 
rainy days, but it was the rainiest month, 1.5211 in 1928. 
The statistics show that variability is remarkable from not only 
season to season but also ~rom month to month, and the mean 
driest month can be expected to be for some specific year 
the wettest month. The causes for the wettest month of 
May in 1885 are related to the persistence of the Western 
disturbance, this is confirmed by the simultaneous wettest 
month of May at Rawalpindi, both APril and May at Quetta, 
1\p,il 
and ~. l ~: at Peshawar. The persistent activity of western 
disturbances of 1885 did not affect Jacobabad and Karachi. 
The total for the driest month was 0.32" in JUly 1918. 
Heaviest Fall in 24 'Hours:-
·on 28th July, 1924, 8.27"' fell in 24 hours, which is 
an indication of the strength of monsoon bursts. This~ 
amount exceeds the mean monthly total for July of 5.9". 
The table shows~ that in each month of the year the fall 
in 24 hours has been very heavy as compared to the mean 
monthly total. These heavy falls concentrate during the 
summer months. In this case May again stands out for its 
exceptional rain. As a rule May obtains. 0.59" mean rain, 
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but on 27th May 1883 3.0011 carne in heav-y downpours in 24 
hours. The intensity is les:s·. concentrated in the spring 
and winter months:. 
Jacobabad:-
This lies in the heart of an area which is enclosed by 
a dry upland rim on N.W. and desert on the east with the 
aridity index. below 5. (Fig. 21A). 
Mean Monthly Total:-
There is not a single month with a receipt of rainfall 
as much as 1", even the wettest, July I•eceiving only 0.95" .. 
The total annual rainfall is 3. 60''i'aJ1:2rl..g in 7. 3 mean number 
of days. The data show~-- that the trivial amount of 3.60"' 
is also concentrated in the summer months. The total 
summer rainfall from June-S.eptember is 2.26 11 in 3.4 mean 
number of days, Which gives .6" per day. When the annual 
amount is examined the rain per day comes to .411 , the 
heaviest showers coming with the south west monsoon rains:. 
The relatively even distribution of winter rainfall is clear 
from the data, January 0.23" in 0.7 days, and February 
o. 33" in o. g·· days. 
The Total in Wettest and Driest Months:-
Fig. 19 is a true reflection of seasonality of rain-
fall as well as its extreme aspects of positive and negative. 
In 1917,August, was the wettest month with as much as 
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4.97" ,s:tJ.cc:eeded by 4.79 11 in ~e:Pt~ in the same year. In 
1914 the wettest month was October .68", and this amount 
came in one heavy fall on 29th october 1914; generally 
October is reckoned to be the driest month. Still another 
striking fluctuation is seen in June 1930. It was the 
wettest month 3.25", but the whole rain came in one day~ 
showers on 30th June, a little less·. than the armual mean 
coming in this. 24 hours. The most interesting example 
of the rainfall variability for this station may be observed 
by considering the values for 2nd August 1884j when 4.00" 
was registel .. ed in the heaviest fall of 24 hours:, exceeding 
by .40" the mean annual amount, while dl.lring 1884 there was 
no rain during any other month. The typical characteristics, 
precarious and erratic rainfall as recognised for the 
arid region are well supported by the rainfall incidence at 
Jacobabad. It is so uncertain that any amount from zero 
upward may fall at any time. Such conditions utterly 
inhibit rainfed cultivation and have a great influence 
on irrigation crops, because unpredictable rain cannot use-
fully supplement irrigation water. The concentrated 
amount, above the mean values, is largely lost to run off, 
while it would have been proved beneficial had it come evenly 
distributed in summer months. It shows~ how the rainfall 
is most delicate and complicated climatic element, aridity 
becoming much more than a simple total deficiency of 
water. 
Rawalpindi:-
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Rawalpindi occupies a submontane, position in the Murree 
foot hills, this exerting a significant influence on the 
climate particularly on the rainfall. 
The graph distinctly shows the periodicity of rainfall 
and its high concentration in the summer months. The 
mean monthly values show that August is the wettest month, 
9.17" occur in the mean munber of 9.1 days .. The driest 
month is November with 0.5 mean nlli~ber or days. The 
total mean annual amounts to 36.37" in 49.5 mean number of 
days. The rainfall intensity is well demonstrated by 
the amount of rainfall for the summer months, from June-
September 23.44" in 25.8 days, amounts to .9" per day. To 
show the well scattered winter rainfall incidence the 
following may be observed; the total amount of winter rain~ 
fall December to February is 23.44" in 25.8 mean number of 
days with the average intensity of .5". 
The T.otal in. wettest and Driest Month:-
The rainfall values of all categories for Rawalpindi 
are highest among the six case studies, as is observable 
by graphs and data. Though the receipt of rainfall is. 
considerable throughout the year except from October-November, 
yet the periodicity of concentration of rainfall are con-
spicuous. 
released; 
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In August 1916 rainfall as; high as 23.58u was 
which is more than the mean total for the four 
summer months. Cormnonly, October-November are the dri es~t 
months but 5.35" in 1914 and 3.42" in 1883 was recorded 
for these months respectively, and out of 3.4211 2.22" occurred 
on 12th November as the heaviest showers in 24 hours·. The 
heaviest in the driest month was received in August 1928 -
lo92"o The values showing the heaviest fall in 24 hours 
f'or the winter months are lower than the one showing f'or 
summer' months; 3u in 24 hours released. on 7th January 
1885, .this being noted as the year- of highest and :prolonged 
activity of' western disturbances. 
The above survey emphasises that there is a remarkable 
general variability of' rainfall throughout west Pakistan 
but the variability is· particularly high in the zones of 
monsoon rainfall. The highest variability is demonstrated 
by Jacobabad and Karachi situated in the monsoonal z:one., A. 
In addition to this the variations have been indicated in 
the incidence of' wet and dry months. July and August 
are the wet months for the area of monsoonic regiment and 
January being the wettest mo~th for the zone of winter 
rainfall, March standing as the wettesx month f'or the zone 
o~ spring rainfall. May and October are generally dry 
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months throughout west Pakistan. This is how drought 
and wet conditions precede and succeed one another. 
lient features may be summarize~ as: 
1. High concentration in one period with: 
2. High intensity resulting in: 
3. Low effectiveness. 
AriditY:-
The sa-
We have established some of the fundamental physical 
characteristics of west Pakist&1 in the preceding discussion. 
In particular we have noted how the region falls in e. trans-
i tional position between and marginal to tb.e two great air 
instability systems, the western depressions finally fading 
out after their long journey from the Atlantic and the 
south west monsoon too. This marginality is in part,~ 
consequence of two dimensional position and in part an 
effect of topographic control of lower atmospheric air 
movement. Position and topography as we shall see. also 
largely determined human destinies; in West Pakistan and as; 
noted in Chapter 7, in traditional society a precarious 
response to political, social and economic conditions 
themselves environmentally conditioned, has had to develop 
under the ultimate control imposed by water-availability. 
Only during the last century and a half' has it been 
possible to see~ the changing of traditional responses; to 
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social and physical factors. Only in very recent years 
have scientific studies of the moisture factor been 
developed. Having established the necess·.ary background 
we may now turn to a direct exmnination of this factor 
in terms of aridity. 
Many scientists have approached from different angles 
the first analytical problem - the methods of measuring 
aridity. These exponents have adapted diff·erent values; 
for their purposes, but they do not agree, in their results;. 
No measurement has proved to be of all purpose value and 
most of them involve laborious and elaborate calculations, 
based on detailed records. Four types of measurements 
by various authors are considered below. 
De Martonne derived the following formula to ascertain 
the degree of aridity: 
A = p: ( T +. 10 ) 
T = mean annual temperature in centigrade. 
P = annual precipitation in millimeters. 
He believed that "such a combination of temperature 
and rainfall explains the character of the vegetation cover 
' 
adequately".(41) From the point of view of plant cover 
and hydrography, he recognised desert conditions when the 
indices drop below 5,. indices between ~10 demarcating the 
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semi-desert conditions. The indices 10-20 characterise 
Savanna and steppe land. The dry cultivation of grain 
is practicable but irrigation proves more useful when the 
ind!«e. is~ over 10. Irrigation becomes obligatory for a 
e·x 
successful farming below the 10 ind(k~~. 
The formula computed by Thornthwaite for the purpose: 
of differentiating humid and arid areas is as follows.:-(42) 
Im 100s- 60d 
= N 
Im = Moisture Index. 
s = water surplus. 
d = water deficiency. 
n = water need. 
Based on these notations positive values, signify the 
humidity index and negative values express the aridity 
index. This measurement of aridity is based on the rate 
of potential evapotranspiration, and the climate is regarded 
as dry when evaporation/transpiration exceeds precipitation. 
Hence the theme of this theory is "precipitation effective~ 
ness·.", which is positively high only in the temperate regions 
so ..... 
and very low. in West Pakistrun as inlother tropical and sub~ 
tropical countries. Based on the above hypothesis, he 
propounded the following climatic types.:-
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Climatic TlJ2e Moisture Index 
A Perhurnid 100 and above 
B4 Htunid 80 - 100 
B3 Humid 60 - 80 
B2 Humid 40 - '60 
Bl Htunid 20 = 40 
c2 Moist sub humid 0- 20 
cl Dry subhurnid -20- 0 
D Semi-arid -40- -20 
E Arid 
-60 - -40 
Edward stanz has designed a "dryness index" in terms 
of evaporation and rainfall, while studying the climate 
o:f Afghanistan and vicinity.(43) He is of the opinion 
that greater evaporation signifies; lesser precipitation 
which gives a high i~dex of aridity. Thus he :framed the 
formula as - D = E/R where D = Dryness·. Index, E = Evapora-
tion and R = Rainfall. If the manipulated values are below 
6 the climate is moderate. 6-20 values delimit the semi-
arid or Steppe and when they eXQ~ed 20Jdesert conditions 
prevail. His decisive factors are rainfall and evapora-
tion not the potential evapotranspiration as the countries 
in which his research was based lack continuous plant 
cover, so that transpiration is not pronounced. 
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Lastly,Shanbhag, in the determination of aridity has 
developed a fo~la symbolised as E.G. the Effective 
Growth Index.(44) It is obtained first by computing the 
"monthly effective growth index". ~1en monthly precipi-
tation is dividea by mean monthly temperature and multiplied 
by 100, the sum of the 12 months will give the "Effective 
. 
Growth Index". The indices 0-20 denote arid climate, 
20-40 for semi-arid, his thesis based on the following 
formula:-
n = 12 
n E.G. = 
n = 1 
He laid stress on the role played by the degree of tempera-
ture for optimum grovnh of plants. There are certain 
limits below and above which the rate of maxinrum plant 
growth diminishes or stops. The optimum temperature for 
the maximum growth is standardised as 86°F (30°C), though 
this varies with different plant species and soil. In the 
same way the growth of plants is irihibited when the 
minimum and maximum temperatures are 32°F, 0°C and 104°F, 
40°C respectively. 
By comparing the values of aridity as advocated by 
the four authors,we realise great differences in their 
evaluation and assignment of the grading of aridity. 
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It is noted,that those who have computed indices using 
the combination of temperature and rainfall obtained more 
or less similar index grades. Those who have employed 
evaporation have realised more or less·. eq_ual grades. All 
but S~anbagh have graded the aridity into three categories, 
he having two notations only, arid and semi-arid. 
The indices as proposed by these authors for the 
sake of comparison have been computed for the six stations 
which have been selected for sample study, and charted in 
Fig. 20 and Table 3. The discrepancies in the values by 
Table 3. 
s·~anbagh Thornthwaite De MartiU\~ Stanz. 
Lahore 27.6 -37.6 14 5.4 
Karachi 9.36 -52.3 5 12.1 
Peshawar 24.0 -44.0 10 6 
Que·tta 7.70 -42.0 9 7.3 
Jacobabad 3.82 -56.6 2 28 
Rawalpindi 39.82 -14.7 25 2.0 
S'tanz are considerable. He places Rawalpindi and Lahore 
both in a humid classification when by observation and the 
examination of rainfall and temperature data they differ 
considerably. In all but the Stanz~gradation, they are 
both subhurnid and differ considerably from each other. The 
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values £or Peshawar are true, and Jacobabad indices also 
reflect the desertic nature. 
Shanbagh's indices convey a picture ofithe areas 
which are borne out both by commonsense and ecological 
observations. The indices comput.e.d;e·.: by his formula place 
the six stations in different respective climatic type. 
The same picture is gained from the indices of fte Mar tonne;. 
The indices limit as proposed by Shanbagh is very flexible. 
as compared to the limits of the others. 
The indices of Rawalpindi as interpolated by the 
method proposed by t)e Martorm.e and Thornthwai te suggest 
its climate as humid and dry subhumid respectivelye On 
the whole there is no agreement in the values of these 
workers in the field. 
The candidate has used as the basis for the measure~ 
ment of aridity in West Pakistan the formula devised by 
f)e Martonne. It is appreciated that in many ways it is 
a less refined instrument of analysis, than that of 
Thornthwaite for instance, and it is the latter which is 
mainly used by Pakistani climatologists; but it is. 
the simplicity of the De Martonne formula which recommends. 
it in this case. As already noted the magnitude of devia-
tions of rainfall and humidity from the mathematical means 
is so great that such mathematical means become of low 
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value ~or delicate statistical manipulation. When one 
also realises the spatial coverage by meteorological 
stations is poor,and that,the duration o~ observation is 
limited,then the danger o~ using highly elaborate proces~ 
ing techniques becomes obvious. such techniques may be 
valuable for suggesting working hypothesis for specialist 
climatic study. For this thesis which is concerned with 
the question of aridity in West Pakistan in general 
geographical terms, it is~ more sui table to use an analytical 
process·. poss·.ess;ing the same degree of CI"Udi ty as that 
contained in the statistics available. Moreover; and this 
is crucial, in the candidate's experience the Ce Martonne 
classification is better supported by regional observations 
in the field than are the others. (Table 4). 
Table 4. 
Aridity Indices·. 
Place Aridity 
1. Badin 6 
2. Ba..'P).nU 8 
3. D.I. Khan 6 
4. Darosh 17 
5. Hyder a bad 4 
6. Fort Sandernan 9 
7. Jacobabad 2 
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Place Aridity 
8. Kalat 7 
9. Karachi 5 
10. Khushab 11 
11. Lahore 14 
12. Lasbella 5 
13. Layalpur 9 
14. Montgomery 7 
15. Multan 6 
16. Murree: 68 
...... No KW1dl 1 J."( • 
18. Pan.jgur 3 
19. Parachinar 29 
20. Pasini 4 
21. Peshawar 10 
22. Quetta 9 
23. Rawalpindi 25 
24 .. Sialkot 24 
25. Sibi 3 
26. Sukkur 2 
The following impression is obtained comparing Fig. 21A 
with the mean annual rainfall Fig. 21B. It is seen that 
the arid zone limited by the isopleth of index value 5 covers 
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a smaller area than that covered by the Isohy~~ of' 1011 • 
Similarly the isopleth fixing the boundary of dry semi-
arid lies between 10"-15" isoh~t~s; and that for steppes 
encloses the area corresponding roughly to the 20" isohy~f:s. 
Leaving aside a narrow strip of land forming the 
territory of Parach~ar in the south west (Region I end 
the territory of' the Outer Himalayas of' the Murree hills 
in the south east of Region I), the aridity indices show 
dry conditions dominant over west Pakistan. 
The highest intensity of aridity is rotLnd in the two 
localities enclosed by the lowest indices (below 5} which 
corresponds with their utterly desertic conditions. 
Firstly, area {a) of the Lower Indus Plain including Sibi, 
Jacobabad and Sukkur. Here maximum rainf'all remains 
below 5" always and extreme temperatures rise as high 
as 125°, 127° and 118° respectively. The aridity diminishes. 
very irregularly outwards from this circle. (b) The 
second zone lies north-west of Region I:V.:. or the Kalat 
Division, including NDkkttndi and Panjgur. These s:tations 
receive even less rainfall than the section {a) and their 
extreme temperature rises as high as 120° and 114° respective-
ly. II. The isohy.(tt.: of' 5" corresponds very closely to the 
Aridity Isopleth of value b_~ow 5. 
The areas confined. between the isopleths of' indices; ~10 
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may be termed the semi-desert areas. The trend of isopleths 
shows how aridity increases towards; the north east. Quetta, 
Fort Sandeman, Lyallpur, Bannu, Montgomery and Kalat oce.upy 
marginal or transitional positions with their indices of 9, ~ 
9, a, 7, and 7 respectively. They lie on the margins of 
semi-arid and arid areas. The annual rainfall in this:. 
belt varies from 7-15", .from south to north-west and 
north-east. e....--The IsohY,<t ,s of 10n and 15" very closely 
correspond to isopleths of 5 and 10. The extreme tempera-
tures vary from 121°-103°. Irrigation farming is very 
concentrated in the eastern portion of this belt and the 
great reclamation programmes of des·ert have been suceess)-
fully carried on here. This zone covers. a large portion 
of the Upper Indus Region and a considerable area of 
Region II, and only a fraction of the Trans-Indus Submountain-
and Region III. 
ous Region/ More or less a replica of this tract is found 
in the strip constituting Badin, Karachi, and Lasbela; with 
an aridity index of 5~, • 
The remaining area has index values between 10-15 and 
15-25. The former encloses. Lahore and then sweeps to 
the north westward and encloses Darosh, which according to 
De Martonne forms the steppe region. The isohy~~ of 
average annual rainfall of 20 11 coincides almost exactly 
with the isopleth of 15. Similarly,the isohy~~ of above 
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30 11 , 50" and 3011 rainfall coincide with the isopleths 
of 30, 60 and 25. The small areas enclosed by the iso-
pleths of 30, and more form the true humid region of West 
Pakistan as derived from the ae Martonne's aridity index. 
Aridity decreases mainly to the N.E. as illustrated by 
the swing of the isopleth trends. In N.W. in Parachi~ 
mountains the humidity of the high N.W. ranges is clear. 
The closer examination of isopleths over the north east 
shows: how th.e degree of aridity here changes rapidly over 
short distances. This aspect is directly related to the 
amount of annual rainfall and the elevation of the area. 
Isohyet patterns are similarly developed in the same way 
the area ri sea abruptly from the 600-1·,;200 fee,t level to 
1,500 feet and over. (See Fig. 1). Thus the contributary 
factors are annual rainfall and altitude above sea level. 
The same factors account for the variations in the area 
around· Parachi-n:aY. 
Vlfhile • in the extreme north there exists; this striking 
contrast between relatively dry lower land and relatively 
wet highlands,as one p~ogresses southwards this contrast 
diminishes. Thus the arid low country around Quetta is. 
backed by only slightly more humid 1nountain country. 
Further south in Baluchistan prevailing climatic aridity 
is only very oceasionally slightly modified by topographic 
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influences or fluctuations in weather. 
The Indus plain apart from the north eastern strip 
has an extremely slow rate of index change. In this. land 
of subdued relief and minimum rainfall, uniformity of 
climate over a vast area is the most significant characteris-
tic. 
Fig. 21A illustrates very clearly how in the regions with 
an aridity index value below 15, i.e. the desert, semi-
desert and part of the dry steppe, the a~rial transition 
between degrees of aridity is slight w1d slow. 
values rise above 15 then local regiona~ dif£ere.nti~tion 
becomes much more marked, a result of greater topographical 
diversity. This contrast is of particular significance 
in emphasising the critical nature of very small differences. 
in humidity between the different regions of West Pakistan. 
As noted in Chapter 6,plant response to very subdued diversity 
in the general uniformity of the drier regions is equally 
subdued. The limits. between desert, semi-desert and dry 
steppesare extremely difficult to demarcate. 
The implication of this aridity will become more 
revealing in the chapters dealing with ecology of cultiva-
ted plants, and settlement pattern. The human response 
through irrigation to aridity and the cultivated crop 
response to aridity becomes more important than natural 
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climatic phenomena and natural plant ecology in forming 
the landscape variations. 
A theoretical picture of aridity Which corresponds 
closely to field reality may thus be constructed ¥dth De 
Martonne's indices of aridity. This delineates the 
several degrees of aridity namely desert, semi-desert and 
--steppes. Speaking broadly a delimL ·.tation of boundaries. 
in ter.ms of rainfall only can now be made. South of the 
10" isohyet lie the deserts (the arid z.one) and the areas with 
rainfall between 10" and 30" ar-e semi-arid. 
The chief characteristics of the arid zone are high 
temperatures, high diurnal ranges, high evaporation and 
extremely low rainfall with extreme rainfall uncertainty, 
which is insufficient for crop production; irrigation is 
a necessity, but it is only readily developable in the 
Indus Basin. 
The temperature fluctuations during the day have been 
noted by Miles. around Paujgur. 11 In November at 6 a.m. 
thermometer was 46° and at 1 p.m. 86°".(45) Such 
extraordinary mercurial changes arise from simple differences 
between isolation and radiation. Dewfall at night is 
considerable. Various people have carried out investiga-
tiona on dew as helping plant growth in the deserts at 
night when the evaporation is almost nil, for example, 
investigation by the Department of Geography, Durham in 
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Libya. Israeli researches in dewfalls have confirmed 
that dew falls on 26-28 nights during every aummer month 
in Israel. "They may amount in some areas; to the equiva-
lent of i" in a month".(46) Such investigations are in. 
their infancy in Pakistan. After a few years the estimates 
of dew which is being studied may prove a help in the 
growth of some food crops or forage in Pakistan. 
The semi-desert merges with the desert in the south 
and with the semi-ht~id in the north. There is no 
hard and fast boundary between any climatic zone, each zone 
merges imperceptibly with the other, having a broad 
transitional zone on either side, the natural boun.dari es: 
never being defined sharply. The most important guide to 
transitions becomes; the natural and cultivated vegetation. 
The semi-desert region contains pockets of desert areas: 
such as the northern portion of Thal desert. 
In the semi-arid zone as noted under rainfall and 
temperature viciss:i tudes· of climate do exist but on 
relatively a smaller scale. uThe rainfall is sufficient 
for certain types of crops and grass; is an important 
element of the natural vegetation unles.s. overgrazing has 
replaced it with brush". ( 47). 
The semi-arid may be considered as the zone of rela~ 
ti vely less· uncertain rainfall, hence relatively les;s 
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complete dependence on irrigation for agriculture. On the 
other hand the arid zone is the most uncertain of rainfall 
and agriculture is tmeconomic without irrigation. Thus: 
the present and future vast and efficient irrigational 
works become neces;sary and worthwhile devices to combat 
the aridity. 
The causes of aridity:-
The aridity of 36% of the world area has lead to the 
investigation of the causes; of its dryness and the possibi-
lity of amelioration.(48) Hence desiceation has, become 
a debateable point for the las;t few decades, atti"'acti.ng 
the world wide attention of modern geographers, biologists, 
climatologists, geologists:, archeologists and historians. 
In the following pages it j_ s endeavoured to trace the 
factors; rendering nearly the whole of West Pakistan 
climatically an arid country. 
The geological and geomorphological evidence in shape 
of river terraces, dry river.-·bed.lis, and dried up lakes, 
archaeological remains dating back to c.5,000 B.c., and 
historical literature testify ,that ,the climate of Wes;t 
Pakistan was more genial and uniform during antiquity than 
it is today. 
Considering the world as a whole deserts have existed 
tt.a 
throughout,time with varying magnitude and with non 
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permanent location. "But during most of the warm periods and 
especially in the Mesozoic, they expanded greatly, extend-
ing from the sub-tropical region far into the present 
temperate zone11 .(49) The location of deserts fluctuate 
with the pulsation of the atmospheric conditions. In the 
present times west Pakistan along with the adjoining vast 
expanse of deserts is tunder the sway of major desert form-
ing conditions. 
In the arguments concerning the development of the 
aridity of West Pakistan, it appears however that the 
agents responsible for present aridity are both natural and 
cultural. The field evidence provides testimony for both 
natural and culturs~ forces, but the cultural or human 
agency is at present particularly emphasised. 
Natural Factors~:-
In the opinion of Qua:ternary glacial geologists, 
modern arid and semi-arid regions ~ad pluvial regimes 
during the Pleistocene period; ascribe~ to the relatively 
low latitudinal extension of the Ice Sheet, ••• "the entire 
belt of eastward moving cyclonic storms was shifted" about 
15° southward, "from the position it occupied at present 11 .(50) 
Humidity decreas:ecfli as the recessaon of glaciers took place. 
The contracting glaciers meant the contraction of the, 
Polar climate, which in turn lead to the retreat of the 
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cyclonic zone of mass juncture to the pres~ent pos'i tiona. 
H.V. Ficker,(51) calculated that at the time of the 
maximum glaciation of the north-west Pamir the rainfall was 
four or five times; as great as at pres:.ent. The pluvial 
character of Qui::ternary West Pakistan is borne out by 
the character and distribution of river and lake terraces. 
as explains~ in chapters 1 and 7. 
It is held by some,that west Pakistan was generously 
watered by the south-west monsoons during the period of 
3 1 000-2,000 B.C. but more recently the main tracks of the 
south west monsoon disturbances shifted to the east,and thus, 
West Pakistan lost the moisture bearing winds.(52) This 
explanation seems to be inadequate. As ~ar as the track 
of monsoon current is concerned, it probably did not shift 
as much as· to bring about such a drastic result. No storm 
belt follows rigidly a mathematically corree~t path, but 
changes slightly from year to year. As· explained in the 
beginning of the present chapter,that amount of rainfall 
which depends on the strength of monsoon is affected by 
numerous factors;. The following are the most probable 
factors acc:ounting f'or the low rainfall and aridity. 
1. The BaY of' Bengal monsoon m1rrent is fully de-
prived of its moisture during its long journey from East 
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Pakistan to West Pakistan. The Arabian sea monsoon current 
meets an extremely hot region after cross.ing the warm sea 
and its relative humidity quickly drops from c.90-c.5~. 
2. The relative aridity of' the inmoving western air 
is further strengthened by the presence of' the static 
hot dry air in the upper levels over the adjoining region 
of' Iran, Afghanistan and Rajdst).n. Moisture is :f'urther 
less~ened by the burning solar heat and intense evaporation. 
Ref'er Fig.(ll) 
3. West Pakistan is permanently a nseat of indraught 
to land winds in a far lar-ger measure than to those from 
the sea".(53) 
What of' the past? The evidence provide~ by the 
presence of boulder clays in the environs of Potwar Plateau 
points: to glacial conditions dominant in that area during 
the Pleistocene. In post-Pleistocene times the evidence 
of humid hydrographic developments in West Pakistan is 
plentiful, in the dry wadi beds traversing the Kalat Division, 
in the now dry beds of the Indus and the lost Saraswati 
in Bahawalpur Division. The Dasht of Kalat Division 
regarded as relics of the furious floods of days when the 
area enjoyed a Boreal climate.(54) 
stands testimony for such changes. 
The whole lowland 
Further evidence is found in the presenee of vast stretches. 
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of beds and terraces of ancient lakes, which are now 
either dried up entirely or left in as salty marshes:. 
The divisions of Kalat and Hyderabad do not lack such 
proofs. (ref. Chapters 1-2). A substantial reduction in 
the Karez supply and drying up of Karezes also lead to the 
conclusion that climate has tended and poss.ibly is still 
e. 
tending towards greater aridity. It is probabl. that 
man's extraction of water has not cause~,but has exaggerated 
the decline in subsurface water which results; from progresa~ 
ingly less:ening rain s;u,ppliesa This is clear-ly still 
an active proces:s~ in the Kalat Division= (Ref. Chapter 4). 
So far the archaeological evidence of recent trends 
goes it confirms the inferences of meteorology. v'Vhen 
Europe was largely ice bound, the belt of storms at 
the junction of Polar and tropical air was displaced south-
d d 1 id t 1 t 1 f war an ~ approxima e y over he atitudes o area Where 
civilization firsx dawneQ. 
The excavations both at Mohenjodaro and in the 
vicinity of Quetta are proof enough of a moist climate 
during prehistory. The climate gradually bec·ame dry as the 
glaciers· relics of much earlier ice sheets steadily retreated. 
Marshal and Hutton point out that "Everywhere in 
southern Baluchistan there are remains of enormous dams and 
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bands, proving that at one time the land was elaborately 
irrigated and pointing perhaps to the period at which its 
natural waters began to fail on account of climatic changes 
involving the undertaking of conservancy on a larger scale, 
and we are probably justified in picturing Baluchistan, 
a land of hills and valleys indeed but now barren and arid 
swept, as 5,000 years ago (period of Mohenjo Daro climate), 
a good land of fountains, drinking water of the rain of 
Heaven". (55) The opinion held by Stein (56) is that the 
divisions of Quetta, Kalat, Hyderabad and Khairpur have 
experienced similar climatic changeo 
Mrs Mackay has framed a conclusion in the favour of 
moist climates based on the prehistoric relics of the 
Indus civilization.(57) 11From evidence of the seals 
found in the cities of Mohenjodar and Harappa, it seems 
certain that the climate of the Indus Basin was far moister 
5,000 years ago than it is today. On their seals the 
craftsmen portrayed with the fai th:fulnes;s·. of familiarity those 
denizens of moist, lush jungle, the elephant, tiger 
and rhinoceros which are no longer known in s·ind. The lion; 
a lover of dry open country, has not yet been found on seal, 
amulet, or painted pottery. He was evidently almost tmknow.n. 
Moreover it must have taken immense quantities of' wood · _., 
to burn bricks required in the construction of a city so 
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large as that which excavation has revealed at Mohenjo 
Daro - a fact which argues a more thickly wooded condition 
than there exists at present". 
All field archaeological investigations support this 
conception of a past more humid and genial climate. At 
the same time, the remarkable preservation of archaeological 
remains since the final decay of the Indus cities suggests 
an early onset of an arid climate. Stein maintains: 
"The climate of the Indian Desert, dry enough nowadays is 
far removed from the extreme aridity of the true deser-t, 
which in Chinese Turki st~1 has alloweC: relics of ancient 
life to survive in such a remarkable preservation. But 
observation of topographical features along extensive 
stretches of dry river beds, locally still well-known, 
and the study of old sites on their banks might throw some 
light on the period when water permitted there continuous 
agriculture and thus perhaps on the chronology of the proces:s\, 
which letill to water ceasing to flow in the beds".{58) 
The interpretation of Rigveda by Unakar shows that, 
probably_ from 5,000-2,000 B.C. climate was characterised 
by very well-defined seasons. First,a term of cool weather 
with a quite evenly distributed rainfall accompanied by 
few thunder storms. The second term, was of heavy rains· 
which cause<ii. by winter depressions~finally followed by a 
long drought.(59) 
These climatic features. are comparable in regime 
type with the present climate especially in terms of 
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periods of drought, but it was probably wetter during winter 
than it is at present, and the monsoons would seem to have 
become stormier and more associated with high temperatures. 
EVidence of large irrigational works, bands: and 
tanks clearly suggest a marked seasonality of rainfall. 
Therefore the inhabitants of the prehistoric time i.e. 
pre-Alexandrian, presmnably had to take precautionary 
measures to collect water to face the drought period. The 
other conclusion which can be drawn is thatJelaborate 
drainage systems and culverts suggest the heavy rainfall; 
which watered the area generously in its season,and made 
the disposal of surpluses on balance more regularly 
important than now. 
The amount of rainfall was sufficiently heavy to 
allow the gDowth of vegetation which served as plentiful 
fuel and supported much wild life. Animals like the 
elephant could easily find a refuge. on the other hand 
an analagous faunal situation was formed in North Africa 
during the Carthaginian period and conclusive evidence 
of desiccation is in this case not easy to findo 
A generalised curve of rainfall prepared by Brooks: 
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shows that 2,250-2,500 B.C. was the period of max~ rain-
fall in the Indus Valley.(60) Other evidences in this 
direction have been carefully sifted by him and he supports-
the theory of climatic change all over the world. Most 
subsequent evidence suggests that the climatic conditions 
of West Pakistan have been more or les·s stable in historic 
times;o ( 61) Natural aridity has become an extremely 
complicated problem and much controversy still rages over 
conflicting evidence. 
Cultural Causes:-
The descripti ye acco1.mts of· the early travellers have 
an important contribution to our knowledge of the early 
geography of West Pakistano This literature contains the 
description of landscape and climate from the time of 
Alexander to the end of Moghul Empire, for example: 
"Alexandar and his army had marched. through vast areas:-
of virgin forest where now only desert was to be foundtt.(62) 
"The accounts~ of o •• Mol!tltiJ. hunt bear witness to considerable 
forest growth".(63) 
.All the experts on the arid zones: unanimously agree: that 
the present desert conditions of west Pakistan are finally 
the outcome of man's action along with his stock. "The 
man made desert is a stern reality which so far has rarely 
been faced up today. Man.has been the enemy of the forest 
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and of vegetation ever since he learnt to grow crops for 
food and to pasture flocks and herds on the countryside".(64) 
Human extension of aridity has also resulted from increased 
population densities,migrations and wars • All these 
reasons are particu~arly applicable to the case of west 
Pakistan, as: this part of the Sub-continent has been 
a corridor zone for migrating races, cultures and communities~ 
particularly since the incursion of the Aryans. 
To provide reliable evidence of the desiccation process 
resulting rrom human action now going on in the divisions: 
of Lahore, Mul tan, and Bahawalpur, Gorrie has: re'constructed 
the movement of shifting sand.(65) Cartographic evidence 
was first prepared by Major Wright in 1870, and again 
later in 1935. Gorrie concludes that "inspite of 
irrigation developments shifting sand has increased alarm-
ingly". The accompanyin~ map (Fig. 22) illustrates; the 
direction of sand advancement since 1870 towards Lahore: 
at an average rate of i mile per year, and the sand is still 
encroaching upon the highly fertile plains ~~th considerable 
speed. Gorrie believed strongly that soi~ seldom naturally 
degenerates into sand. The cause of fertility degradation, 
he had attributed to bad farming methods, failure to 
conserve moisture, lack of manure, and too many grazing 
animals all helping to create a condition in which deteriora~ 
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tion takes place. The scenes produced by sand encroachment 
are visible in Plate 10 Chapter 2. 
Over graztng has played havoc in turning West Pakistan 
from a dry into an arid land espee:ially in the uplands·. and 
mountains, as is later considered in Chapters on soil and 
plant ecology. The present extreme state of affairs 
results. mainly :from negligence on the part-: of the man. 
Man is such a powerful agency in the production of des:erts: 
that not only in the areas of' meagre rainfall but even in 
warm temperate rainy climate such as that of south Brazil 
and cool temperate South Is·land, New Zealand, arid 
conditions have been established by the practising of' 
incorrect agrj.cultural methods.(66) 
st~bbing has precisely enumerated the causes~ of pres·,ent 
desiccation in the case of West Pakistan.{67) It is: held 
to be due 11primarily to the o:ver utilisation of the 
vegetation covering of' the soil under which productivity is 
reduced, the decrease of water supplies in the springs, streams, 
rivers and wells, the sinlcing of the water-table in the soil 
strata, and decrease in the rainfall. It may be due to 
(a) the presence of' neighbouring deserts and sand penetra-
tion. {b) erosion in varying forms through over utilisation 
of the soil and the combination of (a) and (b) acc·ompanied 
by dry, hot and cold winds". J. Phillus is also an 
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emphatic advocate of the idea that expansion of the 
deserts is owing to the human negligence.(68) In his 
survey of the Great Pak-Hind Desert Glennie reported on 
the basis of field evidence that it is not a true climatic 
desert.(69) Aurel Stein similarly reported fundamental 
differences between the true desert of Gobi and the partly 
cultural desert of Pak~Hind.{70) Even in the early 
nineteenth century conditions wer-e not as extremely arid 
as they are now. Elphinstone in 1808 described the desert 
when he rode through it as nduring and just after the 
rains it wore a very different green pasture land covered 
with the richest and most succulent grasses".(71) The 
incidence of rain was then sufficient to keep the pasture 
ready to support more livestock than at present, which is 
the main contention of Glennie. The bulk of direct 
evidence supports, the belief that while the area during 
hi·storic times has been at least semi-arid, the degree of 
ecological aridity has been increased by man. 
In his early study about the climatic changes Walker (72) 
maintained: 1. that man is not responsible for the 
introduction of present aridity, it must be attributed to 
the large scale abnormality in the atmospheric movement, 
which results in a small amount of monsoon rainfall. 2. that 
the available rainfall data suggested that precipitation 
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was tending to increase rather than decrease over a period 
of time. In the light of records of longer duration it 
is impossible to hold with Walker's hypothesis. No 
clear trends are discernible. 
From the above inferences,one can say that as far as 
meteorological conditions are concerned climate has been 
stable in West Pakistan since historic times. Man is 
directly held responsible in bringing about local changes. 
The decrease and increase in the amount of monsoon rainfall 
depends on the fluctuating strength of ,·.monsoon air currents. 
The monsoon rain is "greatest when the general circulation 
of the atmosphere is weakest".(73) 
The investigations carried out in India do not give 
any clue to climatic change.{74) The impoverishment of 
climate there has also been considered as a cultural fac·tor. 
All we can finally say, is that, the assembly of archaeological 
and meteorological material here too argues in favour of 
stability of climate, and points to a diminishing effect-
iveness; of precipitation since antiquity. 
Apart from obvious consequences of human action and 
the question of past climatic change, the question still 
remains open as to whether there is any perceptible 
cyclical change observable at present. As noted earlier, 
certain short-term periodicities appear in the rainfall 
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reco~ds of individual stations. The lack of correspond-
ence between these separate observation patterns makes it 
impossible to draw any general conclusions. 
on the other hand,Tixeron has concluded after studying 
the historical, botanical and archaeological evidences in 
Israel and the sub-continent of Pak-Hind, that climate is 
slightly changed during the last 80 years.(75) The need 
remains for combined meteorological, archaeological and 
ecological studies to establish the nature or even existence 
of a historic process of desiccation and to ascertain 
whether such a process: is still continuing .. 
The Control of Aridity:-
One traditional and modern method is to conserve rain 
water as much as poss,ible by building tanks and dammed 
reservoirs. One great difficulty arises from evaporation 
loss from the resulting water surfaces. This approach 
is examined in the following chapter. 
Lately, experiments concerning artificial rainfall in 
Australia and Mexico have attracted the attention of the 
other countries towards this man-made phenomenao(76) At 
present there are three possible methods of producing 
artificial rain. 
1. The cheapest and simplest. method is to induce droplet 
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formation in the clouds, by making the local clouds 
"so cold that the temperature drops below the natural 
freezing point of super-cooled water condensed initially 
from the water vapour in the air".(77) Such conditions 
are induced by feeding the undercooled clouds, with Dry 
Ice (solid carbondioxide which vaporises at a temperature 
of 78.5°C). 
2. Rainfall has also been suce.essf'ully chemically induced 
by seeding silver iodide crystals in the clouds. 
3. The formation of precipitation has been attempted 
with the process. of condensation spraying water drops into 
these "non precipitating clouds". 
For all these methods the ess:ential pre-requisite is 
the presence of cumulus and cunn1lo-nimbus clouds with at 
least a thickness of 5,000 feet, and a base height not 
exceeding the cloud thicl~~ess. As app~ars from Fig. 17 
that cloud cover is normally developed in non~monsoon 
seasons not suitable for an economical formation of artifi-
cial rain in west Pakistan; nor is it poss;ible to seed 
the thin, infrequent fogs or mist. 
In West Pakistan studies in the synoptic survey of 
hygroscopic nuclei concluded,that apart from the coastal 
region the clouds in various parts of west Pakistan are 
capable of producing artificial rainfallo In this. direct-
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ion six experiments have been conducted since 1953, by 
seeding both cold and warm clouds.(78) 
A. seeding of warm clouds during mons~on:~ 
i. in the sub-montanous trans-Indus; plain of Mardan in 
1953. 
ii. in the Upper Indus p~ain and adjoining hills 'from 
ground in 1954. 
iii. Trial ii was repeated in 1955 and 1956. A seeding 
of cold clouds in the winter season. 
iv. in the vicinity of Quetta 'from the hill top in 1955. 
v. Trial iv was repeated in 1956. 
The chemicals used were common salt for warm clouds 
and kerosene oil burners used ~or producing the silver 
iodide in warm and cold clouds. Thes.e experiments were 
quite successful technically but had to be: shelved 
because of high cost. 
Considering the climatic conditions as described, the 
main poss:ibili ty of increased rainfall is by seeding the 
winter clouds. As winter rainfall is less in amount rela-
tive to atmospheric water vapour and comparatively stable 
in its incidence, it can be made copious and more effective 
especially since evaporation is low. Suceess£ul seeding 
of clouds in summer is not lik~ly to be as eas.ily carried 
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out during technically suitable conditions. Moreover 
summer rains are in any case likely to be torrential and 
they often produce ~loods, which are wasted by run off to 
the sea. The need in such circumstances is to control 
and save this surplus water for the drought period. 
The real necessity is for Pakistan to act first upon 
the methods of conserving rain water and to adopt economical 
and judicious means of its; utilization. The new s·c:tenti-
fie discoveries like artificial precipitation and use of 
...--.. 
Kril: .ifA'I.,to create gardens out of deserts cannot be proved 
economical. Such adaptations come last. The cheapest 
long term schemes like afforestation, building of bund·s; 
and maintenance of soil by vegetal cover are the most 
ecologically stable and ultimately the most valuable means. 
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Chapter 4 
Hydrography 
Hydrography is an ess·ential part of the physiographic 
character of a country, and it has great direct influence 
on man's activity, both in rural and urban areas. In 
West Pakistan like the rest of the tropical and sub-
tropical lands, where rainfall is remarkably seasonal, and 
characterised by droughts of 4 months or longer, a knowledge 
of water resources is of the utmost importance. 
The rainfall characteristics; show clearly that west 
Pakistan requires much more water than is supplied by 
rainfall for succ,essf'ul agriculture and other purposes· .• 
An analysis of hydrographic resources. of West Pakistan 
is here introduced by the zon~tion of the area into 
. 
the following hydrographic regions. Fig. 23. 
1. Indus System. 
2. Drainage of Makran Coast. 
3. Inland Drainage Basin. 
4. Under Ground Water. 
The Indus System 
The Indus Basin stretches over an area of about 
348,000 square miles, and out of that 204,000 lie in Pakistan.(l) 
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This system of rivers includes the master Indus itself 
with its major eastern and wes·tern tributaries, the Sutlej, 
the Beas, the Ravi, the Chenab and the Jhelum on the east 
and the Kabul, the Kurrum and the Gomal on the west. The 
Indus system is one of the great river systems of the world. 
Its annual flow is twice that or the Nile and three times 
that of the Tigris and Euphrates combined. It amounts. to 
almost 170 million acre-feet or enough water to submerge, 
to a depth of one foot, the whole area of the Texas state 
or the whole area of France.(2) 
Do The Hima4Yaii portion of' the Indus System excluding 
the Kabul in .A.f'ghanistan covers an area of over 100,000 
s·quare miles, bigger than the whole basins of most of the 
European rivers. The Sutlej alone drains 20,000 square 
miles.(3) The vast extent of the catcl~nent areas of the 
Indus and its eastern associates is shown in Appendix 6,(4) and 
that of the Himalayan associates of the Indus catchment 
basin area is:-(5) 
Shyok 13,000 square mil·es. 
Gilgit 10,000 square miles:. 
ZasKar 10,000 square miles. 
Singhgie 7,000 s:quare miles. 
Dr as 5,000 s·quare miles. 
Shigar 5,000 square miles. 
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On the west the Kabul drains 35,000 s:quare miles. 
The parent river Indus along with its tributaries are 
snow fed. The KaraKoram Glaciers are considered to be 
~ 
relics of the Ice Age and are the greatest ice flo·,:·s of 
the world outside the Polar region. To these enormous 
glaciers the south running rivers owe their perennial flow, 
which has been utilised from the time immemorial for 
irrigation purposes, and the regime of these rivers is 
controlled by the factors of seasonal rainfall and snow-
melt. At present besides irrigation uses, the rivers 
have been harnessed for the generation of hydroelec:trici ty. 
These rivers also furnished a cheap water transport before 
the advent of the present canal system. In respec.t of 
food, rivers give a supply of fish which suppliment food 
from the soil. The trend of the upper Indus plain is 
north east to south west sloping away from the Himalayan 
foot hills. The five rivers flow obliquely towards; the 
main river Indus which flows closely to the base of the 
Sulaiman range. (Fig. 23). The reason for this pressure 
to the south west is the large volumes of water and detritus 
brought by the five rivers, the water and sediment from 
the west being relatively insignificant. The rivers follow· 
the topographic grain and align themselves along the 
asymmetrical axis of the Indus structural trough. Contrary 
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to this irrigation expansion is towards east and south 
east owing to relatively soft deposits. 
The study of the topography shows; that the Indus Basin 
rivers exhibit a variety oif braided., meandering and fixed 
channel patterns. The river course is braided whenever 
the deposition is excessive;and charuJ.els are fixed at the 
points where deposition is small.and the process of meander-
ing dominates wh~~ the circumstances are intermediate. 
These rivers have maintained their fixed channels where-
ever they are tectonically controlled. These characteris-
tics of the channels of each individual river are of great 
importance in the training of their flow and flood control. 
All thes·.e rivers enter West Pakistan at'"ld ultimately unite 
with the Indus after flowing over a vast lowland. 
The political fact of the division of the upper reaches, 
of the Indus rivers by political frontiers has had deplorable 
hydrological and economic consequences. Lack of co-
operation between Bharat (India), Tibet and Pakistan has 
prevented the unified treatment of this great catchment 
basin. Pakistan has suffered greatly from her inability 
to obtain meteorological and water flow data for the whole 
area, because vr.rithout this,nec·ess:ary annual flood 
forecasting cannot accurately be carried out. Further as 
we shall see, flood prevention and catchment basin manage-
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ment is prevented by the partition of the area. Accord-
ing to Ferrel's law rivers move to the right bank, and 
their ancient beds are still traceable in the east. There-
fore all the big cities have been built on their left 
bank, such as Lahore, the city of Ravi and Sialkot the 
city of Chenab. 
The common trait of both eastern and western tributaries 
and the Indus itself, is, that,they journey through the 
mountainous terrain for a long distance before their 
embouchment on the plains of West Pakistan. The highland 
section lying within the boundaries or West Pakistan f'orm 
striking topographic features, such as; the 100 miles long 
gorge of the Jhelt~ at whose mouth is now built the new 
Mangla Dam. 
In the highlands the rivers are in a large measure 
structural strike streams occasionally breaking transversely 
through the ranges in great gorges of rejuvenation. Their 
you;thf'ul diss.ection gives; way suddenly to deposition as 
they enter the flat plains of the basin. (Fig. 23). At 
this point of suddenly decreased gradient most of the rivers· 
have to deposit the load previously borne by their high 
velocity. At some points- in the Siwaliks. this change 
in 'thalweg' is effected in the presence of softer foothill 
rocks. Everywhere alluvial deposition becomes dominant in 
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valley formation and the streams cut theil ... braided and 
meandering beds into deep alluvium and flood detritus;. 
This maturity exists in basins separated by structurally 
caused changes in local base level. They produce a 
contraction and deepening of valley forms as at Kalabagh, 
Sukkur and Kotri on the Indus. All these points have been 
used for river regulation as by the Jinnah, Suk.kur, and 
. 
Kotri barrages. 8imilarly the resistant Precarnb: r~an rocks 
of the Kirana hills at Chiniot form a bottle neck and 
local bas~level in the flow of the crnenab. This succession 
·of open plains and narr-ow gorges is very significant from 
the point of view of river use,and flow regulation,and 
of course results from the main tectonic altitudinal changes· 
of Tertiary and Recent times,and from the increased post 
Quaternary volume of snow derived river water. 
Indus~:-
Indus has a total length of more than 1,800 miles as~ 
compared with the Ganges 1,550 miles;,(6) while the Nile 
has a course nearly 3 times longer than Indus, viz. 
4,161 miles. (7) The volume of water in the system is: 
equal to the Columbia River in the United states·. and Canada, 
more than three times· as large as the Nile, and about ten 
times as: large as Colorado river in the United States and 
Mexico.(a) 
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Indus originates near the Manasarowar lakes: in Tibet 
at an elevation of 15,000 feet. About 850 miles· of the 
Indus course lies in the mountainous region while for the 
rest it flows through the plain area.(9) The length of 
the river within the Pakistan boundaries· is about 1,000 
miles. It commands a catchment basin of 118,400 square 
miles with 14,415 square miles under glaciers, but the mean 
annual rainfall incidence is only 17.74", the lowest 
among all. 
A.f'ter its rise the Indus immediately flows in north 
westerly dir-ection in a very long transverse valley in the 
heart of the main Himalayas, and on its way it receives~ 
Zaskar which occupies a catchment area of 10,000 square 
miles at its left bank.(10) Innumerable rivers and torrents: 
dissipate thP~selves, in the Indus on its both right and 
left banks. After traversing the mountainous country 
for about 500 miles below Gol Indus joins its largest 
affluent of the mountainous stage the Shyok river. In 
this upper catchment area the Indus is both rain and snowf'ed. 
At altitudes of the order of 10,000 feet the bulk of 
precipitation falls as snow, changing to a predominance 
of rain between 5,000-6,000 feet. Precipitation is well 
distributed throughout the year,hence,volumetric fluctuations 
are mainly the consequence of snow melt and snow accurnula~ 
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tion. The height of' the permanent snowline is some 
13,000 feet. Figs. 23 and 1. 
In its upper east-west structure conforming sec:tion, 
the Indus is controlled by local base levels produced by 
normal differential erosion and relatively small scale 
tectonic effects. The silt load although varying along 
this course is relatively low. When however the Indus 
turns south in its antecedent course cutting through the 
Tertiary folds, its erosive effects are increased. The 
silt load increases potentially in relation to, in generalt 
the southward increasing mechanical softness of' the rocks 
through which it cuts. When the river leaves its antecedent 
gorge sections this silt load is then deposited. The 
zone of' deposition is extended southwards during the flood 
seasons as the increased volume of water increases the 
load carrying capacity. The silt helps in building up 
the river bed, and consequently silting of canals takes 
place. Along with other factors silting also contributes. 
to the flood occurrence. Table 5 illustrates the 
character of' detrital transportation: 
Table 5 
Site Year Discharge Total Sand Silt Clay Percent-
age 
Indus 
at 1954 43856 48074 23540 15842 15286 0.109 
Durban 
1955 62633 85737 45881 24570 15285 0.137 
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Indus pursues a chequered coul"Se as it cross;es. the 
Hazara country. The whole drainage of Regions I-II is 
absorbed by the Indus, consisting of both perennial rivers 
and e-phemeral torrents. 
From the Mianwali district southward the river enters 
the infilled structural depression of the Indus Plain. There 
i~) braided channels, it swings from bank to bank in a 10 
miles "broad course, above the confluence of Kurram. These 
non-perennial channels in the braided course provide an 
opportunity for the construction of inundation canals.(11) 
The braided course is continued and elaborated 
as the river "rolls a volume of water equal to that of all 
the other five rivers taken together".(12) The Zhob river 
with a basin of 6,000 square miles drains into Gomal river 
which drains the adjoining part of Afghanistan also, and 
ultimately finds an outlet into the Indus at Dera Ismail 
Khan through a break in the Sulaiman range. Besides, a 
myriad of storm rain torrents periodically join from the 
Sulaiman range. The whole course of the Indus making the 
western boundary of the Sindsagar doab is "broken by 
islands and sandbanks but beautiful scenery is afforded along 
its banks, which abound Ydth date, acacia, pomegranate and 
other trees".{11) 
In the plains the Indus course is one of aggradationo 
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This results in periodic overflows of water which lead 
to serious floods in the period of excessive flow. In 
this respect the Indus has been regarded as "les~s ma..nage-
able than the Nile. Its. main chan~el is constantly shift-
ing and at only 3 places Sukkur, Jerrucl{ and Kotri the 
river banks are permanent".(11) south of Mithankot the 
confluence of the Indus and Ute Panjnad, the Indus advances 
as a single stream with no permanent tributaries on its 
right or left banks. Aggradation increases: and the river 
bed is raised above the surrounding area. The intensity 
of high floods have only been brought w1der control by the 
50 miles long Kas11mor ( 11) embankment. Some seasonal 
rivers enter from the water-divide formed by central :B•rahui 
mountains. 
The vndth of the river from bank to bank ranges from 
480-1,600 yards, while the average in the dry season drops. 
to 680 yards. ive~ During floods the r~J 1 channels expandr, 
to over a mile in width, and maintain a depth from 4-24 
feet. Its minimum discharge is as low as 19,000 cusecs 
and maximum as high as 820,000.(11) 
Utimately it ends the long journey flowing sluggishly 
into the Arabian Sea, dividing itself into outlets: and 
effluxes on both banks such as Fuleli, locally known by 
various names as Guni, Pharan, and the Kori, and the Pinjari 
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known differently from place to place as Gungra, and Sir, 
diverging near Jerruck.(13) The prominent effluxes are 
Ochitoo on the west and Haidari on the east. 
Jhelum:-(14) 
The upper waters of the Jhelum converge in the tectonic 
depression of the vale of Kashmir, from the surrounding 
mountain slopes. This upper catchment basin is small and 
compact \'1/i th those of the Indus and Sutlej, 12,445 square 
miles, VIIi th 142 square miles of Glaciers, which is bigger 
only than that of the Ravi. In the Vale of Kashmir• 
it pass.es through the lakes of Dal and Wu.lar, small relics 
of a larger post glacial lake. Alluvial deposition by 
the Jhelum and its·. tributaries have largely filled the 
depression. The vigorous youthful mountain streams on 
entering the Vale are transformed into generally sluggish 
low gradient rivers meandering in part through shallow 
lake and marsh. This perched basin to some extent serves; 
as a flow regulator for the Jhelum. 
The Jhelurn then breaks:· across the NW-SE structural 
and topographic grain firost westward, and then southward 
in the 100 miles long Mangla gorge. The f'1..1ll geomorphologi-
cal history of this area has not yet been worked out,but 
for our purposes we may accept the general theory of ante-
cedent drainage to account for the direction and form of 
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the Jhelum. At Mangla the river enters the lower foot-
hills zone to the north east of the Salt Range, in which 
section is received the seasonal water contribution of non-
permanent streams such as Kahan. At Miani the Jhelum 
enters the Upper Indus lowland plain and aggradation becomes: 
dominant. 
From the humru1 point of view the main points of 
signj_ficance are political and technioal. Follmving the 
'de facto' partition of Kashmir, the main regulatory basin 
of the Vale of Kashmir has lain in Indian territory and 
the antecedent gorge section forms the bmmdary bet·ween 
India and Pakistan. The consequences are made more import-
~nt. by th.e fact that flow regulation for power-generation, 
flood and irrigation control is rendered technically easy 
by the changing valley character, but political difficulties 
neutralise the teclmical advantages .• 
Chenab:-
It is served by a catchment basin of 11,399 square 
miles, greater than that of the Ravi and the Beas, with an 
area of 1,475 square miles under glaciers or permanent 
snow. Like the Jhelum its flow is confined to the outer 
ranges of the Himalayas. The union of two glacial fed 
streams Chandra and Bhaga gives origin to this river. In 
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its catchment basin the river flows through long trenches 
and deep antecedent gorges,and these features as in the 
case of the Jhelum are maintained up to the point of entry 
to Pakistan territory below Akhnur. (Sheets 1.1000,000) 
As the Chenab leads a longer course through the 
glaciel"' carrying mountains and its upper basin has more 
rainfall (47,.24") than the Jhelum, it carries a bigger 
volume of water and flows through a wider bed making numerous 
islands which are formed by divergent and convergent 
channels which first diverge from it and then converge on 
it. This process is very marked between Marala and 
Chiniot. The size of these divergent channels is as 
big as the main stem of the river. 
'rhere is also a net work of seasonal hill torrents. 
which join the river between the point at which it enters 
the Indus trough at·:;_ Khanki, particularly on the right 
bank. In JUly 1959 the inundation in Aik and Pallchu nullahs· 
submerged 100 villages in the Sialkot district.(15) 
Chenab's water has been generously used for irrigation 
works, because of its large volume of water, and its·. 
long passage of the plains. It feeds two headworks at 
Marala and at Khanki, both on its. left bank. 
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Ravi:-
The Ravi has the smallest catchment area 3,562 square 
miles with a 100 square miles of glacial covered area 
and with the highest precipitation, rising to 93 11 • It 
originates from Bara Bangahal glacier in the Sub Himalayan 
region (in Indian territory) in the Kangra hills.. Its 
chennel is compRratively narrow and more twisting than the 
preceding rivers. It also joins the Indus depress.ion 
abruptly as it leaves the antecedent valley. 'l1here are 
many seasonal streams joining the main river chiefly on 
its right bank. The largest tributary is the Deg.h which 
flows parallel to the Ravi for a considerable distance 
eventually joining the parent river a :Little below 
Sharqpur. Degh is a troublesome stream and every year it 
brings. havoc to Pasrur Tehsil. In July 1959 its· water 
"flowed through villages with a level of 10.:.;11 feet at 
some places". ( 15) 
Throughout its· journey over the low plain, the Ravi 
maintains a regular course; there are a few and small sand 
banks and islands. It flows:. through relatively hard 
sediments and has high banks, and so les·.s extensive sedi-
mentation of the flood plains and les:s dangerous overflows 
take place. 
Ravi forms part of the boundary between Pakistan and 
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Bharat for a distance of over 70 miles. The :pres;ent head-
worlcs fed "by the Ravi in Pakistan territory are at Balloki 
and Abdul-Hakim. These heads have been affected by the 
latest decisions of the world Bank, (discuss:ed tmder 
irrigation). 
Sutlej :.-
This big river is the peripheral water-course of the 
Indus Basin in the east. This largest tributary of the 
Indus river emerges from the Manasorowar lake in the Kailas 
mountains. sutlej drains 23,400 sg_uare miles in ita upper 
reaches, vdth an area of 2,468 sg_uare miles of glaciers, 
and an average 19 ,71" of precipitation. It is noticea"ble 
from Appendix 6,that the greater the glacial extent smaller 
the rainfall incidence as in the case of the Indus and 
Sutlej; in the main Himalayas medium high precipitation 
is mostly in the form of snow, and it is replaced by 
heavier rainfall in the outer or sub-Himalayan regions. 
The sutlej leaves the mountains at Rupar gorge which point 
has been utilised for the erection of a dam for the Sirhind 
canal. 
At the south eastern corner of Kasur Tehstl the 
Sutlej enters the Pakistan plain and like the Ravi it also 
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serves as a boundary line for about 80 miles until it 
enters the Division of Bahawalpur. This river makes, a 
less wide flood plain as compared to Chenab and ~aelwn. 
The banks of Sutlej are relatively high which have proven 
less liable to the floods. 
A study of the river courses :points the following 
characteristics:-
The Indus Basin is drained by big surface rivers as 
well as by seasonal streams. The Indus itself and its 
large perennial tributaries are at first fed by snovnnel t 
and the rate of discharge in the source areas mainly depend 
on the melting of snow; contribution of summer rain is 
of 
comparatively/less significant particularly in case of Indus 
and sutlej. At lower altitudes monsoon rainfall augments 
the volume of rivers and the rivers now draw water from 
two sources, snow and rainfall. The Indus drainage 
system shows many variations, in the dominantly a dead 
level plain; local bad lands are created by the flood 
plains, high interfluves, and incised meanders. Alluvial 
fans of immense size are formed at the points of debouchment 
to the plain. 
Quite different are small streams like Siran, Pounch, 
and Soan, which have their sources at lower elevation and 
their discharges are low for the whole year. They draw 
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their water either from melting of limited and seasonal 
snow or from seepage, and during summer they pas:s high 
discharges for very short periods. 
The last category of the streams consists of flash 
nullahs which swell high during the summer monsoon, and 
dry up for the rest of the year. EXcept for the Indus 
and Jhelum all the Five Rivers leave their mountain stages· 
in Indian territory, hence their upper reaches are beyond 
Pakistan's territorial control of construction of control 
works or hydroelectric power from the natural high heads 
of water of the upper rivers, or- even to maintain good 
watershed management. Such opportunities are confined 
to the Indus and Jhelum, to a limited extent. 
Evolution in hydrographic pattel"'n:-
A study of the evolution of the drainage system of 
the Indus is nee:essary to the understanding of the loca-
tion and wealth of ground water resources. 
Geologists have postulated various hypothesis about 
the existence of a proto-Indus river which spread over 
a vast area of the sub-Continent during the Eocene period, 
the existence of this river being largely based on geological 
and faunal studies, mtt the complicated history of the 
·' 
~ .. '· . 
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river systems remains still a debateable point. Here only 
the most significant points can be mentioned. 
Oldham, Pascoe, and Pilgrim unanimously agreed that 
the existing three river systems of the northern sub-
continent, namely Indus, Ganges and Brahmaputra, led a 
combined westward and north westward course in pre-Siwalik 
times, and they deposited their debris brought do~m from 
the partially elevated Himalayas over the area which now 
form the Siwalik hills, encircling the Himalayas at their 
foot. (Figo 24)o 
'( ........ Oldham rema;k· ·s that this Eocene river "once found its·. 
way to the sea by a single delta, instead of two, and 
this must have been at the head of Arabian sea or of the 
Bay of Bengal. The indications of the sea having extended 
up the Indus valley within the recent period, and the 
absence of any similar indications in the delta of the Ganges:, 
make it pr•obable that the former was the original outlet 
of the drainage".(16) 
Pascoe, in his study of the oil belt of the former 
Punjab advanced a similar theory regarding the origin of the 
present river systems of the Pak-Hind sub-Continent. He 
maintained that the modern river systems are the result of the 
dismemberment of a former river which he named Indobrahm, 
and "the head waters of which consisted of the Brahmaputra 
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flowing through Assam. This river flowed westwards and 
north-westwards along ;the foot of the Himalaya as far as 
the north-west Punjab, where it turned southwards along 
a line not very different from that of the modern Indus, 
and emptied itself into the Arabian Sea. In other words, 
the Assam Brahmaputra was once the :bead waters of the Indus". ( 17) 
Simultaneously, Pilgrim framed a conclusion about the 
history of the rivers, based on a field study on the Boulder 
conglomerates in the Siwalik. After an examination of 
the enormous thickness of these deposits, he opined that 
they could only be laid down by an enormously big river, 
which he named the Siwalik.(18) His view is similar 
to that of Pascoe,that,the Siwalik River carved out its 
valley parallel to the modern Himalayas in a westward and 
south westward direction, between the then rising Himalaya 
and the Deccan Trap and eventually it merged into the Gulf 
of Sindo Most probably it flowed more towards the west than 
at present over the area now covered by the Kirthar and 
Sulai.man mountains. In fact a genuine explanation has: 
not been forwarded by both Pascoe and Pilgrim about the 
Siwalik beds of the Sulaiman and Kirthar ranges. 
Below Kalabagh for some distance the Indus has certainly 
continued in the same course which it adopted in the Eocene 
times. The area below Kalabagh is known as Thal, which 
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consists of massive detrital deposits. In the opinion 
of Davies the conglomerates "near Thal seem to indicate 
river action in that vicinity from early cretaceous 
times onward".(19) He considers that, the river might 
have been the combined Chitral and Kurram, and the delta 
of this river receded a."ld advanced ace:ording to the marine 
transgression and regress:ion. Ultimately this river may 
have been captured by the Kabul z•iver in its upper course. 
According to this theory, in the Eocene an Indobraham 
river flowed in the previous course of Kurr~~. It is 
certainly probable that the present Thal was an area of 
river deposition in post Cretaceous times. Later on rivers 
shifted their courses westward which leaving an apron of 
alluvium. The evidence about the ancient course of the 
Indus through the present Thal is provided by the presence 
of a long lake Basira in the Muz.zuffarghar district. (11) 
The postulated Indobraham or the Siwalik river was 
broken by the intensified Himalayan upheavals in the pQst 
Siwalik times. The unity of the one big river was severed 
and the modern drainage pattern thus came into being as:(20) 
1. The Indus from north-west Hazara. 
2. The five tributaries of the Indus .• 
3. The Ganges system. 
Thus the present drainage is antecedent to the structure 
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as it existed before the final uplift of the Himalayas 
and these rivers continued to cut their passages through 
the rising ranges and pour down to the plains. 
The origin of the Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Beas and 
sutlej corresponds with the upheaving of the upper Siwalik 
stage and resulting dismemberment of the Indus from the 
Ganges. In the meanwhile the uplift of Potwar plateau 
caused a rejuvenation of the small strerons which previously 
dissipated into the lower Indus, and now t11ey were enabled 
to capture the remaining arteries of the Siwalik river 
which pass:eci through the Po·cwar to join the Indus. Fig. 24. 
"Ultimately, the head-waters joining up with the youthful 
torrents descending from the mo~~tains, these rivers grew 
much in volume and formed these five important rivers, ••••• 
having their sources in the snows of the Great Himalaya 
Range and deriving their waters from as far east as the 
Manasarowar lake on the Kailas Range. The western portion 
of the broad but now deserted channel of the main river, 
after thes:e mutilating operations has been occupied today 
by the puny ••••• stream the Soan; a river out of harmony 
with its great basin and the enormous extent of the fluviatile 
deposits with which it is choked".(20) 
In the sub-recent geological interlude,slight shifting 
of watershed between Jumna and Indus System brought 
changes in the courses of the easterly affluents of the 
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Indus and the western tributaries of the Jumna. Both 
physical and historical evidences exist to illustrate that 
Jumna used to discharge into the Indus system even in 
early historic times, then knovm by the name of Saraswati. 
The present Eastern Nara is regarded as a remnant of the old 
Ghaggar. Stein has propounded two causes for such a 
radical change in the hydrographic pattern.(21) "As 
regards the upper portion of' the ancient bed, archaeological 
evidence attests a drying up during histor·ic times, which 
is likely to have been at wor-k in pre-history~ It might 
have been hastened by the diversion of f'lood waters f'or 
irrigation brought about by more settled conditions and 
the resulting pressure of population. 2. Lower d O\Vll 
on the Hakra, the main change was due to the sutlej having 
in late pre.:.historic times··:abandoned the bed which before 
had joined the Ghaggar. The result of a law affecting 
all I'i vers whose course lies over alluvial plains". The 
extinction of' the Sarawati led to a severe decrease in 
the surface water and the area became desiccated. 
The accompanying Fig. 24 illustrates the views of' 
Pascoe and Pilgrim as reconstructed by Spate.(22) The 
figure demonstrates the captures of' the Tibetan river by 
Attock, Indus and Dihang; Tl, T2, T3, possible outlets 
of the Tibetan river by Photu pass (Kali Gandak), Karnali, 
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and sutlej; A-A, northern Shigar, Nubra, Shyok, southern 
Shigar, Zaskar, suggesting south east flowing Indus (De 
lrerra); B-B, tributaries suggesting possible a western-
flowing Tsangpo, C-C, possible disruption of Indobrahm' 
by proto-Gages and proto-Brahmaputra; X1-X5, successive 
captures of Indobrahm by PUnjab rivers, XX, possible capture 
of Meghna waters by Indobrahrn after former had captured 
head waters of Tibetan river, XY, XZ, possible captures of 
Upper Jhelurn by Chenab and Upper Soan by Jbelurn; X,X 
captures by Ganges (reversed) Indobrahrn cutting baclc west-
wards. 
The most recent discussion has been opened by Geddes.(23) 
He accepts a poss;ible Tibetan river, but no Sub-Himalayan 
Siwalik or Indobrahm. on morphological and hydraulic grounds, 
he maintains, it is most unlikely that a mountain foot 
river would flood along the depression and carry detritus 
of the type found in Siwalik pebble beds. His alternative 
hypothesis is that the pebble beds represent a zone of 
coalesced fan deposition from N-8 streams. Also, Geddes 
believes there is no real evidence for the river captures 
noted on Fig. 24, apart from the Jumna case. Krishna 
and Aiyangor together with Geddes see no need for 
involving the presence of an Indobrahm river to explain the 
character of the Indo Gft_ngetic plain. (24) 
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The final outcome of this controversy remains in doubt 
although it is probably more accurate to postulate a 
Tibetan river and to ignore the possible existence of an 
Indobrahm. 
River Regimes:-
The monthly normal discharges of the Indus and its·. 
eastern affluents have been charted in Figs. 25, A-F.(25) 
The Figures illustrate vividly how all the rivers have 
seasonal variations in flow, -but each is marltedly individual. 
The common feature of all the r-ivers is the small voltune 
of water in w.inter. The volume of water increases steadily 
as the snow in their catchment areas starts melting as: the 
summer draws. near. DUring this time of the year there is 
practically no I'ainfall thel~efoPe the volume of water depends~ 
entirely on the geographical conditions of the catchment 
area;, such as the size of the catchment are~f, their avePage 
elevation with regard to the snow line and their situation 
a... MOVIMC.~r 
in relation to ~monsoonk (See Appendix 6). 
Ravi occupies the smallest catchment area, which 
commands a small extent of glaciers 100 square miles only, 
but there is a higher average rainfall 93" than in any 
other catchment basins. The minimum monthly discharges: 
in its catchment recorded as·. 2,086 cusecs. The vast 
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extent of glaciers is more impor•tant than the amo1..mt of 
rainfall in producing a greater volume of water in case 
of the Indus river, where the mean annual rainfall,falls 
to 17.74", the glacier area of the Indus catchment being 
more than hundred times greater than that of the Ravi. 
The minimum recorded discharges in the catchment of the 
Indus is 18,870 cusecs. The heavy rainfall produces a 
great volume of water only for a short time, but the 
large contri "but ion of the glaciers keeps. constant flow of 
water to the rivers. 
The graphs showing the seasonal changes in the volu.a'ile 
of the rivers, Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi and Sutlej indicate 
the interplay of snow and rain in contributing to river 
flow. In the case of Jhelum, a rapid early snow melt 
results in the first maximum occuring in May. This 
heavy flow 1 s maintained by the monsoon rains and decreases: 
relatively slowly as· the rains die away. In the case 
of the Chenab, the spring snow melt is slower and the 
rise in volume steady until during July and August a short 
high maxDnuffi results from the coincidence of the rains 
and snow melt. The fall is rapid. In the Ravi and 
sutlej snow melt gives relatively small increases in volume 
and only with th.e bursting of the monsoon in the mountains 
comes the immense increase to flood maximum. 
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vVhere the increment from the glaciers and snowfed 
hills is great as in the case of Chenab, the flood season 
is prolonged. Where the monsoon rains alone are of import-
ance the spate is sudden and short. Problems of control 
and utilisation, as noted below, will obviously differ. 
January 
Febi"'u.ary 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Table 6 
Normal monthly discharge 
Indus 
At Kalabagh 
26,584 
29,128 
41,707 
70,040 
193,536 
253,115 
337,077 
"297 ,023 
135,287 
52,169 
33,690 
28,169 
At Sukkur 
65,003 
39,60:1. 
113,543 
213·~'.04L'. 
250,045 
671,226 
792,612 
145,998 
767,285 
266,309 
121,204 
95,712 
In order to describe the Indus regime, graphs for flow 
at two places have been drawn, the purpose being to show 
the volume of water of the Indus before it collects the 
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waters of its eastern tributaries, the Jhelum, Chenab, 
Ravi, and Sutlej, the Kalabagh (25) example, while Sukkur 
was selected as a point at which the Indus is joined with the 
combined waters of its eastern associates. Both Kalabagh 
and Sukkur are similar in their topogi•aphic dispositions\. 
At Kalabagh the amplitude of river is very similar to 
that of the Chenab. (Table 6). Water begins to rise 
steeply by March until the crest is reached in July. The 
rise is caused by the melting of enormous glaciers in 
the vast source region of the Indus, and is maximised by 
.Tuly-August rainfall. The magnitude of the volume of 
water decreases rapidly after AU@lst. Fig. 25A. 
At Sukkur the vol~une-of water is very large throughout 
the year, but it gains more after May. It attains the 
highest magnitude in August. Compared with tb.e rise its 
fall 1.s very steep during August-November. 
The striking differences in regime pattern at the 
two places, shows the difference between s:.ingle river flow 
and the complex effects of the combination of different 
stre8ITls. 
The graphs for all the rivers show that flow is 
extremely changeable. Table 7. 
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Table 7 
Jh.elum Chenab Ravi Sutlej 
at at at at 
Mangla Mar ala Sidhnai Islam 
January 28,076 31,153 2,768 4,687 
Febru.ary 22,428 39,263 3,185 1,281 
March 53,157 60,236 3,818 990 
April 157,634 75,038 5,078 4,765 
May 178,468 87,923 4,168 7,965 
June 168,945 128,862: 3,374 22,506 
July i62,509 292,324 24,044 15,062. 
August 144,006 300,466 73,407 220,009 
Septe.mber 80,733 169,261 44,728 1,281,205 
October 39,259 48,111 13,454 31,233 
November 23,395 24,432 :·.1,638 2,371 
December 26,667 22,586 1, 752~ 1,670 
Table 8 
River discharge (cusecs) 
River Site of Date Maximum Date Mini-discharge mum 
Indus Attock 12-7-1942 1,000,000 18,000 
Kalabagh 12-7-42 917,015 17-1~36 17,304 
Ghazighat 7-8-50 827,998 5-2-41 15,836 
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Site of' Maxi- Mini-River Date Date discharge mum: mum 
Jhelum· Mangla (above) 29-8-28 760,000 9-1-17 3,943 
Chenab Mar ala (above) 29-8-29 718,000 25-1-39 3,618 
Ravi Madhopur (above) 5-10.;.;55 650,000 1,300 
sutlej Ferozepur (above) 15-8-25 353,960 23-3-32 2,651 
In general the sumner discharges in all the rivers are 
about 20 times more than the winter; the lean pe~iod is 
from January to February. 
The total ave:rage annual flow of the Indus jo:Lntly 
with its tributaries is about 168 million acre feet, a 
very high annual run-off. The determination of suitable 
storage sites may prove a means to diminish the run-off' 
and to store some fraction of it. These dams must be 
butlt in such a way as to avoid the constant dange:r of dam 
choking by silt. such controls of a very heavy run off 
bring grave problems of construction expenditure. such 
long term schemes will not s.ol ve instantly the water problem 
nor capital will be returned soon, and in fact they may 
create an additional short term problem by displacing 
settled populations. A sum of Rs 247.0 million is 
expected to be paid as compensation for 68,000 acres of' 
land which is submerged for the Mangla Dam. In addition 
to this7 2,200 urban and 17,000 rural houses will be affected, 
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and nearly 200 villages in Azad Kashmir. A sum of Rs. 80 
million has already been paid. Eleven thousand acres 
of l~~d have already been procured to resettle agricultural 
families .• ( 2) 
It is equally desirable to control and conserve the 
flow of flash streams and nullahs. Such small scale 
and short time schemes will suit many dispersed needs 
for water conservation and they are relatively economical as 
their outlay will be returned soon. 
The colossal volume of run-off in the catchment basins 
and the amplitude of variations in river flow is of vast 
importance for irrigation, especially in the critical periods; 
of' drought and flood. If these variations in the river 
flow could poss~ibly be predicted before hand it would 
be a great help in the regulation and distribution of the 
irrigation water. Moreover,the farmers could also plan 
out crop operations with efficient use of irrigation 
supplies. 
As the river regimes depend on direct and indirect 
climatic factors, affecting the highlands·, the agricultural . 
programme of the plains, directly controlled by some climatie 
factors does not accord with this scheme. The Rabi crop 
(winter) and the Kharif crop (surrnner) are always short of 
water. On the other hand for 2-3 months each year rivers 
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carry large surpluses over and above the agricultural 
needs. Hence a considerable quantity is wasted, without 
being put to a beneficial use. Shortages and surpluses 
occur in startling proximity. Moreover the surplus water 
in the rainy season every year result in floods and renders 
widespread destruction in the productive areas. 
0 
Floods:-
The big rivers of west Pakista~ undoubtedly are a gift 
of Allah, but they inflict ~w by yearly floods an 
incalculable damage to life, land, communication lines, 
agriculture and property. "The floods of 1950 were of 
such intensity that they were considered a freak. But 
floods recurred11 .(26) 
"High intensity floods swept the West Pakistan plains 
in 1954, 1955, 1956 and again, though to a less~er extent, 
in 1957, and 1958. With each devastation spreading at 
times, over an area of nearly 3l~ ,000 square miles· and result-
ing in damage to crops and property of over 10 crores of 
ruppes, the problPm of flood control assumed a new import-
ance 11 .{26) (Fig. 26 and Plate 14) • 
... ~ The occu~r.:nce of f'looding is in some ways a matter of 
recording of disaster. For statistical record the definition 
adopted by the old Indian Meteorological Department is 
used here, viz; years of flood or drought are equated with 
Plate . 14 
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those years in which specific deviation from mean devation 
is of the order of X 2 plus or minus respectively. In 
Figs. 27 A-B such data for the period 1875-1944 are plotted 
to show flood and drought frequency.(27) Their results 
show that the areas of greatest frequency of floods and 
droughts are those which receive the least. amount of 
rainfall such as the Divisions of Quetta, Kalat, Hyderabad 
and Khairpur. The number of floods and droughts for 
west Pakistan are tabulated below:~ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Division 
Quetta - Kalat 
Khairpur and 
Hyder a bad 
Peshawar and 
D.I. Khan 
Multan, Lahore 
Rawalpindi 
and Bahawalpur 
No c of Ploocls, 
12 
l:ll 
9 
8 
No.. of Droughts 
12 
7 
3 
3 
This illustrates that the drier the area the more tendency 
of equalisation of floods and droughts as in case of 
Quetta, Kalat, Khairpur and Hyderabad. 
Floods are the result of many combined factors. 
The immediate reason of course is the excessive and 
continuous seasonal rainfall which results· in excessive 
run-off. The question,which remains is to what extent 
• 
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run~off is increased by ht~an interference with the 
ecoJ.ogical balance, particularly through the destl""Uction 
of natural vegetation cover. (See Chapter 5). The s·ea-
sonal regime of rainfall and snowmelt is not in itself 
solely responsible for the occurrence of floods. Floods 
are caused by torrential do\~1pours falling on a rugged barren 
topography. The water volume is increased by the melting 
of snow which begins in March a.':'ld continues into the monsoon 
rainy period., The Indus catchment and those of its; 
eastern tributaries are characterised by monsoon rai:ni'all 
maxima. The surface run off; which produces floods· does 
not only depend on a rain of long duration but it depends· 
on the heavy falls of' short duration (discuss;ed in the 
preceding chapter). 
Conditions become conducive to the development of 
marked flood peaks when the catchment areas get saturated 
under continuous rainfall,or if owing to geological constitu-
tion rocks possess low capacity of absorbing water. The 
run-off proportion is also high when the surface of the 
catcmnent area is frozen or bare. On the other hand a 
thick vegetative cover retards the speed of runoff. Low 
temperatures and high humidity also enhance the run-off 
phenomena owing to the diminishing strength of. evaporation. 
The simultaneously heavy rainfall in all the catchment 
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areas of the rivers of west Pakistan is the major· factor 
in producing synchronised flood peaks from July to August 
in all the rivers. 
Besides this,the frequency of the floods during the 
last 27 years has ·been contributed to by the ruthleS:s 
deforestation of the catchment areas of the rivers.(28) 
(See Chapter 5, Soil). The raising of river beds with 
silt, further spreads tb.e extent of floods·. as illustratea 
already. .An immense quantity of' silt is brought down by 
the rivers every year. It is es;ti:mated that Indus alone 
carries some 1,ooo,ooo tons of suspended matter daily.(3) 
Structure and geology are also significant factors in 
the creation of floods. As note€1.. above only the Indus~ 
and the Jhelum have their mountain section in West Pakistan 
terri tory. The mountainous coul"•se of the remaining rivers 
remain in Bharat. Downstream to Durband the Indus traverses; 
hard sedimentary rocks, The area of Kalabagh and Warsak is 
made up of Siwalik beds which are readily erodable 
especially at present when they are barren and devoid of 
vegetation. The Jhelum flows over an area of hard rocks 
in the Hazara country and passes~ through some forest clad 
tracts. After Mangla it opens out in the country of weak 
rocks, vulnerable to erosion. The rest of the rivers. 
flow over the alluvium of the upper Indus plain, where the 
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rivers have cut braided channels and meanders particularly 
the Indus itself. 
The study of silt data made by Nazir and associates: 
showed that the amount of silt accumulation corresponds, 
to the rate of discharge or run-off.(10) Silt is trans;-
ported during July-October, but the heaviest discharges 
were recorded in July and August, as appears in the table 
below: 
Table 9 
Sediment and dlscharge data of Ravi at Shahdara 
1956. 
Months Discharge in Sediment in Percentage 103 A.ft. 103 A.ft. 
July 1,293 4.104 0.317 
August 2,174 10.196 0.469 
September 888 3.00 0.337 
october 115 0.675 0.587 
') 
Under such circumstances not only floods are encouraged 
but the behaviour and physical conditions of the stream 
channels present special problem in taming the rivers and 
in darn erection. Simple -barrages would only be sui table 
to store water during the period of low silt carriage, 
and during the months of high sediment bearing ,-the normal 
flow of the river nrust be lcept. The silt accumulation is: 
not only progressive in the plains but it is accelerating in 
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the uplands also. "A curious thing has happened in Civil 
Lines in Tank. The silt has come down with the floods to 
such an extent that the surrounding cotmtry is now more 
than six feet higher than Civil Lines itself.".(29) 
The constriction of river channels consequent upon 
the construction of embankments as a means to prevent the 
floods is in itself dangerous. Thes:e embankments provide 
obstru.ctions to the natural flow of' river and silt deposi-
tion over the adjoining land. The river is forced more and 
more to deposit the silt in its channel. Extreme erosion 
of the upper Peaches has i:ncl"easeu the load on the river 
bed and its level has been raised. The river bed which 
S"'nK 
was previously deeplyAin a generally aggraded plain itself 
has become shallow and broad in the course of time with 
heavy silt deposits. In this way "All the larger rivers 
of the Punjab and Sind have 'been slowly but steadily build.;.; 
ing up their beds. Thus the lowest excavations at 
Mohenjo Daro in Sind show that 5,000 years ago that town 
was on ground 35 feet below the present ground level. It 
is estimated that the Indus bank levels have been rising 
since then at a rate exceeding 1 foot per 100 years".(4) 
In addition to the above, the present floods are in 
part caused by human interference with the natural drainage 
of the lowland which has been upset by unscientific and 
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haphazard canal constructions; modern roads; and railways 
have ~urther disturbed the drainage equilibrium. 
The e~~ects o~ floods:-
For the present work it is not possible ~or the 
candidate to calculate the number o~ possible combinations 
o~ ~lood causing factor-s. Whatever the flood producing 
factors, the yearly floods result in enormous physical 
losses, dislocation o~ the economy and continuing human 
misery. Every year an irreparable loss is produced and 
hardly has both Government and public meet the losses o~ 
one flood that it is followed by another o~ equal or higher 
intensity. 
There are of course many areas, both in the lowland 
and uplands where agriculture is only made poss-ible by 
the flood water. The flood water penetrates into such 
areas and spreads a layer of silt also, which contributes 
both to fertility o~ soil and high crop yield. 
The most beneficial result of the floods is the washing 
away of salts from the salinity a~fected areas. Aside 
from this filth and refuse is rapidly washed away from the 
areas o~ ill-defined drainage. The ~loods produce a deep 
sheet o~ water over thousands o~ acres o~ thirsty land, 
minimise the effects of high temperatures on vegetative cover, 
and improve conditions for cultivated plantf3. als·oo 
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On the other hand,the disadvantages particularly 
since population density has increased range so high,that 
the benefits fade into insignificance beside the disadv~~­
tages and irreparable losses, to agriculture, irrigation, 
industry, trade, transportation, communication, and many 
other huma~ activitiese The floods bring devastation to 
the maturing crops of food and fodder and almost all 
the irrigation devices from canals to tube wells are 
damaged in the flood affected colonies. Market facilities: 
and commerce are disorganised, and the economy of both 
rural and ur-oan sections collapses. The table below 
indicates the number of villages affected by the annual 
floods from 1948-1957. ( 30) 
Flood years Number of villages· 
A.ffected Damaged Destroyed 
1948 5,000 3,456 122 
1950 10,000 4,538 1,100 
1954 3,747 2,000 600 
1955 6,945 2,913 500 
1956 11,609 4,000 400 
1957 4,498 2,000 300 
Total 41,799 18,907 3,022 
It shows that the floods of only 6 years have damaged 
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18,907 villages, while 3,022 villages were destroyed com-
pletely. The damage rendered to private property excluding 
houses was estimated as Rs 17 million and the estimated 
total damage from 1948-1957 has been Rs 147 million, this 
in a country desperately short of capital. 
An impress·ion of cultivated area affected and values; 
of crops destroyed may be gathered by the following statis-
tics. 
Years Area Affected Area Destroyed Value of Crops; in acres in acres; destroyed m.Rs. 
1948 1,000,000 754,000 75,000,000 
1950 1,765,544 700,724 70,611,317 
1954 1,587,177 308,810 30,000,000 
1955 1,711, 952 990,12:1 80 '482 ,.020 
1956 2,180,489 798,956 79,290,108 
1957 2,085,883 635,997 66,832,871 
Total 10,331,045 4,188,608 402,216,316 
Cotton was particularly adversely affected by the 
standing water, and sugarcane inspite of being a hydrophytic 
plant was also affected. The floods are very destructive 
of both private and government food grain reserves, the 
scale of loss stated below:-
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Years Food grains destroyed 
in maunds 
1948 50,000 
1950 1,425,253 
1954 54,392 
1955 1,428,496 
1956 1,228,164 
1957 242,556 
Total 4,428,861 
The value of the destroyed :food grains was about Re 2.9 
million in 1957 and Rs 48.7 million since 1948-1957e 
In the same way :fodder for the livestock was washed 
away or completely destroyed. The value of such fodder 
~~s .Rs 2.8 millions in 1957 and nearly Rs 25 million for 
1948-1957: 
Year Fodder in Maunds 
1948 1,000,000 
1950 3, 525,571 
1954 1,500,000 
1955 1,788,016 
1956 1,074,284 
1957 1,134,749 
Total 10,022,620 
Livestock was equally affected and for the protection 
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of' stock many difficulties crop up during such periods,, 
the transportation of' the animals from the low lying 
flooded ar•eas to the safe high lying grounds, provision of 
scarce fodder, checking high death rates by provision of 
veterinary assistance and the disposal of dead beasts. 
During floods a number of temporary and emergency veterinary 
centres have to be opened to treat the animals; and a 
large number of cattle are 18st even in the process of 
bringing them to these medical centres. The loss~es may 
be visualised from the data stated below. 
Year a Cattle Head lost 
1948 2,877 
1950 41,662 
1954 5,135 
1955 36,985 
1956 2,500 
1957 4,050 
Total 93,209 
The calculated loss was Rs 9.3 millions, taking the average 
cost of animal as Rs 100 per head. 
In 1957 alone about 5,337 wells and tube wells were 
damaged and the cost of their repairment was Rs 1.4 million. 
The value of damage done to canals in 1950 was Rs 7 millions. 
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The industrial towns located on the river banks are 
affected badly, Sialkot, Gujranmala, Shahdara, Badarnibagh, 
remaining 1mder water for several days, factories submerged, 
and electric and telephonic connections paralysed for 
a couple of weeks. The factories were not only affected 
in flooded areas., but in the areas out of flood reach 
were also affected indirectly for want of raw material in 
the circumstances of suspended traffic. Hence industry 
over a vast area is brought to a standstill which results. 
in the fall of' level of' income and employment and the rais-
ing of production costs. The daily r-outine of labour 
is also affected as workers are displaced from their houses; 
and evacuated to the safe areas, and industrial firms are 
forced to close for long periods even af'ter the floods·. sub-
side. 
Along with this overall disorganization of human 
activities in vast areas,price structures are also 
disturbed seriously. The prices of all edible commodities 
are sharply raised in spite of controls: 
Changes due to floods in wholesale prices Lahore 1950 
Commodity Percentage change 
Grain + 1.2 
Barley 
Rice Basmati 
+ 8.5 
+ 18.3 
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Moong whole + 12.5 
Chillies Dry + 12.4 
Mash whole + 28.4 
Onions 
-
24.0 
Potatoes 5.6 
Gur Desi + 26.3 
Salt Rock -f· 2.4 
Firewood + 1.6 
Cotton Desi (unginned) + 9.7 
Tori a + 1.4 
Sarson A-11 V.&..&. + 4.6 
cement + 31.4 
As railway and I'Oad tracks were bl"'eached pass.enger 
and commodity traffic contracted, and as a consequence 
rail and road earnings and business and employment was 
curtailed. The number of the breaches in the railway 
track between Lahore and Multan was 100 within a distance 
of 200 miles. The cost of such damage was estimated as; 
Rs 1 million in 1954 and Rs 6 million in 1957. Even 
so ,the cost of' measures adopted f'or f'lood protection was; 
Rs 10 million. ~rhe table below relates the estimated 
value of all types of' loss:es suf'f'ered during 1947-1957 in 
the whole of' West Pakistan. 
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Flood year Loss million Rupees 
1947 100 
1948 128 
1950 212 
1954 72 
1955 185 
1956 166 
19·57 121 
Total 984 
The colossal amount of: loss presents a dismal picture 
of the Pakistan economy. The permanent prevention of flood. 
would provide opportunities in saving a large fraction 
of this amount for the development of numerous aspects 
of: the Pakistan economy. The f:loods have their repZrcus·.s:ion 
on the development and implementation of not only the flood 
control schemes but each and every development scheme. 
To sum up, floods have become a phenome7lno.of permanent 
occurrence. Once called the granary of the su~continent, 
the PUnjab is now hard put to supply west Pakistan with 
its needs. Since 1953, Pakistan has been struggling hard 
to feed its population from its own food resources, without 
any seeming success. Among the host of reasons responsible 
for bringing about the near reversal of the once happy 
food position, floods of increasing regularity are one. 
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Large amounts of precious foreign. exchange worth tens 
of millions of rupees have been spent every year on import 
of food stuff, which in its economic implications for 
Pakistan may be regarded largely as non-productive expendi-
ture. 
To provide for food requirements of a growing 
population and to alleviate the present food shortages: in 
the country, additional agricultural production is ess.ential. 
Por this purpose further- irrigation and power development 
which depends to a great extent on the storage of ~lood 
water now wasted, and on the car•r•y over of' these waters fr•om 
one season to another for release in dry months is indis-
pensible. In the United States of America, a good deal 
of succ:ess has been achieved in devising methods for 
delaying the flows by restoring what is knovm as water 
control through water shed management.(31) The effects:. 
of such control on water yields, flood control and soil 
conservation are tremendous. In Pakistan what little ~o.s 
~ee11 
already,(achieved in this direc:tion is outlined below. 
To tackle all the problems associated with floods, 
salinity waterlogging, alkalinity and soil erosion, the 
Government of Palristan has set up many departments, such 
as Department of Soil Conservation, Directorate of Land 
Reclamation and Wapda - The west Pakistan Water and Power 
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Development Authority. They are all working jointly 
since each problem is interconnected. All these depart-
ments have regional units in both wings (East and West 
Pakistan) as connecting links. 
The purpose of river control fundamentally is to check 
the river from leaving its channel. To achieve all 
this apparently simple objective, the first step is to 
reduce the peak discharges which will reduce the flood-
intensity. Secondly, to carry the floods at lower levels; 
and finally,to bar floods completely.(32) 
The techniq_ues employed in lowering the flood peaks 
are many, for instance afforestation, contour bunding 
and terracing in the upper reaches, check dams, contour 
cultivation and detention reservoirs. 
Afforestation is a significant control on the run-off 
as the tree roots and undergrowth litter absorb and detain 
the precipitated water. In West Pakistan re-afforesta-
tion and afforestation schemes are on their way in the 
shape of shelter belt~village plantations, national parks 
and plantations, made possible both by irrigation water 
and by rain water. Other devices such as contour bunding 
and terracing ru1d the construction of check dams are 
examined in the following chapter on soil. The construe-
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is Q. 
tion of detention reservoirs ' . ~..,..,._., ~levant here. 
Though detention reservoirs are considered to be the 
most effective and rapid method of diminishing floods, in the 
case of West Pakistan they are not always practicable. 
The biggest problem in the construction of collection dams 
is, as we have noted, the vast difference between the 
maximum and the minimum discharges. of all the rivers. The 
normal st~er discharges of the rivers may be 20 times the 
winter minimume(3) Another estimate of great fluctua-
tions in the discharges is "the maxinrum discharges being 50 
to 100 times greater than their mininrurn". ( 26) (see Table 8). 
The second problem is the synchronised flood incidence 
in all the major- rivers ovrlng to the heavy monsoon spells 
in their catchment, in addition to the simultaneous melting 
of snow. Hence a similar basic hydrological regimes lead; to · · 
a rapid and very large scale run-off. The enormous vast-
ness, of the Indus basin cannot easily completely be regu-
lated according to the need of man. If the combined flow 
is regulated a reservoir with a capacity of more than a 
100 million acre feet will be required!(32) 
In West Pakistan the only rivers~~~n be utilised 
under national schemes for the regulation of floods are the 
Jhelum and the Indus and its western affluents. Under 
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the management of' WAPDA the Warsak Dam on Kabul river is 
completed and the Mangla Dam on the tThelum is in its. 
preliminary stage. A number of other sites have lJeen 
chosen where the dam building schemes are under execution 
and others are planned. See Table 10. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
Table 10. 
Darns 
Dam 
Warsak on the Kabul 
river-completed 
Rawal on Kurang river, 
completed. 
Mang.la on the river 
Jhelum, under 
construction. 
Terbela on the Indus, 
under construction. 
Salient features 
Multipurpose hydro-electric 
project generating 240,000 Kw, 
forirrigation, 120,000 acres. 
holding capacity 62,.000 a.f. 
To irrigate a,ooo acres 
16 million gallon, daily for 
domestic use for the new 
capital. 
Multipurpose, storage capacity 
c. 4.75 m.a.f. irrigate 
3 million acres, 300 thousand 
K. '\V. 
6 m.a.f. water will be 
available for irrigation. 
The ~ction of these reservoirs vnll be multipurpose, 
as flood control, generation of hydel power, provision of 
adequate water for cultivation and reclamation of saline 
and virgin lands. 
The functions of artificial reservoirs held by dams 
deserve further study. First,the volume of water and the 
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stream ~low is regulated and extreme conditions are 
eliminated, in a way in which levees cannot. secondly, 
the ~low o~ the water is made more unif'orm thus permi tt:ing 
the use of' water for many purposes throughout the year, 
and overcoming seasonal aridity. With erection o~ a 
few dams at suitable sites; the whole controlling works 
can be centrea on these points, and it is easier properly 
to maintain these structures than those which spread 
throughout the river course as: bunds; and levees.. The; 
account given o~ the river courses givessome idea o~ 
possible storage water points. 
The floods may also be carried at lower levels in 
several ways. BY shortening and straightening the river 
channels, one increases the velocity o~ the river at lower 
levels and discharges are carried with a greater speed. 
This process:. involves: the removal of' bends: and meanders. 
In this connec:tion various experta have suggested the 
erection of spura at suitable sites which will help in 
de~lecting the river flow. This approach i~ bas;ed on the 
new three.=dimensional concept o~ meander ~onnation (velocity, 
volume ~d turbulence) could at least maintain the courses 
of rivers and maintain an established equilibria.(33) 
It appears desirable that the present channels o~ all 
the rivers should be deepened and des·il ted as: a defensive 
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measure against overflow, because the rivers overflow the 
surrounding country, "often to a distance of several miles 
on either side".(12) The silt which is removed from 
the river beds and canal beds will prove beneficial to 
crops as a fertiliser because of its high mineral content. 
]11 these efforts are of no long-term value to west 
Pakistan as the ri vers·.:are aggrading their channels. These 
rivers need to be primarily controlled in their upper reaches 
and this includes the building of huge reservoirs to 
accommodate the flood water along vii th strict catchment basin 
management. 
The techniques of lowland river channel control are 
not strictly relevant here, nevertheless in light of 
recent work some points should be made. Erosion and 
deposition occur in all streams and at all stages. The 
load capacity of the streams and the distance over which 
specific loads are carried,are a function not only of volume 
and velocity but also of turbulence.(33) cut-offs may not 
necessarily improve the channel depth or prevent overflow, 
and channel levees built on the concepts of sw;nging lateral 
erosion are not sufficient. Geological and artificial means 
of providing 3 dimensional control of swinging can however 
maintain existing ~~draulic equilibrium. The works involved 
have to be "set-back" confining channel movement to part 
of the flood plain rather than confining water flow to one 
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channel. This gives rise to other problems. 
Much of the land which in a sense would be abandoned 
to river action is now agricultui•ally used. Great seasonal 
variability means that worlts must be constructed to mee:t 
the peak and available demand, and this can best be 
achieved by reservoir control. 
several techniques have in fact been adapted to pre-
vent floods. Under thes·e methods flood waters are 
mechanically controlled by the erection of earthen dykes, 
bunds, and levees. 'rhe river channel is confined between 
these walls often 40 feet high, and a wider and deeper 
channel is temporarily created. The levees, of this. kind 
along the Mississippi river were primarily built for the 
improved navigation, and already their functioning has broken 
down. 
These embankments. are very important and simple 
traditional means of flood control and the people have a 
considerable experience in their maintainence. The Indus 
has in this way been controlled to some extent on both 
banks from Kashmor right to the sea. Another advantage 
of the bunds; is; that they can be built by the locally 
available cheap material and labour. Inspi te of thes·e 
rneri ts ,channel embankments· are now strongly criticised. 
They produce obstructions in the natural flow of the river 
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channel, and they deprive the land of the fertile silt 
transported by floods, while the protected land deterior-
ates with the rise of sub-soil salts, which could have 
been washed away by floods, They help in raising the 
river beds with silt which could have otherwise spread 
over a large area, and the high water level of the river is: 
also raisede 
This brief survey of the controlling methods indicate 
that every system has certain limitations, but reservoir$ 
dmns seem to be the best device among all the controlling 
measures. In addition to this, in the lowland the most 
feasible method would be the construction of open drains, 
spillways and diversion channels to carry the surplus water 
of one river to the other. Unluckily it happens that all 
rivers are in inundation simultaneously. Even so 
topographic depressions in the ancient river beds in the 
lowland may be utilised as diversion lakes or channels 1 into 
which the flood water may be led. .Again surplus water 
during the rainy period could be directed to the desert 
areas now dependent on limited flood agriculture. 
Finally,in the present circumstances the only remain-
ing alternative is to divert the flood waters into a neutral 
storage area. In Iraq the topography of the Mesopotamian 
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plain has enabled the use in this way of Habbaniya 
Depression, since the high floods of 1956. The waters· 
of Euphrates are directed to this depression by means of 
intentional breaches .. (34) In the In.dus plain such 
diversion schemes are more difficult and will involve 
more construction. The formulation of flood control 
measures is a formidable task before Pak~.stan, but such 
schemes and their implementation have been very slow and 
inadequate. This is the result of many factors, includ-
ing the lack of capital and experts, while the canal 
water dispute has remained the major impediment in this. 
direction. Mow after the final decision on river disputes 
in November 1960 these schemes can be finally undertaken. 
It may be said that correct preventive measures can 
only be applied once the river courses, and river regimes 
have been studied fully, as. in tb.e Mississ.ippi and the 
Tenese;ee valleys. 
Uses of surface water:-
The above account shows, that West Pakistan is an area 
of scanty, variable and seasonal rainfall, through whi.ch 
flows great rivers whose regimes are extremely seasonal; 
floods and droughts occur and recur. With such a back~ 
ground it is now proposed to consider how the surface water 
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is being utilised, and what can be done to use a greater 
part of the potential. 
The significance of conservation, control and 
utilisation of both rain water and large rivel''S have been 
realised since prehistory. Probably cultivation first 
started on the river fringes depending on natural flooding 
as man firs.t settled on the river sides. (Chaptel"' 7). With 
the increase of population pressure, irrigation Vias extended 
further to the limit of the floodings. Beyond that limit 
water did not reach and the necess:i ty of distribution of 
river water arose. The need of several means of artifi-
cial irrigation such as canals, wells, darns and reservoirs 
have been felt since remote ages, e.nd as mentioned in the 
Vedas.(35) Throughout the historical period up till now 
great innovations and extensions in ihrigation methods·. 
have been introduced as the demands and needs of people· 
grew. 
West Pakistan has vast resources of land and water; 
but the water is subject to aridity and a great waste of' 
water in the form of run-off. It is estimated that "one 
third of the summer river discharges of the rivers of 
the fonner Punjab is utilised for irrigation11 .(3) I"f 
efficient storage schemes are implemented then much of 
the two thirds of water which isi now being wasted could be 
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utilised. In this ~ormer province of Punjab the canal 
heads have a total capacity of 96,000 cusecs and out of 
that 84,000 cusecs are being utilised. The rulthor of 
this report opined that "It is poss:ible that this latter 
figure applies to the water use of all irrigation works 
in west Pakistan. If the canals were continually running 
to full capacity and if there were no loss:es due to 
seepage and evaporation an average of 6.14 acre feet of water 
would be diverted per annum for each acre of' the 1~.000 ,000 
acres at present under canal irrigation. This is probably 
mo1 .. e than three· times; the actual average water deli veryn. ( 3 j 
A rough estimate ~or the annual river flow in the 
whole Indus Basin averages. 168 million acre fee.t. ( 36) 
According to'the estimates of the World Bank in 1954, the 
total usable supplies of the Indus Basin is 119 million 
acre feet.(37) out of that India "has appropriated about 
12 m.a.f. as actual withdrawals and req~irements for her 
prepartition projects. Pakistan appropriated another 
96 m.a.f. as actual withdrawals and requirements for her 
preparti tion projects". Af'ter these shares the balance 
remained only 11 m.a.f., where as Pakistan requires far 
more than this balance, about over 25 m.a.f., but no 
water is left to meet this extremely great requirement. 
Graa~f has said that "there is too little or far too little 
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irrigation water available for agriculture".(3) 
According to the First Five Year Plan, an additional 
2.5 million to 3 million acres ~eet water would be needed 
merely to maintain the existing standard of food and 
clothing ~or increasing population of the Indus Basin 
Region by 1960.(1) The water requirements ~or various 
purposes as domestic, commercial, and industry as as·surnedi 
in the Plan is in the order of about 0.2 m.a.f. per million 
o~ the :population, in the early years of the Plan period. 
The annual water requirement of the Indus Basin Region 
for agricultural uses alone is estimated roughly 72 mil1.ion 
acre feet. These requirements are bound to increas& 
with the progress of time, which may be estimated about 
0.5 million acre feet by 1960. 
The hydro-electric power stations do not consume. 
water and are so planned that they do not interfere V'tith 
supp.J.ies for other purposes. Thermal plants require 
water for cooling but return most o~ it to the river. The 
water requirements for thermal plants are included in the 
domestic, commercial and industrial uses. In addition 
to this,the combined water required for the purpose of 
navigation and control of sea water intrusion have been 
estimated at 17.2 million acre-feet below the Gulam Mohammed 
barrage at Kotri. 
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If we sum up these consumption data and compare it 
with the annual flow of the Indus river system and With 
the total usable supplies asst~ed by the world Bank, it 
comes to:-
... 
The total flow of the Indus System 
... 168 MAF = 
The total usable flow = 119 M.AF 
Share of' India pre 1947 = 12 MAF 
Share of Pakistan pre 1947 = 96 M.AF 
Remaining = 11 MAF 
The requirements assumed in the first Plan uptil 1960 
were:-
Domestic + Commercial -f.· Industrial = 18.9 MAF 
Navigation and sea control = 17.2 MAF 
Roughly estimated average 
annual agricultural uses = 72 MAF 
Total water required is = 108.1 MAF 
There is an unsurpassable deficit of 97.1 MAF, and shows 
an acute short supply of surface water. With the pas:sage 
of time this shortage will grow more as more development 
schemes will be embarked upon. Thus the aridity is 
:~: including only the eastern tributaries. Reliable 
data for the western tributaries is lacking, but 
roughly their flow is 10 MAF. 
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enforced while the irrigation is imperative. 
The only alternative for Pakistan is to control as: 
much flood water as posstble especially the hill torrents 
and s~asonal nullahs flowing into the main river sterns, 
or to induce rainfall in both winter and summer clouds. 
The present supply of water for Palcistan is not at 
all dependable as Bharat is bent upon drawing further 
on the Ravi, Beas, and Sutlej. Bharat has withdrawn 
water temporarily from these rivers on many occasions, 
in 1948, 1952 and 1958, and Pakistan had to face grim 
situations.(37) Since independence,Bharat has stopped 
entirely the water in the Bahawalpur distributary and the 
green area served before such interference was turned 
into a "desert bowl"; thus is aridity invited and accen-
tuated. The affect of deliberate obstruction of water 
by India is described by Dr. Harry who was the leader 
of United States Special Mission to Pakistan in May 1953. 
"In Bahawalpur we went out to inspect part of the wheat-
growing area, ~~d meet with 3 groups. of cultivators arottnd 
a hundred in each group. Their plight from lack of 
water was almost beyond description. we saw hundreds 
of acres of land on this trip of about 75 miles that had 
once been in production but were now covered with drifting 
sand~ In the Punjab we covered 200 miles around the 
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wheatland in 1 day alone. We saw sufficient good land 
which with enough water could turn a deficit area into 
a surplus area. Pakistan has good land but it needs· 
water if the land is to produce. This year there just 
wasn't water".{37) ThiS\ is, a living example of aridity 
deliberately created by man j_n a few years only. 
Space does not permit to trace out the history of' the 
water dispute, nor does·, the candidate intend to examine 
thepolitical conflict. Briefly,it is the result of the 
boundary demarcated by Radcliffe, by which India has the 
physical posaes:sion of the catchment areas and the upper 
reaches of the three eastern rivers, where lie the canal 
heads. Obviously the flow regulation of these canals 
is governed by India. The canals affected by demarcation 
are those flowing through the Central Bari Doab and 
Bahawalpur, viz., the branches of Upper Bari Doab flowing 
from the Madhupur Head works (India) and the canals 
of the Sutlej Valley Projee:t. Though the three head~ 
works belonging to this project lie in Pakistan they are 
under a constant threat of interference by Bharat as; 
mentioned already and which has brought untold miseries 
to Pakistan. Fig. 28 discloses the actual state of' 
affairs. The three Pakistani Head works are Sulimauki, 
Islam and Panjnad. 
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Af'ter the proposal of world Bank in 1954 the three 
western rivers namely the Indus, Jhelum, and Chenab would 
be reserved for Pakistan and the 3 eastern rivers namely 
the Ravi, Beas:. and Sutlej would be reserved for India, 
after the works to replace supplies from eastern rivers 
have been built by Pakistan in her territory ~th the 
funds provided by India. 
"The World Bank proposal of 1954 was supplemented 
by the aide memoir of May 6, 1956; amounted to:~ 
(a) Reservation of Indus, Jhelum and Chenab - the western 
rivers ~ for Pakistan and allocation of the waters of the 
3 eastern rivers - Ravi, Beas, and sutlej - to India; 
(b) Continued_ and "timely" supply of water from eastern 
rivers to Pakistan u~~tiJ: arrangements for replacement 
of supplies: diverted to India were completed and, 
(c) Cost of construction of storage on western rivers 
and replacement works to be borne -oy India". An insigni-
ficant amount of' Jhelum water will. be utili sed in Kashmir."( 38) 
India is insisting upon diverting the three eastern 
rivers to irrigate the Rajasthan desert. The need of' 
irrigation in Pakistan is almost 4 times more than in 
India. Over 70% of' the Indus Basin depends for its food 
on irrigation, while in India only 20% needs irrigation, 
the remaining receives an ample and flourishing rainfall, 
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as India occupies a happy location geographically under 
the direct sway of the summer monsoons. The total usable 
supply of river water in India according to her own 
estimates is 450 m.a.f. of which only 19.8% will have 
been harness:ed by the end of' 1962, when the second Five 
Year Plan period is over. In addition to 450 m.a.f. 
India receives 12 m.a.f. from the Indus Basin; while: 
Pakistan has a deficit of 97.1 m.a.f. India lets: 80 
percent of usable river water of her ovm to go to waste, 
but is obsessed by a "sharen in water which is manifestly 
inadequate for Pakistan 1 s ovm barest nee.ds· .• ( 37) "The· 
survey of Indian resources has shown that out of total 
annual flow through the rivers of India, only 5.6% is 
being used for irrigation, the rest is rru1ning to waste to 
the sean.(39) 
Pakistan is very poor in respee·t of river water 
resources·.: 
Indus Basin flow ::: 168 m.a.f. 
Ganges and Jumna = 400 m.a.f. 
Pakistan besides other uses has to irrigate with 156 m.a.f. 
as 12 m.a.f. is drawn by India. Pakistan poss~ess.es an 
unhappy geographical position as compared to the Gangetic 
plain in respect of rainfall, but the irrigated area of 
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India in the East Punjab is only 7 million acres, while 
3 times more is irrigated in the Indus plain, 21 million 
acres.(40) The East Punjab needs less water in particu.:.; 
lar because the interfluve zone between Jt~na and Sutlej 
is much moister for the F~arif crop. The Indus irrigation 
system has been built up over a century end it supports; a 
population of nearly 40 mil1.ion people in Pakistan and 
some 10 million in India, approximately one-tenth of the 
combined population of the two countries. The irrigated 
area is about 30 million acres, the largest irrigation 
system in the world. Pakistants existence now depends 
on irrigation from the Indus system. Hence,India might 
vrell have derived more water from Jumna and the Gangea; 
to convert the Raj~sthan desert into an agricultural land, 
and water now diverted by the Bhakra dam on Sutlej could 
have been used. for Pakistan in Bahawalpur as it was earlier 
used. 
In Pakistan the supply of water for Rabi crops (from 
December to May) is usually insufficient, because of low 
winter rains and low river f'low as:. noted above, particularly 
in areas lying at the tail of' canals. The Bhakra Dam has· 
now further deteriorated the situation. The Kashmir 
issue bears the greatest inf'luence on the water balance 
of Pakistan. Had this dispute been settled amicably, 
reservoirs on Chenab and Jhelum would have been built at 
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technically better points in Jammu and Kashmir, and 
effective forest protec:tion and graz.ing control, could 
have combatted at source, soil erosion, silting and high 
floods. This is now not possible. In addition to this, 
there is a constant apprehension in Pakistan of further 
Indian diversion of water of Jhelum, Chenab and even of 
the Indus. 
The more one studies the political geography of ~t 
situation in the vicinity of Pakistan, the more one bec:ornes 
alarmed, as the head of our rivers lie in foreign lru1ds. 
In the case of Indus and its tributaries corning from 
Tibet, China may one day interfere with their natural flow, 
and embark a development project on the Tibetan tributaries. 
What then will be the fate of Pakistan? With the 
development of nationalism, political and economic, one day 
a threat might come from Afghanistan for divel"'Sions of 
the Kabul and Kurram rivers, and the darns of Warsak and 
Kurram Garhi could be left like the empty "Gabar bands" 
of the Pre~historic times. 
The acceptance of entirely ungeographical demarcation 
boundaries of both the PUn.jab and the B~'gal by the early 
Muslim League leaders has been such a blunder,that 
Pakistan \~dll always: remain a "beheaded" lame and crippled 
country whose economy will always face an unstable 
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situation. Even a cursory glance at Figs:. 1 and 23 
demonstrateSthat the Indus river system is naturally 
an integral part of West Pakistan and its, development 
entirely depends on the sprawling river;. The nec:ess·i ty 
of this water is succinctly noted by David, former head 
of' tl1e Tennessee valley Authority and Chairman of the 
United States Atomic Energy Commiss·ion:· "without irrigation 
mill.ions of acres would dry up in a week, tens of 
mil1.ions would starve". ( 37) 
The Indus Waters Treaty was finally signed on 19th 
September 1960 and the following conditions have been 
accepted by both Pakistan and India. The treaty allocates 
the 3 Eastern Rivers - Re:vi, Beas; and Sutlej to Indiaa 
The main condition is that during the Transition Period, 
during which Pakistan replaces the water of these rivers:, 
India has to deliver the water to Pakistan for this. 
transitional period which is tentatively fixed for 10 years. 
The waters of the 3 Western Rivers - Indus, Jhelum 
and Chenab are allocated to Pakistan. Provision has been 
made for India to use some water of thes:e rivers for 
irrigation and power generation. India is going to 
contribute to the dam construction costs some £62,000,000 
to Pakistan. This final deeision will bring great changes 
to the present net of irrigation, as explained in the 
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account which follows, and with the exclusion of 3 Eastern 
rivers the total surface flow will remain as 135 million 
acre feet. 
The water conservation by canals has been in vogue 
for long, but modern canals are the fruits of the 19th 
century. The restoration and prosperity of arid and 
semi arid regions depends on the canals of the present 
and future. For the security of the arid areas, many 
ambi tiou.s schemes :eor irrigation have been executea 
since 1947, Appendix 7 shows. that following on measures 
started in 1859. Before the introduction of these 
canals the present canal colonies were no better than 
scorching bare sandy wasteland. Appendix 7 and Fig. 28 
show all the completed works,, and Fig. 29 shows the work 
contemplated with the effect of the final Indus Basin 
'l'reaty 1960. (41) The future irrigation Plan:. is based 
on a new type of approach for the attainment of the 
irrigation water. Until today irrigation was en·tirely 
developed from the river flow, and reservoirs were 
not constructed. In consequence water supplies were 
precarious to the extent that they were subject not only 
to the seasonal fluctuations but also to the annual 
fluctuations in the river flow. The creation of 
future dams carry manifold aims, to distribute 
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the water equitably and economically, to provide work in 
dam construction, management of control of water both in 
quantity and quality, to check silting an.d finally to 
provide water for many purposes as, iri•igation, power 
generation, industries, navigation sports and pisciculture. 
Irrigation 
Climatically,most of West Pakistan lies in the arid 
and semi-arid zone. A terri tory of 200,000 s:quare miles; 
of the Indus Basin receives a rainfall leS"s. than 15", 60 
percent of which obtains less than 10 inches and about 
16 percent less than 5n. ( 41) Thus in our region of 
inadequate rainfall the conservation and utilisation of 
the available flowing water is critical for the develop-
ment of all resources of the country. 'l'he clistribution of 
total available water in respect of river flow is subjected 
to extreme fluctuations at different. periods. •rhe maximum 
summer discharges in the river are 100 times' the vdnter 
minimum discharges. The low flow generally lasts from 
the middle of September to middle of March, correspond-
ing to the sowing and maturing periods. ~rhese variations 
bring in. their wake frequent droughts.; and floods. Under 
these natural conditions of water supplies, irrigation 
becomes imperative. 
In West Pakistan an organised type of irrigation began 
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during the Nfughal period, the first such work being the 
Hasli canal which irrigated mainly the Shalimar gardens.(41) 
Through following centuries the population ~lltiplied 
in a vast scale, particularly during the British regime 
when political stability reached to a high degree. The 
Government was forced to open new areas for the settlement 
of rapidly grovdng population. By means of barrages 
and weirs large diversions of water took place, the canal 
system in the Indus lowland becoming the biggest of its~ 
kind in the world. At pi•esent the net area commanded 
by the canals in \Vest Pakistan is 23 million acres .. out 
of the total of 31 million acres of cultivated area. See: 
Fig. 30. 
The existing irrigation system was ·based on the 
construction of 15 barrages which head up river and 
divert their waters into canal networks. The relative 
size of this extensive irrigation system may be visualised 
thus: the total irrigated area in the Nile valley-is a 
little above 6 million acres, and that in the United 
states some 7 million acres. The area irrigated alone 
by Sukkur barrage is over 7 mi11ion acres.(41) A visual 
impression can be acquired by Figs. 28 and 30 and Appendix 
7 relate:: .. the intensity of canal irrigation in west Pakistan. 
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~!_l((..fpt 
canal irrigation is general~in the areas of low water 
table where it is replaced by wells. Along w1 th the 
periodicity and variability of rainfall and increasing 
population,the other causes for rapid progress in 
irrigation result fl~om sui table topography and great stretches; 
of fertile soil. 
The general types of existing canals are as follows.:.:.; 
1. Inundation canals. 
2. Perennial canals. 
3. Non-perennial canals. 
4. Link, Feeder or carrier canals. 
Inundation canals:-
Most of' these canals were built by the Musltm ~2lers, 
some of' them later converted into perennial canals by the 
British. These are indigenous developments and their 
working is restricted to the rainy season. These canals 
are cut out parallel to the river in its flood plain, 
without the bu.ilding of any structure• :" at their heads. 
They depend for their water on river inundation other.;.. 
wise remain dry. If the river swells they contain water 
from ~8 feet. Normally,they start rising in the middle 
of March and start subsiding by September. Their mininrum 
winter discharge may increase to over 20 times. in summer. 
For the rest of the year they give way to lift irrigation. 
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They not only water the plants during the sUJ1:1mer season, 
but they are also a means of flooding land intended for 
winter wheat, the subsequent watering of crop depends on 
well irrigation.(32) The largest nt~ber of inundation 
canals exist in the Divisions ofBahawalpur, Multan, Dera 
Ismail Khan and Peshawar. They form a special 
characteristic of the western three rivers, where they 
serve a loose sandy soil mantle. Ir·rigation by mea..Tls· 
of these canals is very important at the point immediately 
below the headworks of the main canals, especially on the 
right bank of the Indus and in Bahawalpur from the Sutlej. 
The n1~ber of distributaries is restricted away from the 
canal heads, but they are maximised at the point where 
all these rivers converge. Digging of more such simple 
canals and deepening of the for.mer canals may prove a 
usefttl measure in the conservation of run-off. Their short-
corning is their seasonal use. 
The Perennial Canals~-
These are constructed by erecting a weir acros·s; the 
river and derive water from the river by arti:ficial deflect..: 
ion of river flow. The water from these irrigation canals 
is destined for irrigation purposes only and it is conveye~ 
to the fields through a network of smaller canals. Thus, 
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every canal system consists of a main canal from which 
branches take off and distributaries and minors deliver 
the water to the irrigation plots. These canals promise 
a regular supply of water. The cost of irrigation water 
depends upon the nature of crop for which the water is used! 
and it is higher for a cash crop like sugarcane and cotton, 
than for the crops which give low returns. 
Non-Perennial Canals:~ 
The inundation canals are uncontrolled non-perennial,, 
while these are controlled non-perennial. The water 
is allowed to run in these canals during the monsoon 
season and they are closed in winter when there is a 
shortage of water in the rivers. The newly ace.ompli.shed 
Tanusa Barrage feeds these non-perennial canals. 
Link Canals:..;; 
These are perennial cru1als and their function 
is to transport the water from one river to another river. 
They supply water to Kharif' lands to make up the deficiency 
in sutlej valley canals, which water is often held up. by 
India. 
The salient features of the present canal irrigation 
have been charted in chronological order. Appendix 7. 
The first steps were taken in the direction of controll-
ing aridity in the period 1860-1932. During this period 
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elaborate irrigation schemes were completed in the more 
tractable areas. ~ter 1947 strenuous efforts have been 
made to build more canals in the more difficult desert 
areas. The cultivated area at the time of independence 
was 45 million acres and it has been increased with the 
establishment of more irrigation projects to 48.45 
million acres. The yield of major crops has; been increased 
from 19.4 million tons in 1947~48 to 20 million tvns in 
1956.(42) 
Fig. 30 and Appendix 8 show that in West Pakistan 
60.80% of the cultivated area is served by canals, 
the highest percentage of canal irrigation is in Khairpur 
Divisiont 91.64%. Canal irrigation in Bahawalpt:tr, Multan, 
Hyderabad and Lahore Divisions is 69.46%, 86.20%, 71.2~ 
and 44.9~of the total respectively. The canal irriga~ 
tion dwindles towards the north west, and the percentage. 
of unirrigated cultivation dominates, as the division 
of Peshawar, Rawalpindi and Dera-Ismail Khan the % of ttn~ 
irrigated cultivation are 64.17%, 57.57% and 88.37~ res-
pectively. The further analysis of the data shows that 
of all the irrigated area in the Indus basin 81'% is fed 
by the Government and private canals. 
semi~arid zone irrigation pattern:-
Here perennial canals form the basis for schemes of 
varying complexity. APpendix 7. 
The Upper Bari Doab:-
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This system is a simple perennial irrigation and is 
a reconstruction and extension of the old canal initiated 
by the Moghals. Its headworks fell to Indian territory. 
(Fig. 28). It irrigates some parts of the Lahore district. 
As tbe Ravi commands relatively a small catchment Basin 
with a limited glacier mileage, and has summer maximum 
rainfall, thus its flow is the most unreliable during the 
lean period. It is pointed out that "The Upper Bari Doab, 
as its: prehistory implies, served. an already settled countl'Y-
side, a fact reflected in its settlement and field 
patterns and the aspect of the village".(3) 
of Upper Bari dates back to prehistory. 
The Lower Chenab:-
The existence 
Serves the Rechna Doab, the for.mer wasteland known 
as Nilibar. It was first initiated as an inundation 
canal and it was converted into a perennial canal in 1889.(3) 
Upper and !.ower Swat Canals:.:.; 
A western tributary of the' Indus, the Swat river has 
been canalised to carry water to the Mardan district. 
Similarly the Kabul river canal irrigates the Peshawar 
district. 
More complex types·. involve carrie:r-cmn-irrigation 
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canals. The Upper Jhelt~ canal and the Upper Chenab 
ing 
canal, pass:... through the Doabs of Chaj and Rechna and the 
lower Bari Doab perennial canal serving the arid district 
of Mul tan and the semi-arid district of Montgomery.. The 
purpose of this project was to meet the shortages of the 
Lower Bari Doal) because the Ravt has a relatively small 
supply of water. Therefore, the water from Jhelum was. 
transferred through the Upper Jhelum canal tnto the 
Chenab at Khanki. The upper water of' Chenab was. thus 
available freely to be branched off: J.n the Upper Chenab 
Canal at Marala. After serving an area of 1,533,852 acres 
in the Rechna Doab, it discharges its water into Ravi at 
Balloki, the point where Lower Bari Doab takes; off. This 
forms a crowd of five canals namely Upper and Lower Jhelurn 
canals, the Uppe1 .. and Lower Chenab canals, and Lower Bari 
Do a b. These canals are also affected by the seasonal 
regime of the rivers, which fluctuations are unpredictable 
hence the situation becomes complicated. They irrigate 
a large area of Kharif crops. 
The semi-arj_d area acquired the irrigation schemes 
just mentioned within a period of 90 years. An account of 
the major schemes completed or are in their phases of 
completion. since 1947 now follows. (Appendix 7). 
1. Balloki-SuJ$~·~ 1 ink'. The aim contemplated was to 
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supply water to Kharif lands and to make up the deficiency 
in the sutlej valley canals during Kharif season by 
designing a 54 mile link between Ravi and sutlej. 
Accordingly such link canals have been completed 
between Bambanwali and Bedian in 1956 and the Marala ... Ravi 
link between Ravi and Chenab completed in 1958. In the 
former case the water is being conveyed to the Dipalpur 
Canal during its lean period, while in the latter instance 
the intention is to feed the Balloki-Sulaimanki Link at 
Ballolci, by transferring the water from the Chenab to 
Ravi. 
The purpose envisaged is being successfully fulfilled 
by these ccm.als since their completion and the nation :i.s 
• rcu:~re. benefited by an l.ncc_l-· of 21, 000 tons of food annually 
by the Ballolci-Sulaimanlci Link alone. This shows how the 
linlc canals are double pur•pose canals, they not only 
communicate water from one river into another, but they 
also irrigate the land on their way. 
2. Kurram Garhi Multipurpose Dam Project is under 
construction. The objective is to impound 89,000 acre 
feet of Monsoon water supply to provide irrigation to new 
areas on the right bank of the Kurram river and use the 
run off. The food production will rise to 50,000 tons. 
Besides this the pr•ojec·t will generate hydro electric power 
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of 4,000 Kw, by constructing a permanent diversion weir 
across the Kurram river. 
3. Warsak high level cana~. This was completed by the 
end of 1960, and it involved the erection of a dam on the 
Kabul river immediately it opens into the Pakistan territory. 
It is a multipurpose project in its character, the power 
obtained from this project being utilised among other 
things for the marble quarries at Mullegori. Agl"i culture 
is being extended in the tribal nomadic ai'eas as well as 
in Peshawar District. AT1 increase of 60,000 tons of food 
j_s expected, and the wastage of run off is put to beneficial 
use. 
4. Pehur flow Irrigation. A canal ~~th a capacity of 
250 cusecs has been taken off from the right bank of the 
Indus near Pehur village in the swabi Tehsil of Mardan 
District. With the completion of this canal a new area 
of 48,000 acres have been brought under cultivation and 
12,000 acres of existing cultivated land has been stabilised; 
about 15,000 tons of additional food is obtained. 
5. Gomal Zam flood Control and Irrigation Scheme. The 
river Gomal zam an affluent of the river Gomal is being 
harnessed by a formation of a rnason'"Xoy clam acros:s it. 
will collect the monsoon water which ~till be utilised 
This 
for cul ti vat ion a.uring winter, besides which 74,00 kw will be 
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generated from it, and there will be created effective 
means of flood control. The annual increase in food 
grains is expected to be about 25 1 000 tons. 
Arid Zone Irrigation 
There are at present four group-types of irrigation 
canal systems which exist or are in course of construction 
in this zoneo Some are relatively simple gravity flow 
canals as the case of the Sidhn.ai Canal which, leading 
off the lower Ravi, irrigates the Multan District. A 
second, longer, system, the Haveli group has recently been 
constructed, involving the building of a large barrage 
immediately downstream of the junction of the Jhel'xm and 
Chenab. From the west bank a main irrigation canal 
leads off, which from the east a feeder canal leads to 
the Sidhnai Canal in order to supplement the latters variable 
flow. At the same time the Rangpur Canal was led off from 
the Jhelum. 
In the case of the Sutlej, a basic valley irrigation 
project of a relatively simple but extensive type has: 
become involved in the political consequences of partition. 
Indian control of the sutlej and the mutual distrust felt 
by Pakistan and India has resulted in a pattern of canal 
building based on separate approaches to the problem rather 
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than joint development of regional water resources, in 
spite o~ the fact that the four-dam project can only work 
efficiently through cooperation. 
The largest canal scheme o~ a relatively straight-
forward kind ranks among the largest in the world, the 
Sukltur Barrage project. Greatly improving the irrigation 
of the area between Sukkur and Hyderabad cities, by 
utilising Indus water, the whole scheme serves seven main 
irrigation canals on both sides of the river. 
0~ a different order iS. the Thal".Develo:pment Project. 
•rhe ·rhal desert covers some 50,000,000 ac:L"'es, and foi•ms 
a triangle based on the Salt Range Escarpment and its apex 
at the convergence o~ the Six Rivers in theB~nawalpur 
Division. 
As noted earlier, it is probable that a proto-Indus 
once flowed through the Thal, east of its present bed. 
on the Sind Sagar Doab, and along its course the river 
deposited silt and alluvium. Following the westward shift 
of' the Indus Channel,the old alluvial flats became desice-ated, 
and gradually in large part covel"'ed by wind moved sand. 
The surviving underlying alluvium has for long attracted 
the attention of developers. 
The Thal project has. a long history.(43) It was 
first contemplated in 1870, and in 1873, was known as the 
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.Andrews Plan. It was defe1ed until 1915, when ¥dth the 
completion of a proper survey it was formulated as 
Middleton's PI'oject, but this was discarded on the bas'is 
of being insufficiently comprehensive. In :1.919 it was 
advocated in a comprehensive form as Wood's Project, 
out this time it v·.ras shelved owing to t:he priority given 
to the Sukkur Barrage. The Sukkur Barrage gained priority 
because there were already developed a number of canal 
schemes in tl1e former province of Punjab, but none existed 
in the former province of Sind, where the Sukkur scheme 
was projected. Moreover the Sukkur region offered more 
immed~ate returns for less effort because of more 
developed means of trP~sport. 
On several occasions the Thal project was recommende~ 
but owing to various reasons it was postponed, until, 
finally developed, by the Pakistan Government under the 
Thal Development Authority, the colonization of this area 
was sanctioned and pushed forward in 1949. The timing 
was forced by the need for the rehabilitation of the 
great influx of refugees from India, and to augment food 
supplies accordingly. The opening of new lands became 
inevitable to remove the pressure from already thickly popu-
lated areas. 
The Thal Development Authority is a body which is: 
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responsible for the entire development of an area compris-
ing 834,500 acres. In addition to this: 638,000 acres will 
be developed through private enterprise with assistance 
extended by the T.D.A. The scheme aims at the establish-
ment of new towns and villages and balanced by the setting 
up of industl"'•ies -based mostly on locally grovm. raw materials 
such as sugar, cotton, woollen and flour mills·. as well as 
a cement factoryo 
The purpose of this project is complete economic as 
well as ecological development by irrigation and by the 
colonization of the area. 
The project embraces four major elements namely (i) 
Irrigation, (ii) Roacl. building, (iii) Forestry and (iv) 
Colonization. The resulting increase in the irrigated 
cropped land may be seen in Fig. 31 and in the table -oelow: 
Year Irrigated cropped area 
in Acres 
1948-49 72,750 
1949-50 115,304 
1950-51 153,764 
1951-52 226,327 
1952-53 314,391 
1953-54 365,642 
1954-55 395,261 
1955-56 458,221 
I 
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Every year the increase is striking. 
During the period of 10 years, 14,236 refugee families. 
have been reestablished on an allotted area of 275,000 
acres. The normal allocation unit is 15 acres· per family. 
This project marks an important stage in the control of 
~ridit;y- and in the building up of the nation. 
A second and only relatively smaller reclamation 
project is that of the Abbasia canal. It is a major 
developmental progran~e completed in 1956, with the object-
ive of reclaiming waste Crownland in the former state 
of Bahawalpur. Desert land or 260,000 acres has been 
served by this canal. This canal is one of the first to 
be lined to save absorption losses, which were very heavy 
in the area of Panjnad. 
The third main type is that of controlled non-perennial 
canals,built in order to link existing inundation canals. 
Their purpose is
1
to regularise flow as between different 
peak river supplies of water,and to diminish the import-
ance of the twin menaces of waterlogging·t and increasing 
salinity which so often follow over-heavy seasonal irriga-
tion and flooding. The Taunsa Barrage is pre~eminent in 
this respect. 
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The Taunsa project consists of a barrage across the 
Indus, 65 miles dovm stream from Dera Ismail Khan, carry-
ing a road and a railway line. The rail connects the 
Drapin Pach to the Shikarpur Kashmore-Taunsa line and the 
road bridge connects the Muzaf'fargarh district with Dera 
Ghazikhan. Three main canals take off' on either side of' 
the Barrage to link up the existing inundation canals, and 
to water the virgin lands of' Muzaffargarh and Dera-Ghazi 
Khan districts. owing to the limited available supplies~ 
in the Indus,it has not been yet possible to provide 
non-perennial supplies to more than 1.56 lac acres of' 
new area. During the summer months the supplies are 
sufficient for e~other area of 2 lac acres in Dera 
Ghazikhan. If' the result of' these eA.rperiments will be: 
encouraging the scheme will be extended to yet another 2 lac 
acres. 
The Gulam Mohammad Barrage is an example of a scheme 
designed to improve the efficiency of' irrigation previously 
carried out by inundation canals and associated ~nth 
afforestion policies. Situated south of' the famous Sulckur 
Bar·rage, at Kotri, it has been framed to supply irrigation 
facilities to the Hyderabad Division. hiS • t T _o J.rriga ion 
scheme is regarded as the biggest undertaking since 1947 
in Pakistan. It has 3 main canals on the left bank and one 
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main canal on the right bank. The rural ec·onomy of' the 
Hyderabad Division now holds better prospec-ts from assured 
supplies of' water. Previously the Division depended on 
inundation canals, from which only a portion of the Division 
received irregular and unsatisfactory irrigation. Apart 
from irrigation facilities the new construction vdll 
control the Indus floods. An area of 73,000 acres will 
be watered for af'forestation. 
It may be stated here,and as is~ pointed out in Fig. 
28 1 that_.in the former province of Sind the Indus has. been 
more generously canaliselft on its~ left bank than on its~ 
right, o\ring to softer soil and easy terrain on the left, 
than on the righto This is noticeable in all the barrages; 
built on the Indus. river but very pointed in Gulam Mohammad 
Barrage. Its expansion is limited by Laki hills on the 
right banko 
The Gudu Barrage is yet another example of new. 
construction in an area of inundation irrigation, and the 
tec-n.nical supplanting of simple inundation canals by the 
building of integrated water storage and distribution 
systems more suitable for the permanent improvement of 
agriculture. The site is very close to the boundary of 
Quetta Division and is only 90 miles north of' Sukkur. 
The scheme envisages a complete conversion of present 
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inundation canals like the Desert, Unhar, Begari, and 
Sind-Wah on the right bank of the Indus and, Sehar, Dahar, 
Mahi, and Konai on the left bank. In spite of heavy 
flood flow of the Indus the volume of the inundation. canals 
has lowered by heavier withdrawals in upper riparian area. 
Wi tl1 the completion of the BaJ•rages, this position will 
be improved. Even so the new canals will run from 
15th .A;pril-15th of October only, as adequate water is not 
left over during the winter,after meeting the needs of the 
areas earlier served by barrages. 
The irrigated land will be put down to orchards and 
market Gardens in the Sibi area. The entire area. benefited 
by this ambitious project is, 25,000,000 acres and the 
extra food production is estimated to be about 666,000 tonsJ. 
Now the entire area of the Divisions of Hyderabad and 
Khaipur falJs within the reach of Indus will be commanded 
by the 3 Barrages, Gud.u, Suklnlr and Gulam Mohammad. The 
rest of the areas are either deltaic swamp or stony ground 
of the Sind Kohistan. 
Lastly, may be mentioned some special, and, although 
only relatively so, minor projects. 
The Makhi.:..Dhand Reclamation is a minor scheme for the 
levelling up the sand dunes, constructing irrigation courses 
and draining an area of 150,000 acres of waterlogged land 
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in the riverine jungle of the lower Indus Bas~in. 
The Nari Bolan Irrigation Scheme has been sponsored 
to trap the monsoon flow of Bolan river by, in the firs,t 
phase, the erecting of an earth dam to irrigate an area of 
34,000 acres in the Division of Quetta. The second phase. 
includes the diversion of water of the Nari river into the 
Bolan reservoir through a cut. 
Anambar Weir Project and Nar•achi Irrigation Projects· 
in the Division of Quetta were designed to irrigate 60,000 
acres, but the results~ were not achieved according to plan. 
Only 8,200 acres were irrigated for settlement of nomads. 
Irrigation Schemes for the Futur~:~ 
With the effect of the Indus Basin Settlement Plan 
the existing Irrigation System has been greatly altered .• 
FUture irrigation works consist of two reservoirs, 7 link 
canals and 5 barrages supplemented with tubewells and 
drainage. The salient features may be noted in Fig. 29.(41) 
The first reservoir dam will be erected on the Jhelum 
river near the village of Mangla 20 miles away from the 
...-... 
Jhelum town. It's maximum height will be 370 feet and 
length about 2 miles at its: crest. The main dam Will. be 
supplemented by 4 smaller dams of various size from 30 to 
245 feet high. Their function will 'be to close gaps along 
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the southern rim of the reservoir. Thes·e 4 small dams 
cover an area of nearly 5 miles in length. .JU'ter its 
completion,the Mangla dam will be one of the largest earth-
fill dams in the world,\nth a total fill of over 80 mil1ion 
cubic yards. The dam will command a reservoir 36 miles~ 
in length, with a storage capacity of 5.4 mill.ion acre 
feet. The dam Will lead to a very big problem of su~ 
mergence of 68,000 acres of agricultural land and disloca~ 
tion of 85,000 people residing in 145 villages. In 
addition to its function of water storage, 340,000 kilo-
watts of hydel power will be generated. ........... It s present 
capacity of storage and electricity will be enlarged in 
time. 
The second such darn will be constructed on the Indus 
in the proximi.ty of Te.rbela village 15 miles: from the 
town of Haripur. This dam will. be one of the largest 
rock fill dams in the world,with a total fill of 100 million 
. cubic yards. The length of the reservoir will be 25 
miles and its storage capacity will be 5.1 million acre 
feet. No provision has been contemplated for power 
plant at present, though there is large power potential. 
The problems of land submergence and dislocation 
of population will be less~ serious with the creation of 
T arbela dem a The land affected by this dam will be 
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34,000 acres and 40,000 people will be dislodged in 66 
villages. 
The Plan envisages; the construction of seven major 
new link canals. They will be an addition to the 3 
already existing link canals,namely,the Marala~Ravi link 
the B.R.B'.D. link and the Balloki-Sulaimanl<:i link. These 
links have been seriously damaged by the annual f'loods·. 
The seven new link canals are 1. Chasma-.Jhelum Link, 
2. Taunsa-Panjnad Link, 3. Rasul-Quadirabad Link, 4o 
Quadirabad-Balloki Link, 5. Trimmu-Sidhnai Link, 6. Sidhnai-
Mailsi-Bahawal Link, 7. Balloki-Su~·la.imanki Link No. 2. 
These new link canals will be 388 miles in length,with 
capacities aggregating to about 100,000 cusecs. Their 
!'unction will be to transf'er water from the western rivers 
to the area irrigated f'ormerly by the eastern rivers. The 
construction of these canals will involve the excavation of 
an area of' 348 million cubic yards, vn1ich is almost double 
the volume of both Mangla and Terbela dams. The whole. 
landscape of' these canals will be consisted of' 19 regulators 
and f'alls, 150 aqueducts, siphons, inlets;, and outlets;: 
14 railway bridges and 158 bridges of other categories. They 
comprise a colossal undertaking even on a global scale. 
There is also provision of construction of' 5 new 
barrages (Fig. 29). (1) at Chasma on the Indus, (2) at 
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Rasul on the Jhelmn, (3) near Qadirabad on the Chenab, 
(4) above the present Sidhnai head works on the Ravi and 
( 5) on the Sutlej near Mailsi.. '.rhese barrages have a total 
length of 3f, miles. The barrages \till have waterways 
designed to pass· maximum floods. aggregating to about 
4 million cusecs. 
This is a tremendous programme and its rapid imple-
mentation since need is urgent will bring manifold problems. 
The whole country will be affected by a scarcity of labour, 
construction material,transportation,a~d other development 
needs,and. other activities will be seriously curtailed. 
WAPDA intends· to complete in the first 6 years, 4 link 
canals and 3 barrages and the whole programme is as stated 
in the plan has to be finished within a decade. 
The above review shows ,that arid and semi-arid z.ones 
are now being served in every poss:i ble way by using the 
river water of the Indus System. The completion of all 
the irrigation and flood control schemeswill be a big 
step forward in the development of arid and semi~arid sectors; 
of west Pakistan. The Government is examining as never 
before the nee.ess.i ty of water to the nation. Irrigation 
has been promoted to top priority, yet though the irriga-
tion projec:ts completed or envisaged are extensive, they 
are not enough even for the present requirements. 
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The rivers have been harnessed at so many points; 
that there seems to be little more scope for irrigation 
water take off. Therefore it has become a dire necessity 
for Pakistan to utilise the present water with utmost 
ingenuity and save wastage by all meru1s. It has been 
repeatedly express·ed by various authorities who are especially 
concerned with the water distribution that "we have tapped 
practically the entire utilizable flow supplies. of our 
rivers to bring under cultivation millions of acres of 
barren and desolate lands. Our water resoui•ces. are, 
however, limited and the Indian thr•eat to cut off even 
our historic supplies from th~ee eastern rivers looms·. 
large on the horizon. We have thus to plan our remaining 
resources with the greatest care".(44} 
With the completion of Guddu the natural flow of Indus 
is completely utilised. 
Water Saving devices:-
Aside from the new schemes attention may be direcji·ed 
to loss of water in the proces,s of canalisation and distri...: 
but ion. Immediate steps should be taken to reduce losses. 
of water to non-beneficial uses. 
In the arid and semi arid regions watP-r is lost 
particularly as a result of active evaporation. These 
loss·.es can be reduced by us·ing cetyl alcohol and related 
. 
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compounds.(45) They form a thin film on the surface of 
the water and evapor>at.ion is thus inactivitized. In 
Australia and Kenya this method has. been very succ:es:sful, 
50% reduction in Victoria, Australia. Along with high 
evaporation run off is very heavy. The run off recovery 
is not difficult., in that water can be dammed i.e. stored 
up in the soil where it can contribute to the recharge 
of underground water. The run. off. may be recovered at 
headslopes where volume is small but waterflow dispersed, or 
it may be collected at a suitable concentration point 
downstream. The latter will generally be more profitable 
because water is then collected in the area of good soil 
and can easily be spread over the nearby ground. Further.;.; 
more vegetation, and grass both check run off and evapora.;.; 
tion, ru1d replenish the aquifers. 
It is also des:irable to check the growth of weeds; 
in the canals ,as it augments both seepages loss:.es; and 
transpiration. The seepage loss from the main canals, 
minors, distributaries and water courses is very heavy, 
as the top layer of the soil is pervious and sand is of 
common occurenc.e often to great depths, and the water 
percolates readily through. This process becomea rapid 
when the canals are not lined. In his report Professor 
zuur suggested,that at certain places seepage is more than 
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50% of the water carried.(46) To reduce the seepage loss 
and to kill the weeds, weedkiller oils have been investigated 
in the u.s.A.(45) 
To cope with the water shortages re-use and even 
repeated r~use of water has been suggested by experts, 
and it is being practised in the U.S.A. 
Professor zuur has also recorrnnended the use of pumped 
water from the water logged areas providel3. it "has a 
sufficiently low salt content".(46) 
The use of saline water is in the experimental stage 
all over the world. In Pakistan a number of' such experi-
ments at different places have been undertaken by the 
t Director·a: ;e of Land Reclamation. These experiments reveal 
that saline water is not harmful under special irrigation 
and farming practices. In this connection, an example 
of farmers of Thal area is quoted by Asghar.(47) These 
farmers use primitive ploughs for their cul ti vat ion 
procedure, and they irrigate their fields with Persian wheel 
wells. Some of these wells yield saline water but they 
do not retard their cultivation. The secret lies in their 
system of ploughing; they plough the-land in such a way 
that the surface soil is disturbed only to the smallest 
depth, and it is watered very frequently but in small 
quantity. "To maintain proper spreading of water from low 
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heads very small plots usually of the size of 10' x 15 1 are 
made. Thus the saltswhich are usually present at 3 1 to 
4 1 depths are not contacted and they do not move upward 
and consequently are not acc~mnnulated in top surface soil 
on the root zone". ( 47) 
saline waters can be used for successful cultivation 
for salt resistant plants. ExPeriments have also been 
performed in Pakistan in this direction, with tomato 
crops, and gnowing of local paady. The paddy crop proved 
a great succ:ess, but the cultivation of other crops is 
still in an eXJ..;>erimental stage. Researches; are being 
conducted actively to create the salt and drought resistant 
crops. The distinction betwe.en salinity and alkalinity 
is here of great importance. The most toxic mineral 
substances i.e. magnesium sulphate etc. are only found in 
high con'?entration under some geological conditions. Use 
of saline ancl alkaline water must vary with regional 
differences in chemical content of the water, movement of 
the water ta.ble etc. 
Again experts are trying to discover the means of 
producing maximum crops with minimum water use. In Israel 
attention is concentrated on the de-salting of sea water 
for all uses, water differences, and similar researches 
are going on in the u.s.A. 
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The possibilities in the progress of water r•esources· 
and economic uses of water are not exhausted in the arid 
and semi-ar•id ceded countries., but many of' them are 
handicapped by want of' capital; cheap methods: will be of' 
particuJ.ar use. 
Besides,all these means of water conservation which 
involve high expense, every individual should be persuaded 
by law to put every drop of water to an economic use. 
The farmers should be made to realise that application of' 
excessive water by individuals is a luxury which is beyond 
the capacity of national water resources. The most 
important fundamental need. is for more comprehensive hydro-
logical and meteorological studies based on factual 
data, in order to compute and forecast waterflow and the 
probability of floods. It will provide a firm basis 
for conserving vrater. such studies~ should be extended to 
the snow fields, to find out the yield of' water from snow 
for irrigational operation. The forecasting of floods: 
will automatically lead to the study of rate of run-off. 
Finally,such progress Will help the farmer to plan his 
crop calendar and his harvests will be saved from the 
sufferings of floods and meteoric storms. 
Effects of' canal construction:-
The im.rnecliate ef'fect of the canal system as noted 
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below is the increase in tlle total irrigated cropped 
acreage. This is the great conternperary result of past 
work on water conservation and water use. The table 
below indicates an increase in the irrigated area in the 
former provinces of Punjab and Sind as decfuier.l averages; 
in million acres.(48) 
1901-11, 1911-21, 1921-31, 1931~41, 1941-51 
Cultivated 27.2 30.5 35.6 
Irrigated 7.1 9.1 11.0 13.3 
It shows an increase from decade to dec:ade in both 
types of cultivated acreages. The acreages. are marlcedly 
high in the latter decades. The second effect is the 
development of underdeveloped areas by opening new colonies,. 
All the new barrages have been designed in such a way to 
fulfil ess.ential diverse needs of economic life such as. 
communication and transportation facilities by construction 
of roads, raihvays, setting up new. industries:. to combat 
unemployment and providing them with uniform and secure 
water supplies. Thus new vistas are opened for the 
empty zones; of the cotmtry. Manifold purpose5are being 
served by these projects, besides. strengthening our food 
position and ensuring security from food shortages. 
• f • t Yl.li"'J , t k • t d The irrigatJ.on bene J. s acc~.J . . o Pa J.s an o not 
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end with riparian progress, but are augmented by the many 
potentialities particularly in the form of hydroelectricity 
on which depends present and f'uture industries and the 
rural electrification. Irrigation is a ftmdamental part 
of the reclamation progress,through which virgin wastelands: 
are being made efficient to produce food. 'l'hu.s it is a 
meaTls of using land and human resources~ to the optimum. 
The motive forces for such developments 4-re the increasing 
population.----~food requirements,~· ----~•and employment----+ 
power needs and -~~~ domestic and industrial water supplies·. 
The vital importance of irrigation is to combat droughts, 
and{rehabilitate the inundated areas. It is even considered 
by the National Meteorologist that irrigation has modified 
the climate of the dry region on a large scale.(49) 
Along with incalculable bleestngs, irrigation has also 
brought havoc to the fertile agricultural lands,by creating 
the twin problems of vvaterlogging and salinity, locally 
ltnown as 11 Sem11 and "Thur" respectively. These two evils 
are threatening seriously the agrici..l.l tural lands whi.ch 
produce good irrigated crops on which the structure of 
Pakistan economy is built. 
Water logging:-
The causes of water logging had been generally examined 
by 1917, but with the birth of Pakistan particular atten-
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tion is being turned to the causes .. and remedies of 
waterlogging. Proper scientific studies. of the problem 
was initiated in 1938, based on the belief that the rise 
of water table is the combined affect of rainfall, intensity 
of irrigation and improper construction of canals and ill-
defined drainage.. Since 1950. teams of foJ•eign experts. 
sponsored by F.A.o. have been visiting Pakistan and several 
reports pertaining to waterlogging have been submitted by 
them. Besides these a large volume of scientific work 
has -oeen put fol"'ward by the national experts recently. 
The phenomena of waterlogging takes place when "the 
sub-soil water table has reached such a height; that it 
exists within a z.one, where due to the capillary action, 
evapo-transpiration becomes operative, and any further rise 
of water-table decreases compara.ti vely, as· the additions 
of water due to which the subsoil water rises are completely 
disposed of by the evaporatranspiration. When such 
conditions are reached, any further rise of sub-soil water 
level ceases a:nd the land is termed "wa.ter-logged".(50) 
causes of Waterlogging:-
Waterlogging in west Pakistan has as a long history as: 
the present perennial canal system has. The areas to which 
canals were applied early had an early start of waterlogging 
and the areas which carne under irrigation, in later years. 
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developed the signs of waterlogg~~~ subsequently. A rough 
........... 
estimate of the area affected by water logging was 500,000 
acres in 1956.(42) 
The prevailing version of water-logging in Pakistan 
is that with the introduction of canals the level"'of the 
sub-soil water-table is constantly and considerably ristng. 
This rising water table has been examined by many national 
and foreign scientists. There are many causes. sugges:ted 
by diffe1•ent authorities, but very recently the following 
causes have been suggested as the creation of this evi19(51) 
1. Canal seepage, 
2. Rainfall increase (within irrigated area), 
3. Drainage destruction by roads and railways., 
4. Spills from hill torrents. and rivers, and sheet 
flow. 
5. CUltivation of "high delta" crops such as rice 
and sugarcane, 
6. A~jsorption from the fj_elds. 
Waterlogging was first noted in 1880 in the Bari Doab 
and in 1900 in Lower Chenab canal colony. To examine 
this phenomenon wells were dug out in the area served by 
new canals, and the level of their water was recorded twice 
a year namely in June, the month preceded by drought weather 
and in October, the month preceded by wet weather. Simul-
taneously river gauge stations were initiated to record the 
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daily discharges of the rivers and canals. 
The collection of systematic data on ground water 
levels for the Punjab was started in 1926 and f'or the 
former Khaii'pur state in 1932, for the purpose of noting 
the "trends and depicting the areas where ground water in 
each year stands at average depths beneath. the surface of 
0-5 feet, 5-10 feet, and 10-15 feet". (52) The study of 
these records disclosed that the porou.s sands, a11d soils> of 
the perennially irrigated lands. were becoming steadily 
saturated. The extent of areas of' varying water-table in 
the Doabs of Rechna and Chaj may be noted in the table follow-
ing. 
Doabs Depth o:r Water- .Areas in 
Table Acres 
Rechna 0- 5 1 184,320 
5-10 1 2,048,000 
10-15' 2t242,560 
Chaj 0- 5' 291,841 
5-10' 1,469,440 
10-15 I 919,040 
The data illustrates that situation is very grave in Rechna 
Doab. 
In the opinion of the Director of Land Reclamation the 
waterlogging at present "is not of a very high order yet 
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the rate of rise of water table is high, and the problem 
is more serious than it appears to beu.(50) The same 
author recently calculated the variations in the water 
table in the Doabs of Chaj and Rechna, and from the 
observations he has tabulated the volumes; of water-table 
for the years stated in the Appendix 9.(53) 
The water table level in the doabs is for analysis, 
regarded,as falling within the following categories of 
depth below ground level: 0-5 ft, 5-10 ft, 10-15 ft and 
lower than 15 feet. 
Of the 2 doabs 7% of the area has a watertable 
stabilised since 1935 at betwe.en o.:.:5 feet. The areas where 
the wa.terta"ble lies -below 10 feet are dec:reasing in siz.e .• 
The area in which it lies 'bet .. veen 5.:.:10 feet are steadily 
increasing, amounting to 30% of the Rechna Doab, and 50% in 
Chaj Doab. Obviously,while the area at present periodically 
liable to waterlogging is. fairly small, the area in which 
waterlogging is: going to occur in the future unles:s· 
preventive action is taken is frighteningly large. 
Referring to the present Division of Khairpur and 
Hyderabad, William stated that "Although abandoned areas 
are not as extensive, •.••• degrees of deterioration are no 
les:s acute". 
At present a grave situation has been realised in the 
newly reclaimed virgin land of the Thal. As has been 
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reported by zuur the depressions in the land have been 
filled with water at Harnoli.(46) Ahmad has recently 
reported that the total rise of water table in the Tha,l 
canal area since 1935 is 7.13 feet.(54) 
The problem of waterlogging is commonly found in the 
arid and semi-arid region, where rainfall is ill-distributed 
and highly variable in its seasonal incidences, and the 
countries which have a perennial supply o:f surface water 
and have exploited their water resources: to the full capacity 
for irrigation. Thes:e countries, are, Pakistan, Egypt, 
Iraq, Western U.S.A., South Africa, Australia and India.(53) 
The nature of the problem is similar in thes;e countries: 
because of the , · • ' --· I poorly developed sub-surface 
drainage. 
In the west Pakistan lowland, land is level and without 
construction of artificially deep drainage channels the 
water percolation from the canals finds, no way out. In 
consequence water table rises~ near the S'.oil surf'aces, when 
evapOl~ation sets in operation and water is. abstracted. 
In the paragraphs which follow an assessment of the 
causes have been made. 
As it has been explained in the Chapter 1,the slope 
of the lowland is very gentle but the gradient is very 
great in the foot 
lowland. It has 
--·,\il\~ U:l'"' ... ~ hills %~!l;~~:n• ·a:l5r)ll.ptly descends tnto the 
{"l ,.~? '{jh\ J 
also 1le'hfi ~,~~lained that the rainf'all '-...l.l£!~ 
- ' 
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decreases in amount from North Eas.t to south West and south, 
correspondi-ng with the grain of the country. Hence,the 
excessive percolation of rainwater and seepage from the 
skirting hills in the sub mountainous zone of north east is·. 
inevitable. 
As an example 1 we may consider the Rec~~a Doab between 
the Chenab and Ravi, for which, 1882. data is available, i.e. 
for the period before the modern development of a highly 
concentrated network of canals. (Fig. 32). 
In tb.e northern part of the doab, the watertable is 
generally high but because of the relative impermeability 
of the alluvium, the water seepage from the hills is; 
areally irregular and the 1Natertable contours show an 
irregular pattern of groundwater lodging. South of the 
latitude of Lahore a symmetrical water table contour pattern 
indicates: the presence of a water table depression between 
the channels of the Ravi and Chenab. Purther study of the 
map illustrates a region of deep water table south of 
Lyallpur, having a steepes~t gradient in the north and steep 
to the west. With a water level from 50~90 f'eet, obvious·ly 
evaporation is non operative. This low water table remained 
because of the great distances from the river. Carls tan'S; 
views: on the depression were, that "a very porous aquifer, 
perhaps consisting of' gravel beds of a Pleistocene river, 
480500 
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exists at depth and also runs" according to grain of the 
area from North east to south west, 11draining the centre of 
the Doab".(3) It is also thought}that,the water supply 
in both rivers has never been adequate to replenish the 
depress-ion. Since 1882 many more canals have been con-
structed and more and more water distributed over the 
surface of the doab, with the result that the water table 
level has risen .. In 1955 the regularity o1' water table con-
tours· is broken and replaced varying levels and local water 
tables. 'J.'he geologic and topographic balance has; thus 
been disturbed:. 
The rise in the Rechna Doab was commonly attributed in 
the first place,to t.he presence of a sub-surface ridge runn-
ing from Sh~ur to Delhi. It was thought that the flow 
of subsoil water was obstructed -oy this ridge and high water 
table resulted upstream. This theory has been discounted, 
as nThe sub-soil water-table contours; fail to show any 
abrupt change while cros.s:ing over the ridge, and are quite 
regular both up stream and down~ stream", (53) with local 
variations. 
It was suggested by Hamid that the soil above. the 
rock ridge may be much more compact thus damming the sub~ 
surface flow of water. Carlston rejected this View., 
as he considers; that many million of years are needed in 
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the production o~ compact soil, and the Indus valley 
deposits are too recent.(3) 
The rise o~ water table is observed by some earlier 
writers and recently studied by Nazir and associates;, as. 
up 
also caused by the breaking~of surface drainage by construc-
tion of roads, railways, canals and embankments, without 
provision of syphons.(51) 
The rise in the water table observable at some places 
during the last eighty years could theoretically be attri-
butable to an increase in rainfall. This has -oeen advanced 
by various author-ities, the most recent study being that 
by Ahmad who has analysed the rainf'all data for the 
folloWing canal regions, and periods;:-(54) 
1. Thal canal from 1935-1955. 
2. Upper Jhelum canal, 1916-1955. 
3. Lower Jhelum canal, 1902-1955. 
4. Upper Chenab canal, 1907-1954. 
5. Lower Chenab canal, Upper region, 1905-1955. 
6. Lower Chenab canal, Lower region, 1905-1955 .. 
7. Lower Bari Doab canal , 1920-1955. 
A fundamental difficulty arises in the advancing of any 
hypothesis concerning recently changes in rainfall. As 
may be noted from the graphs fluctuations from year to year 
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are very large. {Fig. 33) It would therefore be statisti-
cally incorree:t to try and plot any system of running 
means. 
The candidate has selected four case S;tudies, to show 
the relationship between rainfall, rise of water table and 
average fluctuations in the water table from June to October: 
1. Upper Chenab canal. 
2. Thal canal. 
3. Upper Jhelum canal. 
4. Lower Bari Doab. 
It is clear and,as has already been pointed out by Ahmad 
that in all casea the long te~ trend of the water table 
height is upward. There is no direct ratio between rain-
fall and the general water table height. On the graphs, 
Fig. 33 the present writer has also plotted the details of 
annual fluctuations of the water table. Here a direct 
relationship is observable. In all cases: heavy rains: 
produce immediate rises in the water table and vice-versa. 
The question remains, (a) Are there observable any trends 
in rainfall arnounta and consequently water table movements, 
{b) Are such movements significant? 
In the region of Upper Chenab canal the water table 
distinctly and rapidly rises: from 1907 to 1925. In post 
1925 period the water table does not show a steep rise, 
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but is stabilised, swinging between 17-20 feet. The annual 
fluctuations in water table are positive but for a few 
years caused by low rainfall. The rainfall peaks and the 
peaks formed by the water table fluctuations are correspond~ 
ing. 
The fluctuations of rainfall and water table indicate, 
that rainfall does not tend to increase, nor it shows the 
regularity in its amount. Throughout the period of 1907~8 
to 1953-54 the rainfall has been greatly variable in its 
amount. This indicates that irrigation has not clearly 
influenced the rate of precipitation, but it has raised the 
water table to an almost fixed level as between 17-20 feet. 
In the case of Thal canal, there is a short period of 
rain recording, but in recent years 1949-1951, rainfall of 
order of' 8" paralls a rise in water table. Low rainfall in 
1951-52 paralls a drop. 195~55 had increasing amounts: of 
precipitation and rising water table. A hypothetic 
relationship is thus established, and on the basis of back 
projection one might assume a period of increasing rainf'all 
since at least 1939. What we do not yet know,is the 
irrigation supply., which over a short period might coincide 
with a pattern of increased rainfall and might even be 
mainly responsible for the water table rise. Thus,we see 
the necessity for not only noting time-relationship but 
also measuring the significance of each element. The rise 
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in the actual water-table is rapid since 1948 when first 
irrigation was. applied to this area. 
The condi tiona in the cas·e of upper Jhelum canal are 
similar to the one noted for the Upper Chenab canal. The 
fluctuations in the rainfall parallel the fluctuations in 
the water table. Whenever tlle rainfall tends·. to steady 
water table also tends to be steady. The actual water 
table is very regular after 1930. Fig. 33 also reveals 
that water table rise has directly increased with the 
application of irrigation,but it does not indicate the increase 
in rainfall. The years of negative fluctuations are the 
consequence of low rainfall. 
In the Lower Bari Doab area there has been a continuous 
and steep rise in the water table uf.til 1937~38. Since 
then it is generally steady in rise. Except in 1940..;41 and 
1951~52 the annual fluctuatioTis in the water table are 
mainly positive. The negative fluctuations correspond 
to the rainfall troughs. ve..lo.ho11 It shows; direct :· -1 : of rainfall 
but no indication of increasing rainfall, or of the 
possibility over short periods of declining rainfall having 
any effect on water table. 
An argument in the support of rainfall theory haa been 
advocated by McLeod, which was neglected: by previous res:earch 
workers.(55) He po1ntea out that before the introduction of 
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canal the ground was hard and untilled and there were no 
field embankments which could hold the rainwater so that 
t~e run-off was not obstructed. With the construction 
of canals the land is cultivated and every field is 
enclosed by an embankment,so,both the rainwater and the 
irrigation water are equally held up by these impediments, 
and favourable conditions are created for permeation. 
McLeod has calculated the relative importance of the 
two sources of percolation, the rainfall and irrigation. 
He asswned ·~ __ ·- a rainfall of one foot indicating that 
rainwater amounted to four thirds; ( 4/3) of the total amount 
of irrigation water per unit of area, of which the normal 
intensity is 25%.. He also pointe~out the uselessness of' 
rainwater which falls on the fallow land and is retained 
by embankments, this water percolates and raises~ the gro'Wl.d 
water table instead of suppl~enting irrigation. 
The blockage of surface drainage of ~off is probably 
not the major cause, in the rise of water table, but is one 
of the causes which contribute more water to the ground 
water table locally, than before the advent of irrigation. 
Carlston's; investigations on the Rechna Doab rising 
water level revealed~that~the pattern of underground water 
level has been considerably changed between 1920-1950; 
owing to the canal system. Infilling flow from the north 
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east has been rapid. The areas receiving no irrigation 
are maintaining a low water table, while the water has been 
completely stabilised with a water table at 5 ~t. ~rom the 
sur~ace, with only seasonal fluctuations.(3) 
Lately1 Nazir and co-workers have explained the high 
water table as owing to the existence o~ clay lenses: at 
certain places, which locally block the sub-surface water 
flowJthua the non uniformity o~ sub-surface strata is 
responsible for retarding the sub-surface flow.(51) This 
vie\V is also express:ed by Rahman for the cause of water-
logging in Khair-pur Division.(56) 
Rainfall is hypothetically important but far more 
important is irrigation. This has led to an increased 
surface air-humidity, but as. appears from the Figures the 
secular variations appear so large that there is no 
observational proof of this having any effect. Ultimately 
waterlogging is within the sphere of human action and 
power. 
canal seepage:-
It is generally thought that the seepage from the 
canals is respansible for the accumulation of ground water. 
This aspect has been·ascertained by measuring the seepage 
losses: in the un1 t lengths of canals along with the records 
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of water levels in the areas adjacent to cane~se(54) It 
reveals that seepage loss is of high rate in specific 
areas particularly in the upper reaches of canals where 
they have been dug down deeply and water flows in the 
more sandy sub-soil. Most canals pass through non-homo-
genous soil, and within short distances there are pockets of 
pervious. and impervious clay, the pervious soil encouraging 
seepage. In one case over the distance or 72 miles, 40 
miles were in the sandy soil and 32 miles silt and clay. 
Thus the water seeps through the sandy portions end 
infiltrates into clay. 
Permeability tests have been perfor.med by the Irriga-
tion Department for various canals. The following state-
rnent shows: the order of seepage in the Upper Gugera Canal. 
seepage Length of seepage in Canal in 
cusecs. miles. per mile. 
Pervious, reaches 96 18.2 5 cs 
Semi-pervious reaches: 105 26.6 4 cs 
Lower Permeability reaches 17 11.6 1.5 cs. 
It may be said here that seepage loss should not be 
of much importance at present, as it must have been dimin-
ished considerably by the vas;t accumulation of sil ta: and 
other sediments carried in the water and deposited in the 
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canal beds. Again it is possible when considering the 
older canals, that,they must have been choked up with 
sediments, since they overflow with only a slight increase 
of water. Along with this it may be poss·ible that a 
seepage may have stopped owing to the substantial rise 
in water table. Variations in time may thus be important. 
All these speculations need investigation. 
The rising of water table was attributed by Asghar 
to the monsoon rainfall and only secondarily to seepage.(57) 
His point of view is base~ on the investigations for the 
years 1935-36 to 1942-43. He fo~~d the total water losses 
for the four main canal systems namely, Lower Chenab canal, 
Upper Chenab canal, Lower Jhelum canal and the Upper Jhelum 
canal was 3,421 cusec:s, of a total main discharge at the 
heads of the canals of 23,521 cusecs. These loss.es include 
the evaporation losS'.es. also which he estimated as 10%, 
while only 4.4% he calculated as seepage loss. 
Influence of crops on the water table:-
The lysimeter experiments conducted by the Director 
of Land Reclamation, show that, cotton, wheat, gram, maiz_e 
are exhausting crops in respect of moisture, hence they 
extract from the under ground water table at a greater 
rate than normal increment from rainfall and irrigation. 
On the other hand rice and sugarcane when irrigate~ 
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allow an addition to the underground water. It has been 
observed that 60" of total surface application including 
rainfall is given to rice,out of which,25% or 15" goes\ to 
the ground water. This means that growing of water 
exhausting crops like wheat, cotton and grain may prove 
a remedy to lower down the water table in the waterlogged 
areas. 
zuur does not agree with the idea of high water delta 
crops, he stated that more water is being applied to the 
experimental crops than the average for the whole of ex~ 
Punjab. 
At the same time evidence of waterlogging or high water 
table ie largely confined to the rice groWing dist~icts. 
There are many contrasting pictures. If it is thought that 
water is rising owing to more crops of high delta, then 
there would have not been the prevailing salinity,w.hich 
largely lead~ from wa~er being more lightly applied than 
it is desirable. Hence,the relative influences. of 
irrigation water through high delta crops on the water table 
is not clear. The high delta crops are the best way of 
leaching the salts. and a decrease in their cultivation may 
prove harmful. A change in crop rotation may prove more 
beneficial. 
According to Asghar a soil which contains at least 15% 
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clay, a pH-value of not leas. than 8.5 and a salt content 
below o.~ would prevent the rise of water table.(58) In 
one of his papers Asghar explains the constitution of a 
typical ex-Punjab soil profile,containing 10-15% of clay 
and being of 10~15 ft thicknes:s. Again the situation is 
paradoxical, in that from the ca.Yldidates s~tudi es: it app~ars 
that no simple relationship betwe.en soil type and water-
logging exists. There is no single cause· such as seepage, 
:i.ncreases in rainfall, ob~tructions of natural drainage, 
torrents, cultivation of high delta crops, and absorption 
from the fields.(59) 
In the case of the Rechna Doab (Fig. 32) we may say 
that the free return flow to the rivers from, canals, and 
drains is checked, by less porosity of the soil which has 
become saturated, and great distance to the river. It is 
improbable that the flow is retarded by any sub-terranean 
obstruction. There is an addition of water to the sub 
soil by the monsoon, but the run off is retarded by desire~ 
cultural features as roads and railways which add to the 
subsoil water. The percolation through irrigation is 
not considerable, but seepage losses are of high magnitude·; 
hence the appearance of the waterlogged area primarily 
resulta from seepage. The other elements are secondary or 
third rate causes, which nevertheles·s~ are part of an 
integrated geographical whole. 
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Remedies for waterlogging:-
The prevention lies: with any method which helps de-
watering of the present watered area. There are several 
methods for such an approach. The main intention is to 
prevent the major contributing factor, the seepage from 
the canals, by lining the canal channels. The other steps 
in this direction are constructing open drains, tile drains, 
and dewatering of area by tube well pumping. 
Lining canals:- All those canals constructed before 
1939 are unlined and several of the post 1939 canals are 
lined.(59) The present unlined canals are creating havoc 
for heavy seepage through them, and it has made the 
installation of drainage an uphill task. 
The reduction in seepage \~th lining may be offset 
to some extentJby the addition of increased irrigation 
supplies to the ground water to promote leaching.{51) Owing 
to economic conditions lining would necesaarily be confined 
to the portion of heavy seepage losses. This will reduce 
the seepage but will not eliminate it altogether. Again 
it is not practicable and economical to line the rivers 
and all distributaries. Therefore,the lining is of limited 
value as an approach to lowering the water table. In 
Pakistan various types of lining have been tried for instance 
bricks incorporated with a layer of thin concrete, and bitu-
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minous sand. The bituminous sand proved to be satisfactory 
where the sides. and bottom of the canals are strong. 
The lining problem is aggravated when the ground water 
table rises above the canal bottom. Moreover closing of 
canals temporarily means a setback to agriculture. Thus 
all the experts jointly agree that lining of existing 
canals is impossible. Lining will in some c:ases retard 
the seepage process which replenishes; the good qual! ty 
potable ground water. The authorities concludeJthat,a 
thorough lining of large portions of canal,which are in 
permanent use would only be feasible, if it is proved that 
there is no other remedy for rising water. 
The candidate has. read the recent unpublished reports 
of the experts and it is clear,that,every method carries·. 
physical advantages and disadvantages. With respect to 
lining each channel and water course, this< is: a financial 
imposs:ibili ty. The lining does. diminish the seepage water 
but no lining type will eliminate the seepage losses entirelt.~:.; 
Therefore,the little water which seeps down through lining, in 
the course of time will still create a waterlogging condition. 
Therefore,it is desirable that lining should not be considered 
as a final approach to a cure for waterlogging. Again,":-;;· 
lining canals,means a great reduction in ground water 
resources and an increase in the wastage of water. The 
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water which runs off to sea is lost for ever, but if it is 
sucked down to the aquifers it can be utilised through 
pumping. This could keep the water table low, the water 
being saved in the sub-soil region where evaporation is 
nil. (See below). 
Before proceeding to artificial drainage techniques. 
it is suggested,that,an immediate step should be directed 
in the rapid disposal of surface water.. As it has bee.n 
explained in Chapter 3 that rainfall camea in torrents which 
does not profit considerably the crop growth, but runs off 
to the low lying areas, and finally to the sea. such 
intermediate stops are very common in the low land owing to 
its flatness. and this stagnant water contributes to the 
general rise of water table, and invites malaria and increas-
ing the risk of flood damage. Such surface water should 
be quickly discharged to the rivers or canals. 
Artificial Drainage:- To mitigate the rising of 
water tables some effective measures, have been taken by 
Pakistan Government.(53) 
lo Closing of canals. 
2. Reduction in water allowance. 
3. Providing flow surface drainage. 
4. Installing pump drainage. 
There are 5 methods: of draining the surplus water from the 
land: 1. open drains, 2. 
4. sunken drains and 5. 
wells. 
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tile drains, 3. Mole drains, 
the draining of water by tube 
gpen drains:- Open drains are practised aa a r~nedy 
for waterlogged areas in Australia, Egypt, United s.tates. 
and the Union of South Africa.. Open drains are also used 
in the humid countries. like U.K.. and the Netherlands; 
though there is a greater use of tile drainage: owing to 
the high value of land. 
Although,open drains have been used in many territories, 
their construction presents certain problems. 
First,heavy machinery is necessary for their excavation 
and much labour 1 s required.. Secondly, equ,ipment and labour 
is needed for maintenance such as cleaning of weeds, silt 
removal and bank falling unless. they are tiled. When 
completed,they obstruct the mobility of man and machinery 
and lastly,they take good land out of use. Their advantage 
is that,they are relatively cheap, easy and simple to install 
and prove effective. The cost in other words is absolutely 
high but relatively low. All the objections lose weight 
when the same system is used for disposal of both surface 
and underground waters. In this way they serve two purposes;. 
Besides these,the drain water can be used for irrigation 
after treatment. 
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Some experts think that land lost to open ditches is 
not important for Pakistan. Land is the most important 
asset of Pakistan, it should not be wasted deliberately as 
Pakistan is an agricultural country and to raise the stan-
dard of agriculture and to expand this industry, good land 
is the foremost need. S'ince land is lost by salinity and 
water logging the remaining land should be valued much 
more. Land extravagance and the improvement of farming 
attitudes do not go well together. Besides this, the 
competitive uses of land are increasing every day with a 
demand for building of dw~s, settlements, industries, 
amenities, military, roads, railways, Public buildings, etc. 
as the country is making s:trides in all spheres every day. 
The land problem is ess·.entially one of balancing future 
returns against present and short-te~ needs. 
Tlle drains:- These drains have an advantage over 
the open drains as they do not take valuable land. 
As expressed by Eaton "In view of the general low 
content of clay in the soils ••••• it would seem that tile 
drains should work remarkably well",(60) maintaining that 
the soils in general have a clay element of ~15%, and 
only oceasionally up to 3B.%. 
According to this author's estimation the areas irri-
gated by canals have a water-table within 15 feet of the 
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surface and this needs drainage. He assumed that if the 
present water was applied to 30-40,% of the land for a 
continuous cultivation, there would have been no reduction 
in gross agricultural produce if productivity was increase~ 
to the maximum. This would necessitate the installation 
ot tile drains on only about 35,% of the 9,000,000 acres. 
The tile drains are in vogue only in some parts of 
Australia and less. commonly in Egypt. Tile drains are 
extensively used in the corn Belt of the United States 
owing to high cost of land.(31) Tile drains are very 
common in U.K. , but more ex.tensi ve throughout Holland. 
In Pakistan tile drains have been only tried in the 
Chakanwali Recl&uation Farm where the water table was 
between 1-4 feet; out of 3,.645 acres, an area of 1,765 
acres has been entirely reclaimed by drains, the process 
of reclamation continuing. High yields are obtained from: 
the reclaimed land as given below~53)(61) 
Year 
1951 
1952 
1953 
Wheat 
5.54 
Crop Yields (mBunds) 
Gratn 
" 
-
4.9 
5.89 
Paddy 
14.5 
14.6 
31.0 
Cotton 
5.9 
2.8 
2.26 
Sugarcane 
142.9 
90.0 
123.2 
Though the data show· fluctuations in yields, they tend to 
be high for Pakistan. Besides these arable crops,the 
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experiments on fruit trees as Mulberry, grapes, guava and 
banana etc have proved successful. 
The tile drainage system is expensive, and involves: a 
very high degree of sub-surface investigation. As far 
as the making of tiles are concerned they would have to 
be prepared locally from the available raw material. ~neir 
baking will involve fuel which will have to be imported 
along with the machinery, unless the provision of gas made 
possible. Gas fuel can be employed because it is being 
provided to the districts of Multan, Lyallpur and Lahore. 
No problem will arise in the availability of labour which 
is l·ocal and cheap. 
It is pointed outJthat open drainage requires much 
labour. This should not be regarded. as a drawback, as~ 
labour is not scarce in Pakistan. In fact excavation of 
open ditches will employ some of the present million of 
unemployed population, both temporarily and permanently for 
the maintenance of the drains. As in the case of much 
Italian development, in order to conserve scarce capital 
resources and to ameliorate social conditions,it is often 
necess·ary deliberately to use labour intensive projee:ts. 
If experiments in open drainage do not prove encourag-
ing, there is a possibility of these being abandoned. The 
surface drains tried so far have inadequate outfalls and 
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insufficient gradients. To cause proper gravity flow 
in drains, installation of pumping plants at the outfalls 
as in Egypt and Holland will be nee:ess·itated, such drains are 
relatively cheap and can serve three fold purposes as: 
stated above. The expenditure for construction and mainte-
nance for open drains is stated as averaging $ 7. (Rs 33) per 
acre. Williams however,recommended that open drains and 
ditches s~ould only be installed when draining by ~ing 
and tile drainage system prove uneeonomical and less 
effective.(52) 
In the view of the present writer open ditches are 
not practicable owing to the physical constitution of our 
soils, which contains higher amount of sand and low 
gradient. They are liable to the same defects as are 
unlined canals. 
It is because of the high cost of construction,that 
Eaton has emphasisecill ,that the expenses·. will be justified. 
only in areas Which with increase~ water-supply will promise 
a considerably high yields. However,while every expert has 
mentioned the high cost tile drains involve, they have not 
given any estimates in figures. 
Thus,the tile drainage system sounds more suitable, 
but both seepage drains, and tile drains have proved les:s, 
effective, where there are heavy surface soils. Shallow 
tube wells have proved better measures for extracting 
excessive sub-soil water and this is supported by Nazir 
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and co-workers.(51) In fact,since all types of drains work 
efficiently only on good gradients, they are not every-
where efficient. 
Mole drains and sunken drains were also experimented 
in Chakanwali Farm. Mole drains discharged good amount 
of water but collapsed quickly. The sunken drains could 
not be continued for their high cost. 
Pakistan should in no way hesitate to use the avail-
Ti 
able plenty of gas ..<S:ources for the working of tube wells 
and baking of tiles for the drains. The combination 
of these two devices vnll derive the waterlogging efficiently. 
Tube wells:-
In Pakistan tube-wells are used for a variety of 
purposes. The Central Tube-well Projee.t for example,is 
concerned in the Rechna Doab with lowering the water table 
and using same of the water obtained by well-pumping 
to leach out surface salts. 
The tube well installations in the sub mountain region 
is to tap underground water reserves~ for local irrigation 
in the riverain areas, such as in the Dera Ismail Khan 
and in the environs of Rawalpindi. 
Thus 1 the tube well schemes et present underteken serve 
many fold purposes as: 
1. To make up canal losses. 
2. To lower the ground water table. 
3. To remove the harmful salts. 
4. To reclaim cultivable area. 
5. To increase the water supply for irrigation and 
reclamation o~ saline soil by pumping ground 
water. 
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6. To tap the new undergroUnd water reserves, (this 
has been dealt with under underground water 
resources). 
In the old Punjab o~ 1945 a total installation of 
1860 tube wells was envisaged; out ol that 1 1,100 were 
installed to dl"ain the excessive water from the land. The 
majority of these wells were laid dom1 close to the main 
canals. In that,much of the water in the tube wells was 
part of the volume in vertical circulation through the 
canals, no appreciable land reclamation was possible. These 
wells were located without there being any full inventory 
of underground conditions and hydraulic characteristics 
for individual wells. The wells were spaced arbitrarily 
as close as 500 feet apart and from 25-600 feet from main 
irrigation canals. Eaton has reported,that,in pre 1947 
era the canal irrigation was usually supplemented by install~ 
ing wells at a distance of 1,000 feet apart from the canal. 
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In post 1947 a decision was made to bore wells close to 
canal, as an attempt to diminish the seepage by breaking up 
the connection between the canals and the ground water 
level. "Same 790 wells from 200-280 feet deep, designed 
for 2.5 cusecs of water delivery were therefore put down 
at 60 feet from the canals, lateral erosion of canal 
banks has in places reduced the distance to the wells from 
the canals. It was later computed,that 78% of the water 
from these wells was coming from the canal itself".(3) 
This was a result of sheer absence of investigation in the 
fields of hydraulics, soils., and underground water level. 
Such are very expensive lessons for Pakistan. 
The failure waa oruy partial in that,part of the purpose .. 
of installation was to remove sub-surface water, but the 
closeness of the wells to the canals was too great, and 
by producing narrow zones of low water table immediately 
next to canal beds increased seepage. Since,moreover the 
general cost of tube well water for irrigation averages 
Rs 32 per acre as compared with Rs 10 for canal water, any 
failure in even one of the multipurposes; of tube-w.ell 
installation is critical from the economic point of view. 
Quality of Tube well water:-
Eaton reported,that.there is no considerable difference 
in the ground water quality between different areas.(60) 
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It was also expressed by both Eaton and AsgharJthat water 
in some wells turned saline in the course of time, which 
in the view of Eaton is a common feature. 
Asghar however estimated,thatJnearly 50% of the wells 
situated away from the canals yield a water of bad quality, 
while 9~ of wells located near the canals yield good 
quality water. It has been assumed that)the top 50 feet of 
water is commonly saline in areas situated away from canals, 
usable water generally ltting at the depth of 200 feet. 
The sample studies of the tube wells' water analyses 
made by Eaton are tabulated below. Thes,e samples repre-
sented the wells close to the canals, hence they contained 
up to 80% of recirculated water. Two thi rd:s of' the samples. 
contained more than 1,000 p.p.m. (part per million) of 
sal tf• 
Part ;12er million of dissolved! solids by 
classes 
0 251 501 751 1001 1501 3001 5000 
Class~: to to to to to to to and Total 
250 500 750 1000 1500 3000 5000 higher 
Number 1 20 21 19 36 42 13 24 176 
Another set of samples from Lyallpur has been considered. 
Of the samples taken at greatest depth, only half contained 
over 500 p.p.m. of' salt, "and using this criterion alone, 
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much of the water would appear to be of good quality". The 
majority of the samples show that the upper samples were 
more saline than the water at lower depths; (as mentioned 
already). Almost all the samples contained residual sodium 
carbonate i.e., there was more bicarbonate than calcium plus 
magnesium. Practically,all of these waters would ultimately 
cause the soils to become alkaline and rather impermeable, 
so that gypsum would be required for their maintenance. 
On the basis of Eaton's work in the case of 7 samples 
having less: than 1,200 p.p .. m. of total salt, their drainage 
requirements ranged from 3-24%, and those for gr,P,Csum varied 
from 678 lbs to 7,020 lbs per acre feet; and average being 
22,880 lbs. According to the recent standard for drinking 
water for human beinga in the arid areas, salinity of 
3,000 parts by weight of NaCl per mil~ion of water can be 
drunk regularly. The limit s:et for hors·es; and dairy 
cattle is 3,000 part and 15,600 for sheep. The limit& for 
crop production has been ascertained aa 100-200 parts per 
million. Tamrisk and palm grow with 6,000 parts of NaC1.(62) 
Considering the economic feasibility of using gypsum, 
Eaton assumed, that,the gypsum can be supplied to the land 
for Rs 30 per ton and that 4 acre feet of water are used 
per year. The total cost of gypsum for amelioration of 
one acre per year is over Rs 166. If his esrtimates~ are 
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true then economical treatment is only possible where the 
sweetest water is used. The economic possibilities of 
frequent pumping,as a means for expanding the agricultural 
area would appear limited. 
If the above estimations and experiments are accepted, 
there is no chw~ce to obtain a considerable amottnt of 
water by tapping ground reservoirs. In this way river 
water vdll remain the only source of good water in the low-
land. 
The utilization of sub-surface water is,however,made 
more feasible if its introduction can also serve to drain 
critical areas. In his report zuur expressed,that the 
combination of pumping and drainage would prove the best 
solution for dewatering, provided,the subsoil is permeable 
and the water quality is satisfactory.(46) 
It is highly advisable,that,before undertaking any 
measures for draining the areas, an adequate knowledge of 
the subsoil surface and ground water status should be built 
up. Acquision of systematic data on boring and its full 
investigations should be given top priority. Only when, 
the true nature of the ground water balance is known can 
the mistakes made in 1950 be avoided. 
In his report,zuur stated,that most of the national 
experts are in the favour of pumping by open and tube-wells 
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as a measure to prevent the appearance of high water-level 
in the lowland, by pumping out the surplus of water. This 
decision is arrived at,because low surface gradients make 
gravity drainage often difficult. In such circumstances;, 
it is as·aumed water will have to be pumped and re-pumped on 
its way to the river system. The Central Lowland is located 
inland far from the sea, Which requires an efficient 
system of wastage disposal. Lower Indus basin draina to 
the sea naturally. Hence the chief problem remains with 
the ex-Pu..njabo 
In his repor-t Eaten propose~ a solution to get rid o~ 
the W'lWanted drainage effluent.(60) He recommended that a 
portion of land should be allotted for the drainage disch~·ge. 
From this depression,the collected water will be evaporate~ 
leaving the salts on the surface. He estimated:, that land'. 
required for such "evaporation flats" would not be more 
than 10% of the irrigated area. This solution has: remedial 
merits but no economic gain is likely to result. I-t is a. 
good and the cheapest suggestion as far as. the use of poor 
land is concerned. The waste lies in the formation of salts, 
for which Pakistan has already a surplus even for cormn:ercial 
and industrial uses. 
Many proposals and suggestions for the implication of 
several draining methods have been discussed above. No one 
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method seems to be advantageous fully in its application. 
Every method is still passing through experimental stages. 
because of the geographical complexity of the areac The 
application of each method is relate~ fully to the local 
·geographical circumstances. 
The literature which has been produced by the national 
as well as the foreign eJq>erts shows that,there has, been 
no satisfactory comparison yet made in the advantages and 
disadvantages of dewatering the land by pumping and gravity 
drainage. It is advisable to evaluate the merits and 
demerits of each method from the financial as well as 
from permanency points·. of' view. Asghar's; estimation of tube 
wells permanency in the for.mer Punjab is only 10 years;(57) 
in spite of' 1heavy outlays they do not work even for a 
generation. Acc~rding to the Australian experts,the 
life of' Tube-well is far too short. Tube wells are in an 
experimental stage in Australia also. 
Asghar has given the estimated time required for dewater-
ing specified areas by tube-wells, but we cannot lay dom1 
generally valid conditions. In Sheikupura district, 
experiments revealelii!,that,the water table close to the 
well could fall by upto '5 feet and by 30" at a distance of 
5,000 fee,t away, furnished within 22. ·days of working of the 
well, pumping 4 cusec·s. (53) 
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Another test in the Rechna Doab near the Upper Gugera 
canal with a single well, pumping 20.0 cusecs and locatea 
60 f'ee:t from the canal, the water receded 4 fee-t close to 
the well and 3 feet at 3,000 f't on both sides of' the canal. 
(No time lapse been stated for this case), but Asghar has 
stated that,at the same site 9 wells were installed in 3 groups 
which af'f'ected the water table from 10-3 feet in the observa-
tional area of' 10,000 by 5,000 f'ee.t in 3-4 months. 
Contrary to this, at Chuharkana Reclamation Projee:.t 24 
wells were bored which pumped 1,700 acres fee~ per month 
in i953, but no ef~ect was produced in lowering the water-
table .. Daily pumping for 5-6 hours seems not enough to 
produce benefit to the land. A five hours daily pumping 
operation in Khairpur Division failed to be an effective 
measure.(63) Continuous pumping with large pumps will 
probably produce a material affect over a large area. The 
slow progress in dewatering the area in above cases: 
directly points to insufficient investigations of the areas: 
in respect of geology of area, depth of water table, 
direction of flow, and the physical conditions of soil. 
The points of high leakage should have been chosen for well 
installation, moreover estimation of removal rate and 
quantities removed should be established before hand. 
These preliminary steps would be involved in the preparation 
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of such inventory. The modifications in the Tube siting 
and delivery arrangement may bring better results;. 
In the whole of West Pakistan the following areas 
have been put in the schedule to be reclaimed from water-
logging by diff''erent methods. 
Table A 
Location Waterlogged area 
to be reclaimed Methods Cost 
Comple-
tion 
Peshawar 
district 
Chaj and 
Rechna 
Doabs 
Khairpur 
and 
Shikarpura 
7,796 Acres 
592,024 
Gravity 
Drainage 
Constr'Uction of 
new drains, re-
modelling of 
existing (no 
mention of 
whether open, 
tile or mole; 
Pl"Obably tile. 
as gradient is 
suitable). 
200 Tube wells 
of 2.5 cusecs 
capacity. 
N.D. (no data) 
Rs 8.14 
lacs 
68 mill-
ion 
N.D. 
The gravity drainage devices are adopted for Peshawar and 
Khairpur as these areas have steep gradient especially in 
1960 
1961 
N.D. 
Peshawar. In these localities', the subsoil is rather sandy 
and permeable, in which case drainage is a cheap measure. 
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The selection of tube well pumping in the central low 
lands results from its location in the foot of the hills. 
In the first plac~much storm-water comes downhil~ especially 
of the salt Range, which gives rise to the high water table 
in this area. This means thatJthere is an extra need of 
drainage there. In the second place much clay has been 
washed down from the Salt Range and adjoining north east 
s,i walik hills, so that, the soils at the foot are rather 
clayey and for that reason rather impermeable which mean 
a more intensive drainage system is nee~ed and drains~~ore 
expensive. These soils will rapidly respond to the 
propo·sed operation. As stated above the water becomes~ 
swee:ter at lower depths, to obtain this water tube=well is: 
the best alternative. 
The situation in the Indus Basin is so grave.that, 
other methods of maintaining a correct water-balance need 
consideration. Afforestation of selected areas: particu-
larly by water-loving species such as the willow, might help, 
because along with water extraction, local neea of wood might 
partly be satisfied. As is alr_eady happening in Turkey, 
this might prove more positively useful than merely creating 
evaporation area$,. 
Besides this:, both in the Upper Indus Basin and in the 
Lower Indus Basin, canal system should be remoulded by re-
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ducing the network of canal density in the heavily con-
centrated areas; especially in Rechna and Chaj Doabs. 
These doabs are most thickly populated, most heavily 
irrigated and in~greatest danger of waterlogging. The 
future darn-c~link irrigation system may prove an effective 
measure in the eradication of twin diseases of waterlogging 
and salinity when the water availability will be more 
balanced and assured. 
In the reclamation programme priority is given to the 
doabs of Rechna and Chaj, as; these two doabs:. befo1•e deteriora-
tion maintained a high level of productivity, and were the 
heart of agricultural West Pakistan. The quality of ground 
water is quite satisfactory. Moreover this area has been 
recently investigated geologically, and these two projeet 
areas are contiguous and combined to form a block of a 
desirable size. This area is affected badly by malaria 
breeding grounds of mosquit~~ created by waterlogging. 
Finally,it is desirable to do away with the water-
logging by a combination of many methods, which Wil~ render 
a quick solution. Drainage of both irrigated and rainfed 
areas is as important as the irrigation itself. The 
main discussion is on the efficiency and economic aspeets 
of the different methods but greater emphasis should be 
laid on the former. 
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Drainage of the M:-akran Coast 
~Y.-The whole area is drained several inte~ittent 
streams which empty themselves into\the Arabian s:ea, origina-
ting from the highlands of Central . Brahui and Central 
Makran Ranges which form a divide between the Makran Coast 
and Quetta region. 
The common characteristics of thes·e rivers is that 
their flow is seasonal owing to scanty and periodical rai~ 
fall, the physical make up of the area they flow through, 
and the general vegetational barrennes:s· of the country. 
These rivers become raging torrents whenever there is any 
rain otherwise being mere strings of small pools. On the 
mainly limestone rook the streams are of interrnitten surface 
flow. EVery stream commands a net of ramifications which 
again reflect the nature of rock strata. 
Porali river, in some ways is the most important, 
irrigatea the triangular plain of the Las Bela and flows 
to the sea at Miani Bor after a journey of 175 miles.(64) 
As a result of silting up of the main channel of Porali, it 
forms a distributary on its left side, which drains into 
Lake Siranda during its intundation. During the time of 
flood the water of lake rises from 2 to 3 time~more than 
its usual depth. Normally it maintains a depth of ~5 
feet, which increases to 10-12 feet in flood time. 
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The floods in the Lower Porali Basin are frequent, 
as the area receives a measurable rain both in Winter and 
summer. The basin is rather f'lat with an insignificant 
gradient,thus,the river over flows the whole lower valley 
and silt is deposited which increases the productivity of 
the area. 
Owing to the non-existence of data on river discharges, 
a pattern of the Makran rivers' annual flow cannot be 
w""lalysed here. It is estimate4 that all these coastal 
streams and desert streams, in a year of good rains discharge 
5 m.a.f. of water. 
This part of West Pakistan needs utmost attention paid 
to the conservation of its. available water, since water is 
the most scarce resource in this region,for which reason 
it is an almost empty and negative area. ~1 activities, 
agricultural and pastoral and population concentrations are 
centred around the water spots. Activity is limite4 by 
water s·o~ge which is a mounting problem. 
The salient features of the water supply are:-(65)(66) 
lo Normal flash flow of rivera:. 
2. Flood water. 
3. underground flow of the streams~ and 
4. Occasionally torrential and always meagre rain. 
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The flood water is an important source of water supply 
1 f<DY agricultural purposes. FJ.ood water is detained by the 
earth embankments by the sides of rivers. A number of 
diversion dams are erected before the flood season starts, 
these dams being built of bouiders, ash wood and clay. 
The water,thus obtained is directed to the fields:. Thes;e 
embankments are often washed away by intensive floods;, 
and then no water is conserved and the fields are left 
waterless. The retention of flood water by bunds round 
the fields: is necessary so that the soil cover may be 
renewed by the flood water, moisture content of soil 
increased and eventually the fertile soil may yield good 
summer crop. The general size of these embankments is: 
~6 feet wide and ~5 feat high. The flood water is also 
available accumulated in shallow pools in the upper reaches 
of the streams. such pools may be expanded to aceammodate 
more flood water. This system of water conservation has 
been in vogue since time innnorial, the huge Gabar bands 
stand a wi tnes;s· for such practices. These bunds or 
devices of water detention often get damaged by the on rush 
of water and also suffer from a considerable leakage. More-
over these dams quickly get silted up. Therefore special 
types· of conservation dams are highly desired. A modern 
dam has been contemplated on the Hab river to irrigate 
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85,000 acres. 
Though flood water is conserved by unscientific and 
primitive methods, yet much water is still lost to the sea 
by run orr as in the case or the Indus Basin. The problem 
here too confronting man is to conserve this run of.f. The 
conservation of flood at present is difficult because of 
paucity of data on the run off characteristics, and eva-
poration loss:es which are considerable. The evaporation 
loss:es worked out at the Geophysical Institute at Quetta 
show an average of some 70 inches .. per year reduced to an 
open water surface.(66) 
The run off in the Porali valley is said to be 65-
70%, owing to denuded hills ru1d the treelessness: of the 
Las Bela plain.(65) 
Fortunately,the topographic configuration is such, 
that at many points. water can be arrested by using new. tech-
niques and by improving the old methods, the latter being 
on the whole more advisable. These points are "Tangisu, 
(gorges), confluences and the intermediary space between 
the coast and high ground. (Figure 1) Further.more, vege-
tation cover improvement or range development should prove 
effective in controlling the run of~ and soil erosion. 
Development work would be essentially similar to that co~ 
sidered below for the inland drainage region. 
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It is desirable to pay particular attention to the 
Dasht valley, as it has excellent soil, and climate other 
than precipitation,is suitable to a variety of crops such 
as wheat, cotton, indigo, sugarcane and rice, viz.(67) 
both high delta crops and low delta crops:. If a regular 
water supply is made available, good yields are likely to 
be achieve~ by maintaining scientific rotation. The run 
off in Dasht valley is heavy owing to ita shaley nature 
wh~ch inhibits percolation. 
Las Bela is receiving more attention and a number of 
schemes for construction of diversion and sub-surface weirs 
will be completed in the Divisions of Quetta and Kalat. 
The first phas:e of these irrigation plans has been commenced. 
Under the plan more than 800,000 acres of land will be 
brought under cultivation. The entire plan will take 
about five years. It has provis:ions for the reclamation 
of 400,000 acres of land under flood water irrigation and 
another 400,000 under perennial irrigation.(68) 
Lack of water is a draw back of great magnitude not 
only of the coas·.tal Makran area but of the whole of the 
former province of Baluchistan. Other obstacles to develop-
ment of this region are inadequate camuunications and 
sparse population, which are in turn direct results of 
water shortage. Therefore,to obtain economic results; from 
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this negative area government have introduce~ small schemes 
within the populated areas. The first attempt is to 
restore the existing indigenous irrigation methods. 
Available water and actual need:-
According to Unesco news, letter June 1959, the yearly 
stream !'low for the ex-Province of Baluchistan has been 
roughly es;timated as 4 and 5 millions acre fee!t and 2~-
million acre-f'ee_t of gPound watei ... The total available 
1 . 7.l.. .p supp y 1s ~ m.a.~. The water needed for the proper 
development of range lands, agriculture and fruit crops is 
estimated at about 25 million acre feet. out of this total, 
17 million acre feet is allotted for the requirements of 
food crops and 8 million acre feet £or range and fodder 
crop development. The deficiency of water is about 17 
million acre fee:t. This deficiency may be made up by 
water conservation,in that present stream flow and ground 
water account for only a small fraction of total precipi-
tation. (66) 
It is estimated 1 that in the ex-province of Baluchistan 
the area now irrigated by different sources is:-(69) 
1. By perennial surface flow - 30,000 acres. 
2. By surface flood water - 80,000 acres. 
3. By ground water from Karez, and open well -
30,000 acres:. Total irrigation acreage 
140,000 acres. 
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It was ~rther estimated that these irrigated areas annually 
utilise about 438,000 acre ~eet o~ 1/7 o~ a potential 
3,212,000 acre ~eet of surface and underground run o~~. 
Inland Drainage Basin 
This inland basin is a vast area stretching ~rom the 
north o~ Dasht Basin, to west to the Hingol Basin; upto 
the A~ghan border in the north and to the Iranian border 
in the west. 
The area includes the Kharan basin o~ 35,000 square 
miles, and the Pishin-Lora basin of 15,000 square miles; 
on which depends the prosperity o~ Quetta. The signi~icant 
rive1 .. s are Pishin-Lora, Baddo with many lakes; in its; course 
and Rakhshan. The Pishin-Lora crosses the boundary into 
~ghanistan ~or a distance of about 50 miles and then 
r~~nters West Pakistan. The Pishin-Lora plain ~arms the 
desert basin of an inland drainage, which extends westwards· 
into Afghanistan. The Mashkel salt ~lats lie at the 
height of about 1,600 ~eet above sea level on the Pakistan-
Iran border, ~arming the bottom of the drainage baEdil •. 
' 
Innumerable streams ~low from both countries into the swampy 
depression. 
The rainfall in this region as already explained, is 
almost nil and water courses. are extremely undeveloped. 
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Whenever there is rainfall the hills, being barren owing 
to aridity, are gullied deeply by torre~flushes, thus a 
large portion of the run off escapes unused into the 
desert sink. These ephemeral streams carry small amounts: 
of' water to the interior playa-lakes called "Harm.ms". 
These hamuns are converted into lakes and marshes. when it 
rains. s·.till smaller ephemeral lakes are called Nawa;rs. 
Some of' these contain a permanent storage of' water such 
as Zangi Nawar, Zahro Nawar and Barkho Nawar. The f'o~er 
two are situatea between Nushki and Chagai with a length 
of' 2 miles, and depth of 50 reet with a water of splendid 
quality. These nawars can easily be deepened to hold 
more water f'or the promotion of' agriculture aSi many large 
pockets of' fertile soils are available. 
The floods in the ephemeral torrents are so destructive 
that they even occasionally wash away the railway lines. 
In 1902 a large bund was built by the government at the 
cost of' Rs ::,3, 910 f'or the fertile DElk: lands of' the Lora 
river. It was partially washed away in January 1903 and 
again repaired f'·or Rs 4,700 but was again damaged. {70) 
Dams in such country are very dif'f'icult to maintain to 
arrest water. In that,f'lood water cannot escape to the 
sea but must either percolate to sub-terranean aquifers or 
collect in hamuns, and nawars, the water is hypothetically 
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at least reclaimable. Moreover,rnuch unleached chemically 
fertile silt is deposited in places and could with unde~ 
ground water be cultivated. Control of flood water 
could less:en the destructive effects of flood and improve 
poss·ibili ties of cultivation. 
In this survey of the interlocking of many elements 
in the water balance appears the value of the geographical 
approach. The main climatic controls are established, 
along with the main elements of topography and geology. On 
the human side we must accept a growing population, shortage 
of capital and a need for expanding agricultural production. 
No simple economic or technical solution cru1 be preferred, 
but there must be fUndamental investigation of the various 
combinations in which these elements appear in the different 
regions. Human beings can control some of the physical 
factors involved but only by developing flexible policies 
basea on integrated knowledge. Aridity in West Pakistan 
is not a simple matter of climate-all physical and human 
elements are involved. 
Underground Water 
Of the rain that falls in West Pakistan, much is carried 
away speedily by the surface f'low to the sea,; the remainder 
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is absorbed by vegetation or percolates into the unconsoli-
dated material, or returns to the atmosphere by the process 
of evaporation which is very active because of heat and 
barrenness of surface.(71) 
In view of the rapid run off, only a fraction of 
water is allowed to sink underneath the ground. As explained 
in the preceding chapter,the rapid run off results from the 
nature of monsoon rainfall which is concentrated in few. 
months and falls in bulk. The intensity of run off is less 
in the lowland because of its almost level surface. The 
run off is very high in the adjoining SUlaiman Ranges 
because of their barren steep slopes;,,: ___ ·. (raili'.Df'all is higher 
, only in the north east and north) and typical topogl. .. aphy 
is that of badlands. The run off in the Divisions of Quetta 
and Kalat is extremely great because of rugge~ topography 
and absence of vegetation. The little amount which is 
ab~orbed by the porous rocks circulates through the per-
meable strata and when these layers are fUlly saturated or 
attained the level of saturation, water emerges~ to the 
ground surface in the shape of springs and seepages. Springs 
frequently exist in the hilly zone betwe.en the permeable and 
impermeable rock strata, where they are folded, or the 
springs issue at joints, fissures or faults. Cathrow made 
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a point that the numerous springs in the Peshawar Division 
owe their origin to the outcropping of limestone stratum. (72:) 
The largest reservoir of stored up water is found in 
the Indus alluvium which contains a considerable amount of 
sweet water at various depths. The annual rainfall is low 
over the whole country averaging less, than 20". AS a 
consequence of this the underground water reservoir is; not 
rapidly replenished. 
In Pakistan studies in underground water are compara= 
tively recent,therefore at this stage it is not possible 
to give a correct amount of water recoverable from the gr-ound 
reserves;. It is surmised,that about 10 million acre feet 
may be available from the underground water reserves in 
the Indus Basin alone. The available groundwater in the 
former province of Baluchistan is 2~ million acre feet.{66) 
Underground water exploitation is an expensive under-
taking, therefore it is desirable to ensure that an opti-
mum use has first been made of surface water. In thLs 
direction the basic problems are those of location or sub-
surface water in economic quantity and of the testing 
of quality and suitability for agricultural and human uses. 
In the Regions III-IV1 the methods of investigations being 
applied are seismic reflection and refraction. There is, 
then a need of power supply to extract the water. Thus 
a large scale and economical development of underground water 
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is a doubtful feasibility. 
In 1936 the Geodetic survey of India published a 
map of north west India locating the Ground Water Basins.(73) 
The candidate has used this as a base for Fig·. 34. 
Three main points emerge. First, in the Indus basin 
sand and alluvium exists a large ground water basin,which 
includes the upper Indus doabs and parts of the Tharparker 
desert and Sibi plain. Secondly,this basin extends. wes.t-
wards to the mountain zone of water accumulation in the 
considerable stretches of limestone and talus. Thirdly, 
the internal continuity of the ground water basin. is~ 
ue ~e 
broken~by the upswelling and emergence oftCambrian rocks 
of the platform which underlies. the Indus plain infill. 
In the north-east exposed ridges predominate,while in the 
lower Indus the upswellings: are concealed in the alluvium. 
Present knowledge concerning the nature of the under~ 
ground water resources is swnmarised below. In the sub-
mountain Region, certain localities have been studied by 
Coulson which are based on his observations of deep boring 
records at the I sa Khel ~ :. Masi t, Mardan, Kohat and 
Peshawar. (74) 
At Masit ·=---~· Isakliel,deep water exists under artesian 
conditions, developed by the presence of a thick layer of 
consolidated clay. These artesian reservoirs are fed! by 
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the water percolation ~rom the Indus, but the requisite 
"hydrostatic head of swee:t water will be provided by 
percolation of rain water from the valley between the Marwat 
and Khasor region" south of Kurram, an af~luent o~ the Indus. 
Coulson!s: studies on salinity point out that salinity 
decreases with depth at Is-akhel and Mianwali as:-
Analysis 0~ water from deep bore at lVIasit 
in the Isakhel Tahsil 
Depth Total Carbonate Bicarbonates~ Chloride. Sulphates in 
feet Solids; Na2co3 NaHC03 NaCl Na2so4 
12 879.8 Nil 140 529.5 212.8 
60 926.7 
" 
58.8 625.0 237.4 
113 216.9 
" 
18.84 144.5 45.5 
176 250.0 II 27.7 158.0 47.0 
282 49.0 3.2' 28.6 13.5 5.1 
309 73.9 II 35.30 33 •. 34 5.90 
327 55.4 II 28.56 17.55 9.0 
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Calcium Residue Los·s Classification 
Ca 
" 
29.5 Unfit for irrigation and drinking 
n 22.0 II 
" 
u 210.0 6.9 li ii 
n 239.8 10.2 Stli table for drinlcing and irr:t-
gat ion 
" 
34.4 10.6 Usable 
8.10 60.8 13.1 n 
6.48 44.8 10.6 
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Details o~ borings in or near Peshawar 
Location 
Depth of 
boring 
in feet 
Size of 
bore in 
inches; 
Level at 
which 
water 
was 
meet in 
feet 
Residual 
level to 
which 
water 
rose in 
fee.t 
Is lama 
College 
295 
8 
1073 
1087 
Locomotive 
Sheds 
207 
1014 
1070i: 
Robert's. lines·. 
No. 1 No. 2: 
500 
18/14 
1095 
X 837 
1123 
415 
22/6 
1066 800 
1052 
1046 
1031i-
848 
? 
Regarding Mardan and Peshawar Coulson noted,that 
s h .. ,!,il\ise.' 
water quality tended to c ·.:.- -A."'~·!;:;-~ with an increase in depth. 
The sweeter water at deeper levels sugges;ts; ,that the parent 
(l..ve 
rocks o:f the area ~k not saline. The water obtained :from 
the intermediate depths proved to be the best for domestic 
uses·. being :free from contamination because of its considerable 
depth. Coulson pointed out,that the depth of extraction 
should not exceed 800 :feet, which is the drainage level 
at Attock. When the depth of water exceeds this level, 
there is a great poss;ibili ty of the quality becoming poor. 
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At Peshawar Coulson failed in 4 trial borings to reach 
the main aquifers, but did reach signs of a deep lying 
water body. The water here lies in the lower lacustrine 
not alluvial material on top of the underlying impervious 
rock. (see Table for Peshawar). 
At Charsadda and Nowshera Coulson found water at 10~ 
120 feet. He also recommended more wells for Risalpur 
in bed of Kalpani river. The table showa the water teste~ 
in 6 wells in the Kalapani and their per hour flow• 
Water gallon per hour 
Reduced spring level 
feet 
1 
453 
937 
2 
6618 
937 
3 4 5 
503 732 471 
939 937 939 
The total capacity of these wells was 18,437 gallons per 
hour. 
Kohat ·has interb eded deposits of clay lying on a 
succession of cretaceous limestone and sandstone beds. 
Here is a profusion of springs of good water. The sub-
6 
9660 
939 
terranean water tends to become saline away from the stream 
channels, because of intensive evaporation and the exten-
sian of the effects of Salt Range materials. Coulson 
recommended the tapping of "the sub-surf'ace f'low of these 
streams by large diameter shallow wells augmented if necessary 
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by an adequate number of dry stone galleries, folloWing 
upstream or across, underneath their beds". Tube:-well 
opportunities are limited by the salinity of the lower 
lying water. 
In the Potwar zone the underground water is lying at 
the lowest levels of recent alluvial deposits. The low 
rainfall of the area, only slightly replen~Shing the supply 
of the underground water, makes utilisation of limitea 
value. (75) The inhabitants of the area face adverse 
conditions also,because the water is often saline or alka~ 
line again affected by the Salt Range. The EJiwalik mud~ 
stones and sandstones are well supplied by relatively 
heavy hill precipitation, but the islands of loes·s and 
alluvium have poor and small quanti ties of sub-surface 
water. 
In the valleys of Quetta and Kalat Division$~sands; 
and gravels exist under the clays at certain depths. After 
examining the geological conditions Auden has recommended 
trial wells in some parts to ascertain the sand and gravel 
beds. (76) His: opinion is that the exploitation of ground 
water has scarcely been started in the Quetta valley, and 
much development. needed,in order to obtain an increase in 
the safe yields, is poss·ible. Besides well boring, infil-
dee..p 
tration galleries w1 th a series: of ,".J .. ~ wells have been 
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recommended in many parts of both Divisions. Recently a 
fresh water aquifer have been located in the coastal 
tract. from Clifton to Sonmiani beach. It is believed, 
that both fresh and sweet water exist further inland and 
attempts are being made to differentiate and locate them. 
Lifting of ground water 
1. Open wells:-
Wells are indigenous and an economical method of 
water raising where the water table is high and the water 
suitable for use.(77) The wells are mere vertical 
holes in the ground below the line of saturation, touching 
the more pervious s.trata, where water accumulates~ by 
percolation or- drainage. Wells aid the independent and 
small scale development irrigation, and farmers can use the 
water at any time according to their nee.ds, hence their 
short term efficiency and practicability needa no emphasis•. 
Another advantage of wells is that they are family property 
and fit very well in the agricultural routine, and consequent 
normal self-sufficiency. The most frequent use of wells 
is made in Divisions of Lahore and Multan. Wells: are also 
in use in the sub-montane regions of Peshawar, Dera Ismail 
Khan and Rawalpindi whill.e the use of wells; is least in the 
Khairpur Division. (See(Fig. 30), and .Appendix ~'.). By 
comparing Fig. 30 of irrigation and Fig. 34 showing the 
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ground water Basin we can see.' ,that, the areas of well 
irrigation coincide with the ground water Bas~in, where the 
water table is high and soft rocks provide facilities for 
the construction of wells. The main disadvantage of single· 
well development also derives: from the poss·ibili ty of 
separate, independent farmer use. As. in M·a:;:-:-1 ta in the case 
of wind pumps, unplanned well sinking may rapidly lower 
water tables and in a short period produced large scale 
danger.(78) 
A more effective an.d extensive use of wells can be 
made in association with flow irrigation. The pres:ent 
irrigation capacity could be further extended by tapping 
the lower strata through tubesg Figs. 35A and B show the 
distribution of springs, wells and Karez and the recommended 
sites for tube wells as a mean of water-supply in the 
Quetta-Kalat Region. (Note the devices installed in 
the gravel fans. Fig. 66A). 
2. TUbe wells:-
The first pre-requisite for tube wells is the location 
of water-bearing strata and second is the availability of 
cheap power.{25) An area of 300~350 acres can be irrigated 
annually by the average small tube well power-unit and it is 
cheaper than the bullock-power used for open wells. 
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Recent extension in the distribution o~ electricity 
provided an incentive ~or the installation o~ tube-wells. 
With the probable addition of natural gas to water power 
~or electricity generation, this development may proceed 
even ~urther. These wells offer a possibility of irrigating 
those area$ where canal irz•igation is not feasible since 
the tube wells can be installed both for high water table 
at c.25 feet or even to as deep as 200-400 feet. 
There is a newly completed scheme of tube-wells in the 
area of Dera Ismail Khan and under this scheme 10 tub~wells 
of 2 cusecs discharge, irrigate 45,000 acres of riverine 
area on the right bank of river Indus. Nomadic tribal 
people are being settled on ·the irrigated lands. Both 
diesel and electric power units are being used for pumping 
purpose.(42) 
In the alluvial tract the simple method for drawing 
water ~rom the depths of 200-400 ~t, is by tube~wells.(20) 
This water is often o~ good quality to meet domestic, indu~ 
trial and general needs. Their capacity again depends on 
the water bearing rocks. As·. the tube-wells water is drawn 
from great depths it is freer from bacteria and organic 
impurities, than conunon open wells worked by draught animals;. 
This w,ater however contains greater proportion of dissolved 
chemical salts.(65) T~be wells are considered to be usefUl 
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even in the Divisions of Quetta and Kalat as sources of 
water- supply. 
In S'.eptember 1960, Leonard asses:sed the value and 
benefits of tube wells in terms of an average holding of lSi 
acres in the Upper Indus Plain.(41) At present the average 
farmer irrigates nearly 3rd of his, land in Kharif crop~ and 
about ~ of the land in Rabi with canal water application, 
and he maintains a crop intensity of approximately a~. 
Under the current canal water supplies, the delta maintained 
for Kharif crop is about 2 feet, and a little more than 
1 foot for Rabi crops. He requires additional \va,ter for 
three purposes (a) to increase the acreage in each season, 
(b) to apply greater depths of irrigation water and (c) to 
remove the salts from the root zone. The farmer could 
have utilised more than four times his present water supply 
for the optimum use of his land. If his present water 
supply is made double,his land can yield more than double. 
his present crop production of improved quality, remove 
salts from his soil. BY achieving this type of balance 
annual income and the value of land increase automatically. 
Leonard is certain that w1 th the installation of an 
average of two tube wells to supplement water for each 
hundred land holdings, the requirements of reclamation and 
increased productivity can be successfully achieved. He 
stated that a sum of les:s than Rs 1, 700 is required as: the 
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capital investment per land holding. "The long range 
overall average cost of operating a tube-well supplemented 
water system is about Rs 250 per year for each land holding". 
This amount covers (a) amortisation of the invested capital, 
(b) interest on the invested capital, (c) establishment of 
sinking fund for 1 .. epair and replacement of tube-wells; 
and (d) the cost of power consumed in operating the tube-
wells, 
The economics of tube well water application obviously 
depends on a comparison of the net present income of a 
farmer to that which he will earn under the tube well water 
supply system. At present the average land holding of 12~ 
acres produces a net annual income of about Rs 450, in 
addition to the value of, in wages, of the work done by 
fa~er and his family in crop raising. In the absence of 
reclamation devices land is deteriorating gradually and 
crops tend to reduce in quantity and deteriorate in quality 
and the farmers annual income also drops. The benefits 
of reduced waterlogging and salinity by the tube wells 
will appear within 3 to 5 years of their operation. The 
average crop production should more than double the present 
production in the first 20 years of this reclamation programme. 
As "the cost of raising a crop does. not increase in the same 
ratio as the increase in production, a two fold increase in 
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crop production will result in more than a five-fold increase 
in annual net income. Thus each agricultural family in a 
tube-well reclamation area will be doing their share of 
eliminating the present food shortage and simultaneously, 
will be increasing their net income". This is; how the 
tube wells are appreciated by one expert. 
Artesian Wells:-
The promise of artesian conditions in various loca-
lities have been attracting the attention of research 
workers eince 1890.(79) 
Originally,the term artesian was applied to wells 
where as a result of underground pressure water flows freely 
to the surface and need of puunping does not ar1se.(80) 
Commonly,now the artesian term is applied to any drilled 
well from which water flows or in \Yhich the water level 
rises so near the surface as to require little pumping. 
In west Pakistan notable artesian Karez structure is found 
in the gravel slopes of Divisions of Kalat and Quetta; 
(Fig. 36) and also in alluvial parts of Rawalpindi where 
pockets of loose gravel or coarse sands lie in the alluvium. 
The introduction of more and more artesian wells or Karezes 
will be of immense utility as these areas suffer from 
precarious and untimely rainfall. The investigation of 
alluvium and gravel fans in arid and semi-arid zones of 
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West Pakistan is now being intensified, and more experi-
mentation being made. 
The alluvium of the Indus plain has: always been consider-
ed suitable for the formation of artesian structures, but 
their scope remained a debateable proposition.(81) Medlicot 
after performing experiments concluded,that the upper Indus 
region is favourable where continuous zonea of gravel and 
sand layers intervene between clay deposits in the alluvium. 
In the Division of Quetta the impervious cover of loes~ 
has served as "cap-rock" for artesian wells. Moreover 
there are a number of water be,ring gravel fans underlying 
the impervious layer and overlying the limestone bed-rocks. 
It has to be confess:ed that irrigation by artesian 
means is not likely to be of great importance,when consi-
dering the great extent of the area which will remain 
barren for want of water, but as advocated by Vrendenburg, 
the use of artesian water is of great importance where 
cultivation is dependent only on this source.(B2) He has 
drawn attention to the Karez prospects of Quetta-Kalat 
Divisions, where this is the most suitable means of irri-
gation. Recently,it has been emphasised,that in the 
ex..:province of Baluchista11·:.~.. '·.,"In the major! ty of the 
territory ••••• recovery of ground water will be more 
f'l"Ui tf'ul than damming of surf" ace water". ( 66) This judg~ 
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ment must be b~anced against the fact that replenishment 
......... 
is slow and the greatest loss; of potentia11·i y available water 
occurs on the surface. 
The former province of Baluchistm1 is the most important 
zoneefor ground water, where remarkable ancient method 
of irrigation "Karez", has long been used. Karezelare 
shafts sunk in the gravel fans hemming the hills, shafts 
are connected with galleries to form tunnel, which 
penetrate the water-table and brings water down the channels 
by gravity. (77) They are basically similar to the 
Some of the Kare~syield considerable 
water, and have flowed since antiquity. Fig. 35A ShOW5 
both existing and old Karezes. Their expansion and 
concentration illustrate·:. their favourabili ty and geological 
feasibility. 
Figs. 35 A-B show 4 methods of lifting underground water 
in Quetta, springs, Karezes, wells and tube-wells for 
future application. At pres!ent tube wells are worked in 
Quetta only at some railway stations.(65) In the Divisions 
of Quetta and Kalat there are 1,800 springs and 600 Karezes 
which irrigate 300,000 acres. 7,000 acres are irrigated 
by wells, 100,000 acres are watered by spreading of surface 
flow and the rest, some 400,000 acres, are cultivated by rain 
water. (66) 
It may be concluded, with Medlicot, that researches 
and trials up to recently were performed on the basis of 
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local needs than on a regional or national basis. The 
optimum use o~ underground water involves comprehensive 
research on a national scale. 
Reviewing the hydrographic situation it is desirable 
to summarise the whole account briefly. The chief hydro-
graphic regions may be listed thus:: 
1. The region of regular irrigation. 
2. The region subjecteQ to regular floods. 
3. Land lying outside flood reach but watered by 
spreading ~lood water. 
4. The areas of underground water. 
5. Entirely rai~ed areas. 
speaking broadly the problem of water in west Pakistan 
has two aspects namely (a) the utilisation of surface water 
and (b) utilisation o~ ground water. It has been pointed 
out ,that ,the rai~all in West Pakistan is periodical in 
incidence and meagre amount generally. This circumstance 
makes it compulsory to make an optimum use of the available 
water supply. To achieve this purpose,canals, wells and 
tanks have been in vogue since early ages. Several 
projects of great and small magnitude are still in excecu-
tion. 
The problems confronting Pakistan which arise ~ram 
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dense canal systems is (a) percolation and absorption and 
(b) loss of water by evaporation and (c) waterlogging. The 
methods for the prevention of evaporation loss are still 
in an experimental stage everywhere in the world. No 
significant work is directe~ towards this in Pakistan or has 
there been designed any standardised method for measuring 
the evaporation loss:es:. Contrary to this,considerable 
scientific investigations have been carried out by 
national research workers in the control of percolation and 
absorption from canals, particularly in connection with the 
problem of water-logging in the area of irrigation con-
centration. 
The problem of preventing these water los~ea is: the 
same all over the world particularly in the arid countries;. 
AnY solution would equally be applicable in west Pakistan 
but the economic feas~ibili ty of specific works is of great 
to importance~a country which is short of capital. 
Great strides. have been made in percolation theory, 
but an insignificant work has been done on preventive 
methods. The work done on lining the canals,shows that 
chemical methods; are more useful than others and have the 
advantage of cheapness. several methoda are of lining the 
,:· canals each economically feasible under different condi tiona. 
There is no single device claiming universal superiority. 
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The maximum utilization of the surface water is 
imperative before undertaking any project for underground 
water exploitation 1 as the latter is at the moment uneconomic. 
Nevertheless. in some regions underground water exploitation 
is desirable. 
After ascertaining and recognition of ground water 
reserves, exploitation by different means is possible. 
Wells, - open wells, tube-wells, and artesian wells are 
the means of extraction, the first and the last the most 
frequently used. The construction of tube wells is 
becoming common in the canal colonies, but techniques of use 
are still not in an advanced stage. 
It is obviously of the utmost importa~ce that sub-soil 
water level may be stabilised by means of encouraging 
percolation up to a critical point, constructing tanks 
or reservoirs by constructing small dams across tangis 
(glens, ravines) to entrap the run off. These dams made 
of simple local material may render a vastly valuable 
service in the conservation of water,. underground and 
surface flow, without which largely costly projeets of 
high technique for darning rivers may prove ineffective 
over long periods. The renovation of old wells and reser-
voirs may improve the yield of wells. 
Attention should be directed to an effective control 
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in time and quantity, efficient use and diligent conserva-
tion of whatever supply is available are nec:essary to the 
nation. 
The amount of both surface and ground water could be 
altered,if the distribution of meteoric water could be 
controlled and modified by stimulating artificial rainfall 
from the rain-inducing clouds. Such steps: might solve. 
the problems of water supply to some extent or might be 
insignificant. Aridity only in a limited sense in any 
case has to do with a shortage of meteoric water. In a 
broader sense it concerns the effective availability and 
use of such water by man and other organisms. 
This is not the place for a comparative study of arid 
regions of the world, but some notice may be taken of the 
main recent developments; in other countries. From the 
advances made by the other arid countries in the develop-
ment of water resources West Pakistan must learn. 
In Somalia, recently Macfad~en developed techniques. 
for water investigation with the help of aerial photographs.(83) 
These photographs defined very well watersheds and the 
limits of catchment areas, and the direction of flow and 
water channels are also well marked. Thus,in order to get 
the true impres·sion of water resources aerial survey is badly 
needed using vegetation patterns to indicate the presence of 
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water. This is borne out also by Iraqi experience. 
The s:outh Af'rican Government is aware of the water 
problem. The investigation of underground water has become 
an integral part of the geological survey like the search 
for other minerals. Geophysical methods are being 
applied in the search of water on the regional basis.(84) 
In Aman the problem of water is similar to West 
Pakistan in general and particular to the Division of Kalat.(85) 
The Wadis are clad by palms, woods and bushes,after showers 
of forceful rain. The water table at places is hardly 
a foot below the surface which is often prackish. The 
wadis are surrounded by villages and small gardens which 
utilise the water of rivulets. The people have dug 
underground channels known as Aflaj similar to Karez; which 
supply a good domestic and irrigated water. The wadis 
in Kalat could be developed in the same way for water 
supply. 
QCYel • In Russia 20 million~of As1atic desert area has been 
brought under irrigation1,,now supporting forests and 
agriculture. The sub-soil water of the Kara-Kum desert 
have been investigated, and attempts. made to deflec:t 
underground water to the surface. Along with this salinity 
and seepage have also been studied.(66)(62) 
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u.s.A. is the leading country in respect of regional 
planning under the National Resources Planning Board, 
and a thorough study has been done of every region and sub 
region to locate underground water resources: and solve the 
water problem of western states, a problem now becoming 
acute.(86) 
Almost everywhere a vigorous campaign has·. taken place 
to fight the aridity. The best example is the neighbouring 
country India. The Bakhra Dam is a magniricent achievement 
C.ol'\holli.,, 
in the direction of ( .-;;·· ··.:; aridity. Above all, better 
utilisation of water and reduction in the wastage of 
water is now everywhere being recognised. Every drop 
should be put to a maximum use. The wastage of water 
by seepage, evaporation, and transpiration can be minimised 
by canal lining, closed conduits and by irrigating the 
fields by sub surface methods or by sprinkling. Crop 
sequences~ must be designed so that moisture applied to each 
crop can benefit the succ:eeding crop. In all areas of 
the fight against aridity it is being increasingly 
recognised,that~the process is complicated and far-reaching, 
affecting every part of hui!lan life and the natural 
envirornnent. 
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Chapter 5 
Soils 
We have considered the climatic forms of aridity, 
and the elements of hydrography 1which firstly,are important 
because or climatic aridity and secondly,are functions or 
that sQme climate operating in the terrain and on the 
structures earlier described. The consequences and 
implications of the forces making for aridity become less 
and less meterological and more geographical as• the 
inter-weave of factors becomes more complicated. Aridity 
in the last resort is ecological, and elillaphic as well as; 
atmospheric. In this and the following chapter some of 
the edaphic and ecological elements are considered from two 
main points of view. First, thes:.e elements·, have characteris-
tics derived from their position in the complex. of total 
forces. Secondly, insofar as we can isolate soils and 
plants from the complex, man can only regard or utilise 
them so far as the other links in the chain will let him. 
Thus the rice-plant can be considered to have a very small 
natural ecological niche in West Pakistan- here it is part 
of the complex. Paddy-rice grown by man has been made more, 
adaptable, while man attempts to expand the area of suitable 
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environment. As soon as such inter~erence starts then 
the total environment - ~rom catchment basins in the 
Himalayas, to rain~all regimes, to water-table stability, 
to soil alkalinity and many more - has to establish a new 
equilibrium. Because,climatic aridity is so dominant then 
all elements have to be re~erred. to it, and all man's actions, 
have particularly in connection with soils have sWift and 
far-reaching consequences. 
The majority o~ people in Pakistan derive their 
livelihood from agriculture. Soils are a factor of vital 
importance in agricultural production and rural advancement. 
There~ore, "The ~irst principle of agriculture is an under-
standing o~ soils and how to distinguish those of good 
quality from those of poor quality".(l) 
In west Pakistan we are concerned with the soils which 
are developed under dry tropical and sub-tropical climatic 
conditions. They are collecti ve.ly designatecil as. steppe 
soils and desert soils. These soils, generally are o~ 
grey colour, and possess organic matter and nitrogen content 
too low for an optimum yield. 
The early Russian soil experts were the first who 
recognised the "soils as an independent body with a 
definite morphological organisation reflee;ted in the profile~ ( 2) 
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They were also the pioneers who established the modern 
inter-connection between climate,soil, vegetation and 
geology. They further regarded soil as "a dynamic and not 
a static body, a living organism allied in the plane of 
development to biological bodies". The soil from the 
surface to the solid rock is now regarded,as a natural 
body made up of various layers developed under the perpetual 
influence of the environment. The dynamic character of 
the soil appears out of the study of soil profiles; which 
study gives information of the past evolutionary imprints. 
and future potentialities as well. 
We may sum up as follows;; the soil is a dynamic 
substance of variable thickness which supports all life and 
is composed of organic and inorganic matter. Soil is the 
outcome of multiple factors of disintegration, integration 
and decomposition which are discussed below. The soil is 
constantly affected by variable pedogenic factors: such as 
geology, climate, hydrography, vegetation, fauna, time, man 
and organic matter. 
The Geological Element:-
The pedology of Pakistan has never been studied along 
modern scientific lines. In the 1930's an outline study 
of the influence of geology on soils of the sub-continent was 
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presented by Wadia and collaborators.(3) This study 
indicated,that limestone and sandstone tend to produce sandy 
soils, which are generally sterile. Shales have given 
rise to clay soils, Which are sticky and rertile; ~ld round 
in our regions III and IV.(4) In the same regions at 
some places volcanic rocks have given rise to small parcels 
of fertile soils. In Figure 37 are mapped the recently 
derived soils from the regolith (here unconsolidated debris 
or drift deposits). 
Each soil derives many characteristics from its; parent 
rock under arid conditions. Even after the soil is affected 
by climatic, biotic and hydrographic factors, it retains 
the same tot·al constituent elements·. as had" the parent rock. 
The process·. of soil rormation in the first instance is a 
proces:s·. of rock decay. The soils: of arid and semi-arid 
West Pakistan are now being developed from material under 
conditions of a low moisture and are therefore slowly 
developed. Hence,they have maintained their dominant mineral 
characteristics, with relatively minor ingredients of organic 
matter. Based on geology,the soils of weat Pakistan may be 
classed in two groups (Figs;. 37 and 38), Residual Soils: 
and Drift Soils. 
Residual Soils 
They are again classified as derivatives: of (a) Ancient· 
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crystalline and metamorphic rocks, and (b) Tertiary and 
Mesozoic sedimentary rocks of the highlands. (Fig. 38). 
(a) Ancient crystalline and metamorphic rocks occupy an 
insignificant area of Region I, the Kirana Hills in Region 
VI and in Tharparkar in Region VII. They are mainly of 
grani tea, gneis:s and crystalline schist. These rocks 
have given origin to an undecornposed regolith with mantles 
of scree and sand, talus, fans of disintegrated crystalline 
rocks, and no true soil cap is formed. The soils are 
shallow and chemically poor, hence are useless for cultiva-
tion purposes, but support a little grazinge South of 
this zone lies the northern boundary of timber line. 
(b) Tertiary and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks:- Many pockets 
of these soils are found in the plateau of Potwar and Quetta-
Kalat. These soils fall into two groups. The older soils, 
which are calcareous and arenaceous are derived from the 
mesozoic rocks of regions II-IV. New soils are dominantly 
sandy and originated from the Tertiary sandstones· of Region 
v. These soils occur on the uplands and are thin and 
severely eroded. These soils are not of constant character, 
belonging to the arid and semi-arid belts of West Pakistan, 
where rock desquamation is active owing to the vast range 
of temperature. Soil formation is not active due to 
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insufficient moisture and slow humus formation. These 
soils are highly porous and at places contain injurious 
chemical salts and alkaline soils. These soils include 
pockets of clay, loams, pebbles, and gravels, products 
of soil wash and deposition. On steep gradients thes:e soils 
are particularly vulnerable to gully and ravine erosion. 
The productivity of these soils can only be maintained 
by reducing run off, controlled grazing and an application 
of fertilisers .. This type of development in that it 
implies the encouragement of sedentary agriculture in 
arid regions III-IV will greatly affedt the nomadic pop-
ulation. Irrigation in these areas is not generally 
feasible because of the broken topography,and arable farm-
ing is possible only in the valle.ys. Again sandy and 
coarse soil is an obstacle in the way of irrigation. If 
run-off is controlled, these areas could be turned into 
flourishing grazing grounds, as the water is the chief limit-
ation especially in regions III-IV. 
Bordering these residual sedimentary soils in the foot 
hills,is a zone of transition with the drift, where under 
unstable conditions immature soils partly residual and 
partly derived from a deposited regolith of gravels and 
,. 
boulders are being formed. The soils. described above are 
formed in situ, derive~ chiefly from limestones; and sand-
ston~s. 
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Drift Soils 
The major portion of the Indus Plain has a mantle of 
drift soils formed by alluvial and aeolian deposits. These 
deposits contain the most important soils of west Pakistan, 
on which depends the agricultural prosperity of the country 
and where the major concentration of population a~ well 
as irrigation is found. These soils are entirely different 
in origin from those mentioned above, in that they are not 
formed by locally decomposed rocks. Thes:e deposits fall 
into the following categories. (Figs. 37-38). 
, ' ~a) Alluvial i Older Alluvial. 
ii Newer Alluvial. 
iii Deltaic Alluvial. 
(b) Aeolian Material •. 
(a) Alluvial:- The chief content of the soil is 
silt, deposited by the Indus river system. The newer 
alluvial 'Khadar' is predominant in the eastern portion of 
Indus plain .. This light colotn·ed alluvium is mainly com-
posed of fine grained material. The older alluvium or 
Bhangar is sporadically distributed and its surface 
appearances are mostly confined to the north west of Region 
VII. The Bhangar is of darker colour and is more ston.ly 
and less uniform in texture than the newer alluvium. 
The alluvial soils range from sand through loam and 
fine silt to stiff clays. They are regularly visited by 
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furious floods. These soils are irrigable and can be 
I 
responsive but are often unsatisfactory owing to high in-
herent salt content and poor natural drainage. Therefore, 
there is always a danger of waterlogging and salinity 
which phenomena are presently spreading. Permanently wet 
and salty tracts already exist. Alluvial soils are most 
agriculturally productive near the river valleys, 
provided drainage be supplied to counter water logging which 
follows~ irrigation. 
Deltaic Alluvi[~, is the seaward extension of the recent 
alluvium of the river Indus9 These soils are continually 
reneweQ with a new covering of silt, and can be very 
fertile. There are many marshy tracts of peaty soils 
containing high proportions of organic matter. 
Desert deposits of Aeolian soils are round in two 
main tracts. Firs.t, there is the latitudinal belt 
consisting of the Cholistan and Tharparkar deserts in Region 
VII 3a and b, and secondly,the stony desert of Region IV. 
The former has a mantle of blown sand, the raw material 
for which has been transported from the coastal region and 
the Indus plain by winds. The whole of this desert belt 
is scattered With sand dunes. 
The latter desert is a dreary region consisting of 
stones, caused by the rock disintegration under large diurnal 
and periodical range of temperature. The limited amount of 
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moisture prevents soil formation. Both these desert areas; 
are useless for agriculture. 
Loess;, a wind deposited sandy loam is f'ound in Regions 
V 2 a and III-IV. Deep and highly absorbent, loesa is: 
naturally well drained and for this reason rather than 
chemical richness. is agriculturally very productive. Loess 
is very vulnerable to gully erosion. 
From this introductory sketch it might be concluded. 
that the residual soils are poorer from the farmers point 
of view than are the non-desertic drift soils. Although, 
we must qualify this statement by an examination below of 
other elements in the complex, we can use the geological 
approach aBl a base for ass;ess:ing the usefulness. of the 
soils of major regions. (Fig. 38). 
Climate 
In addition to this geologic origin, soil is influenced 
by the climate. Climate exerts ita influence on soil to 
such an extent that geological differences may be obliter-
ated. In an extreme climate like that of west Pakistan, 
one general type of' soil is produced whose characteristics 
transcend in importance to man,the differences already 
considered. 
!~ we compare the soil map with the geological map 
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little correspondence appears. On the other hand the 
pattern of soil fo~ation bears great agreement with the 
distribution of rainfall. For instance desert soils 
predominate when rain falls below 10 inches annually, 
whether the rain comes in winter or in summer or through-
out the year. (Figs. 4,13,21B, 37 and 43). Again the 
productive soils approximate in their distribution to the 
zone between the 1~25 inches Isohyets. On the whole, 
the soil map showa that soil types approximate more to the 
climate map and less; to geology. Thi a correspondence 
between the climatic zones and the soil z:onea theoretically 
leads to the zonal adaptation of cropping, hence the 
farming types would be expeete~ to be establishe~ on the 
bioclimatic basis of any area. 
The soil is influenced by the local temperature, and 
meteoric water. ( 5) The climate on the whole regulates; 
the amount of war.mth and water penetrates into the soil. 
The temperature variation is the main factor decomposing 
the rocks. The soils of arid region, mainly because of 
low humus content are of light colour, have low specific 
heat absorption and respond quickly to the alterations of 
temperature. Contrary to this,the heavy soils retain 
moisture and are not as readily affec:ted by heat and cold~. 
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It has been noted earlier that effecti venes·s, of rain 
does not depend on the total fall but the amount which 
is available for plant gro\rth. In West Pakistan where 
evaporation and run off are very great, the efficiency of 
rainfall is diminished. In general the soil characteristics 
are related to temperature and rainfall. Under mean 
annual temperature of 30°C or higher, desert may occur even 
in the regions of rainfall as high as 1,200 mm annually• 
If the mean annual temperature is only 10°C the rainfall 
does not exceed 400 mm. When the rain factor is between 
40 and 60 the soils are blended with iron oxide, as~ the 
yellow soils, red earth's and laterite soils. These soils 
are formed in the areas w~th a rainfall between 500 mrn to 
over 1,000 rnm. None of them exist in west Pakistan.(6} 
The devices for reducing the daily range of temperature 
at soil level may be adopted in Pakistan as it has been 
undertaken in Malaya.(?} The daily range of temperature 
has been reduced by a coating of dried mulch but it 
did not reduce the mean soil temperature. The latter was 
best reduced, ··· .. · up to 3°F~4°F, by establishing a cover of 
low creeper on the soil surface. Using Meyer's "humidity 
factor",(8) the relation of soil to temperature and rainfall 
for the arid and semi-arid West Pakistan haa been illustrated 
in Fig. 39. When the annual rainfall is 335 mm and 
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temperature is 24°C, and the humidity factor is 65, the 
soils are highly sandy and deserts occur. The colour is: 
light grey. The arid part of west Pakistan abounds with 
these soils. 
In the semi-arid section of West Pakistan the rain-
fall approximates to 710 mm, and temperature is 26°0 and 
humidity factor is 144. Under such conditions the soils 
developed are greyish brown and pinkish grey. The process 
of leaching may also be used as a criteria for soil clas:si-
fication. 
Classification of Climate in Relation to Soil Fo~ation (9) 
1. High leaching •••••••••• podsol 
(leaching factor Brown Forest soils. 
about 70 am). Red and yellow soila. 
Ferruginous laterites. 
2. Transitional ••••••••••• Prairie Soils. 
3. 
(leaching fae:tor 
considerably less 
than 70 em. Rain-
fall greater than 
70 em.). 
Low leaching ••••••••••• Techernosan 
(leaching factor Chestnut coloured soils. 
and rainfall both Brown semi-desert soils. 
less than 70 em.) Grey desert soils. 
with in-
crease of 
tempera-
ture. 
with 
decrease 
of rain-
fall. 
The above class:ification gives three categories of soils 
based on the degree of leaching; 1, high leaching soils. 
2, Transitional, when the leaching is neither high nor low, 
and 3, low leaching soils. High leaching and Transitional 
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soils of this type are not found in West Pakistan. 
Low leaching soils are predominant when the temperature 
is high, rainfall and leaching factors both are lower than 
70 em .. These factors give origin to soils such as cherno-
zems, chestnut coloured soils, bro\vn semi-desert soils, grey 
desert soils. The soils or west Pakistan belong to this 
group. Where leaching is low and rainfall is the deciding 
factor,these soils are rich in mineral content. 
Both Lang and Crowther,arrived at the same conclusion. 
According to Lang,a mean temperature of 30°C may result in 
the formation of deserts even with rainfall of 1,200 mm; 
and according to Crowther,desert soils are produced under 
similar conditions or high temperature, low rainfall and low 
leaching. Thus both experts; considered temperature as the 
chief or dominating factor in the development of soils of 
sub-tropical regions. In west Pakistan low fertility of 
soils suggests common causative factors viz, rainfall which 
can fall below 5", temperature which can rise above 115°F 
and evaporation which always exceeds the precipitation. As 
a consequence the ground water moves upward by capillary 
action, and salts are accl;D'llulated on the surface. 
In the United states of America Jenny has shown,that 
there is a constant decrease in the nitrogen content with 
the rise of mean ~~ual temperature.(10) The general average 
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decrease in nitrogen is twice to thrice for every ris:e of 
10°0. Arid climate works; against the formation of nitrogen 
in the soil. The antiforcea can be controlled by adding 
the organic material to keep the balance in the rate of 
decrease of nitrogen and by keeping the soil temperature low 
so as to encourage the humus formation. The maintenance 
of a suitable vegetative cover will also lead to the forma~ 
ti.on of nitrogen. 
Hydrography 
The whole of West Pakistan is still affected by the 
consequences of Tertiary orogenesis. In the highlands 
erosion is very actively removing the weathered rock mantle as 
quickly as ecological conditions allow. Under such condi-
tions, particularly on sedimentary rocks, soil accummulation 
and the formation of mature soils is hindered. Lowland 
Pakistan is affected by the continued infilling of the old 
structural depression, by the incoming stream loads. Stabi-
11 ty of soil formation here , ultimately depends on the speed 
of detrital deposition and on the type of material laid down. 
As noted in Chapter 4~ hydrography, human action has, both 
in the highland and lowland critically acc:elerated these 
process:es; and soils: have rarely been allowed to develop 
fully mature structures. 
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The rivers deposit the coarser material in their higher 
and middle reaches; and carry down the finer material to the 
lower courses; where stream velocity dec·reases.. In the last 
stage soil material is built up by rivers but in the early 
and middle stages river deposition is only one agent in the 
formation of the solum which is also produced by meteoric 
agents.(6) The soil on the hillsides; is shallow and 
immature. 
In the plain, topographic conditions allow not only 
water movement along stream courses but also stagnation. 
Under such conditions absorption as~ well as evaporation start 
functioning. The absorption rate depends both on local 
soil and parent rock. These circumstances lead to the 
formation of alkaline and saline :Soils. 
In the preceding pages., three genetic factors of soil, 
namely Geology, Climate and Hydrography have been notede 
These are mainly external characteristics of soil formation. 
The internal characteristics of soil mainly are affected 
by vegetation and organic matter. 
Vegetation (llL) 
Soil is essentially influenced by vegetation, which 
exerts its influence upon the soil in the form of living 
vegetation, dead vegetation and variations in plant species. 
Living vegetation affects the soil surface as well as 
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below. In the first instant,the vegetation provides a 
covering of varied thickness, which renders protection to 
the soil from sun, winds, and coldt and drought. The 
thicker the vegetative covering the weaker is the evaporation 
and smaller the temperature range. Thus generally,the 
soil underneath such covering loses les~ moisture by evapora-
tion and transpiration than the bare surface loses by 
evaporation alone. The deeper the roots of a living vege-
tation, the lower the depth to which water will be extracted 
from the soil. This is governed by the type: of vegetation. 
In West Pakistan there is a dearth of naturing living 
vegetation, such covering being created only during the short 
period of rainy season. In other seasons evapotranspiration 
is almost nil, replaced by evaporation. 
The problem of b~ance of gain and loss through evapora-
tion and evapotranspiration is still not completely solved. 
In recent years experiments conducted by Zingg(12) and Hide,(13) 
indicate that evaporation rate is enhanced by tree cover, 
since this serves as Wind breaks, limits the air circula-
tion and increases the ground temperature. Another argument 
advocated is that1 plant litter helps to conserve the heat 
rather than moisture in the soil, which augments the rate 
of evaporation, "affects soil formation chiefly by modifying 
the moisture, and heat conditions to suit its peculiar 
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character, thereby practically transfor.ming the soil 
climate."(14) Further scientific research is needed to 
form usable conclusions, since generalisations are at the 
moment dangerous, especially :for Pakistan,where every work 
is in its experimental stage. A great number o:f local 
experiments would be highly desirable in this direction. 
In the second instance,living vegetation influences 
the soil aeration below the surface. In a soil in which 
there is a high retention of' air, carbon dioxide increases, 
pH is lowered and availability o:f nutrients increased. This 
phenomenon is common in sandy and gravelly soils and is o:f 
special value in calcareous soils. FUrthermorerthe lower 
levels of the soil ~~loosened by root action. It is true, 
that the bulk of soil is compose€11 of min_eral material, but 
soil becomes different fram the regolith only,when it is 
mingled with organic matter o:f dead vegetation. In all 
the humus soils the organic content changes :first,when the 
organic matter~;_fs increased by fresh formation, secondly, 
when the organic matter is decreased under the persistent 
oxidation and leaching. When these two process.es are 
equalised a state of equilibrium takes place, or vice versa. 
The degree o:f development o:f humus content in a soil 
is determined by climatic influence. In west Pakistan, on 
account of extreme temperatures and arid! ty, the humus co~ 
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tent of the soil is low. In the desert region it is almost 
~bsent as there is a lack of vegetation. 
Effects of ty:pe of plant formation 
The plants. have so much influence on the for,mation of 
soil, that soils have often been referred to by the 
characteristics of vegetation. Thus, reference is made 
to 'beech soil', which abounds in humus and belongs to the 
htunid climate. In the same way oak soil is confined to 
the tropical and sub=tropical regions. The steppe soil 
is formed in the semi-arid regions by the thick mosaic of 
grass. roots in the surface horizon. These terms call 
attention to the connee.tion between soil and vegetation. 
In the former province of the Punjab(15) a soil survey 
was carried out,based on the indigenous natural vegetation, 
which inhabited the area before the introduction of irriga~ 
tion cultivation. The land covered with Jand scrub 
(prosopis Specigera) is regarded as suitable for irrigational 
crops. The soil has low pH and salt content. Wan (Salva-
dora Ole~qhes) covered an area which has 8.5 pH value, 
which was considered to be sui table for a succ:essf'ul cul ti va-
tion of American cotton. Okan (Tamarix Qrticulata) is a 
salt tolerant plant and such areas are not f'it for irrigation. 
The soil carrying the growth of Karai shows very high pH 
value in the upper layers and a high salt content in the 
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lower layers; and the crops yield is poor. The area 
supporting the natural growth o-r Harrnal (peganum harmala) is 
' 
an area of better soil. Ak (Calotropis procera) indicatea 
a soil of sandy substratum. Sarkand (Sachharum m~ja) 
----.. 
inhabit, ;S the sandy areas along the canal and river banks 1 
and it might also be -round with high water table. The 
area would be highly alkaline and saline, where the Lani 
(~ueda fruticosa) plant grows;, and the soil reaches. the 
last stage of deterioration. Bui (Kochia indica) shows: 
extremely sandy conditions of the soil. The thriving 
Dhak (Butea frondosa) occurs on the heavy clay soils and 
shows that their deterioration by salt and pH increase is in 
an advanced stage, of Rakkar soil refers to the hard i~ 
pervious soil devoid of vegetation • 
. FAUNA 
Soil fauna and micro-organisms are active and plentiful 
only under suitable conditions of humidity and temperature.(l6) 
When conditions do not favour the formation of humus and the 
accumulation of organic matter, then soil fauna as in weat 
Pakistan, have only limited beneficial effeets on soil 
character. 
The animals include both wild and domestic animals. 
The Wild animals grub the vegetation and humus cover, and the 
grazing animals or domestic animals help to increase aeration 
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of forest soil. The balance is however delicate. over 
grazing leads to the depletion ot soil on a large scale. 
At the same time the metabolism or fertility of the soil 
may be furthered by the ex~rernents left by the graziers. 
Animals, thus ex~cise both constructive and des;tructive 
influences on the soil. Pasturing can be proved beneficial 
if controlled grazing is adopted. 
TIME 
All the above mentioned factors involved in soil forma-
tion require time to produce the soil. Hence_, time itself 
becomes a factor. The pedologist regards time as the 
"stage of development 11 .(11) Zonal soils are well developed 
and the azonal soils are still undeveloped. The fresh, 
alluvial soils and sandy soils have been considered as the 
underdeveloped soils by the scientists. Time is not a. 
constant factor as the same span of time is not required 
for all factors to produce a soil. Therefore,the pedologists 
are not able to establish a definite time,which a soil takes 
to form. 
MAN 
Man exploits and influences the soil in his pursuit 
of types of agriculture namely, pastoralism and sedentary 
cultivation .. 
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Primitive people mainly live by hunting, fishing and 
grazing. In west Pakistan this primitive use of soil riches 
is still pursued by nomadic pastoralists. Extensive agricul-
ture implies in this case,the exploitation of some resources 
for short-term returns. Cultivation is carried out without 
any intensive application of capital labour, and land 
resources are not treated as permanent assets. Yields 
per acre and per capita are low and the general tendency 
is for the few cultivators to concern themselves more with 
the area used than with land productivity. 
Forests may be destroyed in order to put the land under 
the plough. After deforestation crops provide less foliage 
cover and the soil is exposed to direct insolation particularly 
during fallow. The soil temperature is 1ncrease4 and humus 
content is destroyed, hence the plant nutrients; are depleted 
rapidly and the structure physically and chemically deterior-
ates radically. The natural organic cycle is then often 
left to destruction.(6) 
Even when capital and techniques are restricted, factors. 
such as population pres:sure may turn cultivators attention to 
raising crop yields,since the alternative of extending the 
area· .. under cultivation is not present. This means,that the 
crop nutrients are rapidly consumed by a succ:ession of crops 
and restoration of soil fertility becomes crucial. Under 
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such circumstances a wise crop rotation wilL be valuable 
to maintain the soil fertility. 
The factors of soil formation described above may 
be summarised in the equation formulated by Docuchaiev which 
"express:es·. that soil is the function of various factors. (6) 
P = f (K, O, G, V). P·means product (soil). 
K climate. 
0 organism. 
G parent rock geology. 
V age of the soil. 
f shows the P (soil)is the 
function of these 
agencies 11 • 
Thus "the evolutiona.ry(2) character of soil f'ormation 
makes it poss;i ble to explain soil differences as expressions 
of different conditions governing evolutionary process". 
On this concept has been based the system of contemporary 
soil classification, which has been studied through the 
medium of soil profiles. 
From the point of view of' agricultural utility, both 
the physical and the chemical suitability of soil play vital 
roles. 
Here,we first,examine the physical characteristics, viz. 
texture, structure, porosity and colour. In the following 
table a textural classification by soil particle size as 
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established by the International Society or Soil Science 
is cited. The table also states the mechanical analysis 
of three typical samples.(5) 
Table 11 
SandY Heavy 
separate Diameter loam Loam Clay mm Shropshire% Anglesey% Czecho.% 
1. coarse Sand 2.00-0.20 66.6 27 .. 1 0.9 
2. Fine Sand 0.20-0.02 17 .. 8 30.3 7.1 
3. S'ilt 0.02-0.002 5.6 20.2 21 .. 4 
4. Clay below-0.002 8.5 19.3 65.8 
The mechanical analysis of' the surf'ace soil of' valleys 
in Region I of West Pakistan as determined by Asghar(17) is 
tabulated below. 
Sample 
1 
2 
Table 12 
Clay 
% 
18 
12 
Fine 
Silt 
% 
23 
19 
Silt 
·% 
12 
13 
Sand 
% 
48 
56 
Asghar~ s: groups of soil particles by size 
do not, unfortunately, correspond with the 
international size scale. 
The textural status of the surface soil of the former 
province of Sind is shown in Table 13.(18) 
separates~ 
Clay 
Silt 
Fine sand 
Coarse Sand 
Table 13 
Surface Soil 
at 
Kohistan % 
10.59 
2.60 
35.15 
51.66 
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surface Soil Surface Soil 
at central at 
Alluvial Plain Tharparkar % 
'% 
24.19 5.97 
56.11 2.33 
19.52 30.41 
0.18 61.29 
Tables 12-13 clearly reveal that soils of west Pakistan 
on the whole are dominantly sandy, and silt dominates. the 
alluvial areas. 
From the above analyses. the separates may be distinguish.:.; 
ed as the coarse and fine separates. The course separates., 
include stone, gravel and sand. 
The size of gravel ranges from 2 mm: up to 3 inches;. 
and the size of stone is more than 3 inches. Thes.e 
particles are not influencecii by change in moisture unles·s 
they are coated by silt or clay. They are of porous nature 
and water percolates through them rapidly. .Agriculturally r 
these soils are good if water and organic matter is supplied 
to them. There is no danger of bad drainage, salinity or 
waterlogging. The sandy soils contain up to 7~ or more 
of the sand material. Such soils are poor in moisture 
retentiveness, which is typical of arid region. In such 
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areas the water drains down and accumulates as a subterranean 
water body if geological conditions permit. 
The fine separates are clay, silt and loam. A soil 
has a fine texture when both silt and clay are present, 
and when drainage and aeration is impeded. This type of 
soil is sticky when moistened and for.ms hard clods ~men 
dried. Generally the clayey and silty soils possess a 
high degree of water holding capacity. They are liable to 
waterlogging and salinity increases in dry climates. Both 
clay and silt are heavy soils and difficult to work. 
Loam:- A true loam is ita mixture of sand, silt and 
clay particles, such as to exhibit light and heavy properties 
in about equal proportions. Roughly,it is a half and half 
mixture on the basis of properties".(5) These soils are 
best for agriculture as they are neither too absorbent nor 
too compact hence,they are easy to work. 
A soil is termed loamy sand when its constitution of 
separates is approximately 85% of sand, 10% of silt and B% of 
clay, clay is inconsiderable in amount. This soil is o1" 
frequent occurrence in west Pakistan. 
Sandyloarn is composed 65% of sand, 2~ of silt, and 10% 
of clay. When there is a little difference in the amount of 
sand and silt the soil is assigned as loam. 
When a soil consists of 60% of silt and an equal 
proportion of clay and sand it is call~ silt loam. 
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A silty clay loam constitutes 5~ of silt, 30% clay and 
only 1~ sand. 
When there is an insignificant difference in the amount 
of silt and clay the soil formed is clay loam. Clay, highly 
absorbent, expands and becomes plastic when wet while 
desiccation brings shrinkage and hardnes:S.. When the clay 
fraction excee~s 38,% then soils have dominantly clayey 
characteristics. 
Silt soils are a mixture of clay, sand and humus in 
which non-rounded micro sand particles are dominant. Such 
material has: less absoi•ption power but great non-plastic 
cohesive strength than clay. 
The above summary shows: that soil is a component of 
many separates of varying nature. The soil texture signi-
fies the inorganic constituents in the soil. 
Structure:~ All the significant physical properties 
of soil are not conveyed by textural character. Had this 
been the case, fine-grained soil would have been always 
impermeable which is not true. Instead, pedologists; have 
been able to find out that many fine textural soils have 
an arrangement of particles,which permit water movement, 
allows ,.aeration and keeps. the s.oil light. This arrangement 
or building up of particles is designated as soil structure(19). 
It may be in~erpreted that soil structure refers to the 
grouping of individual particles or of each separate into 
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larger pieces. 
S.oil is regarded as structureless:. when composed of 
separated grains of loose sand, this soil is known as:. 
'single grained'. When the grains bind together in an 
irregular mass the soil is called as "massive". 
The following structural types have been commonly 
recognised in the soil profile. (a) platy, (b) columnar, 
(c) prismatic, (d) blocky, (also known as angular), (e) 
nutlike (also kno'v·m as nuciforrn or sub-angular blocky), 
(f) granular and crumb. 
Platy soils are built up of thin horizontally arranged 
plates. This arrangement derives from the character of 
the regolith. More frequently found in arid and semi=arid 
areas are the columnar structures. Nuciform to block 
structures are generally confined to the subsoil, under 
conditions of free aeration. Crumb structures have smaller 
aggregates, generally under half an inch in diameter. Degree 
of granularity varies but such soils are always open and 
friable and give good conditions for plant root development 
of the various structUres. This is the most agriculturally 
valuable and when found naturally must be carefully maintained 
by physical and chemical means. Thus for instance correct 
tillage and crops like rye-grass, are physically beneficial 
while the legumes are most beneficial chemically. 
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The aggregates of the above mentioned structure types 
may vary considerably in hardness and size.(20) In the 
same way soil has one or more horizons containing different 
structure, and at the same time a soil may show the above: 
mentioned various types of structure at different horizons. 
The possible permutations are of course limited by the close 
relationships between the horizons. If the s~tructure is 
distinctly visible, and clearly marked, that type or 
structure is exceptionally well~developed. 
Briefly, structure is the arrangement of soil contents, 
both organic and inorganic matter and these are arranged 
into various types of aggregates. It regulates and 
controls the water entry, its movement, aeration and root 
penetration. 
Porost ty:.;.; Soil porosity has been "defined as: that 
percentage of the soil value which is not occupied by 
solid particles. In a soil containing no mixture, the 
total pore space will be filled with air. The pores; of 
a moist soil are filled with both air and water".(20) 
The pore space(21) of a soil depends on both tex$Ure 
and structure of' a soil. In general two types of pore 
space occur in soil, "macro and micro".(5) The macro pore 
spaces as the name implies are wider spaces,through which 
water and air move readily. In contrast to this the micro 
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spaces impede the pas:sage of both air and water, but 
through which water pass:es· under the capillary action •. 
Macro spaces are dominant features in the sandy soils. 
The pore(ll) space usually decreases downward, and it 
reaches the rn:f)IImum ·:in the compact ill uvial horizon; "on 
soils of the same type those in arable cultivation and 
unmanured have the smallest amount of pore space and those 
under old meadow soils the largest the range may be from 
40-60% or more". ( 19) 
The pore spaces are of vi tal importance to the s:oil 
habitat for plants, as they draw all water, air and light 
through them. Therefore, it has·, been advocated, that 
"It is usef'ul to think of the soil as: an ass.emblage of 
spaces rather than an ass:emblage of solid particles, as the 
growth of plants is primarily dependent on water which 
pass~es through or is retained within the larger pores11 .(22) 
The grades of porosity are usually class:ed as:: 
"O = no visible pores., 
L = Low porosity. 
M = Medium porosity. 
H = High porosity. 
X= Exceptional porosity with 
conspicuous cavities:". 
As recognised by Bav:er "The ideal soil should have 
the p9re space about equall;wdi videcifi .. :. between large and small 
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pores. such a soil would have sufficient aeration, 
permeability and water-holding properties". ( 20) 
Experiments in the United States have shown,that pore 
space surface is demoted under cropping, as is clear in the 
data tabulated below.(5) 
Soil Type: 
1. Hagerstoner loam 
(penus) 
2. Marshall silt loam 
(Iowa) 
3. Nappanee Silt loam 
4. Ave. 19. Georgia Soils 
Cropped 
Soil 
Years 
Cropped 
58 
50+ 
40 
45-150 
Pore 
Space'% 
50.0 
56.2 
50.5 
45.1 
Uncropped 
· soil 
Pore 
Space% 
57 .. 2~ 
62.7 
60.3 
5'7 .1 
The study of the table reveals the following results:-
1. That the pore space is not readily affected by the 
crops, it is a process of long duration •. 
2. That the pore space in loam and silt loam is diminished 
in 40-50 years. 
No studies: of this kind have yet been carried out in 
Pakistan. Since, in Pakistan there are large tracts. of 
these soils,which elsewhere have been shown to be proved 
to deterioration in porosity, and many of these have been 
cultivated for long periods, such an approach would be. 
valuable. 
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Besides pore spaces,a soil is liable to develop clay 
pans, crust and hardpans.(21) Clay pan is the compact 
layer at various depths in the soil horizon which res~rict~ 
water flow. These form either from a high concentration 
of clay in the "sub-soil", or from the concentrating move.;.; 
ment of clay particles. They are usually widespread in 
the flat plain areas. In the lowland of'·West Pakistan, 
clay has been concentrated and accumulated at many localities 
owing to bad natural drainage of the area. Had there been 
a free movement of particles such conditions would never 
have been created. Thus the difficulties occasioned,are 
generally1 due to poor permeability and unfavourable arid 
climatic conditions. Their for-mation is spectacularly 
exhibited in solonetz formed in the lowland. Because of 
their compact nature, the clay pans as a rule are inhibitive 
to plant growth. 
Hard pans are similar to clay pans in obstructing the 
movement of air and water, but dissimilar in containing 
a smaller proportion of clay. These layers are impenetrable 
and interfere with root penetration and water passage, 
hence,these also are unfavourable for a beneficial use of 
soil. They are of common occurence in areas where an over~ 
lay of loam over clay, loam over sand, or loam over gravel 
is deposited. In West Pakistan there are many areas. of' 
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such accumulation in Potwar, Salt Range and Quetta, Kalat 
Region. 
The clay pans and hard pans are factors in the creation 
of: salinity and waterlogging on a vas:t scale. The 
accompanying Fig. 40, illustrates the depth of: the solum 
or an experimental reclmnation farm at Bhalewala in 
Montgomery district. ( 23) The thickness; of the sol urn varies~ 
from lesa than 6 to more than 10. It showa very well how 
conditions vary strikingly at short distances and how 
compactness and depth are not uniform. 
Soil Water:~ In the arid areas plant growth is limited 
by the limited amount of water available for plants. ln 
West Pakistan the natural availability of water is 
periodical; either there is a drought or a t:lood. Under 
such abnormal conditions, cultivated plant growth depends~ 
upon irrigation and drainage, as well as rain, and they lose 
water by drainage, evaporation and transpiration. Conserva-
tion of water for agriculture becomes a necessity. Water 
retained by a soil varies according to its capacity. 
"The amount of water retained in soil vhich has: drained for 
about two days (while covered to prevent evaporation) is 
known as the field capacity.n(24) This det:inition is widely 
adopted for the water storage capacity of a soil. It 
p.P.ovides the "approximate upper limit to the arnou..""lt stored 
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for subsequent use by plants. The lower limit is the 
permanent wilting point and the difference is the range 
of available water for plant growth". The concept of 
field capacity basis is very helpful in irrigation 
practices to avoid the wastage of water and to ascertain 
the time of recharge. A high f'ield capacity is possess.ed 
by the soils of high texture and colloidity and organic 
matter. The soils in ·~llfest Pakistan in respect of thes~e 
qualities are poor,as has. been illustrated in the previous 
pages. "In agriculture the water content at field capacity 
is significant as representing the amount of water which 
stays long enough in a particular horizon to be of possible 
use to plants~ subsequp..ntly". 
The main concern in west Pakistan is,how to conserve 
the soil water which is lost by evaporation and drainage, 
in order that field capacity may be maintained above plant 
wilting point. The water lost by evaporation can be 
reduced by various methods. The most widely used method 
advocated(24) for annual crop farrning,is the removal of 
vegetative cover between crops and the maintenance of a 
loose surface tilth. "Loosening of the soil surface can 
reduce liquid flow to the surface and so create a dry 
barrier which reduces evaporation". Generally the surface 
of the soil dri.es out quickly and it provides protection in 
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the dry season \tlthout loosening the soil. Moreover,it 
is noted by Marshall,that the water lost from a bare soil 
by evaporation is nearly of the same rate,as it is 
evaporated from an open water surface, as long as the soil 
surface remains wet. Evaporation decreases markedly, 
when it exceeds the rate of moisture supply from below. 
In his laboratory after experiments on fallow soil(25) 
Penman realised that,when a wet soil is subjected to the 
conditions which dry it at a quick rate, the total water 
lost during that period would be less than that lost 
under less severe drying conditions, and that a protective 
mulch is rapidly formed under rapidly drying conditions. 
He suggested that cultivation in spring may prove effective 
in reducing the water loss from the bare ground. In the 
same context Gardener and Fireman{26) are of the opinion, 
that rate of loss: by evaporation depends: on the rate of 
supply of water from the sub-surface, which is again con-
ditioned by precipitation. In his studies on anti-
evaporation devices, Lemon has referred to the use of 
wetting agents by Russians to check the water losa from 
the soil. {27) The field work carried on evaporation loss. 
at Lyallpur shows~ that evaporation virtually ceases·. as the 
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* water table falls to a depth of 4 ft. Fig. 41 •. Other 
evaporation prevention measures include stubble mulching and 
soil covering, where economical, by metal foil, plastic 
sheeting etc. 
Water loss by drainage:- It has already been noted 
under Hydrography that excessive ground water nmst be 
removed by artificial drainage and there are many types; 
of drainage for the disposal of extra water. These types; 
are selected acc.ording to the local environments;, soil, 
crop, climate and above all economic limitations. The 
purpose of the drainage is to dispose of excess-ive water 
from the soil to maintain aeration. This: Will lead to 
the removal of dissolved salts and their movement towards; 
the surface will be restricted,while at the same time: 
surface evaporation will be reduced. Drainage is one· of 
the chief nee~s of the irrigated areas. in arid regions and 
is an effective protection against salinity and alkalinity. 
The need for drainage may be ascertained from ~he water-table 
records and from surface appearances referred to in the 
previous chapter. 
Water Retention in Soil:-(24) The retenti ven.e.s:s:. of a 
soil depends on its texture, structure and the humus content. 
* Contrary to this, lysimeter tests. at Lahore have sho\~ 
that "high summer evaporation rates can attract \vater 
from a depth of' 13! below the soil surface". Murphy P.H. 
"The Agricultural Development of the Thal Desert" .1957 ,p .43 •. 
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Sandy soils will give better response for plant growth than 
will clays after minimum water supply because surface-tension 
holding of water is less s.trong. Eqally, if sandy and 
clay soils are in proximity the former will lose water to 
the latter, such water becoming not available to plants un-
til the clay'~ capacity of retention has been satisfied. 
The distribution of water in soil is not equal, it keeps~ 
on changing. The water falling as rain or applied by 
irrigation, is at first distributed equally. This proces·s~ 
slows: do~~ \tith decreasing supply, and water is then losx 
to drainage, evaporation and transpiration. 
Water available for Plants:-(24) The permanent wilting 
point is the water content of a soil at which plants wilt 
and d~ not recover turgidity when placed in a humid atmos-
phere overnight". The stage at which wilting oceurs depends 
on the type of plant~ and their behaviour. The water 
availability and irrigation programme involves the study 
of plants, soil and atmospher~ conditions. Hagan(24) has 
studied these factors and summarised the probable conditions 
as tabulated below. 
Plant 
Relatively Frequent 
Irrigation Desirable 
Shallow, sparse, slow-
growing roots, Fresh 
weight yield of vegeta-
tive organ desired. 
Relatively Infrequent 
Irrigation Poss-ible 
Deep, dense, fast-growing 
roots;. Dry weight yields 
of reproductive organ 
desired. 
Soil 
Weather 
Quality dependent upon 
size of vegetative 
organ. 
Shallow soil, poor 
structure impeding root 
growth. 
Slow infiltration and 
internal drainage; 
poor aeration. 
Small fraction of 
available water held at 
low soil moisture stress 
levels:. 
Saline soils or- water. 
Fertility level high; 
nutrients concentrated 
in topsoil. 
Root disease, nematodes. 
present. 
Planted at beginning of 
hot dry seasono 
Major gro\rlh period 
during hot dry season. 
High evaporation rates. 
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Harvest for content of 
sugar, oil etc. 
Deep soil:· good structure. 
Good infiltration, inter-
nal drainage, aeration. 
Large fraction of avail~ 
able water held at low soil 
moisture s~tress; levels. 
Non-saline. 
Fertility level low; 
nutrients distributed in 
profile. 
Constant water table in 
reach of roots. 
Plant well ahead of hot 
dry season. 
Major growth period before 
hot dry seas:on •. 
Low evaporation rates:. 
In the light of above we may say that the soils which 
need frequent irrigation are of most common occurrence in 
West Pakistan. 
Colour:.;.;. The colour of soil demonstrates clearly 
the complex. phenomena of soil formation. Though the soil 
colour conveys the best impression of the climate and topo-
graphic features, still indicator of both 
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physical and chemical properties of a soil.(ll) 
These physical properties: are the inherent qualities 
of soil, which are the nproduct of geographical environ.::; 
ment which determines the process·. of formation". (2) 
Chemical Properties:- The bulk of soil constituents 
are mineral, but it is also said that'~he essential 
difference between a productive surface soil and a mere 
mass of rock fragments, however, fine, lies·. in the organic 
content of the former".(5) Puhr and Olson concluded,that 
organic matter exerts its influence on the following 
physical properties of soil, weight, cohesion, structure, 
absorption, porosity, colour, temperature and tilth.(28) 
Organic matter is an important index of fertility and 
physical conditions of the soil. 
The importance of organic matter and its relations to 
soil structure have been studied by various experts.(29) 
Their studies reveal, that organic matter promotes·. a·.oil 
aggregation and improves the soil structure. Though culti-
vation practices and root system also affect the soil 
structure 8it largely depends on type and amount of organic 
matter present. Sigmond states,that chemical changes in the 
accompaniment of biological phenomena "give the soil its 
permanent character".(6) 
The chemical properties explained here under two 
heads:-
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1. The mineral chemical composition of the soils, and 
2. The chemical character of soil organic matter. 
The mineral chemical cornposition:-{30) 
These may be considered as acid soils, alkaline soils, 
and saline soils. Acid soils are of common occurrence 
in the humid regions, but in arid areas acid surface 
layers only occur where rain~e~l is about 20 inches.(5) 
Owing to absence of leaching, in arid areas, the base status 
is increased, hence calcium carbonate accumulation becomes 
greater than in the parent rock, and there carbonates 
draw nearer to the surface. In consequence such soils have 
alkaline subsoils and alkaline or neutral surface layers. 
Only a slight acidity may develop in the surface horizon. 
In west Pakistan acid surface layers of this kind occur 
in small patches in the areas of saline and alkaline soils. 
Saline and Alkaline soils are collectively named sodium 
soils.(6) Sigmond has classified the sodium soils into 
five groups, considering their genetic, dynamic and chemical 
Characteristics:-
1. Saline soils, 2. Salty alkaline soils, 3. Leached alka-
li soils, 4. Degraded alkali soils (soloti soils), and 
5. Regraded salty alkali soils. Sigmond regards this group 
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as composed of artificial soils, as; they are developed by 
the mishandling of man. 
In west Pakistan an investigation of such deteriorated 
soils has been carried out but did not produce us.efuJ. 
results:, hence no logical classification of deteriorated 
soil yet exists. As research work in this direction was; 
seriously hindered owing to political dislocation and 
absence of experts, in 1944 a classification of .!thur' 
deteriorated soils was devised by the Irrigation Branch of 
the Revenue Ministry.(15) This classification is based 
on the cultivation capacity of the soil. "Thur" 
land is so te~ed,when salts are visible on the soil surface. 
If the whole of the field was visibly af'fec:ted by thur to the 
extent of 20% or more it was als.o rec.orded as 'thur'. 
During the las:t decade salty soils have been tentatively 
classified into three types. In American literature the 
salt deteriorated soils are defined by the severity of 
conditions, interfering with plant growth- they are saline 
soils, saline alkaline soils and non-saline alkaline soils.(5) 
Jackson maintains "perhaps the most important chemical 
property of soils as a medium for plant growth is ita pH 
value~(31) Generally speaking the lower the pH value the 
better will be plant growth under subtropical conditions in 
sandy soils. These deteriorated soils are always surrounded 
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by more fertile soils. 
Figure 42, illustrates the process: of' chemical deteriora-
tion of' an experimental farm at Bhalewala Reclamation Station, 
West Pakistan. 
organic Matter:-(21) 
The organic matter of' humus in a soil is predominantly 
a production of micro-biological decomposition of plant and 
animal residues. The status of organic matter is higher 
under gras~ th~~ under trees because finer roota of grass 
readily decompose and "tend to concentrate in the top 9.:.;12 
inches of' soil11 .(19) 
Organic matter supplies. some particular chemicall elements. 
carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, sulphur acid phosphorus, 
carbon and nitrogen being the most decisive elements.(30) 
These elements give origin to the three substances or 
compounds, as; 1. Carbohyd,rates,, 2. Lignin, 3. Protein. 
Carbohydrates are composed of carbon hydrogen and 
oxygen, and while predominant in amount are easily decomposible. 
Lignin is attacked very slowly owing to different molecu-
lar structures of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen and it is 
lesa.er in amount. 
Protein consists of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen ~nd 
nitrogen, and it decomposes readily. Compared With carbo-
hydrates and lignin, plant tissues contain little protein. 
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The original raw material for these finished elements: 
have come from tbe atmosphere as carbon dioxide, nitrogen 
and water vapour and, 11by the continual process of life,. 
death and decay, they become embodied in living tissues; and 
finally return whence they came". Thus the formation of 
organic matter is a cyclical proces.s;. The break up 
of these products in addition to the dead soil organism., 
fungus and plant residues, make up the "true soil organic 
matter;;, ( 19) gene:t•ally ascertained as humus, which is; 
"blaclt structureless, a_T'ld amorphous, in the form of' very 
minute particles or a jelly coating the sand, silt and clay 
particles". The chief properties of the humus are strongly 
colloidal "swells on wetting, shrinks on drying, has·. s:ome 
power of absorbing ions, it can also hold and exchange bases"., 
In West Pakistan there is a scanty cover of vegetation, 
hence poor humus formation and almost no information exists 
on the,~· humus status of these soils. The table below is 
the only available chemical analysis of samples of soil 
at Sakrand in the Hyderabad Division.(32) 
Total Nitrogen 
'% 
0.043 0.11 0.19 
The desert portion consists; of rolling sand dunes: alter-
nating with valleys. The soils are sandy and deep. They 
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are very poor in organic matter and normal in fertility 
ingredients, but owing to the sandy nature of the soil,most 
of the ingredients drain away even with little rain. The 
above is probably a typical analysis of the surface layer. 
The inducement of humus in these soils is; only feasible, if 
there is an adequate water supp~y. The most suitable 
approach for retaining the humus content in the soil is ley 
farming and green manuring which again needs water. The 
importance of humus formation arises from the fact that 
structure, chemical fertility, mechanical stability are 
all maintained at a high level only in the presence of 
humus stability. 
Soil Survey in West Pakistan:-
The scientific study of soil is of modern origin a 
product of the laat 50 years. 
For an arid country like West Pakistan the first pre-
requisites for soil studies and surveys are data on climate 
and water resources.{33) As these factors are the basis 
for the planning of agricultural development, hence a geo-
graphical knowledge of the location, extent and nature of 
various soils is earnestly needed. 
The soil types may be graded, first by the study of 
underlying rocks, to determine whether the underlying rock 
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is actually the parent rock of the overlying soils. In 
the study of salinity this principle will be of great 
value,as the deep underlying strata of the soil in the 
plains are often said to be saline series and a main causa-
tive factor of the prevailing salinity. Secondly, only 
by the examination of the local orographic condi tiona,. 
by the study of the characteristics of the natural flora 
supported by the soil, and the evaluation of local meteor~ 
logical records, can extreme climatic conditions be studied. 
Integrated bioclimatic studies will then be possible. 
Moreover the climatic records will also denote the deviation 
f'rom the normal and their effect on the biotic conditions. 
The causes of deviation involve further inves;tigations. 
Soils are often classified on the basis of their 
fertility, assessing their nutrient (nitrogen, phosphate and 
potass-ium) status, the lime content and mechanical composi~ 
tion of surface and sub-surface soils. The necess'i ty of 
this type of soil survey was advocated by Ibn~al-Aman even 
in the 12th century as noted earlier. This type of survey 
has an immediate agronomic value and needs a great number 
of sample studies. Such studies will save the wastage of 
irrigating irresponsive soils. Such surveys prepared on 
the basis of nutrient status, though useful for agricultural 
purposes, are not sufficient to denote the physical composi~ 
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tion of the soil. The nutrient status of a soil is 
transient affected by external factors, and this status. 
can be promoted by the provision of the required amount 
of nitrogen, potas:s:ium and phosphate. Studies based on 
this aspect do not prove permanently valid,whereas knowledge 
built up on the profiles study or the physical character 
which is intrinsic Will have a lasting validity. 
In the light of these views we shall now see what type 
of soil surveys: have be.en undertaken in West Pal{istan. It 
has already been mentioned that soil surveys in Pakistan 
have never been embarked methodically and scientifically. 
The information existing at present is both empirical and 
deficient; and cover a very small area. This information 
may be grouped into the following phases. 
1. ·surveys before 1947. 
2. surveys after 1947. 
surveys before 1947 consist of: i land settlement records 
of 19th Century. ii District Gazetteers 1907~1910. 
iii Royal Commissaon on Agriculture 1928. iv Z.J. Schokalskaya 
1932 and v soil survey from the point of view of geology 
1935 (explained already under the pedogenic factors). These 
surveys do not contain much information about the area now 
comprising West Pakistan. 
Since 1947 only reconnaissance soil surveys of some 
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parts of west Pakistan have been carried out by various: 
bodies such as F.A.O., Colombo Plan Canadian Surveyors, 
and Pakistan Land Reclamation Department. Most of the 
area which fell to the destiny of west Pakistan had never 
attracted the attention of soil surveyor before 1948, owing 
to its: inhospitable terrain and hostile climate. 
The present writer has endeavoured to collate the 
existing informations and to explain the ideas., and lines; 
along vmich these soil surveys and soil classifications 
were assess:ed .. 
Land settlement records, supply the earliest informa-
tion about the soils. These records of old settlements: 
noted soil productivity and physical conditions as assess;ed 
through farming experience. Soil asses.sment was determined 
by the factors of colour, texture, availability or water, 
level of land and crops yield. The only crude classification 
was that of loamy and sandy soils. This type of class:ifica-
tion does not provide adequate information for optinrum use· 
of land, and the productive capacity of the soil as it is 
based on traditional experience rather than scientific process 
studies. Nevertheles·.s., these records contain useful 
information for further res.earch especially in noting the 
physical conditions of the soil at the surface. It further 
illustrates that the value of indigenous farmer evaluation 
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which must never l:>e ignored even if superseded at a later 
date by fuller knowledge.{34) 
District Gazetters contain scatterea informations on 
the traditional class:es~ of soils. as loam, loamy sand, and 
silt are met with. Some idea of both physical suitability 
and fertility are thus given. 
The geological soil survey as: explained earlier was. a 
collaborative effort made by the various experts of the 
Geological Survey of India. The survey has contributed 
much knowledge about the soil as: it is based on the 
lithology of the sub-continent, and was presented in map 
form. In that ,other elements and proces·ses; are of great 
importance1, this approach by itself' is inadequate. 
The only comprehensive study of soils produced haa been 
that of the Russdan pedilologist Schokalskaya, who attempted 
to describe the natural condi tiona of s.oil formation in 
India from meagre and scattered: data. 
The Report of' the Royal Commission on Agriculture, 
1928 is an account of' soil classification, prepared on 
the traditional methods and nomenclature and using groups; 
such as loamy and sandy soils. 
Since 19471 soil study has·. become to the forefront. 
As Pakistan's mainstay is her agriculture therefore the 
study of' soil has become of vital importance. In addition 
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to this, soil problems of salinity, alkalinity, waterlogging, 
drainage and others have given soil studies considerable 
impetus. A campaign has been launched by the Land 
Reclamation Department and a new soil survey is being con-
ducted on a scientific basis. 
In 19501 the Director of Soil Reclamation carried out 
a generalised tentative soil survey report.(17) The soils: 
of the former provinces of Pakistan have been analysea from 
the point of view of deterioration of soil by salinity and 
alkalinity, and physical conditions. This is the first 
study of its kind, which has been based on the study of soil 
profile of each soil type. Asghar has shown,that various 
types of soils are the product of topographic anomalies, 
inefficient drainage and subsoil water table. Though it 1 s: 
a very generalised study, yet it conveys a picture of soil 
types as. well as. their condition. Not yet considered are 
the differences in soil manurial and irrigation responses. 
Moreover the number of samplea are too small for a big 
country like Pakistan. 
Besides this, some soil studies have been conducted 
by F.A.o. experta during 1953 and 1955.(35) They have 
described the soils,in particular,in_terms of physical 
conditions as porosity and drainage and also of their 
capabilities of production. Thes:e studies have not been 
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based on full analysis of soil profile but rather on their 
upper horizon characteristics. 
A reconnaissance soil and land use survey of the 
Indus Valley has been conducted by the Canadian surveyors; 
under the Colombo Plan during 1954-1956.(36) This soil 
survey has manifold aspects. The chief bas.es; of soil 
classification are land forms, and the laTldscape map shows 
20 ndistinct features,n some of which have not been 
introduced in the literature of geomorphology as yeta This: 
study also does not rely on profile study.because of the 
indistinct profile development under the arid and semi-arid 
climate. The other factors considered for the classifica-
tion of soils were texture, water and the current land use. 
Fj.nally, the land use clas:s:ification has: been tentatively 
established after the world Land Use survey of the Inter~ 
national Geographical Union. 
rel-eased to the public as yet. 
This work has not been 
After its publication and 
availability this work will prove of an overwhelming help 
and a pre-requisite to the further studies of soil. 
In addition to this., a soil survey was carried out by 
Rafique in 1956 on the Nari Bolan area of the Kalat Division, 
which is not yet publishe~. The same author has prepared 
a report about the soils of Northern Uplands of West Pakistan 
in 1957.(37) His approach of soil study is based on the 
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profile study of both organic and inorganic matter, from 
the point of view of erosion control. 
The present writer has made an attempt to classify the 
soils of West Pakistan after the American soil system. 
Under the American soil system the soils are grouped into 
Orders, many sub-orders and they are then broken into Great 
Soil Groups. These types are grouped together into 
successive larger classes: based on the general characteristics. 
of similarities • The soils of Wes;t Pakistan are tabulated :in 
. T<~.:b·.l:'e. ·:.B··, their characters and agricultural utility is 
explained here. (Fig. 43}. 
Order 
zonal 
Intra 
zonal 
soils. 
vVest Pakistan Soils Class·ified 
Sub-order Great Soil Groups 
1. Soils .of' fores- Laterite· 
ted warm temperate 
and tropical re-
tions. 
2. s-emi-arid 
steppes. 
3. Light coloured 
soils of arid re~ 
gions;. 
1. Hydromorphic 
soils of' marshes 
swamps, flats and 
seepage areas •. 
Dry s.teppes on 
older alluvium. 
Sierozems and 
sandy soils. 
Bog, soils. 
Locality 
Patch work in 
Region I of 
1-3. 
Parts of Lahore, 
Rawalpindi and 
Peshawar Divi-
sions. 
Divisions of' 
Mul tan, Bahawal-
pur, Hyderabad, 
and Quetta. 
Canal colonies, 
patches at f'oot 
of Sulaiman 
range , and the 
deltaic region. 
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2. Halomorphic 
soil of the poor 
drainage. 
Azonal No sub-area. 
Soils. 
Sol ochak ( saline 
soils) solonetz; 
alkaline soils .. 
soloth soils:. 
Lithosol. 
Alluvial 
415 .. 
Canal colonies, 
deltaic region 
and littoral 
areas. 
The uplands of 
Peshawar, Quetta 
and Kalat Di vi~ 
sions. 
Indus Plain. 
1. Zonal soils are developed primarily by climatic 
influences. The influence of other genetic process; as; 
geology, vegetation, time etco are subordinate in their 
Tnese soils are of vast extent, ~~d spread 
in the areas of 30 inches and les;s rainfall. (5) 
2. Intra~zonal soils are those,which are influenced 
by climatic but dominantly affected by the local conditions 
as poor drainage, and salt concentration. They give rise 
to saline and/or alkaline soils and marshes:. 
3. .&zonal soils, their ch:L·ef distinction is that they 
are without any profile. Their characteristics are 
conditioned by the parent material. They are found in all 
types of climate. They are innnature soils, hence les:s 
duration of time is the dominant factor of genetic. In 
West Pakistru1 they are incompletely developea alluvial 
soils, and are not confined to a particular zone, and hence~ 
they are azonal. 
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Laterite soils:-
A few patches of this soil occurs in Region I to IV. 
These soils are termed as latosol in the region of forested 
warm temperate and tropical regions of relatively abundant 
rainfall and high temperature.(5) Hence heat, moisture 
and vegetation are the soil forming factors. These soils. 
have a high content of oxides of iron and alluwinium. 
In the former province of Baluchistan a foss·-il laterite 
in the n~li tic series has been suggested by Wadia( 38);, 
the presence of this soil in the area which is arid toda~ 
is an inference of pas.t humid climate. Its colour varies 
from red to yellow while uneroded laterite is often bro·wn 
or grey. ~Vhen the bed rock is basalt, its $urgace is red 
and.yellow. Erosion also helps to expose its red and 
yellow su~soil. Another salient feature of laterite is ita 
granular aspect,which in the upper levels of the solum gives 
excellent conditions for drainage, but this soil may often 
have lower hardpan surfaces and is always low in organic 
matter. Hence agriculturally,it is not valuable except 
where water is plentiful. As these soils are well drained 
naturally under semi-arid conditions they offer an 
opportunity for the grazing grounds, and can carry full 
scrubland. They may be improved by addition of lime. 
present main economic use is for brick making. 
Their 
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Steppe Soils:-
These soils are found in the area with annual rainfall 
of between 15" and 20". Dry steppe type of vegetation pre.;.: 
dominates here, and the cover of short deep rooted grasses: supp-
lies organic matter slowly and in small quantities. Rich 
in calcium carbonate, these soils are greyish, pinkish and 
brown. Gypsum is often found in su~stratum concentrations. 
These soils are usually used for cereal production and 
provide the best agricultural land in west Pakistan particu-
larly when irrigated. Tillage of these soila has encouraged 
wind erosion as the stable natural structure is weakened 
by the more rapid chemical cycle as·sociated with cultivation 
of crop plants·.. Sierozem soils are now: being developed 
under scanty rainfall of ~1011 • Thes:e soils• occupy a 
larger area, from the Kabul valley in the north to the 
Indus Delta in the south. Their extent is interrupte~ 
by the periodic occurrence of solonetz, solonchak, alluvium, 
loess: and bogs. (Fig. 43) Sandy soils containing clay 
elements of less than 10% and heavier soils are both found 
in this group. Schokalskaya has considered them aa 
saline serozem.(34) These soils at places are fairly rich 
in organic matter and the assumption is that,many areas were 
covered with a luxuriant forest in the near past~ in this: 
sense many of them are fo&S;il soila. 
4:l8. 
Desert Soils:-
Their formation is due mainly to the physical decaying 
of the rocks since rainfall is only an occasional phenomena. 
In west Pakistan annual floods. and the big rivers traversing 
the desert tracks provide abundant seasonal water, and the 
effect of water is very spectacular. As the desert is 
devoid of vegetation cover, flood water flowa into broad 
valleys and detritus is spread over vaat areas. 
As vegetation is confined to the seasonal water courses: 
and that is composed only of xerophytic desert shrubs., 
the soil receives little organic matter and is very poor in 
humus. The plant character~t;:,f these soils are conditioned 
by the predominance of fine and coarse sand with low 
colloidal capacity which is not absorbent. Water flows 
readily through the wide pore spaces of these dry soils. 
Soluble matter is quickly lost if water is ~plied and 
such soils may only be made useful by the addition of clay 
or compost, thus increasing their colloidal capacity. 
These soils are still very obscure and have not been sufficient-
ly studied, therefore they are often distinguished as a 
group of"ill-defined" soils .• (11) 
Swamps or Hydromorphic soils:~ 
As clear by their name ,they are soils of excessive' 
moisture. Drainage is poor, often because of formation of 
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hardpans which have blocked the filtration passage of water. 
These soils are formed in low lying flat areas.. As noted 
in Fig. 43,. these soils are found in the Indus south of' 
Sibi r~entrent, in the central Nara, and f'ew patches on 
the stream fans flanking the Sulaiman Range. such soils 
may be utilised for growing of perennial water loving 
plants or hydrophytes or use~ for annual hydrophytea such 
as rice. No information is available in general about 
their present uses in west Pakistana 
Halomorphic soils:~ 
The Halomorphic soils group includes solonchak (saline 
soils) Solonetz (alkaline soils) soils. These soils crop 
up in the zonal soils of steppes, Sierozems and desert 
soils. Their occurrence is conditioned by the local 
causes such as imperfect natural drainage in the arid and 
semi~arid areas. Their salient feature is the concentra~ 
tion of salts in the upper horizons. In Pakistan the terms 
"Thur" and "Seem" are used for efflorescence salts on the 
land surface, which hamper vegetation growth. 
In west Pakistan like the rest of the arid and semi~ 
arid world.salinity problem is becoming acute owing to the 
introduction of irrigation. A second causative factor is 
salt bearing parent material derived from recently c!L.eposi ted 
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marine sediments. on the coast there are saline tracts; 
resulting from sea flooding. At places there have been 
formed salt pans by a combination of water accumulation 
and exc.essive evaporation. Thus we may say the 
Halomorphic soils are formed by natural phenomena and by 
cultural devices like irrigation. 
Natural Saline Soils:~ 
The factors acc:ountedl for the !'ormation of such s.oils 
may be recapitulated from pree:eding chapters. The aridity 
of west Pakistan is combined with 1. the great depth of 
lowland alluvial soils washed down from the uplands:, 2. 
Sub~soil saline water, 3. Impenetrable sub-soil or clay 
pans and 4. the soil bearing pal"ent rock. The f'irBt co~ 
bination occurs in the areas; of flat topography having 
heavy textured soil. Salts concentrate in the lower· 
horizons, both A and B horizons become highly sodisedi, and 
compact. The s:econd cas:e exi s1B in the foothill zone where 
the soils are accumulated. in the deep lying soils and 
concentrated into compact layers. The third instance 
is found mainly in the uplands and sub-montane region, where 
sub-soil saline water is very near the surface. The fourth 
case usually occurs in the saline soils exclusive of' 
slope, and is common in the central doabs. 
The rapidly deteriorated halomorphic soils in west 
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Pakistan were first noted in the lower Bari Doab, in 1918. 
A typical description or these soils may be reproducea here. 
"Bara land is highly arid, cracks, hexagonal shaped clods: 
or porous structure and highly charged with alkali salts, 
while riding across: the bara land gives: a metallic sound. 
In sunlight from a distance, it looks like a mirage. The 
sur~ace o~ the soil is generally covered with a sort of 
"papri" or thin cake like material, which contains about 
80% clayi and is impervious· to water. The pro~ile is; dee:p, 
soil c~ust thick, salt content ia high and the pH values are 
usually above normal". ( 15) 
The formative causes, have been studied by many 
pedologists. In Pakistan Asghar has adduced an explanation 
of alkaline soils taking into consideration the physico~ 
chemical nature or the alluvial deposits, which vary from 
place to place under the dry climatic conditions in west 
Pakistan, and with a water table ranging from o.o to 10_!. ~rom 
the natural surrace.(39) After a close study or the 
atrected soils, he has describe~ the alkaline process as 
rollows::~ "The presence of the sodium salts in the soil 
profile brings; about further chemical reaction in the soil 
c·omplex. A higher alkalinity is developed and soil is 
rendered unfit for crop production. In areas, where the 
water table is high in addition to high alkalinity, the soil 
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profile exhibits a bed. of calcium carbonate nodules: beneath 
the surface layers. Sometimes the high alkalinity is due to 
free sodium carbonate, and the soil is infested with dark 
coloured patches, formed as. a result of dissolution of · 
humus. SUch soils are known as black alkali soils 11 .(40) 
Hilgard quoted by Sigmond,made a distinction in alkal~ 
soils based on the absence and pres.ence of' soda. If the 
soils contain neutral salts, they are known as: white soils, 
while i~ they contain humus and soda they are known as 
black soils= (6) 
Some of the other exponents of the soil science have 
also offered·· explanation of the foro~ation of alkaline soils. 
Baron Berthollet noted solid sodium carbonate existed on 
the banks of' Nile. ( 41) He assigned the appearance of 
this phenomenon to the floods in the Nile. He believed,that, 
the formation of sodium carbonate took place owing to inte~ 
action of sodium chloride brought by the floods and calcium 
carbonate existing already in the soil. His theory was; 
supported by Hilgard and his co~workers in the United States 
of J\l1lerica. 
The definitions of alkaline soils may be summed up as 
follows::~ soils with a pH value of 10.8, and deficient 
in calcium salts but rich in sodium salta. They are inhibi~ 
tive to crop production, as they are deficient in nitrogen 
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and organic matter is practically absent, and they are 
highly impermeable. 
The chief characteristics of those alkaline soils examined 
by Dhar and Multherjee were:- ( 41) 
1. Their pH was as high as: 10.8. 
2. The amount of calcium compound was less·. in alkaline soils 
than in normal ones:. 
3. Their nitrogen content is small and in several samples: 
the total nitrogen was varying :from 0.008 to 0.02% •. 
-'.l:. These soils were highly impermeable to water. 
5. The soil particles do not settle readily when shaken 
with water. 
Average pH values 
Scotland 5.64 Denmark 6.69 
Finland 5.61 sweden 6.74 
Japan· 4 •. 5-6. 9 Egypt 
Pakistan 7-10.8 
The recent extension of alkaline soils is as~s:ociated with 
the combined effects of irrigation, high water table, 
evaporation and the character of the parent rock. 
In 1938~39 observations on the water table were recorded.(4~ 
For this purpose sites of variable water table were selected, 
where the depth of water table varied from 9-40 1 from the 
surface. The profiles were drawn down to the water table 
both in good and deteriorated lands. The results\ of the 
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analysis indicated that in the derelict soil the salt was 
present 2! below the soil surface, and in the good soil 
the salt lay deeper but at varying depths. No simple 
relation between salinity/alkalinity and height of water 
tables was established. 
For the same purpose, observations on the rate of 
evaporation have also been conducte® by lysimeters.(43) 
These results show,that with 10.5 1 subsoil water table the 
average annual rate of surface evaporation over a period of 
5 years was 1.5 feet per year. The present accumulation 
of salts is much greater than would be expected from this 
rate of evaporation alone. Carlston has also reported 
that the prevailing salinity could not be cause~ solely 
by evaporation of ad~ed water as the quality of irrigation water 
was excellent. (44) He saw the major cause as. the applica.::; 
tion of small quantities of water for irrigation, thus 
producing a concentration of salts originally present in 
the soil root zone. Such salts were washed out when 
irrigation water was applied at heavier rates. Fig. 44 is 
evidence of the effect of a low water delta. It illustrates 
how from 1907~1936, 430 fields have gone out of cultivation 
owing to salt accumulation.(15) 
Along most of the northern cours:es: of the ri vere in the 
Central Plain a~ well as: along the lower courses, the water 
table is within the top 10 feet of the soil, and thes:e areas 
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are considerably saline. Furthermore the soil is not 
continuous, but is broken by patches of sand which help 
to cause the high water table. It may be said,thatvthese. 
variations are governed by differences in local geography. 
The rising water table and subseq~ent waterlogging is: one 
of the salt producing causes;. In thi·s way the soils. also 
become too wet to allow sufficient respiration for the plant 
roots .• 
Nevertheless;.., as already emphasised in the chapter on 
hydrography that there is no necessary relationship between 
saline soils~ and soils of high water table, as: large tracts: 
of saline soils lie in the areas of relatively low water 
table. Hence it would seern,that the original salt content 
and inadequate application of irrigation water remains one 
of the major causes·. of salinity. 
From the studies; emerged one general concept. i.e. 
that,the whole of the soil profile contains soluble salts 
and that, when any water from rain or precipitation enters, 
some of these salts are concentrated in certain zones within 
the soil. The basic premises are certainly correct, soil 
contains soluble material, and soil-water must be a solution 
containing some of these salts;. Nevertheless,at some places, 
irrigation has been practised for long periods without 
producing a dangerous concentration of strong solutions rich 
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in mineral salts.(45) 
Since in many cases the irrigation water has been judged 
to be of excellent quality then one tendency has been to 
blame the soil content. In Baluchistan certainly parent~ 
rock salinity is often responsible. In the Na~l Bolan 
area irrigation which does not even completely penetrate 
the root zone has produced surface salinity.(35) 
T:tle only way in which the various approaches can be. 
reconciled is to regard salini ty/all{alini ty in irrigated 
areas: not as a function of salt rich water but as a function 
of the rate of application of water. If for mistaken reasons 
of water economy the maximum area is irrigated with the 
minimum of water,-~:~-:· •. in all conditions of water.;..table height~ 
and natural salt content of soil and water, then salinity 
in the plant root zone will increase to the point of danger. 
Other factors may control the speed of this happening but 
are not the prime causes. Therefore .. , as we have seen in 
Chapter 4 the problems of rising water table must be 
tackled by drainage in order to lower it; in the case of 
salinity produced by incorrect watering rates,then remedial 
and maintenance measures involve leaching and drainage. 
Thus~while,plant needs of water may be supplied by one scale 
of irrigation, the maintenance of productive soils necessitates~ 
an additional supply of water. These areas which require 
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irrigation, which are necessarily deficient in water, are 
precisely there where overall water demands are greatest, 
and where drainage ess·ential. 
In the opinion of one expert the present rapid expansion 
of the deteriorated soils is accounted for the pelitical 
tension after 1946. The land suffered by the negligence 
as in some cases tenants and in other cases land owners 
emigrating from India were not cultivators. The land was 
mishandled and the canals were silted. up. 
The rate of soil deterioration::_-
Soil deterioration by Thur and Seem is spreading at 
same 200 acres every day. If this is not brought under 
control, the whole agricultural lsnd will become a mere 
waste of salt within 40 years as, declared: by the Director of 
Land Reclamation, Pakistan.(40) The progress in the rate of 
soil deterioration may be visualised from the following 
estimates taken from an unpublished report. Appendix 10. (44) 
These estimates are based on taxation surveys, the land 
which has deteriorated and declined in yields not being taxed 
any longer. The criteria used are visual and these estimates 
do not make it clear,whether the lost areas are always included 
in the total area under canal irrigation or whether they, 
having gone out of cultivation, are not counted any more. 
Probably, categories 4 and 5 7 represent a proportion of category 
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3, category 3 being on the increase, as many new irrigation 
projects have been opened. In that classific~tion in these 
cases was visual rather than by scientific measurement of 
the soil, the estimates cannot be very precise and their 
validity is not of first significance in a treatment of the 
whole country. Nevertheless, the data bringt .. ; out the fact,~ 
yhat the major part of west Pakistan is far from poss;eaaing 
perpetual suitability for agriculture which is very alarming 
for e~ agricultural country. 
It has been explaine~ in the Chapter on geology that 
the whole of West Pakistan has been created of marine 
sediments overlain by later river deposits. The salt \ma 
left in the soil as; the sea receded, Metha has reporte~ ~ 
that many of the desert soils at some places were saline and 
alkaline even before the advent of irrigation.(15) He states 
tha~ even at present there are large tracks of saline waste 
land that have never been irrigated nor have been cultivate~. 
up to this moment. However,true this may be in human 
history,the soil survey of these waste lands do~indicate that 
almost the entire area is laced with salt both at the surface 
and in the profile. The examination of profiles·, of un-
irrigated soils has; sho\m that sodium sulphate is distributed 
throughout. Metha has also suggested a possible explanation 
fol, the present large e.mount of sodium sulphate in the alluvium 
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by pointing out that sodium sulphate is deposited from a 
solution of mixed salts at a temperature of 3°'0, which he 
thought might have occurred under the last glacial age, known 
to have existed in the Punjab. 
William M.B. has reported that most of the salts in 
t11e Kallar lands are sodium sulphate and sodium chloride 
which are soluble in water, and vmich should not raise many 
difficulties in leaching.(46) It is also pointed out by 
him that such soils have a high content of calcium carbonate 
which can supply the soil again with available calcium. 
The status of alkalinity and salinity in soil ha~ been 
rated by Asghar,(17). The table listed ·below is an analysis 
of a tyvically highly alkaline clayey soil. 
Table 1'4 
Depth from Fine Natural Total Clay Coars.e coarse 
surf' ace pH Salt% % Silt·% Sand Sand% 
in feet % 
1 9.02 .20 25 35 28 9 
2 9.10 .13 35 41 17 4 
3 8.78 .13 32 38 22 4 
4 9.00 .15 33 36 23 4 
5 9.02 .15 49 34 13 5 
6 9.21 .18 23 38 21 9 
7 9.37 .14 15 35 38 7 
8 9.33 
.13 14 35 42 7 
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The table indicates that alkalinity tends to increase: 
as the depth increases. The salt tends to increase in the 
opposite direction to pH. The clay content in this sample 
is smaller in the lower layers, thus,the upper 6 feet have 
become compact. Coarse silt is more or less equally distri-
buted from 1.;.:.8~ dovmward, and there is no markedt·.difference 
in the grades of coarse sand from top to bottom. The per..; 
centage of the fine sand is smallest at 5 feet, at 8 feet 
its content is highest 42%. The high percentage of fine 
sa..'rld is also responsible for blocking the natural drainage. 
.Another typical sample analysis of the clayey soil of 
high percentage of salt as well as alkalinity is shown below. 
Table 15 
Depth in Total Clay % pH feet S'alt % 
1 .94 21 10.00 
2 1.10 21 10.11 
3 .54 21 10.28 
4 .60 25 10.11 
5 .59 21 10.10 
6 .54 25 10.20 
7 .64 24 10.09 
8 2.10 18 9.00 
9 N-A N..;A N-A 
10 • 27 22 . 10.25 
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This sample shows that both salts·, and lime are richest 
in the upper layers. This profile is strongly salty at 
8 feet with a percentage of 2.10 salt and strongly alkalin-
ised at 3 feet with value of 10.28 pH. The% of clay is 
almost equally present at all depths. The clay is fairly 
uniform in its distribution. 
The following table 16 is an analysis of a sandy loam, 
containing salts and pH at variable depths from the natural 
surface. 
Table 16 
Depth Total. Clay Silt Fine Coarse' in pH Salt% % % Sand % Sand ~ feet 
0 8.40 0.41 7 16 41 37 
1 8.20 1.65 6 19 46 31 
2 8.30 1.95 7 23 39 29 
3 8.24 2.50 4 30 50 13 
4 8.10 1.4 4 26 59 10 
5 8.20 .85 4 23 67 7 
6 8.34 .65 6 11 57 19 
7 8.60 .29 4 8 20 17 
8 8.77 .13 3 9 30 57 
9 8.8o .08 2 lL 35 60 
10 8.50 • 25 4 . 7 27 63 
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This sample shows that in the sandy loam pH values 
are never more than 8.80,whereas in the clay soil pH went 
up to 10.28 at the depth of 3 fee:t in table 15. pH is also 
high in table 14,show1ng the high alkalinity. In respect 
of total salt content, sandy loams are richer than the two 
clayey samples; in tables 14 -15 the pH value is fairly 
uniform throughout the profile, but salt tends to be 
higher in the upper layers. Clay content is higher in 
the upper layers, and silt tends to be higher in the middle 
layers, and it is lowest at 9. feet, 1'%. The percentage 
of' fine sand tends to be higher also more in the middle 
layers, and tends to decrease after the depth of 7 feet. 
The percentage of coarse sand is higher at the lower layers 
while lowest in the middle layers, and medium in the top 
layers. 
The Table 17 contains the results of' a sandy soil. 
Table 17 
Depth f'rom 
Natural PH Total Clay Silt Fine Coarse 
surface in Salt % '% % Sand% Sand % 
Feet 
0 9.12 .08 3 2 38 58 
1 9.12 .05 4 2 40 56 
2 9.10 .04 3 1 43 54 
3 9.4 .03 3 2' 39 59 
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4 9.14 .03 2 2 38 60 
5 9.14 .04 2 0 37 6l!. 
6 9.10 .03 3 1 39 40 
7 9.20 .03 5 3 54 41 
8 9.4 .03 5 3 52 41 
9 9.20 .03 4 2 26 71 
These results; indicate that the pH value in a sandy soil is 
higher than the sandy loam at all depths; and the case is 
reverse."in respect of salt contents, it is lower at all 
depths. It shews that the sandy soils tend more towards 
alkalinization than towards the salinization. 
These results give us four types of West Pakistan soils, 
1. Clayey soils - highly alkalinised. 
2. Clayey soils - highly alkalinisedi as well as. saline: 
soils. 
3. Sandy loam more saline than alkaline. 
4. Pure sandy soils - more alkaline. 
The chief characteristics of the strongly alkaline soils(17) 
in Region VI are; that they have a laminated superficial 
horizon overlying a deep strata of columnar of prismatic 
structure. The columns and rounded tops,are often covered 
with a layer of white salts. Besides this,a highly developed 
alkaline soil·!· depicts 3 striking layers resting on sand 
strat~as follows:-
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1. The upper layer which is highly alkaline, compact and 
impermeable. 
2. It is a layer of medium alkaline content, consisting 
of calcium carbonate nodules or kankar. 
3. It shows the lowest alkalinity, and is naturally more 
permeable than the former layers. 
The soils in the first layer are called black alkaline 
or 'termed! in the 2nd layer as transitional alkaline and 
in the lowest as white alkaline. 
Black alkali contains Na2co3 and it is among the most 
intractable soils. The principal ingredients of white 
alkali are sodimn chloride (Nac1 ) other common salts fu!d 
sodium sulphate (N~No4 ) or Glauber salt.{47) 
Effect on crops:-
Saline and alkaline s~oils are detrimental to plant growth 
as their soluble salts content is very high. Only those 
plants grow which are highly tolerant, the crops varying 
im their power of tolerance to alkali and salty soils. It 
is considered poss:ible ,that the continually growing of the 
same suitable crops may even gradually remove the alkalinity 
of the soil in the long run by absorbing the salts. Generally, 
the plants stop growing in soils, when the salt content 
exceeds the following percentage:-{47) 
Sodium Carbonate 
Sodium Chloride 
S'odium Sulphate 
0.10% 
0.25% 
0.50% 
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The Appendix ·11 · .. · : .. · .· indicates the crops which can survive 
in the soils containing varied amount of salts: and alkali. 
The crops in the power of their resistence are listed 
below: 
Table 18 
1. Salt bushes like those that grow 
in the marshes near sea-coast. 
2. Portulaceae 
3. Berseem 
4. Lucerne. 
5. Beets. 
6. Lucerne: 
7. Barley 
a. Beans 
9. Vines 
10. Wheat 
11. Oats 
12. Lucerne 
13. Potatoes 
14. Onions 
15. Peaches 
16. Apples 
17. Apricots 
18. Citrus f'ruitse 
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It has been experimentally shown that most crop yields 
fall when the 0.2% of salts concentrate with the root zone, 
pel"c..t...,~~«Je 
and fail When the salt ~;Jreaches to o. 5. Fig. 45 illustrates 
the degree of intensity of salinity which is curable.(42) 
This illustration brings out the characteristics of soils 
containing the variable amount of' salts and pH. The soils; 
which contain 0.1% of salts and 8.5 pH is good land. 
The other marked as 2, contains 0.1...;0.2% of salts and pH 
8.~9.0, is claimed to be land of easy reclamation. The 
land marked as 3, consists of 0.2-0.4% of salts content and 
pH value from 9.0-9.4 and here reclamation is an economic 
posstbility. When the salt content reaches to 0.~9.~ and 
pH 9.3-9.4, the land restoration will take a period of 
2 years. 'vVhen the salt q_uanti ty reaches o. *0.6% and pH 
to 9.5-9.6, the restoration is costly and difficult and when 
the deterioration cross.es. these limits. the reclamation fails. 
If we examine the analytical schemes of the soils. 
presented in tables 14-17, in the light of fig. 45,all such 
soils are difficult to reclaim and for some reclamation is·. 
not economically feasible. 
Reclamation:-
Before the establishment of Pakistan the term '.land 
reclamation' was applied strictly to the reclamation of 
irrigable land which had gone out of cultivation owing to 
pH 
9·7. 
9·6. 
' 9·4. ~ 
9·3·. 
9.·2:· .... . ... 
.... ... 
.... ... ~ 
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the t\nn menaces of waterlogging and salinity.(48) The 
amount o£ land going out o£ cultivation at present in this 
way is about 30,000 to 40,000 acres a year. The first 
golden rule is that prevention is better than cure, that 
precautionary measures to nip the salinity and alkalinity 
in the bud are easier and more effective than total reclarna~ 
tion. The measures are as follows. 
I£ irrigatipn water is used in the economical way, then 
evaporation loss .. can easily be avoided. .Areas, which may 
be waterlogged should be given with a comprehensive drainage 
system, which would also lead the water charged with injurious 
salts away to the natural drains. Precautions should be 
taken in using the irrigation water containing salts. If 
its use becomes unavoidable then very large amounts o£ water 
should be applied so that the concentration o£ harmful salts 
would not take place, and the salts will be leached away. 
This measure Will be possible on a loamy soil. This type 
o£ prevention will not work on a non-porous clay soil, when 
water containing even a small quantity o£ sodium carbonate 
should not in general be applied. However, the use of such 
water is safe only, i£ the soil contains a large amount o£ 
flocculating salts so that sodium carbonate will not con-
centrate to for.m a hard pan. FinallyJimpounded 1 water in 
depressions should be dr-ained. 
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Preventive measures can stop deteriora~ion o~ good land, 
deterioration which is the result o~ an unscienti~ic and 
thoughtless: irrigation. Reclamation o~ alkaline and 
saline land is a costly enterprise. Many investigations 
are being done in advanced countries in respect or saline 
and alkaline soils. All these methods are in an experimental 
state in Pakistan. Speaking broadly1 there are three methoda 
practised for the reclamation o~ these soils;:-(5) 
1. Tec~-~ical methods or eradication= 
2. Chemical methods or conversion. 
3. Agronomical method - control. 
Technical methods:-
The ~irst step in this respec-t is the provision o~ 
e~ficient drainage system in the irrigation areas. The 
area to be restored is divided into beds, which are le~t 
~ully flooded ~or a long time; the salts are di ss:ol ved 
by the impounded water, and the water is then allowed to 
drain off into the sur~ace drains. Fig. 46 shows that 
distance between successive ~ield drains varies according to 
the soil type.(15) I~ the soil is light then ~ield drains 
are constructed approximately 200 feet apart. I~ however, 
soil is relatively heavy then they should be placed at 110~120 
~eet distance. A repitition of this process will ~inally 
restore the soil. This method is e~fective, when the salts 
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are not dissolved by natural ~loading. Sometimes both 
~loading and impounding are employed.to obtain quick 
results. This method is employed also ~or de-watering o~ 
waterlogged areas:. 
The other technical approach in this direction is 
leaching or under-drainage system. This process needs an 
abundance o~ water to percolate through the soil and remove 
the salts from the root zone. I~ the land is not drained 
naturally a number o~ arti~icial drains are necessary. 
It is also possible to divide the land into plots:, for 
leaching purposes not more than ~~ acre, which should be 
~loaded heavily and ~requently. Precautions should be taken, 
not to allow the soil to get dry during the interval times 
between two floodings, otherwise salts will again appear 
on the surface under capillal'Y action. It is also stmul-
taneously possible to grow crops like wheat. In America 
technical methods used,include the scraping of' white 
alkali incrustation o~f the soil sur~ace. This method 
alone is not sufficient as a considerable amount of salts: 
still remain in the soil. It may be combined with leaching 
for quick and better results;. 
Chemical methods become obligatory when teclLnical 
methods are not feasible. Under this method, chemicals 
as gypsum, sulphate o~ amenia separate or mixed, especially 
vii th soil, ameliorating devices like molasses;, sulphur and 
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press mud. An application of gypsum (calcium sulphate) 
ameliorates the soil by producing calcium carbonate and 
sodium sulphate. Calcium carbonate is not harmful as it is 
practically insoluble. Sodium sulphate is injurious but 
not to the extent of sodium carbonate, and the former can 
be removed by surface drainage. Many tons of gypsum is. 
required for an acre, the soil must be kept wet, and the 
land should not be cultivated. In America emphasis is laid 
on the use of chemicals during reclamation time and also 
to the use of fertilisers after reclamation. 
Agronomical Methods:-
In Pa..ltistan economic pres:sures favour methods. which 
also involve crop production, for instance salt tolerant 
crpps such as paddy rice could be sown during summer, when 
plentiful water is available. Along with this a suitable 
crop rotation \till be highly effective. In Holland 
the amount of salts need to be eradicated from new polderland, 
is of a very high order, therefore the reclaimed land is; 
left to the growth of natural weeds and vegetation for 
the first few years.(49) This stage is followed by pasture 
grass;, which is ultimately connec:ted to the normal crop 
production after a liberal use of fertilisers. The agronomic 
process; in semi-arid conditio~ has to prevent the evaporation 
loss·.es; from the soil. To achieve this,it is advisable to use· 
soil mulch intensively. 
Reclamation of Saline Land:-
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The rate of soil reclamation depends on the quantity 
of water available for this purpose, and als~ on the geographic 
conditions of' the soils such as, 1. thicknes:s;, 2. Clay 
content, 3. Initial degree, of alkalization, 4 •. Initial total 
solids content, 5e Delta of water applied during the reclama-
tion operation-leaching, 6. The organic matter content of' 
the soil- green menuring, 7. continuity of' cropping, 
cultivation and fallowing. 
Water quantity is the chief handicap in the process of 
leaching,since in sandy soils the leaching is rapid and 
easy. Leaching is also influenced by the crop rotation 
practised. The water need for reclamation has been estimated 
at about 7-3 acre-feet per acre f'or 3 years, six times more 
than the normal allowance f'or irrigation. This is equivalent 
to an estimated reclamation allowance of 100 acre-inches, 
per acre during six summer months. Owing to seepage losses 
particularlytduring canal closure 70.:.:75 acre-inches was 
considered a more correct average delta of water applied. 
This water is applied in 20-25 irrigations of 3~4 inches 
dept~ ~n Egypt a similar method is practised for leaching 
the salt by flooding the area with Nile's water.(49) 
Acc·ording to Pakistan standards the soil is declared 
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reclaimed, when the soluble salts are washed down below 
the depth of 10.~ with less than 0.2% concentration, and 
alkalinity reduced to pH a. 5 or less.. It is estimated that 
in a cycle of 3 years 100,000 acres are being reclaimed 
annually. About 263,800 acres were rehabilitated before 
1953-54; and to this 28,000 acres were added in 1954-55 • 
At the same time 40,000 acres are going out of cultivation 
every year. In his report zuur,(50) after crossing the 
country, said when one makes excursions through Punjab, the 
deterioration of' the area at many places is very clear. 
Whole plains can lJe seen which were once under cul ti vat ion 
and now, abandoned, are covered vJi th a glittering crust of 
salt. In other areas the situation is not yet so bad, but 
even there one sees fields which have been partly attacked 
and which are obviously in decline. He also stated that 
11trrigation authorities were fighting a losing battle, because= 
about 70,000 acres, as an average of the last decade, were 
added t.o the area of 3,000,000 acres with salts visible 
on 20% or more of the surface 11 • In the view of such appalling 
deterioration, at present only partially affected soils; can 
be considered for restoration. Moreover the area once 
reclaimed is lilcely to develop salinity again, if a low 
crop delta is applied. 
In the reclaiming process it is required for the 
cultivator to level the fields, and construct dykes: to 
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hold the water in quarter acre plots. The water is applied 
after every 7 days in summer. He has to sow crops like_, 
paddy (rice) or legumes such as Jantar (sesbania aculeata) 
during summer and a suitable winter legume such as Berseem 
or Gram. These ameliorate the soil and a rotation of rice-
berseem follows.(43)(49) 
The process o~ ~eclarnation is begun on the first of 
April, and from the upper 2 f'eet the preliminary washing 
dovm of the salts is done by weekly irrigation for 2~ months. 
BY the middle of June the rice is transplanted in the stand-
ing water, plants prepared on good nursery land. This crop 
is prepared with weekly irrigation till the end of September, 
when it is mature and harvested in the next month. The delta 
of standing water required for the rice crop is some 5 feet. 
As a result harmful salts are removed :from the soil profile, 
but it removes some of the food nutrienta also. The reason 
for emphasis on rotation of soil-exhausting and soil~building 
crops is obvious. 
The water duty may be raised to 60 acres per cuseca 
in the event of non-availability of field drainage. It is 
self-evident that leaching is poss;ible and thorough only when 
the drainage system is effee:tive .• Besides this leachate 
percolates to the adjoining areas of low level and low 
water table. 
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In the reclaiming proces.s; in 1945, Asghar and associates 
advocated flooding of the land as; much as poss,i ble in a 
single treatment followed by frequent irrigation, so that 
no chance is given to the soil to get dried. The reclama-
tion experiments at present show that,this system of high 
flooding and repeated irrigation is useful for soils. of 
excessive soluble salts, of good permeability.(51) In the 
u.s.A.- this method has; proved beneficial for the soil structure 
and permeability. 
In his experiments; on nitrogen def'icien.cy,Metha in 
1951 investigate~ three crops that will counterbalance this 
deficiency in winter when the available water is less; on 
the whole. These three crops: have different demands on 
water.(l5) He has recommended Berseem when the v~ter avail~ 
able is sufficient; Senji (ft1elilotus: parviflora) can be 
grown when there is no availability of water in winter,gratn 
will grow with the residual water of rice crops. From the 
point of view of the experts,rice generates carbon dioxide: 
from its: root system, which counteracts the process of 
alkalinity, and helps washing down of the salts·. by increasing 
rate of percolation, as; the rivers in the canal colonies. 
contain the residues of bicarbonate which have adverse effects 
on the leaching. 
tion is high. 
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This influence may be strong when evapora-
Therefore,the growing of suitable plants 
will be beneficial on the sodic soils, as. the physical action 
of plant roots improves the action of soil permeability and 
leaching. 
Reclamation of Kallar areas is of vital importance and 
it has receivea great attention in West Pakistan. The aim 
is to convert the sodium clay to a calcium one. A consi-
derable amount of research has; been going on in restoring 
the alkaline lands. In this diree.tion, the pioneer work 
was done by Hilgard and his colleagues in California.(41) 
They reclaimed alkali soils by an application of calcium 
sulphate (gypsum), followed by flooding. The amount of 
gypsum per acre used. was 12 tons:. By the application of 
gypsum, sodium sulphate was produced, which was later 
washed away by flooding, and consequently sodi1.un soil was; 
converted into calcium. The alkali rich soils were also 
treated in Russ·.ia, with an application of gypsum according 
to the recommendations of Gedroiz and his associates;. 
In Hungary,alkali soils have been treated by Sigmond, 
by reducing the rate of evaporation from the surface by 
growing lucerne, which requires large quanti tles of moisture 
and dries up the soil, and the upward movement of the 
sodium salts were decreased. The other reclaimants used 
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were press lime, gypsum, farm yard manure etc. in reducing 
sodium carbonates. 
In the united Province of India, press-mud and molasses~ 
are used in the reclamation proces:s;. It was noted,that, 
as molasses contain acids, carbohydrates, soluble calcium 
salts, phosphates, and potash etc. it can readily remove 
the alkali menace. Press~mud is a by~product of sugarcane 
factories, can be made available for the reclamation process;. 
It contains calcium compounds, carbo~vdrates and nitrogen, 
and it proved an excellent reclaimant. Further agents of 
reclamation such as oil cakes, oils, c~lose material 
have been tried since they contain nitrogen compound~. 
In West Pakistan the firs;t attempt in the reclamation 
of Kallar soils was made in 1932 at L:.Yallpur, Kala Kaku, 
Montgomery and Bara Farms, by an application of a mixture 
of gypsum and calcium chloride. The pH value of thes:e. 
soils was 9, it was reduce~ to 8.2 after treatment.(4~} 
It was reported,that the soil permeability was increased 
~ppreciably after 4 years, which was the period of reclama~ 
tion process. The same period was. required under the 
treatment of gypsum and powdered sulphur. 
In Pakistan in the recent communication and experiments_, 
the chief emphasis is placed on the agronomic methods to 
erradicate the alkali from the soils. It is ref'erred to 
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already,that leaching is not an agent of remedy for the 
alkali soils, as the soils become highly impervious due 
...,a.ttel" 
to high clay antent and dispersed colloida~ Therefore, 
two types of methods have been advocated to reclaim the: 
sick lands. fil'•st, by growing sui table crops, second, by an 
application of chemical along with deep ploughing. 
The salt tolerant crops,which can absorb the alkaline 
salts to the greatest extent are the salt bushes aa 
indicated in Table 18 , but these plants have no utility 
value. Slightly saltish plants can be utilised as a 
fodder and certain varieties; of portula9eae can be grown 
as vegetables. Berseem comes, third,in the order of salt 
resistant capacity, it has a market value, and is used as a 
fodder crop for cattle and buffalo·e.e. Lucerne also is. 
effective and a good fodder. Rice is a beneficial crop for 
a less alkaline soil, and cures the heavy saltish soils. 
The sample studies in the following pages indicate that the 
best results have been obtained when berseem is alternated 
with guara. (vetch). Berseem is an excellent kallar 
removing crop. It eases~ the soil within ~3 years, depending 
on the intensity of alkalinity. The agronomic methods, 
cannot ease the highly impregnated soils and the need of 
surface drainage remains. 
Asghar has also examined green manuring which helps to 
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demote the pH value of the sick soils to a "permissible 
rang en. He also suggested,that green manuring should 
preferably be done by Kharif leguminous crops and the 
superiority of Jantar over other crops as a green manure 
was indicated.(40) It also appears; that alkali soils can 
be successfully cured, if leaching is followed by a Jiantar 
crop. (Sesbania aculeata), and a treatment of gypsum, but 
this method is not adopte~ in Pakistan because of its. high 
costs~ 
Metha has also explained tlle advantages of Jantar. He 
reported,that there was some evidence of the formation of 
H2s by decomposition of Jantar stalks~ and leaves, which has 
proved a natural active agent of demoting the pH in the soil.(15 
Metha has not stated the proportion in which the leaves· and 
water were mixed, nor did he make clear the pH value of 
water released. However, it has been acc·epted ,that green 
manure is a remedial agent for the maintenance of favourable 
pH value in s:oil. Repeated emphasis has been laid on 
Jantar because of its manifold advantages. It grows. in 
all types of soils and it is tolerru1t to both waterlogging 
and drough conditions. It also has: economic valuea like 
that of Jute and can be used as a fibre for the making of 
ropes:, sacks, mats, linoleum and webbing etc. 
The compara·ti ve restorative capacity as examine<ll by 
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Asghar is presented in the following chart.(52) He divided 
the portion of the farm into 3 blocks, A, B and c, and the 
variety of crops grown as·. in Appendix 12. 
Average yields of cotton obtained after gram and berseem 
Yield of cotton 
in Mounds per 
acre; 
Crop Years Block Gram. Berseem 
Kharif' 1945 A 6.50 6.72 
1946 B 14.42 12e.87 
1947 c 10.13 8.97 
1948 A 5.10 4.72 
1949 B 4.85 4.65 
Total: 41.00 37.93 
Average yield per acre: 8.2€f 7..58 
This experiment shows; that cott~on yields are higher 
after grams than after berseem. Figure 47 ( 15) illustrates: 
the behaviour of salts before and after the cotton crop. 
Figure 48 shows·. that under heavy irrigation for rice crop 
the salts have been. almost completely removed from: the 
soil, and no zone of accumulation left. The rotation 
followed was rice and fallow.. 
Yield of wheat obtained after the quara green manuring 
was as under: 
PLO-TS_ MAHARANWALA EXPERIMENTAL STATION 
I'Oi ~~ O·q-
.... a: 
'< < 0·8 
:L w 0•7 
-~-
ROTATION RlcVFALLow?-
~ ~ O·b 
caO 
:J 0·5 
...Ja: 
~ < 0·4 
-~-- . . 
..J z 0·3 
< 0 0·2 AFTER RECLAMATION 
.... o~o0 _ .. _ ....... , 
0·.1 .... - -- ~ .. - - - - - ,; ,_, ..... - -~ ~ ~ 
BEFORE RE(·L~M6;TION 
OL-r-~~~~~~~~-r-T~-,--~~ 
0 I 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 q I 0 II 12 13 14 IS I b 
DEPTH FROM NATURAL SURFACE: FEET 
Year 
1946~47 
47~48 
48-49 
Yields of wheat in Mound 
per acre af'ter: 
Gram Berseem 
28.47 25.25 
22.52 22.22 
15.45 15.90 
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Average yield per 
acre 22.14 21.12 
The above results of wheat are for the period when green 
manuring was introduced in the rotation. The differences. 
in yields after gram and berseem respee:tively were not 
considerable. It is clear from the samples quoted, that 
both gr~~ and berseem are equally competent as restorative 
crops but their adoption in the crop rotation entirely 
depends on the availability of water-supply. Where winter 
water-supply is scanty, gram should be preferrea and berseem, 
otherwise. Data for yields on lands. partially and complet~ 
ly reclaimed are only available for single years at Moharanwala 
Experimental Farm and are inconclusive in that cultivation 
conditions were not strictly comparable. Thus, the quoted 
figures which indicate higher yields of cotton and wheat 
during reclamation than those obtained after completion, on+y 
reall:r indicate the delicate balance of factors. involved. 
Saline soils are not necessarily harmful to crops,if the 
e.le""c"'•s 
highly salinised or sodiumised~are maintained compactly low 
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in the solum. This necess:i tates leaching and then proper 
crop rotation. About 2.3 million acres of the Central Canal 
region are saline but owing to insufficiency of water1 improve~ 
ment cannot be. carried out on a large enough scale. All 
finally depends on water, the most precious commodity 
in arid and semi-arid regions. Alkaline soils can be 
treated chemically but agronomic methods seem generally 
suitable .. Here again all depends on water for the growing 
of suitable plants and for leaching, and on the prevention 
of water table rise by reclamation and applications of 
water. Fig. 4~A~B indicate the scale of recent reclama-
tion work on saline and alkaline lands and the water supply 
sanctioned. Appendix. 13 • 
Soil Erosion 
In addition to the increase in acreage of damaged soils, 
as a result of incorrect water application,soil fertility 
is damaged by erosion in the un-irrigated land as in the 
undulating country of the Potwar region, which traditionally 
is a region with a wheat surplus.. The agriculttwe· here is 
barani (rain-watered:).(48) In good years of rain these 
lands produce bumper crops which contribute even to world 
supplies. Here soil erosion is acute and is typical of all 
such regions. 
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Soil erosion is described as "the theft of soil by the 
elements, and is t11.e removal of soil particles either singly 
or in mass. It may be due to wind and water a_ction". (53) 
Soil is whirled up from flat grounds and accumulates into 
dunes. The soil is seldom cut deep by wind action, but 
water moves dovm the soil createsa fretwork of gullies both 
in the sub soil and underlying strata. 
Like salinity,erosion is also a world wide epidemic. 
The area scour-ed by erosion in the United States is enormous. 
Nearly two-thirds of its total land area has been damaged 
as estimated by Lowdermilk in 1935.(54) Two-fifths of the 
total area suffers from erosion in Newzealand. In Pakistan 
reliable data are lacking, the eatimates made are variede 
Menon estimated, "that about 77% of the total land area is 
affected by erosion. Most of which has, been deprived of 
its: top soil,either partially or wholly by sheet, wind or 
gully erosion".(55) In his recent communication Gorrie 
stated, "out of 40 million acres of West Punjab, 14 million 
are irrigated, including Bahawalpur, and the Mianwali Thal. 
1" The unirrigated cultivation is about 8~ million, and out 
of this 2t million is badly in need of terracing. Then, 
apart from the existing cultivation, there are two million 
acres of ravined land, much of which could be turned into a 
real national asset if it were broken down into terraces:". ( 48) 
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This is the state of affairs in UPper Indus plain only. 
For the rest of West Pakistan the conditions are even more 
alarming. As he states, •tthere is the rest of West 
Pakistan with another 160 million acres, but out of this, 
one can only make a guess~ that there are at least four 
million acres of ravined land". On the same context, the 
U.N. expert reported,"Baluchistan is the hardest hit region 
in the whole of Pakistan, which is losing soil at the rate 
of 3,000 tons per day per square mile".(56) He stated;. 
that, "This is a horrifying rate and if it is continued 
unchecked it would turn the whole of Quetta and Kalat 
Di vi sian into dry desert in a comparatively short period:". 
He has also given a fearful estirnate for the Upper Indus: 
Plain, as is losing soil at the rate of 2,500 tons per square 
mile each year. 
It is said,that upon soil, depends all lif'e, so soil 
forms the most precious natural resource,, especially for Pakis~ 
tan as she is an agricultural country. It is now believed, 
that the remote civilisation of Harappa and Mohenjo Daro 
vanished owing to the loss; of soil fertility. The same may 
be true of the other great civilizations of Babylonia, Iran 
and Egyptian. Hence the dictum that civilizations decline 
and fail when soil fails to produce", bears an ample truth. (56) 
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Civilization and the very survival of Pakistan depends. 
on her soil resources and her industries. depend in turn 
on the primary produce. 
In West Pakistan, like the rest of the arid world, 
climatic conditions vary with moderate to low but torrential 
and uncertain rainfall,while at some localities conditions 
of perpetual drought prevail; these are the main causes of 
both wind and water erosion. combined_ with that, physical,. 
social anc1 economic causes: have Ci .. eated a colossal amount 
of destruction to the soil. Thus present erosion is the 
r·esul t of human acceleration of the natural process.es:, yet 
such interference vrith natural process is basically neces-sary 
for any use of lando In west Pakistan and in all the 
tropical and sub-tropical lands.,the normal pattern of rainfall ._ 
is one of concentrated and heavy falls. 'This type of 
torrential rainfall has a forceful impact on the soil and 
is very conducive to a rapid erosion. Visher concludes,that 
the rainfall intensity is a great handicap in the development 
of tropical lands.(57) Local rainfall in West Pakistan 
sometimes reaches to the intensity of 20 11 in a day. The. 
rain comes With greater intensity than the rate of absorption. 
Erosion results. not from rainfall intensity only, in fact 
the damage "depends upon the size and velocity of each rain.:.: 
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drop, the intensity of the fall and the strength and 
direction of the wind".(53) The absorptive rate of soils 
in Pakistan has not been calculated. As the soils~ in 
West Pakistan are mostly sandy, they soak up the water quickly 
and then release it quickly afterwards. In the northern 
extremities of West Pakistan where climate tends to be 
htunid an erosion of "linear torrent" resulted. It causes~ 
local run off which has repurcuss·ions on the low lying 
areas at the foot of the mountains. 
In the sub-montainous and semi-arid regions, particularly, 
the districts of Peshawar, Rawalpindi, Attock, Jhelum and 
Gujrat, are the most affected areas by water erosion. The 
fertile land here has been ruined so much that its~ 
economic reclamation is not poss·-ible. With inadequate water 
and mismanagement of the soil wind erosion is converting the 
vast area into a desert. (See Chapter 3). 
In the arid region,wind primarily,and secondly,ephemeral 
water are degrading the land rapidly, which has been worsened 
by over grazing by goats and sheep. The desolate appearance 
of the hill areas is due mainly to deforestation and over~ 
grazing. 
Wind erosion is active in the sandy desert tracks~ 
of the lowland. These are used as· the seasonal grazing 
grounds whenever the rain falls; and cultivation is pursued 
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only on some fragmentary patches of land privileged with 
fertile soil whenever there is a timely rain. The land 
lies exposed to the weathering otherwise, and the soil is 
blo\m away. 
Nature provided a blanket of vegetation as an anti~ 
erosion protection for the soil. A forest c~1opy is con-
sidered to be the "most perfect" protection against both 
wind and rain action. There is an ample arc~eological 
evidence;that the Pak-Hind sub-continent was once generally 
covered with a thick forest. (see Climate and Pre-history). 
Historical records depict that Alexander's army and elephants 
escaped in a 'sal' forest near Lahore, while the Sal tree. 
is not now f'ound within a radius of hundreds of miles' of 
Lahore. ( 34) .Another example, furnishes. the presence of a 
thick jungle is the discovery of remains of elephants: at 
Taxilla. With the gradual destruction of fores:t vegetation, 
calamity has fallen on this area resulting in erosion and los.s. 
of fertility of the soil. At present Pakistan is badly 
affected not s.o much by losing soil fertility as by losing 
the whole top soil cover. 
The implications of' deforestation not only appear in 
erosion. Deforestation intensified the floods;, and reduced 
the winter discharges of the rivePs. In consequence,the 
sub-soil water supply has been threatened and ultimately the 
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whole agricultural structure has been shaken by the resulting 
diminishing output. 
Generally, forests serve twofold ecological purposes:. 
In the first place,forest re~ains a large amount of water, 
both rain and flood, so the impact of the heaviest rain is 
not destructive. The undergrowth and the litter carpet 
in a forested area, soaks the water and releases it sxeadily 
to the underlying soil.(58) When this cover is removed, 
erosion sets in instantly. In the second instance, which 
is rather of vital impol ... tance, the forest serves, as a cover 
to the catchment basins in the highland. The soil under 
such a protective covering has a great water-holding 
capacity and it ensures a regular flow to the streams 
further down. As the soils are d eatroyed: by ruthles:s fores;t-
cutting the flow of rivers is rendered irregular, and floods 
of immense destruction are experienced frequently in the rainy 
season, while the rivers become tiny S;treams in the dry season •. 
The amount of soil,. lost by subsequent run-off depends on the 
slope of the land; the type of vegetation and the soil 
ex-posure. The remedy lies in the regulation of river 
supplies which can only be attained by reafforestation and 
afforestation schemes in the catchment basins:. It has been 
recognised \ndely, that the importance of keeping water-shed 
areaa under vegetation cover as is the most effective means; 
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to ensure, regulate and control the water supply throughout 
the year. Plates :3, and 15-16 show the rills formed 
by occasional rain on the mountain slopes in the north 
west highlands. Plat~15-16 show that under thick cover the 
surface is protected while it is damaged under scattered 
bushes. 
Defective systems of agriculture are also responsible 
for the present extent of soil erosion. The most destruct! ve 
system is over-grazing. Over grazing and deforestation 
follow one another. Sheep and cattle weaken the soil mantle 
by grazing the undergrowth, and when they finish with the 
undergrowth goats even climb up the trees and finally bring 
death to the whole vegetative life. West Pakistan highlands 
and sub-montane regions have long been under a particularly 
destructive impact of graz.ing. The· eroded conditions of 
these areas has been portrayed thus, "For thousands. of years 
(man 1 s:) flocks of' goats and sheep have been busy eradicating 
every trace of vegetation on the uncultivated tracts, until 
now there is not remaining a vestige of the original herbage 
except grass;. The depr~dations of goats and sheep are 
' 
visible up to about 7,000 ft. in the Safed Koh, below which 
they have trodden away all the soil and eaten out every 
species of tree and shrub; vegetation in that range commences 
only at a point beyond which goats cannot reach in a day's 
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journey from the villages below. In the comparatively 
dry co~es of Asia where the soil throughout the year is 
not moist, and where the roots of growing grass,es do not 
bind it together, goats and sheep have either killed or 
are fast ltilling the mountain slopes and rendering them 
as the barren islands in. the Red sea".(59) 
Plate 17 is a spectacular picture of how cattle have 
almost finished the undergrowth and they have stunted the 
trees too. The area sho\¥n is in the uplands, Region v. 
In this connee·tion the ravines of Potwar noted in Plate 7 
Chapter 1 9 are the result of reckless: wood cutting. The 
present writer has seen in the north west highlands, Regions 
I-II how soil erosion is widespread mainly due to goat grazing 
and cattle. As the timber line 1 s very high, out of reach 
of both man and beast, it is the highlands: below a,ooo feet 
which are chief'ly destroyed by graz:ing. over grazing is 
also attributed to the arid and variable climate especially 
to variable rainfall. The grazkr is always expecting a 
serious drought in the arid and semi-arid climate of west 
Pakistan and he tends to stock the grazing ground to their 
limit and tends to cut green fodder very heavily during the 
wet season. Consequently,pastures are overstocked and 
vegetation destroyed. 
A balanced animal husbandry and arable agriculture 
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could be visualised if a choice is made between sheep and 
goat on the one hand and cattle on the other hand. Italy 
Greece, Spain and rrurkey have chosen sheep and goat and 
suffered serious erosion and agricultural deterioration. 
In Switzerland,circumstances have encouraged reliance on 
cattle, and their agriculture flourished.(18) In Pakistan, 
grazing grounds·. should be organised on the basis of a mixed 
farming of cattle rearing and arable, both based on the tube~ 
well, wells and rain irrigation in the areas of desert 
fringe, submontanes and highland. Laws of controlling 
grazing should be fparned and practised strictly. 
The growing technical tendency to integrate many 
conservation techniques into a general 'Range Management~ 
approach,shows,how with soil erosion, mechanical and 
biological balances have to be maintained. Fundamentally, 
of course such balances depend on the character of the 
human societies and on pressure on land resourc:es. 
Land has been exposed to great pressure of both human 
and livestock population particularly since 1947. This, 
tmder present conditions has lead to the d es~truction of the 
remaining vegetative cover and to widespread erosion. The 
nomads and Powidah are also destroying the land (Plate 41, 
Chapter 8). The following table indicates the density 
of cattle per square mile and the number per 100 persons in 
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West Pakistan and other countries;. 
Country Cattle .Animals per .Animals per Population 
in 000 square mile 100 persons 
1. Argentina 33,101 31 259 
2. Australia 13,078 4 191 
3. Austria 2,596 80 38 
4. Canada 8 9 511 2 77 
5. Denmark 3,239 195 86 
6. England&· 
Wales 6,849 117 17 
7. France 15,622 73 37 
a· .. Germany 19,911 110 29 
9. New Zealand 4,506 44 281 
10. u.s.A .. 66,821 22! 52 
11. West Pakistan 28,.82-1 90 85 
This density does not include the migratory stock of 
Powindah. 
The seriousnes·s. of the erosion problem is barely yet 
realised in Pakistan. The foremost step in erosion control 
is to "hold the soil in place. If the soil remains,, its: 
other qualities:. can be improvedn.(60) There are many 
devices for the control of soil erosion but the best are: 
ass:ociated with the intelligent positive us:e of land. 
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Having realis~ the gravity of the situation and urgency 
of the more food requirements,the Ministry of Agriculture 
set up a body - Central Soil Conservation Organization .:.. 
in 1951 and it was made responsible,{!) to advise the 
Government about soil conservation, (11) to undertake a 
reconnaissance soil survey to measure the vas:tness of eroded 
areas in East and Wes.t Palcistan, (iii) to establish research 
work on the methods of erosion control and soil conservation, 
(iv) to give instructions to the Divisions on matters~ 
related to soil conservation and preparing plans and schemes; 
for pilot projects and demonstration, (v) to produce trained 
personnel for the organisation of central and Divisional 
organisations, an.d (vi) to give demonstration to the farmers: 
on the soil conservation practices.{61) 
Under these conditions the first step undertaken by 
this Organisation to conduct a detailed reconnaissance 
soil survey in 1952, in order to elicit the degree: and 
type of deterioration and present land use. After its~ 
completion, the areas, needing immediate control will be 
located, and their proper use vvill be determined and applied, 
which in turh will indicate the promising food producing 
areas. After establishing these aspec:ts, studies in the. 
biotic approaches will be essential to find s:ui table crops,; 
their rotation, handling and fertiliser needs. 
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The soil survey was first started in the valley of Nari 
Bolan and extended to Quetta~Pishin plain; uptil 1959 
an area of a.a mill.ion acres was surveyed. In the Indus 
Plain such survey was completed with the collaboration of 
Canada. 
In west Pakistan steps have been taken in the control 
of erosion at several places, which are still in the 
experimental stage; but their results: are encouraging. 
The problems involved, are rainfall variability,, lack of 
water and shortage of capital •. The methods employed in 
Pakistan are primarily agronomic rather than mechanical. 
The land reclamation was firs.t attempted by the 
growing of drought resistant forage plants of various species 
in the proxirni ty of Quetta, an area acc.ess.ible for frequent 
observations.(37) The experiment was conducted by sowing 
of seeds of a large variety of nutritious grasses, legumes: 
and forage shrubs, imported from foreign countries. OU"t 
o£ a wide range of gras.ses. the mos;t promi s.ing were Boutelona 
curtipendula, Boutelona gracilis, Erag~ostis curvula, 
""~·'" J. Eragrostis trichodes, Eragrostis Lahmanniana, ~ Elymu1giganteus, 
"''"'' hkt 14o,rlln . .fvl Lolimn multiflorum, Sorghum almum,Panic~ antidotalekof the 
fodder shrubs, etc. and the most successful legume species 
were several strains of rambling alfalfas. This procedure 
' has been tried in the Agricultural Farm at Kot-Diji in the 
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Khairpur Division. In the vicinity of Karachi near the Hab 
river some 76 exotic and indigenous varieties of grass:es:. 
have been experimented. 
Experiments have been conducted.,to utilise the surplus 
winter rain water in the Quetta/Kalat region, since this 
water is at present wasted during the severely cold winter. 
The water was detained by land bunding, and was used for 
the growth of such crops, gras·ses and tre.es whl.ch do n.ot 
require a second application of water. The wheat crop 
produced in this way,was normal. This water may also help 
in raising the firewood and fod~er as there is a derth 
of these commodities. 
In the greater part of Quetta.;..Kalat Divisions, cultivated 
land belonging to each tribe is divided into four divisions, 
owing to limited available water and only one portion 
is cultivated in any year with wheat as the main crop. 
After this crop,this part is left in fallow for 3 years 
and is exposed to erosion.(37) For a profitable use of 
this fallow land during the idle years and for the improvement 
of existing crop sequence, it was firsx attempted in 1954, 
to grow drought resistant strains of Lucerne along ~nth the 
winter wheat at·Mastung. After the wheat harvest lucerne 
was left in the fields which served twofold purposes:, 
the protection of soil and the provision of fodder. No 
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subsequent irrigation was provided for it and it subsisted 
with the occasional rains~ Promising results were obtained 
by this performance. 
The stabilisation of sand dunes. has also been 
experimented with,in the Mastung Valley. This fertile valley 
has been ruined by wind erosion and rendered sterile. The 
approach is again agronomic and Nar (Arunda donax), Phog 
(Collegnnurna polygonide), Surkanda (Sacrum celiara), 
Tamarix and Kochia scoparla provided a vegetative cover on 
the sand dunes:. These plants have now been deeply rooted 
and are maintaining their growth. such experiments are 
being extended and other grass;es are also included, and this; 
approach of' wind erosion control has become very popular 
among the farmers. The reclamation of sand dune is carried 
on in Thal and Tharparkar deserts also, where shelter 
belts are also being established. 
Erosion has been also controlled by the introduction 
of new crop rotations in the Division:·~ of Rawalpindi. 
The general crop S¥stern previously pursued by the farmers. 
was wheat-millet-fallow~fallow~wheatt only tw.o crops were 
obtained in five years and the land remained vacant for 
the rest of the period. . Experiments on the increased 
intensity of cropping by cutting the fallow period1 and 
thereby,reducing the ch~~ce of erosion are under way.(37) 
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Steps are being taken to check erosion by growing 
shelter belts, by both irrigation and rain water, in the 
irrigated lands, and on the hills. In almost every part 
of the country some type of preventive measures are going on. 
In this respect,the Agrictuture Ministry has: asked for the 
foreign assistance. In its; response the Internation811 
Co-operation Administration of the u.s. of America offered 
¢ 2j9,000 for soil conservation work in the Division of 
Rawalpindi and for Range management in Quetta~Kalat Divisions. 
The most important meas~res now being applied for erosion 
control are contour bunciD,, management of gras:sland, use of 
dry farming, afforestation, reafforestation and shelter 
belts. 
In addition to the above programme, before 1947, erosion 
control was undertaken by Gerrie in the region of Salt 
Range. The methods employed were mainly torrent control 
by bunds, and by plantations. The soil was preserved by 
terrace and trenches. Plate 18. 
The uplands in particular,are largely affected by 
soil erosion •. Thes;e areas. if properly utilised may be 
turned into profitable range country and will return higher 
and better• quality of meat, milk, butter, hide, skins; and 
wool than it yields: at present. The land is misused by 
communal grazing on an extensive scale. The immediate. 
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remedies are the localisation of the new water points;, 
rotational grazing acc:ording to the carrying capacity of 
the specified areas. This may be combined with the growing 
of improved forage strains,and well organised trru1sport and 
marketing will promote the productive capacity of the vast 
acres of misused, unused and unproductive: land. For full 
ef'fect, remedial and developmental measures;, thus based on 
an ecological approach1must involve social and economic 
changes. The human element usually proves more intractable 
than the ecological factors:. 
'l1he productivity of soil is nec·es:sru."ily relevant to 
the present study. In the foregoing account, we have 
considere~ the physical and chemical properties of the soils 
of West Pakistan; these form the background to the genel•al 
pattern of soil fert :1'1 i ty. The dominant characteristics: 
of the soil, as: stated above, are, the lack of organic 
matter, and low nitrogen content, on which depend 
potential crop production. 
It is generally considered,that the soil of tropical 
and sub-tropical regions are poor in their production 
potential. This statement is t:·rii:lY confirmed by the 
experiments conductecil: by Hall'. He drew a comparison of 
temperate ar~ tropical regions by taking crops commonly grown, 
like potatoes; and wheat for the temperate and rice as tropical 
crop. (61a) 
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These studies do not implyJthat the low yields are 
due mainly1 to the inherent infertility of the soils. Many 
causative factors are involved for the present low yields. 
Among these factors~the natural factors as climate; and soil 
types have been sketched already. The remaining factors 
are cultural such as farm management i.e., cultivation 
systems and methods, irrigation feasibility, fertiliser and 
seeds, tradition, illiteracy and poverty of the peasants. 
The soils in Pakistan are generally chemically fertile, 
their major draw back is their general dessication. It is; 
said ••••• "you have only to scratch the soil and add a 
little water, and you can gr-ow what you please".(62) "The 
valley soils are very deep and fertile". Inadequacy of 
water "has restricted cultivation to i% of the total area" 
in the Divisions of Quetta~Kalat.(37 ) Thus the implications 
of the undoubtedly limited water supply are social, cultural 
and practical~\mich altogether need applications of capital, 
time and effort on a nation wide scale. Thus the final 
problem is one of human response to the soil. 
The fertility Status in Pakistan Soils::.:.:. 
The soils have already been classified according to 
their parent material. The influence of climate over-
rides the geological influence. Taking all the factors into 
account, the soils of West Pakistan from the point of human 
value may be brie~ly and ~inally considered as ~ollows. 
Alluvial soils are derived ~rom the inland deposits 
brought down by the Indus and its; tributaries in the Indus 
Plain, which were developed in situ. In the remaining 
portions o~ West Pakistan alluvium is transported by seasonal 
streams, and some small rivers in Regions; I~Iv. 
The Indus Valley alluvia stretch in a continuous belt 
of varying \ndth rrom Lahore to Karachi. They ~orm a 
broad belt in the Upper Indus plain which is the most 
productive region o~ the country. Their sequence is ~irsx, 
narrowed. towards. the south and is interrupted by desert on 
its peripheries on the east and west •. In the middle alsof 
their continuity is broken by the intrusions of saline 
and alkaline soils,owing to impeded drainage, and these: 
wheat and cotton producing soils are los:ing their ~ertili ty 
rapidly. In the lower Indus Plain they spread over an 
are~in the shape of a triangle between7 desert on the east 
and the lim~stone ridges on the west. In the highland and 
in the sub-montane,the distribution of the \alluvium is. 
limited by topography. The major portion of thes:e alluvia··:l.'!:: 
........ 
are derived from the sedimentary rocks. These soils are 
rejuvenated by annual floods and their fertility is i:m:creased 
by a ~resh soil cover. 
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Limestone soils, are largely located in the areas formed 
by the outcrops of limestone, rising suddenly from the gird~ 
ling plains. These soils are rich in lime only,therefore,they 
are not as fertile as the alluvium. The soils derived from 
the igneous rocks are restricted to the Chagai hills 
section. Though these soils are fertile their use is 
hampered by shortage of water. The steep slopes:. do not 
support a usable cover of' soil,hence 1hold no agricultural 
value., The above survey conveys the evidence of poor and 
fragile and fertile soils and how,the chemical changea demoting 
the soil fertility. 
With the human response,the immediate problems are 
the poverty and ignorance of the peasantry, and ita primitive 
and unscientific cultivation methods. In this age of 
every day scientific advancement and discoveries, it is not 
difficult technically to overcome the prevailing infertility 
of the soil ,which is chiefly owing to poor human responses. 
As we have already considered, physical deterioration 
of soil sets in with human interference with the vegetative 
covering. The nutrient content is depleted. The soil 
which was once under the blanket of vegetation starts losing 
its fertility by cropping, especially when little or no 
fertilisers are applied. The succ:essive cl"'opping of cereals f 
ultimately deprive the soil of its, nutrient. This disappea~ 
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ing ~ertility may be retained,i~ the soil is worked under 
good management, to which in :particular,means sui table. 
and ~lexible crop rotations, green manuring, practice o~ 
mixed farming and intercropping, and direct application o~ 
~ertilisers, farmyard manure and synthetic. 
I~ the land is properly managed it can yield great 
wealth. The human factor in this reference has been 
emphasised by the ~a.'T.ous writer Karl Brandt,(63) "It is not 
often realised that land is really only an opportunity to 
apply capital, management and labour in varying degrees: and 
that without these or with too little o~ them even the most 
~ertile soil will yield only weedsn. These diree:tions: have 
leu•<Jely 
been ~~ _ _<:A,J_':~uignored by Pakistan ~or centuries:.. In the 
U.K. the amount of stress on agricultural advancement is 
laid may be noted in a speech made by the Parliamentaty 
Under Secretary to the Board of Education:(64) "While 
Tari~~s, subsidies and marketing boards were important, let 
us not ~orget that the basis o~ true Agricultural Reconstruc-
tion was the intelligent human being and the maintenance 
of a rural culture which made a prosperous agriculture s~o 
valuable in the country as a whole". The countries which 
are industrially advanced are also making :bremendous progress. 
in the uplift o~ rural life and agricultural conditions. In 
all these countries,community centres are opene~ throughout 
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their agricultural areas. There are many institutions 
which confer agricultural education on its all spheres, Fa1~ 
and Home Bureaux, Farmer Unions, Clubs and several such 
activities. Besides this, generous subsidies and loans 
for sheep, cattle, fertilisers, tractors and pioughing of 
virgin land have kept the standard of agriculture very high. 
If crops fail even then some subsidies are extende~ to the 
farmer to make up the loss, inspite of mixed husbandry 
by which a farmer does make money from some part of his 
pursuits. 
In Pakistan,such activities are in their preliminary 
application under the village uplift org~~isation, which is 
termecii ttvillage aid!~, first started in 1953. ( 65) As the 
name village aid connotes the Village Agricultural and 
Industrial Development programme,it has manifold aims. 
Under this scheme programmes are designed to solve the 
' problems of the rural population by helping them to help 
themselves. --:""\ It 0 s aim is to mobilize the national resoul"'Ces: 
for the reconstruction of rural areas. The programme 
' 
co-ordinates both the people and the Government. This 
scheme is proving very effective throughout the country 
even in remote corners like Chagai~Kharan. 
In order to confer nationwide ben:f'i t through this. 
programme the whole country is split up into y. Aid regions, 
(1) Peshawar, (2) Lahore, (3) Bahawalpur, (4) Quetta and 
(5) Hyderabad. These regions are served by 6 training 
institutes, opened at (1) Peshawar, (2) Lala Musa~ (3) 
Rahim Yar Khan, ( 4) Layallpur, ( 5) Quetta and ( 6) Tandojam. 
In turn,these 6 training centres serve 71 Development areas. 
•rhe objee:tives pertaining the v. Aid programme are several •. 
First,to increase land productivity and the income o~ the 
villagers,vdth the application o~ modern ~a1~ing implements, 
co-operative cottage industries, and sanitation. secondly_, 
emphasis is laid on the multiplication of community services; 
available in villages, as~ schools, dispensaries, health 
centres, hospitals and sources of clean water. Thirdly, 
to engrave a spirit o~ self help and leadership, and co-
operation among the villagers, which lead to economic 
progres·s, and fourthly, to provide recreational opportunities 
~or both sexes. Lastly,to improve co-ordination of the 
working of various government Departments and to extend 
their assistance to the villagers,with the provision of 
extended service to the whole country and to giwe a wel~are 
bias to the entire administrative structure of the government. 
These objectives are meeting with a great response 
from the people. Up~i~ December 1959 over 1,905 persons 
were trained in the 6 institutions. Among these 179 are 
women. These trained hands are then sent to every corner 
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of the country. 
As far as, the land is concerned certain practices~ and 
techniques have to be adopted by village cultivators. 
Bearing in mind the general soil backgrotmd,we turn to a 
brief' consideration of these. 
Artificial Manures:-
By continuous cpopping soil becomes degenerated by the 
removal of nutrients by plants. Unles.s .thes·e nutrients; 
are replaced,the soil becomes impoverished. Under these 
circumstances use of fertilisers becomes indispensible. 
Appendix 14 shows the soil nutrients removed by different 
crops. 
In Pakistan,the use of chemical or artificial fertilisers 
is not in vogue.(61) The primary factor again is the 
under developed economy of Pakistan. She cannot afford a 
policy of import of fertilisers, and because of the general 
poverty of t11e peasants, it is beyond their means to buy 
expensive imported fertilisers. 
In Pakistan the use of commercial manures was almost 
unknown before 1952, and their import was absent. Since 
1952,their use is spreading gradually and the table below 
shows. the amount of imported fertilisers in different 
seasons. They were chiefly imported from u.s.A. 
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Synthetic Fertilizer imported into West Pakistan 
Season Tons 
Winter 1952-53 10,925 
Spring 1953 75,000 
Winter 1953.:.;54 49,400. 
Spring 1954 15,700 
Winter 1954-55 nil 
Su."'''lTler 1955 nil 
Winter 1955-56 37,349 
Summer 1956 17,200 
Winter 1956-57 80,870 
Summer 1957 10,114 
Total 296,558 
The shortage of food during 1952 proved an incentive 
for their use. The Agricultural Department in various 
provinces set up a campaign to popularise and teach the 
use of these fertilisers. Above all,to make their use 
common,governrnent gave a generous subsidy. The table below 
shows the extent of subsidy: 
Season Subsidy basis 
Winter 1952~53 600fo on cost and freight value 
Spring 1953 66% on price at distribution 
centres 
Winter 1953~54 50% " tl 
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Spring 1954 50% on price at distribution 
centres 
Winter 1954-55 50% " " 
Spring 1955* 70% (for cotton only) on Price 
at distribution centres 
Winter 1955.;.;56 66% on price at distribution 
centres 
Spring 1956 58% " " 
Winter 1956....:57 58% " " 
Spring 1957 58% It n 
* During this season the subsidy was 50% but for cotton a~~ 
rice it was increas·;ed to 70%. 
The Government has revise~ the subsidy policy as it 
was not poss;ible to continue the high subsidy. The expen.;.. 
diture incurred on the imported fertiliser-s was,Ra 8~085 
as a charge for handling and Rs 23,.175,000 on the subsidy. 
Under such circumstances,a fertilizer factory was established 
~ 
at Daud Khel. It 1 s annual output of Ammonium sulphate is; 
50 1 000 tons and in this way a basic supply is assured. 
The Government of Pakistan with the assistance of 
F.A.O. has now been able to ass;es the scale of potential 
fertilisers requirements for the main crops:. 
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Fertiliser requirements·. in West Pakistan in 000 tons 
Fertiliser 
used on % 
area under 
crops Wheat Rice Sugarcane Cotton Total 
Percent 
20 77.0 10.5 13.5 54.8 135.8 
100 385.4 52.6 67.3 174.2 579.5 
It indicates.that if fertilisers are used only for 1/5th 
of the area under above crops total requirements will be 
135.8 thousand tons~. On the other he..nd, if fel"tilisers 
are applied on the whole of the area,the total need \rill be 
479.5 thousand tons. Besides,these fertilisers are required 
for the use of market gardens, orchards and pastures. The 
standard of fertilisers used in Pe.kistan may be c.omparecfl 
with other countries: in the following table: 
Use of Fertilizers in Selected Countries~ 
Countries-; Nitrogen Phosphorus Potash 
Lbs per acre 
Netherlands: 134.6 91.4 134.6 
Japan 67.7 46.6 31.2 
United Kingdom 30.2 46.2 29.3 
Egypt 40.8 4.5 0.7 
Peru 19.5 13.9 :li.4 
Italy 11.4 19.6 2.2 
Total 
360.6 
145.5 
105.7 
46.0 
34.8 
33.2 
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Austl .. alia 1.2 27.3 1.1 29.6 
u.s.A. 6.8 8.2 6.6 21.6 
Ceylon 9.0 1 .5 5.9 1664 
canada 0.9 2.6 1.6 5 •. 1 
Mexico 2.1 1.6 0.45 4 •. 2 
Braz;il 0.6 . 1.5 0.7 2.8 
India 0.57 0.1 0.04 0 •. 7 
Pakistan 0.44 0.009 .. 0.45 
Source:- F.A.O. Year Book o~ Food and Agriculture 
Statistics, Vol. VIII. Part I. 
The use of commercial fertilisers made in Pakistan is the 
lowest in the world except in case of' India. Tl1e level 
of their consumption is the highes;t in. Netherland;· then in 
Japan, and Britain ranks 3rd in the total consumption o~ 
nitrogen, phosphorus and Potash. 
Organic Manure:-
The application of organic manure is a known method to 
all peasants. The soils are naturally low in organic 
matter. In Pakistan. farmyard manure mostly serves as: 
domestic fuel. With the provision of subs;ti tute fuel the 
farmyard manure will be put to beneficial uses. The proposed 
extension of gas to the cities of Lahore, Multan, Layallpur 
and Rawalpindi will cut down this misuse of farmyard manure. 
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Green Manuring:~ 
This method consists of legume growing, to plough into 
the land as a measure of enrichment of the soil. This 
method, though it sounds easy and cheap is not· easily 
adapted, because many small farmers cannot sacrifice the 
harvests of food or cash crops. 
Mixed cropping:-
This is another remedial measure for an exhausted soil. 
Under this method various tYPe of crops are grown on the 
same field stmultaneously. These plants are different 
in their demand for nutrients and in a suitable combination, 
can supply each other to some extent, during their proces·s; 
towards maturity which varies in each casee As a method 
of the simultaneous growing of soil-building and soil 
exhausting crops, and of diversifying the demands of plants 
upon the soil this practice has much t·o recommend it, but 
much depends on water availability and the cycle of plant 
growth and the soil products. These practices are 
connnon in many advanced countries. It may for instance 
be use~ for cereals grown with legumes or with vegetables. 
Mixed l'arming:-
It forms the basis of the farming in the United Kingdom. 
Originally it aimed at arable farming,manured by the far.mer's 
own livestock. The land under this system is used for 
multiple pursuits of farming and involves rotational and 
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ecologically based husbandry. To establish such diversity, 
the first pre-requisite, is the maintenance of ley pastures~, 
good soil management together with suitable economic and 
market conditions. Extreme climatic conditions are 
injurious to gras·ses and ley farming is not easily developed 
in west Pakistan. Fast growing legumes may prove suitable 
for forage and fodder. Moreover climatic extremes· aff'ect 
the health of livestock also. FUrther, mixed. farming 
has finally developed in West ern E'u.ropeL . ..:. .. , as a synthest s 
of use of organic and synthetic substances for a variety 
of rich commercial markets. In much of west Pakistan,the 
commercial advantages are smaller than the less~ powerfUl, 
but more important needs of ecological stability and balanced 
diet. 
It can now be pictured,that the rural development and 
a rise in the standard of living of the people have to be 
weighed and assess:ed, first, against environmental problems~ 
of a Hercultru1 nature, viz; the shortages of water, the 
low organic level of soil content and the rapid increase· in 
population. The development of agriculture has first to 
be accorded with the predominantly adverse environmental 
conditions. Since the start of the development projec;ts; 
the people~passing through a transi tiori~' stage. The pastoral 
people are becoming sedentary agriculturalists in the 
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Regions II-IV and herding and cultivation are combined. 
Village cultivators half-see new opportunities with and 
without irrigation. The soil wealth can be maintained and 
made to give improved returns~. There are some areas already 
in existence which serve as examples;,where high crop yields 
have been maintained under good soil rnanagement,even under 
adverse conditions of shortages of both water and manure 
supplies. A year to year increase may be note<tl. in the 
tabJ..e. ·-below. The level of wheat yields now remains almost 
constant in the District of Montgomery. In the district 
of Tharparkar the yields of both wheat and cotton are high 
in the beginning,but tended to decrease in the subsequent 
years. The reason is obviously falling water supplies and 
increasing manurial needs. It seems as if a thorough 
geographical revolution can take place,if the people are 
supplied wi thi·the required needs for the development. 
From soil in general,to the maintenance of soil fertility 
and improved husbandry in particular, all progress; finally 
involves particular village societies in specific areas. 
Only by taking integrated region views can the problems 
be finally understood. This is the justification for 
geographical investigation in general,and for this thesis a 
geographical appreciation of the complex implications of 
the terms 'arid and semi~arid'. 
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Moving Average of Yield per Acre of' V'lheat and Cotton on a. 
Few Selected Farms. 
Year Montgomery District Multan District Tharparkar District Cott:on Wheat Cotton ~Vheat cotton Wheat 
marmds: per acre 
1923 13.0 
1924 6e6 16.5 13.2 18 •. 4 
1925 7.2 17.6 12.1 19.1 
1926 7.1 18.9 10.6 19.7 
1927 7,5 19.6 9.8 20.1 
1928 7.6 20.5 10.2 19.8 
1929 7.6 20.3 10 .. 5 19 .. 3 
1930 8.1 19.6 10 •. 9 18e3 
1931 8.·9 21.0 12.1 19.2 
1932 9.4 20.8 12.2 19.9 
1933 10.0 20.8 12.3 19 .. 8 
1934 11.6 21.7 11.0 19.6 
1935 11..0 21.9 10.9 17.3 11.9 
1936 9.7 21.2 9.7 16.71 li2.0 31.7 
1937 9.2 21.3 8.2 16.4 11.2 21.7 
1938 9.4 21.9 9.3 15.8 11.4 11.8 
1939 9.7 21.6 8.7 15.4 11..5 13.1 
1940 10.8 21.9 10.3 18.2. 11.7 13.3 
1941 10.8 22.7 10.7 18.2 11.3 13.6 
1942 10.5 22.4 11.0 17.4 11.6 14.1 
1943 9.9 22.9 ;i0.4 llB.O 12.;2 14.8 
1944 9.4 22.7 11.1 18.4 11.8 14.6 
1945 8.1 21.9 9.5 17.8 11.1 14.7 
1946 7.6 20.4 10.5 17.2 10.8 13.7 
1947 8.8 20.2 12e2 16.1 11.0 13.5 
1948 9.2 20.7 12.2 18.2 10.2 13.6 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
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9.1 21.9 10.7 18.7 10.7 13.0 
10.1 23 •. 1 10.9 19.1. 11.1 13.5 
10.6 23.3 10.3 18.8 9.8 13.3 
11.3 24.6 10.4 19.6 9.5 13.3 
11.4 24.2 11.8 18.9 9.1 
Source:·- Ministry of Agriculture, Karachi. 
